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PREFACE.

The present edition of my English Grammar is the outcome of

the constant labour of the last three years. The work has

been subjected to a searching revision from end to end In

its general form and scope no material alteration has been

made, and the numbering of the paragraphs has been left

to correspond as closely as possible with that of the last

edition, so that the two editions may be used together in

class-work without practical inconvenience, I have, however,

followed the arrangement of my 'Shorter English Grammar'

in introducing the antique forms of the language as they are

needed from time to time, instead of relegating them to an

Appendix. ^^J"'yL- ' ' '

Since my ' English Grammar ' was first \\Titten, various para-

graphs in it have been rendered superfluous by the publication

of my more elementary grammars. By the excision of such

portions, and of several rather long notes devoted to the

discussion of points about which there is no longer any

dispute, and by the adoption of an improved style of typo-

graphy, room has been found for the introduction of a good

deal of new and valuable matter, illustrating the structure,

history, and afiinities of the English language. I have
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endeavoured to enable the learner to gain an intelligent

insight into the real functions of words and forms, and in

that way to rise from the mere mastery of rules to the

comprehension of principhs. In the Syntax I think I have

succeeded in elucidating various troublesome constructions

which have not before been explained. Many new examples

of analysis have been introduced, and the solution of diffi-

culties made as intelligible as possible by carefully graduating

and contrasting the illustrations.

The Exercises in the previous edition were inadequate for

the purpose they should have served. In the present edition

I have introduced the most appropriate portions of the

rather copious exercises attached to the ' Shorter English

Grammar,' with such references to the entire series (re-pub-

lished in a cheap form under the title ' English Grammar

Practice ') as will enable learners who need greater practice

in elementary work to go through the whole course. I

strongly recommend that this should be done, if time can be

found, as advanced pupils are often hampered by the linger-

ing remains of early misconceptions.

The reader who desires a fuller investigation of the Sub-

junctive Mood than space could be found for in the present

work, is referred to the Appendix to my 'Shorter English

Grammar,' republished (with some additions) under the title

' Remarks on the Subjunctive and the so-called Potential

Mood.'

In the preparation of this edition the indispensable study

of original sources has been aided and su])plemented by

diligent use of the great works of Miitzner and Koch, and

of the valuable stores of Grein and Pick. It will be seen,

by references made from time to time, that I have received

some important suggestions from Professor Skeat's most
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valuable and interesting ' EtjTnological Dictionary of the

English Language.' Dr. Murray's admirable account of the

* Dialect of the Southern Counties of Scotland ' has been of

great service. I need hardly say how much the study of the

early English writers has been facilitated by the capital editions

of parts of Chaucer, and ' Specimens of Early English ' by

Prof. Skeat and Dr. ISIorris, and their more elaborate and

truly scholarlike work in editing several of the most im-

portant remains of old English. Constant and (it is hoped)

not unprofitable use has been made of March's ' Anglo-Saxon

Grammar,' Sweet's 'Anglo-Saxon Reader,' Skeat's * Moeso-

Gothic Glossar}-,' and the Anglo-Saxon dictionaries of Grein,

EttmuUerj and I-eo.

DUKESF.U.,

Christchurcii Road, Strf.ath\m IIiil,

yaniiary, iSSr.

C. r. MASON.

r>

y,fP6 If-iTJ-n^-



ADDENDUM.
Pp. So, 83. Some persons have the mistaken idea that a preterite like

felt or taught, in which, as compared with the present tense, there is a

change of the vowel sound, is a combination of the Strong and the Weak
formation and so call such verbs ' mixed.' This is quite wrong. The

change of vowel is merely phonetic, it is not formative. It is a result of

the addition of the suffix. The shortening of the vowel infeit is like the

change of nd in nation into nd in national. Sometimes the change ensued

much later than the formation of the tense. In old English cacchen ( — catch)

and cahte (= caught) had the same vowel. In Anglo-Saxon tacan (teach)

and tirhte (taught) were alike in vowel sound. Indeed in many cases it is

the present, rather than the preterite, which has undergone change. The

soimd of tciicJi is comparatively modem.
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The various languages spoken by mankind admit of being grouped

together in certain great families, tiie members of eiich of winch

resemble each other more or less closely in the words used to ex|jrcss

ideas, and in the grammatical framework of forms and inflexions by

which the words are combined. One of these families of languages

has been called the Indo-European or Aryan family.

This fLimily of languages * has two divisions—an Asiatic division

and a European division.

A. To the Asiatic division belong -

1. Sanskrit, the ancient language of the Hindus (the oldest known
form of which is found in the Vedas or sacred hymns), with its laler

forms and offslioots.

2. Zend, the ancient language of Persia, with its later forms, the Parsi

and the modern Persian.

B. To the European division belong

—

1. The Teutonic + languages, comprising :

—

a. The Low German dialects, spoken by the tribes inhabiting

the low-lying lands of North Germany, towards the Baltic antl

the German Ocean. To this subdivision belong Moeso-G-otliic,J

Old Saxon § (or the .Saxon spoken on the Continent), Eng-lish,

Frisian, Dutch, Flemish, and Piatt-Deutseh.
b. The Scandinavian languages of Iceland, Norway, Sweden, and
Denmark, of which the Old Norse of Iceland is the purest and

most antique in form.

c. Old and modem High German, spoken originally by tribes

inhabiting the highlands of Southern Germany.
Some authorities regard Scandinavian and High German as offsets

from the Low German stock.

2. The Sclavonic languages of Russia, Poland, Bohemia, Bulgaria.

&c., and (related to these) the Lithuanian dialects spoken in some of

the Baltic provinces.

* Vh.eichcr and March give diagrams (copied by several other writers), intended to show
\o\-i the various langua.;es of this family branched out from a parent stock Such diagrams
have the disadvantage of exhibiting a good deal that is merely conjectural as though it were
settled fact. The modes and the relative dates of the separation of the dilTerent languages
from the parent stem, and from each other, are yet a long way from being settled.

t Some writers use the term 'Gothic' instead of, or as well as, 'Teutonic,' as the name of

\his stock.

t .Spoken in Dacia by a tribe which appears to have migrated eastward down the D.lnube.

»Ve still possess important fragments of the translation of the Bible, madi; in this dialect by
L>i>hop Ulphilas in the fourth century.

§ A specimen of this, in the form which it had assumed by the ninth century, is preserved

in the poem (ur meuical versLou uf the Gospck) called the Heliand (i.e. Saviour).

£
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3. The Keltic languages, divided into the Kymric branch
(
IVclsh,

Coriiis/i, and the Annorican of Brittany), and the G-adhelic or

Gaelic i)ranch {Erse, Gaelic, and Manx).

4. The Greek-Latin group, comprising ancient Greek (with its

descendant Komaic, or moilern Greek), and the Latin and other

dialects of Italy, with the Romance languages descended froni

them

—

J/alian, French, S/anish and rorttigiiese, Romansch and
IVallachian.

Some authorities class the Keltic and Italic dialects together, as

branches of a common stock.

It thus appears that English belongs to the Low German branch
of the Teutonic stock. It is most akin to the ancient Moeso-Gothic
and Old Saxon, and to the modern Frisian.

The inhabitants of Gaul and Britain, -when those countries were
invaded by the Romans, were of Keltic race, and spoke various

dialects of the Keltic group of languages.

The conquered Gauls adopted the Latin language, and the Franks
and Normans, who at a later time established themselves in the

country, adopted the language of the people they conquered. Thus it

has come about that French is for the most part a corrupted foim
of Latin, belonging to that group of languages which is called
' Romance.'
The Keltic inhabitants of Britain did not adopt the Latin language,

but retained their own Keltic dialects. One of these is still spoken by
the Keltic inhabitants of Wales.
English is the language brought i ito England by the Saxons and

Angles, who in the fifth century conquered and dispossessed the

British or Keltic inhabitants, and drove the remnants of them into the

remote mountainous corners of the island, especially Wales, Cornwall
(which was called West Wales), and Strathclyde (comprising Cumber-
land, Westmoreland, and the Western Lowlands of Scotland). They
were a Teutonic race, coming from the Lowland region in the north-

western part of Germany. The name Angle appears to have be-
longed at first only to one division of these Teutonic invaders :

* but

in course of time, though long before the Norman Conquest, it was
extended over the rest, and the entire body of the Teutonic inhabit-

ants of our country called themselves and their language English,-
and their country England (Angle-land). In speaking of themselves
they also, at least for a time, employed the compound term Anglo-
Saxon. English thus became the predominant language in our

* That the inhabitants of Wessex, Sussex, Middlesex, and Essex called themselves Angles
before they came to this island, and that Saxons was not their own proper name, but one
applied to them by their Welsh neighbours and enemies, and only adopted by themselves as

a kind of rt/M^, is rather hard to believe. It would be extr.aordinary that Romans, Franks,

and Welshmen should all have agreed in calling them Saxons, if they did not call themselves
so. The divisions of the tribes certainly called themselves West Saxons, South Saxons,
Kast Saxons, and Middle Saxons respectively as soon as they settled down in England,
which argues that they called themselves Saxons as a whole. It should be not.'d that when
llede enumerates the descendants of the Angles in England, he excludes the uihabitants of

the Saxon area. If Bede's authority is invoiced to show that Angle and Sitxon were akeriia-

live names, it should be remembered that iu his Latin sive and vel signify and.
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island from the Firth of Forth * to the English Channel, and has con-

tinued so for more than thirteen centuries. During this time it has,

of course, undergone many changes. It has adopted many new
words from other languages, and its forms have been altered to some
extent ; but it has lasted in unbroken continuity from its introduction

until now.

Modern English is only a somewhat altered form of the language
which was brought into England by the Saxons and Angles, and
which in its early fcrmi, before the changes consequent upon the

Norman Conquest, is commonly called Anglo-Saxon. The gram-
matical framework of Modern English is still purely Anglo-Saxon.

As regards its foi-m, Ang-lo-Saxon (or old Enelish) differed from
modern English in this respect, that it had a much greater number of gram-
matical inflexions. Thus nouns had five cases, and there were different

declensions (as in Latin) ; 'adjectives were declined, and had three genders

;

pronouns had more forms, and some had a dual number as well as a singular

and plural ; the verbs had more variety in their personal temimations. The
greater part of these inflexions were dropped in the course of the three cen-

turies following the Norman Conquest, + the grammatical functions of several of

them being now served by separate words, such as prepositions and auxiliary

verbs. Ihis change is what is meant when it is .'Aid that Anglo-Saxon (or

ancient English) was an injlexiortal language, and that modern English,
is an analytical language.

The greater part of the foreign words that have been incorporated
into English, and are now part and parcel of the language, may be
divided into the following classes :

—

1. Words of Keltic orig-in.— The Anglo-Saxons adopted a few Keltic

words from such Britons as they kept among them as slaves or wives. These
words consist chiefly of geographical names, such as Avon, Don, Usk, Exe,
Ouse, Pen (in y\;//rith, /^(//zance), Mendip, Wight, Kent, &c. ; and words
relating to common household matters, such as kiln, crook, clout, darn, gruel,

mattock, mop, rug, wire, &c. As the Gauls were of Keltic race, Keltic words
naturally made tlieir appearance in French, and some were thus intioduced

into our language not directly from the Britons, but through the medium
of Norman-French (such, for example, as basket, button, gown, -wicket, bran,

/learn).

2. "Words of Scandinavian origrin.—Men of Scandinavian race (Picts,

Norsemen, and Danes) made repeated incursions into this island during several*

centuries, and established themselves in force in East Anglia, Northumbria,
Cumberland ami Westmoreland, and part of Mercia. In consequence of this

a good many Sc^dinavian words made their ^\•ay into common use, and
Danish or Scandinavian forms appear in many names of places in the districts

occupied by the Scandinavian invaders, such as bj' ('town.' as in Grimsby) ;

Scaw (' wood,' as in Sca.-wM\)
; Jbrec ('waterfall,' as Stockgill Force) ; /lolm

* Lowland Scotch is a. genuine Anglian dialect, and has kept clo.ser to the Teutonic type
than modern English. Early Scotch writers (as Barbour and Dunbai) expressly call their

language ' English.*

t In the Northern dialect this change began much earlier, and was accelerated by the
Danish (or Norse) incursions and settlements. By the end of the thirteenth century this

dialect had become as unicflexional as modem English.
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('island,' as in Langholm) ; ttcss ('headland,' as in Furncss) ; ev ('island,' as
in Orkney) ; /v<-/- (' lirook,' as in Tioutheck\ <.\:c. The influx of the Scandi-
navi.-in clement produced on the northern dialects the same sort of effect that
the Norman-French element diil on the southern dialects ; it accelerated the
weakening and disuse of the inflexions, and introduced some fresh cleiivenis

into the language.

3. Words of Iiati» orlg-in, and Greek Words introduced througlt
Latin. —Of these we have- fio'r^' immense numbers ia English, the words of
classical origin being considerably mote than twice as numerous as those <jf

Teutonic origin, there being, according lO some authorities, about 29,000 of
the former, to about 13,000 of the latter. These words came in at various
periods, and under various circumstances.

a. A few Latin words, connected with names of places, were atlopted by
the Britons from the Romans, and by the Angles and Saxons from the Uritons,*
and appear, for example, in Chester {casira), Gloucester, Stratford {sira^a)^

Lincoln [colonia), Fossbury {^fossa).

b. A good many words of classical origin were introduced between the
Sfctilement of the Saxons and the Norman Conquest by the ecclesiastics wlia
brought Christianity into England. These words are mostly ecclesiastical terms,
and names of social institutions and natural objects previously unknown to

the English. These words came direct from Latin, or from Greek through
Latin, ,

^ c. K much larger number of words of Latin Origin came to us through

Norman-French, the acquired language of the Norman conquerors of England.
After the Conquest this was of course the language of the Norman nobles and
their retainers throughout England, t To a more limited (though still con-

siderable) extent it had been introduced as the language of the court of Edward
the Confessor. Most of the words in our language which relate to feudal

institutions, to war, law, and the chase, were introduced in this way. The
terms employed in science, art, and the higher literary culture are, to a large

extent, of the same origin. Not that Anglo-Saxon had not such tenns, but

they belonged to the literary, and not to the ordinary spoken language. After

the Conquest No; man-French became the literary language, because literature

continued to be cultivated only among the dominant class. English thus lost

its old literary vocabulary, which became forgotten, and had to be replaced

from Norman-French. But the words of ordinary life were used as freely and
vigorously as ever by the mass of the native population. An important change,

however, in the English language was at least accelerated, if not first com-
menced, by the influence of the Norman-French, which was established side

by side with it. Of the two races which made up the population, Normans
"and Engli.-,hmen, each had enough to do to learn the vocabulary of the other,

without troubling themselves with an alien system of inflexions. Thus the

numerous grammatical inflexions of the older English came to be first levelled +

in a great many cases to a monotonous and meaningless -e, and finally lo -t

altogether. In the course of the three centuries that followed the Conquest

they were reduced to little more than their present number.

d. The revival of the study of the classical languages in the sixteenth

~ Beware of the mistake of saying that these words were introduced into English by tha

JRfljiiaits.

T Tboiieh William himself tried to learn English, and sometimes used it in public

d cunents.

\ For this CQDvenient and expressive term we are indebted to Mr. H. Sweet.
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centur)' led to the introduction of an immense number of Latin ahd Greek
words, which were taken direct from the original languages. iSIiJiy of these

importations have since been discarded. It often happens that the same
classical word has given rise to two words in English, one coming to us thrmigh
Norman- French, the other taken direct from Latin. In such cases, the former
is the shorter and more corrupted form. Compare, for example, hotel and
hospital, j-eason and rational, poison and potion.

4. Words of Miscellaneous origin. —The extensive intercourse main-
tained during the last three hundred years with all parts of the world naturally

led to the introduction of words from most languages of importance, relating

to natural productions, works of art, or social institutions, with which this

intercourse first made us acquainted.

Thus it has come about that the two chief -constituents of modern
English are Anglo-Saxon and Latin, mixed with a small proportion
of words of miscellaneous origin. Most of the Teutonic elements of

English were introduced by the Saxons and Angles. A good many
also came in with the Danes and Norsemen (for the Scandinavian
races are of the Teutonic slock), and a few more passed from the
Norsemen into Norman-French, and so found their way into English.

As a general nde (admitting, of course, of numerous exceptions) it will be
found that words relating to common natural objects, to home life, to agricul-

ture, and to common trades and processes, are usually of Teutonic origin.

Words relating to the higlier functions of social life—religion, law, government,
and war, to the less obvious processes of the mind, and to matters connected
with art, science, and philosophy, are commonly of classical and mostly of
Latin origin. Most words of three or more syllables, and a large number of those
of two, are of classical origin. The Teutonic element prevails (though verj' far

from exclusively) in words of one or two syllables, and is by far the most
forcible and expressive. Hence it predominates in all our finest poetrj'. It is

impossible to write a single sentence without Teutonic elements, but sentence
after sentence may be found in .Shakspeare and the English Bible, which is

pure English, in the strictest sense of that term.

One great advantage which English has derived from the mingling of the
Teutonic and Ivomance elements is the great richness of its vocabular)', and its

power of expressing delicate shades of difference in the signification of words
by the use of i)airs of words, of which one is Teutonic and the other P'rench.*
The changes by which Anglo-Saxon (or the oldest English) became modern

English were gradual, and no exact date can be given for the introduction of
this or that particular alteration. Still the process was influenced or accelerated
at certain points by political events. The Norman Conquest, and the political
relations between the conquering and the conquered race, naturally made
Norman-French the language of the court and the nobles, of the courts of
justice, of the episcopal sees, and of garrisoned places. But the loss of Nor-
mandy in 1206, the enactments of Heniy III. and Louis IX., that the subjects
of the one crown should not hold lands in the territory of the other, and
the political movements under John and Henry III., stopped the further
influx of the Norman element. At the same time the absolutist tendencies
of the kings drove the nobles into closer union with the Anglo-Saxon elements

* Compare, for example, /tv//«^' and sentiment, work and labour, bloom and tlou-cr. The
number of pairs of exactly synonymous words is small.
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of llic h.ition ; and the Ficncli wars of ImIwhiiI III. musc'l on rinti-French

fcclin" ani'iiij; all classes, wliicli cxtenclccl it.self even to the laufjuage,

insunuich ifial we leain from Chaucer, that in his time French was spoken in

l",nj;land but rarely, and in a corrujned form. In 1362 appeared the edict of

Kdward III. that legal proceedings in the royal courts should be conducted in

English, though French continued for sixty years longer to be the language of

rarliament, and for yet another sixty years to be the language of the laws.

Koch divides the historical development of English into five periods,

in the following manner :

—

First Period, that of old Ang-lo-Saxon.* This period extends from the

time of the oldest literary monuments to about A.I). 1 100. The language was
divided into two groups of dialects, the N'orthein or Anglian, and the Southern

or Saxon. The Northern speech (that ot Northumbria) was the first to become
a cultivated literary language, but there are few remains of it in its earliest

form. Under the ravages of the Danes the literature perished.

On the rise of the kingdom of Wessex to supremacy the Southern, or (more

strictly) the West-Saxon dialect liecame the standard literary language. It is

in this that th^bulk of the works usually called Anglo-Saxon are written. It

was not an imported form of speech, but simpl) the cultivated form of the

tlialcct of the district. + It did not oust the other dialects from use in oral

speech, even when used for literary purposes beyond the Saxon area. In the

latter part of the period the Lvdling (see/. 4) of the inflexions had already

commenced.
Second Period, that of late Anglo-Saxon. This period extends over

about 150 years, to the middle of the thirteenth century, and shows marks of

the influence of the Danish and Norman settlements in disturbing the older

system of inflexions, obliterating many of its distinctions, and so preparing

tile way for the still greater simplification which followed. In the latter

part of the period Norman-French words begin to be incorporated in the

language.

Third Period, termed by Koch Old Eng'lish. This period, which extends

over some 100 years, from about 1250 till about 1350, exhibits a continued

weakening of the old forms, spoken sounds and their written rejiresenlatives

l)eing both in an unsettled state, and the influence of Norman-French being

distinctly traceable.

The Norman Conquest displaced the Southern dialect from its literary

su^^remacy. In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries three dialects, or

groups of dialects, held equal rank. These were

—

1. The Northern dialect, which prevailed on the East of the Pennine

range from the liumber to the P'irth of Forth. In the course of time this

dialect received a somewhat special development in Lowland Scotch. It was

by much the earliest to exhibit t'he levelling and loss of its inflexions.

2. The Southern dialect, spoken south of the Thames and in Gloucester-

shire and parts of Herefordshire and Worcestershire.

* Our forefathers (or some of them) called themselves for a time Anglo-Saxo>is. It is

di.sputed whether this term denoted a people made up of the Angles and the -Saxons, or the

Saxons of Eugtaiid, as contrasted with the OUi Saxo7is of the Continent. There is a similar

ambiguity in the term as applied by modern writers to the language. It may be held to

include the scanty remains that we have of the old Northumbrian dialect, though practically

what is cilled Anglo-Saxon is the old .South Saxon speech.

t It was called Eiiglisc by those who wrote it, perhaps (as Mr. Earle suggests) because

the first cultivated book-speech was Eiiglisc, i.e. Anglian.
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3. Tlie Midland dialect,* which prevailed in the intervening districts. t

Fourth Period, called by Koch Middle Eng-lish, reaching to near
the end of the fifteenth century. The great feature of this period is the
establishment of the East Midland dialect, through the influence of Wycliffe
and Chaucer, as the standard literary language of England generally. This
dialect also extended its area as the language of common life, especially in

the eastern part of the Southern area. |

Fifth Period, that of Modern Eng-lisli.§

Leaving the vocabulary of the language out of consideration, it may be
stated summarily that English has preserved from its Anglo-Saxon stage the

suffixes that it still possesses in nouns and pronouns ; the conjugation of its

verbs ; the articles, pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, and numerals ; the

comparative and superlative suffixes of adjectives, and the formation of

adverbs; the flexibility and variety which it has in the formation of com-
pounds ; the most important part of the sufhxes and prefixes by Vi'hich

derivatives are formed ; the predominant principles of accentuati'>n ; and the

compactness and straightforwardness of the syntactical arrangement of its

periods. To French we owe a considerable modification of the sounds of the

language, the suppression of the sound of / before other consonants, such as

f, V, k, VI, &c. ; the softening or disuse of the hard, guttural sounds oi It and
gh, the change of hard c into ch, and the use of e mute at the end of words ;

* One characteristic point of difference between the three dialects was, that all three

persons of the plural of the present tense ended in -es in the Northern (at least when the
personal pronouns did not come immediately before them), in -en in the Midland, and m -etk in

the Southern. Also in the Imperative plural the Northern had -es, the Midland and Southern
-eih. The Northern dialect had dropped the personal suffixes in the past tense. The Imper-
fect Participle ended in -and in the Northern and in -inde or -ynde in the .Southern. In the

Perfect Participle the Northern dropped the prelix ^c-. In many cases initial s was
preferred to sh {sal, siild for shnl, sliiilde). We find k for cli (btnk for bench, kirk for

chirclie') ; at for that, thir for thise, at and til for to in the infinitive mood. The Northern
dialect was the most tenacious of the old sounds of the language, the Southern dialect was
most tenacious of the old inflexions. The l.ittcr preferred the flat sounds of z and v to the

sharp sounds of ^ andyi and the broad vowels o and « to a and /.

+ The dialects of CumbLrland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire are classed by Dr. Morris
in the West Midland, by Matzncr in the Norllicrn group. 'I'hese districts belonged at first

to Cumbria and Strathclyde. It seems natural to suppose that the Northern part of the

district, at any rate, owed most, both in population and in language, to Northumbria, to

which it was contiguous. Moreover* Norsemen .settled in force in part of the district. It is

to Dr. Morris that we are indebted for the first thorough and systematic discrimination of
these dialects.

X Hence Puttenham, towards the end of the sixteenth centurj', describes this speech, then
prevalent in London and the home counties, as * Southern English',' the old Southern dialect

maintaining its ground in the Western counties ; and so he describes the dialects of England
as Northern, Southern, and Western, instead oi yartkern. Midland, and Sonthcrti.

§ The above subdivision is, perhaps, more elaborate than is necessary. There is no
break of any consequence between the Third and Fourth Periods. No new principle of
change begins to operate. We simply have in the Fourth Period a still further development,
on e.x.actly the same lines, of what was going on in the Third. There is no epoch at the

dividing line of these two periods comparable to those formed by the Norman Conquest, which
preceded the Third Period, and the invention of printing and the revival of letters, which
ushered in the latest period. It would be simpler and quite sufiicient to divide English, in

its historical aspect, into three periods—the first (Old English or Anglo-Saxim) embracing
Koch's first two periods ; the second (Middle or Transition English) comprising Koch's
third and fourth periods : and the third (.Modern English) coinciding with Koch's fifth period.

Mr. .Sweet (who however does not divide the periods at quite the same points as Koch,
though the difference is not great) characterizes these three cardinal divisions as the Period of
Full Injiexions, the Period 0/ Levelled Inflexions, and the Period 0/ Lost Inflexions.

Each period has naturally an earlier and a later stage. The names First Period, Second
Period, &c., are very bald and unsuggestive.
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the inlroJuction of the sihilant sounds of/,,?, ch and r ; the nsc of the letter

z, ancl the consonantal sound of ?, and a yicat deal of cliant;c and confusion in

the vowel sounds. French influence assisted in the recos^nition of s as the
general sign of the plural in nouns. To Kiench we also owe a considerable
number of the suffixes and jirefixes by which derivatives aie funned, and are
probably indebted for our deliverance from that stiff and involved arrangement
of sentences under which modern German still labours. {MiUziier.)

A(\ \\ fci_
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INTRODUCTION.

1. Speech or language is the expression of thought by

words.

2. Grammar (from the Greek gramma, ' letter ') is the science

that treats of speech or language. English Grammar is that

portion of the science which treats of the speech of the English

people.

3. Words are significant combinations of sounds. These
sounds are represented to the eye by marks or symbols called

letters (Latin litera), the whole collection of which is called the

Alphabet (from alpha, beta, the names of the first two letters of

the Greek Alphabet). The right mode of uttering the sounds

that make up a word is called Orthoepy (from the Greek ort/ios,

' right,' and epos, * spoken word '). The right mode of represent-

ing the sounds that make up a word by letters is called Ortho-
graphy (from the Greek orthos, * right,' zx\(S. grapho, ' I write ').

4. A sentence (Latin scniefitia, ' thought ') is a collection of

words of such kinds and arranged in such a manner as to express

some complete thought. Words are of difierent sorts according

to the purpose which they serve in a sentence.

Thus, in the sentence " The little bird flies swiftly through the

air," bird is the name of sometliing that we speak about ; the
points out which bird is meant ; little describes the bird ;

flies states wiiat the bird does ; swiftly denotes tlio manntr
in which the bird does this ; through shows how the action

of the bird is related to tlie air.

The different sorts of words are called Parts of Speech.
5. Etymology (from Greek dymos ' true,' and lo^os ' word ' or
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' Statement ') is that part of grammar which treats of words
separately. Syntax (Greek sjn ' together,' and taxi's ' arrange-

ment ') is that part of grammar which treats of the way in which

words are combined in sentences.

THE ALPHABET. ^
e. The Enghsh alphabet consists now of twenty-six letters, each

of which is written in two forms, the large letters being called

Capitals, or Capital Letters* :

—

A, a : B, b : C, c : D, d : E, e : F, f : G, g : H, h : I, i : J, j :

K, k : L, 1 : M, m : N, n : O, o : P, p : Q, q : R, r : S, s : t. t

:

U, u : V, V : W, w : X, x : Y, y : Z, z.

7. The Engrlish alphabet is the ordinary Roman alphabet, with the

addiiion of tlie letter w. The old English (Anglo-Saxon) alphabet had no

J, <l,t V, or z, and contained two symbols which have since been discarded,

namely, 5 (t///' and )> {//lom), which both stood for ///. j Instead of w the

symbol \> {7v^n] was used. Also for a time, in the Transition Period of

English, the sign 5 was used for a sound like^ or a guttural _y.

VOWELS.
8. The letters a, e, i, o, u are called Vi-wels (Latin vocalis, ' that

can be sounded'). They can be sounded by themselves, with a con-
tinuous passage of the breath. The remaining letters are called

Consonants (Lat. con 'together,' sotians 'sounding'). They either

stop (partially or completely), or else set free the passage of the

breath by which vowels are sounded. They therefore have a vowel
either before or after them.§

9. There are thirteen simple vowel sounds in English ; the sounds
of <z in fall, father, fate, fat ; the sounds of e in met and mete; the

sound of i in pin ; the sounds of o in nat and notey the sounds of

u in rule, pnlt, fur, and bid. Of these sounds some are long, some
short.

The primary vowel sounds are t (as in pin), a (as in far), and // (as

* Capital letters are used at the beginning of proper names, for the nominative case singular
of the personal pronoun of the first person, and for any noun, adjective, or pronoun, used in

speaking of the Divine Being. They may also be used at the beginning of a common noun,
when it IS used in a special or technical sense, SisJifooii, Voice, Person, ' the Solicitor-General,'
' the Lord Chief Justice,' and at the beginning of a noun, or an adjective and a noun,
denoting something specially important. Adjectives derived from proper nouns are also

written with capitals. We also write His Majesty, Her Majesty, lic. The first word of a
sente ce and of a line of poetry must begin with a capital.

t The very name q{ y is French,

—

queue =; ' the tailed letter.'

t Doth '5 and \> are probably modified forms of d, \> being a D which h.is had the back-
stroke lengthened both ways. In the oldest English there seems to have been no difference

of sound between them. Some MS.S. use iS in all cases, others p. When the sound of//; in

'thing ' became different from that of th in the,' iS was appropriated to the latter. Tiic _)>

in the old-fas,hioned way of writing ' the ' (y or yei is a corruption of p.

}
" A vowel is the result of an ofit-H position of the organs of speech, a consonant is the

result of aa opening action ol the ^/r^iaus of speech " {Melville Belli

.
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in full) ; all others are lengthenings, combinations, or modifications

ot these.*

10. When two dissimilar vowel sounds are uttered without a break
between them, we get a \ ocal or sonant diphthong (Greek dis ' twice,'

Sind phthoHge 'sound'). There are four of them :

—

1. i, as in bite, made up of the a \x\far and the e in meie.

2. oi, as in Juiist, also written oy Iwy) and iioy [bihy), made up of the

sound of a in /</// and e in wt/c'.

3. eu, as in eulogy, also expressed in writing by ti (//iiifc), i7i' or t^.'if

{/e7C', t'Wf), c'ait {licaiity), ui [suit], tie [hue], yu (yule).

4. ou, as in noun. This is also expressed in writing by aiu [iitni').

When two of the letters called vof.els are used to represent a simple

vowel sound, we get an improper diphthong or digraph.

11. The letters w and y are commonly called semi-vo-wels. When they

are followed by a vowel sound in the same syllable, their sound approaches

that of a consonant, as in ivin, twin, you, yonder. They form a connecting

link between vowels and consonants. When a vowei precedes them in tiie

same syllable they combine with it to form either a diphthong or a simple vowel

sound ; as mve, how, dray, hey, buy. Y is a pure vowel whenever it is followed

by a consonant (as in Ytlria). It was always a pure vowel in Anglo-Saxon.

12. All the vowel sounds are produced by the unimpeded passage of the breath, when
modified by the glottis into voice, through the tube of the mouth, which is made to

assume different shapes by altering the form and position of the tongue and the lips.

CONSON"Aiq"TS.

13. Consonants or voice-checks are divisible into two chief

classes :—A. Consonants which only partially stop the current of the

breath, allowing it still to escape either past the tongue, or through
the nostrils. These consonants have been termed by different writers

continuous, spiratit (i.e. breathing), oxfricative (the breath, as it were,

rubbing past).

The continuous consonants are subdivided into

—

1. The Liquids [ox floi.ving sounds) 1, m, n, r. Of these m and n are

nasal sounds, the breath escaping through the nose. Closely allied

to n is the distinct nasal sound ug.
2. The Sibilants (or //m/«o- sounds). These are

—

a. .Simple:—s; z (as in zeaL ; i?lx ; z (in azure).

b. Compound :—ch (in clicsi), equivalent \.o tsh : j iyti jes() ox soix. g
(in gentle), erjuivn lent to </;/;. X is merely a double letter = /-j- (in

next), or gs (in exact).

3. The Lisping- souads, th (in tliin^ and th (in this).

4. The Labials (or lip letters) f and v.t

B. Consonants which wholly stop the passage of the breath. These

• On observing the position of the organs of speech it will be found that a (= a/i, is midw.iy
between /(= ee) and k (^ 00). If, williout stopping the voice, a is made to pass into 11, the
sound of £) intervenes : if it is made to pass into /, the sound oi a (m fate\ intervenes.

» F, V, and i/i are sometimes classed among the viutc; and called aspitates : but it would
be better to discard the name. The sounds are perfectly simple, they are not really made by
blending the sound of ^ with those of/, b, t and d.
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are commonly called Mutes.* They are p, b, t, d, k (or hard c), g.
They are sometimes described as momcniary, or explosivt\\

Labials, Dentals, and Gutturals.

14. All the consonants (or voice-checks), whether continuous or mo-
mentary, may be arranged in groups according to the organ of
speech which is chiefly brought into action in forming them. These
groups are

—

1. Labials (Latin lahitim 'lip') formed with the lips:— p, b, f, v,
m. ^^'ith these may be classed the semi-vowel w.

2. Dentals (Lat. (/tvw 'tooth'), or Palatals (Lat. /a/./////;/ 'palate')
formed by different sorts of contact between the tongue and the
palate :—t, d, th, the trills 1 and r, the nasal d, and all the sibilants.

3. Guiturals (Lat. i^uttur 'throat') formed at the root of the tongue
or the top of the throat :—k (or hard c), hard g- and the nasal ng-.
H was a guttural letter in Anglo-Saxon, something like ch in the
Scotch loch.X It now forms a division by itself, being a simple
impulse of the breatli, and yet not a voviel. It is called an Aspirate
(Lat. ad 'at,' spirarc ' to breathe '). To the gutturals is allied the
semi- vowel y.

Hard (or Sharp) Consonants and Soft (or Fiat) Consonants.

15. In pronouncing p, t, or k, it will be felt that the muscles which
adjust the organs of speech are in a state of sharper tension than
when b, d, or g is sounded. The foriner consonants have a ha7-d

or s/uirp sound, the latter a soft or dull sound.

To the class of Hard § or Sharp Consonants (or Hard Ckecks)
belong p, t, k (or hard c), f, th (in tltiit), s, sh, ch.

To the class of Soft § or flat Consonants (or Soft Checks) belong
b, d, hard &, v, th (in this), z (in z-:al), z (in azitrc), j or soft g".

16* Assimilation.—When a hard and a soft consonant come together,

* Do not confound the Mutes with iiiiite letters such as e in /ate, or / in fsnliii.

+ This term is more fanciful than correct. It is the breath, not the stoppage of it, that

explodes.

X The guttural sounds of ch and gh do not now belong to English ; ch (hard) is sounded
as /••, and gh is silent, or sounded as X

\ Instead of the contrasted terms Hard?i.v\A Soft, or Sharp and Flat, the older grammars
(especially those for Latin and Greek) give us the terms thin and iiiiddle (the soft consonants
liemi; regarded as half-way between the thin and \.\\& aspirate routes). L;iter wriitrs use ihe

terms .i7/r</ and sonaiU, or Incathed and -voiced (which mean much the same as i?/7</and

sonant), 'i he terms breathed and loiced are becominjc very usual with writers on phonetics.

'Breath ' becomes 'Voice' when the vocal chords are stretched anfi set in vibration. Now
if we adjust the organs of speech for one of the soft consonants (say b), it is possible to make
a sort of sound in ilie mouth without opening the lips ; but if we adjust the organs of
speech for a hard consonant las /j, it is impossible to convert the breath in the mi-utli into

voice without breaking the C0I:ta^t by which the consonant is formed, and letting the brca.h
out Hence p is called a breathed consoiiaut, anii b a voiced consonant. These terais,

however, are open to the objection that they 'put the cart before the horse' A consonant
like b does not get its peculiar quality as contrasted with / by forming voice in the mouth, it

must have its peculiar quality by the adjiLstment of the organs before voice can be pioduced.
The two classes of consonants would be better described as tense and lax. If tl'e terms
shirp :\n(i /lat arc employed, it must be kept in mind that they involve no reference 10 a
dificrence of pitch.
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tlie one gets assimilated to the other. Hence irickcd\^ sounded as trickt, and the

soft sound of the phirrd s or a acts upon the/" of calf or icifc, and produces the

f(3rnis I'ti/z't's, ic'ivcs. So tlie sharp s of house is softened in houses. (Not,
however, in horses, &c.)

^ n. A .syllable {Greek sy'/al^e, ' a taking together ') is a single vowel,
or a group of loiters containing only one vowel sound.
A word which consists of a single syllable is called a Monosyllable

(Greek //lO'ios, ' single '), such as //ui;i, horse. Jiut.

A word of two syllables is called a Disyllable, ^s folly, learning.
A word of three syllables is called a Trisyllable, as loveliness.

A word that consists of more than three sjdlables is called a Poly-
syllable (Greek polys, ' many '), as shigidarity.

18. When a syllable beginning with a vowe) is added to a monosyl-
lable or a word accented on the last syllable, ending in a single

consonant preceded by a j-/;;^'/i? '^owel, the final consonant is doubled.
As sin, sinner ; sit, silling ; expel, expelled ; confer, conferred. But if

the accent does not fall on the last syllable, the final consonant is not
doubled ; as offer, offered ; differ, different ; visit, visiting. The letters

/and J-, however, are generally doul)led, as travel, traveller ; hocus,

hocussing. There are also some other words in which the nile is

violated, as worshipper. The reason for this doubling of the con-
sonant is that the quantity or length of the preceding vowel may be
preserved. A doubled consonant usually shovvs that the preceding
vowel is short. Compare running and tuning, sinning and dining,
viantting and 7i'aning. Before // and ss, a and are often long, as in

roll, stroll, squall, fall, gross, grass, &c.
When a syllable (not beginning with /) is added to a word ending in

y preceded by a consonant, thej' is changed into /, as happy, happily,

happier ; pity, pitiless, ^^'hen the final y is preceded by a vowel it

is not changed, as buy, buyer. When ing is added after ie, the i

is changed intojc; as (:>V, dying; lie, lying. For the sake of distinc-

tion dye makes dyeing. Long_;' is not changed before a consonant, as

dryness.

Mute e after a single consonant usually shows that the preceding
vo\\x-l is long : compare shin and shine, ban and bane. It is generally
omitted when a syllable that begins with a vowel is added ; as force,

forcible, and sometimes whea the added syllable begins with a con-
sonant as in truly, duly ; but it is retained if it is required to preserve
the pronunciation of the consonant, as in change, changeable. It is

always put after final v.

19. Words must be divided into syllables according to the way in

which the component sounds are grouped together in speaking. Thus
we must write ya-c/;/f^, not fac-ing ; de-cent, not dec -enf. But \\hen it

is possible, the syllables should correspond to the significant parts of
which the word is made up, as in trans-poi-t, inspect.

ANOMALIES OF THE ENGLISH LETTER SYSTEM.
20. A. The same letters are used to represent different

sounds.

I. The letter A represents five simple vowel soimds, as in fate, fall^

far, fat, want.
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Tl.e letter E represents live simple vowel sounds, as in iii'dc, pit, herd,

clerk, pretty.

Tlie letter I represents two simple vowel soiuuls, as in pit (lony in

iiianiie) and //r ,• and one diiiiithongal sound as in liite.

The letter O represents three simple vowel sounds, as m poke, pot, for.

The letter U represents four simple vowel sounds, as in rfute, pull,

fun, fur.
Compare also au in aunt, saunter ; ai in laid, said, aisle ; ea in great,

heat, breast, heart, earth ; ei in neigh, s'eight, reeeive ; ey in prej', eye;

ie in lielief, friend ; oa in coat, l>road ; oe in shoe, doe; oo in tool,

door, flood , ou '\\\ scour, pour, journal, through; ow in Aw, co'v.

C is hard (=; k) before a, o, and u [can, cob, cut) ; but soft {^= s)

before e, i, and y {cell, city, Cyprus).

CH is hard (= k) in ache, mechanics, but generally soft (= tch),

as in much, child, ike. Like sh. in a few words taken from French,
as machine.

The soft sound oi ch is due to the inlluence of Norman-French.
G is hard before a, o, and u {gave, go, gun), soft bef(^re e {g<nt), and
before i and y in words not of Teutonic origin {gin, gypsy) ; but

hard m gill (of a fish), give, gilt, ike, and in Gertrude, Geddcs.

The hard sound of g is often maintained by putting u after it, as

guile, guild, guest.

TH has both a hard and a soft sound {thin, this).

GH is sometimes mute {as in though), sometimes sounded like f
{laugh).

B. The same sounds are represented in different ways.
1. Compare the following words in sound and spelling :

—
Frtte, htaid, say, gra/t, nt'/gh, prey, gaol, gauge.

¥a\\, for, fraud, claia, bri^ad, t'/rght.

Var, ck'rk, aunt, hf(7rt

Mfte, m^^t, mt'^t, p^'ple, chief, receive,* quay, key, aclher, Vhoehna,

marme.
Pert, many, said, says, b//ry, tread, fr/t'nd, heifer, L<ynard.

H^rd, bird, cur, earth.

Vit, prttty, sieve, b;<sy, b«/ld, s_;']lablc, surfc/t.

Bite, thy, eye, hr'/ght, d«Vs, buy, aisle.

Foke, coat, toe, soul, to'w, sc7c>, o-ae, door.

Vot, what.
R//de, rood, flezc, blue, fruit, thr(?//gh, shoe.

F'wll, good.

¥un, love, does, Hood, rough.

2. Compare the consonantal signs in find, Philip, laugh

:

—
.Sent, cent, rinder, mer^-y, jrent, baje, fa^e.

Zeal, pan.f, rej'erve, A'enophun, add^, adce.

Huch, crutchjf na/ure.

Shun, tension, nation patrician, ^ugar.

Azure, vij/on, occasion.

' It is convenient to bear in mind that with the exxeption of the words sci.lie and ceiling,

ci with tlie sound o( ee is found only in worcls derived from the Latin capio as <^fc<.vV (deoipio),
receipt (recipio), coticeit (concipio), &c.

1- /' before eli, and d before g in the same syllable arc often inserted merely to show that

the following con:>uDaut is to be sounded as a sibilant.
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yest, ^ntle, ada^t', bru/^,"!', jiu4'™e"t.

Aeep, fat, rot, cut, moc/c, quench, ax/ic, met"//anics.

Gave, ^^/nle, g/io^t.

C. Simple sounds are sometimes expressed by tw^o letters,

as in ca/A, pr/Vst, and words containing the other improper diphthongs

(or digraphs). So also ck = /6, ch = k (sometiniesj.

Complex sounds are sometimes expressed by single letters,

as by / and u in nii)ic and pure, by J mjust, g in gentle.

Letters are often written but not pronounced, as in /(-now,

beni^, throu_^//, \va/k, and the numerous examples of mute c* {ba7tf,

hciiejful, Sic).

Hard c, q, x. and perhaps lu and y are superfluous letters ; their

sounds may be represented by other letters.

If we inchxde xv and y as separate sounds, and the nasal ng, we shall

have forty-one elementary sounds in Eng-lish. VVh is pro-

nounced like hii', and is not a separate simple sound,

21. The anomalies that exist in English spelling have arisen chiefly from the

circumstance that great changes have taken place in the pronunciation of wonis,

while the changes in the written language have not kept pace v,ith the changes
in pronunciation. In its Anglo-Saxon stage our language was free from these

anomalies. The mixture of Norman-French with English disturbed the

pronunciation greatly. We owe to it the sound oi j, the soft sounds of c anil

g, and the introduction of z and qii. Initial f in Anglo-Saxon was sounded
like V. The softening of //, or of tu before /-, into ch ox sh (as in qucslioii,

nation, nature) occurs only in Romance words, as is also the case with di or

Jtt in soldier and verdure.

22. In Anglo-Saxon long i was sounded like ee in seoi, never as in fine ;

e was sounded like a m fate, never like ec ; a as in father, never as mfite,
the sound of a in bat being denoted by se ; u and u were soundetl as in i iile

and full, the sound of it in dut not being used. The letter o reiaesenteLl

either o, as in bone, or o as in on, never a ti sound as in soji or soon.

As regards the consonants, c and g were always hard. The sibilants sh, z

as in azure, ch. and j did not exist. The aspirate h had a more guttural sound
than in modern English. The weakening of this sound was due to the

influence of Norman-French, and led to tlie intnjduciion of ^^-^ before it, to

preserve the guttural pronunciation (as night for fiiht, might for miht). IJut

the guttural sound died out all the same, ?a\<\ gh came to be regarded as lillle

more than a sign that the preceding i must be sounded long. Hence it was
inserted even in words that had no claim to a guttural of any kind,+ as in

sprightly (compare sprite). The passing of the guttural grh into the sound of

f is interesting. It was once more common than now ; e.g., daughter was
pronounced dafter (like laiightcr).

'" In many cases mute e makes its appearance not because it has been put in to show that

the preceding vowel is long, but because, having been once itself syllabic, it has been made
mute owing to the lengthening of the previous vowel ; thus niima became name and then
tini»f.

t .Spen>«r even uses whight (= white) and sfiight (:= spite). See F.arle's Philology o/
the Kiiglish Tongue, p. 120. In Flore's Utopia, haughty is, spelt lux-wtc. It is from the
French hautaiii.
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ACCENT.
y^ 23. Emphasis is the uUcrancc of unc word in a sentence with more

force than the rest to give prominence to the idea which it conveys.

Accent is a stress hiid upon one syllable of a word of two or more
5)llaljlcs, as tender, mi'sefy, indecent. Words of several syllables may
have two or even three accented syllables, as deniocrdtical, lati-

ti'tdindrian.

In English two systems of accentuation have been at work, the Teutonic or

genuine English, and the French. The characteristic tendency of Teutonic

accentuation is to throw the stress upon the root-syllable of a word, and leave

the inflexions and formative syllables unaccented,* as love, lover, Idveliiwss.

In French the accentuation n^'.turally, in the first instance, followed that of

Latin, which was not etymological but rhythmical, so that the accent often

shifted iis position with an alteration in the numlier of the syllables, falling on
the penult {or last syllable but one) if it was long, or on the ante-penult (or

last syllable but two) if the penult was short. Hence in old Y\c\\c\i pastor

became patrc, pastoreni became pastciU\ The omission of final syllaljles of

inllexion in French often left the accent on the last syllable, even wlien that

was not the root-syllable. Thus viritUem became virlii ; civitdttvi cite.

When such words first passed from French into English they naturally had
their French accent, as distance, eontree (country), rnaiiere (manner) ; solace,

<5cc. In Spenser we still find progress, siucoiir, usage, bondage, (Sic.
,
Most of

these adopted words, however, have been afiected by the English accentuation,

which tends to keep the accent away from the last syllable. In words of

French or Latin origin, and of more than two syllables, there is a tendency to

throw the accent back on to the ante-penult, as in monopoly, geography. Thus
we riow say advertisement (not advertisement), theatre (not thcdtre), &c. French
derivatives ending in ade, -ler or -eer, -ee, -con, -ine ox -in, keep the accent on
the last syllable. So also do adjectives which are seemingly taken from
Latin witii the simple rejection of the final syllable, as benign, robi'ut, hnmdne,
polite. The natural weight of the syllable has of course to be taken into

account. Compare, for example, concentrate and 7-ein6nstrate ; cosmogony and
declension, benejieent and benefactor. There is also a tendency to accentuate

the root-syllable of the definitive word in a compound, as allegory, melancholy.

Words which have been adopted without alteration from foreign languages

keep their original accent, as torpedo, corona, octavo.

The influence of accent upon the etymological changes of words
has been very important. When one syllable is made pjominent,

those adjacent to it, especially if short and unimportant in them-
selves, are pronounced carelessly, and frequently get dropped alto-

gether. Thus we get bisliop from episcopus, reeve from >^erefa, sample
from example. English has thus lost most of its syllabic suffixes.

When this loss takes place at the beginning of a word, it is called by
giammarians aphaercsis, i.e., 'taking away,' as in squadron from escadion ;

story from histoire : stran-:;er from estraiigicr {ctranger) ; Spain from

Hispania or Espagne ; van from avant ; when it occurs at the end of a word

* In compounds in which the component parts preserve a synt.ictical relation to each other,

the accent falls as it would if the words were kept separate, as lll-'untl, dll-fotirs, spit-Jire,

iitdccd, /oysiotli, Si.c. Nouns compounded with adverbial particles have the accent on the

nuliclej as (^ffJtoot^ Uproar. Verbs have it on the verbal root, as out-di}, -Mitkstdnd.
= —-«»-a53cww^^
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it is called apocope (cutting off) ; when two syllables are blent into one, the
process is termed syncope (shortening by excision).

Examples of syncope are seen in croion from corona ; damsel from demoiselle

;

fancy from fantasy ; lord from Hlaford ; sheriff, from Scirgcrifa.

An accented syllable often gets lengthened. Thus from hc(d>an we get
heave, from brecan, break, &c.
An unaccented long syllable is apt to get sliortened. Thus tlic adjective

viinute Ijecumes the noun mini'ite. Compare cupboard, lioiistwife, <N:c.

ETYMOLOGY.
24. Etymology is that division of grammar which deals with

separate words. It treats of their classiiication into the groups
called Parts of Speech, of the changes of form which they under-

go to mark differences in their signification or in their grammatical
relations, and of the mode in which they are formed out of. their

constituent elements. This involves a reference to the connection
which exists between words and forms in diiferent languages
which are related to each other.

PARTS OF SPEECH.

25. Words are distributed into the following eight * classes, called

Parts of Speech :

—

1. Noun-Substantive t 4. Verb.
(usually called Noun). 5. Adverb.

2. Noun-Adjective t (usually 6. Prsposition.
called Adjective). 7. Conjunction.

3. Pronoun. 8. Interjection.

* Aristotle recognized PoJir Parts of Speech, JMoUDS (including Adjectives), Verbs (or

Prt-dicatts), Coi junct OiiS (including apparently Prepositions and Adverbs), and
Article-, or Joints (the Pronouns and the Definite Article). The Alexandrian grani-
m.iii-ins made fii^/tt divisions, Ao/iii, ^'cri. Participle, Article, Protioim, Prcposituni,
Advcih, and Conjunction. The Roman graniinarians treated the Partici/'/ie as belonging to

the I'er/i, and dropped the /Ir/zV/c (Latin having no Definite Article), but they divided the
Noun into Substantive and Adjective, and added the Interjection, so as still to keep the
mystic number eiglit.

+ The .Adjective was originally identical with the Noun, which in the infancy of language
named objects by flaming some attribute by which they were marked In course of time the
Adjective was developed into a separate Part of Speech, the function of which was to attach
itself to the Noun. Kven now it is difficult to draw the line between them, as Nouns :.re

sometimes used attributively, and Adj<?ctives pass by various stages into Nouns Still tlie

functions of the two sorts of words are now, in the main, so diflcrent that it is more convenient
to treat them as_ two Parts of Speech, than as subdivisions of one. J he extension of tlie

term Noun so as to include the Adjective is of no practical v.tIuc except to explain the teim
Pronoun : .and the term .V«Av/««//-'(', as the equivalent oi Nou.i-Subsiantixie, is objectionable,
because soim: Pronouns are Substantives. Moreover the terms A'oun and Adjective are
now so familiarly use<l tor the older Noun-Svbstantive and Noun-Adjective, that a good deal
of confusion would result from interfering with the general custom, which will accordingly be
followed in this work in all ordinary cases.

C
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The definitions of these several Parts of Speech will be found in the

sections which treat of them respectively.

These parts of speech have not at all times been equally essential elements

of language. They do not stand upon the same level, some being primary,

oiliers secondary.

The cardinal elements of every sentence* are the Subject and the Predicate

(see S§ 344. 376). I'or the expression of these we gel the primary Parts of

Speech, namely, the Substantive (Noun and Pronoun) and the Verb.
In the next rank come the Adjective, wliich liniits or modifies the Sub-

stantive, and the Adverb, which limits or modifies the Verb.

Tile ailverb, in course of time, was tleveloped into the Preposition and the

Conjunction.
Adverbs, Prepositions, and Conjunctions were originally for the most part

nothin<? more than Cases of N^oiins and Pronouns, which being restricted in

practicf to particular uses, hardened into separate Parts of Speech.

NOTIONAL AND RELATIONAL WORDS.

26. Words are divisible into Notional "Woi'ds and Relational
Words.
Notional Words are those which present to the mind a distinct conception

of some thing, or of some action or attribute of a thing. To this class belong

NouiiS, Qualitative Adjectives, and "Verbs.

Relational Words bring things before our minds, not by naming or

describing them, but by indicating their relations to other things. The most

imi)ortant words of this class are the Substantive Pronouns, and the

Quantitative and Pronominal Adjectives. Thus T/unc or He brings a

person before the mind by indicating his relation to il/e.

Adverbs are partly notional (as wisely, brightly), partly relational (as :i07V,

tints, ivhence). Prepositions and Conjunctions are only relational, the

former with respect to things, the latter with respect tojhoughts.

It thus appears that Substantives and Adjectives admit of the

following classification :

—

„ . . (1. Notional (Nouns).
buostantives

| ^ Relational (Substantive Pronouns).

f

. 1. Notional (Qualitative Adjectives).
Adjectives \ 2. Relational (Quantitative and Pronominal

( Adjectives).

Piolh Verbs and Adjectives express notions of the actions and attril)utes of

things. Verbs assert the connection of the thing and its action or attribute ;

Adjectives assume this connection. To borrow a metaphor from Mechanics,

the Verb is a Dynamic Attributive, the Adjective is a Static Attributive.

IMPERFECT SEPARATION OF THE PARTS OF SPEECH
IN ENGLISH.

27. In English the same word (that is to say, the same combination

* That is as regards languages of so advanced a type as the Aryan. There are forms of

language (Polynesian) which have not ad\anced so far as to have a verb.

f- Beginners must beware of the mistake of supposing than any and every substantive word
(such as he, who, that, &c.) may be called a noun.
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of letters) often belongs to more than one Part of Speech.* Thus
iron is a noun in ' A piece of iroii,^ an adjective in ' An h'on tool,' and
a verb in 'The laundresses iron the shirts'; early is an adjective in

'The early rose,' an adverb in ' He came early.'' t

It will be shown in the Syntax how the functions of nouns, adjectives, and

adverbs are often sustained by combinations of words forming clauses or

phrases ; but only a single word can properly be said to be a noun, adjective,

or adverb.

INFLEXION.
28. Inflexion (Latin inflectcre, ' to bend ') is a change made in

the form of a word either to mark some modification of the notion

which the word stands for, or to show the relation of the word to

some other word in the sentence.

Inflexion is now of two kinds.

1. Some inflexions consist in the addition of nertain letters to a
word, as book, books j pant, panted. What is thus added is called a
suffix (Latin siiffi.xns, ' tixed on'). These suffixes were once significant

words, but gradually lost their full form and meaning.

2. Some inflexions (in certain verbs) consist in a change in the
vowel sound, caused by first doubling a root syllable, and then
blending the two sounds together, as \Vi. fight, fotightj find, foioid.

3. The addition of a suffix often caused the vo^t'^el of a preceding
syllable to be weakened (compare nation and national, 7'ain and
vanity). This change often remained when the suffix was lost, as in

vian, men ; feed, fed. What we thus get is only a spurious inflexion.

Nouns and Pronouns are inflected to mark G-ender, Number, and
Ca.se. Inflexion for Case (singular and plural) is called Declension.

Adjectives and Adverbs are inflected to mark degree. This inflexion

is called Comparison.

Verbs are inflected to mark Mood, Tense, Number, and Person.
This inflexion is called Conjug-aticn.

Prepositions, Conjunctions, and Interjections, are not inflected.

That portion of a word which it has in common with other words that

relate to the same notion, is called the Root.

The Stem (or Crude Form) of an inflected word is that portion of

the word upon which the inflexions are based.!

* This is mainly due to the fact that in English roots stripped of iiijlexions often do duty
for 7U07'ds. A rcot-iuord like Icn'c is not in itself either tionn or voi, and may be used as

either. But the same freedom does not e.\i--t in the case of words like wisdotn, blithesome,

strengthen, in which roots have been differentiated into Parts of Speech by means of formative
elements.

t All this shows how much of the meaning which we attach to what we hear or read is left

unexpressed by the actual words, and is put Ih by our own intelligence as guided by the

conte.\t.

X The stoii of a word should properly consist of the root modified liy some sufii.x or letter-

change into a noun or verb : and on this stem the gramniaticd inflexions should be b-o-sed. 'thus

in Latin the root am is in.-ide into the verb-stem aina- and the noun-slem amor-. In English

liis^ger and ditch are both stems formed from tin: root diff. l!ut in modern English, in a
great number of initances, stems have been so worn down that they no longer differ from
roots.
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Soino writers of autliority restrict tiic term Inflexion to llio.se changes
which constitute Declension and Conjugation.

NOUN.*
29. The word N"oim means name (Latin noinen). A noun is

a \voi"d used as the name of suinething.

CLASSIFICATION OF NOUNB.
30. Nouns are divided into two princii)al classes :

—

1. Common Nouns. .2. Proper Nouns.

l.-COMMON NOUNS.

31. A common noun (Latin coiiniii/nis, ' shared b)' several ') is

a word that is the name of each thing out of a c\i\yy. of things

of the same kind, as horse, stone, city, or of any portion of a

(jtiantity of stuff of the same sort, as 7vhcat, iron, water.

A common noun is so called because the name belongs ill coinmon

to all the individual things in the class, or to all the portions into

which the whole cjuantity of stuff may be divided.

A common noun distinguishes what belongs to some class or sort

from eveiything which does not belong to it. Thus the name horse

distinguishes that animjil from all other sorts of things, but does not

distinguish one horse froin another.

32. Common Nouns are subdivided into :—

•

1. Ordinary Class Names.
2. Collective Nouns.
3. Abstract Nouns.

An Ordinary Class Name is one that belongs to each
individual of a class, or to each portion of some sort of
m.aterial, as horse, tree, ivatcr, marble. Names of materials are

used in tlie plural when different sorts of the material are spoken

of, as 'teas,' 'sugars,' &c.

A Collective Noun is one which in the singular stands for one
collection of several individual things, as iicrd, mjdtitiide. In

the plural it stands for several such collections.

An Abstract Noun is the name of a quality, action, or

state, as hardness, runnin/^, s^rowth, sleep. As Arts and Sciences
are in iAci processes of thou_s;ht and action, their names are Abstract
Nouns, as astronomy, loi^ic, s^rammar.

33. Abstract nouns are derived from adjectives (as hardness fr<jm hard),

* See Note on \ 25, p. 17
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from verbs (as grorvth from gro7t>), or from nouns that denote a
function or state (as priestJtood from priest, loidoivhood from luidcno).

The infinitive mood is often used as an abstract noun.

That which is denoted l^y an AVistract Noun has no independent
existence, but is only thought ^' by itself, the quality being ' dra\\n

off' (Latin abstractas) in thought from that to which it belongs.

An abstract noun is a common noun, l:)ecause it stands for every instance

of the quality or action that it denotes.

Abstract nouns are sometimes used in the concrete sense, that is, standing
for that winch possesses the quality which they denote. Thus nobility

frequently means the whole body of persons of noble birth ; yotith, the whole
class oiyoung people. Compare the double sense oixoitncss, relation, painting,

sculpture, nature, vision, &c.

There is a class of nouns which are sometimes confounded with a1)stract

nouns, and which in reality do not differ from them very widely.

These ax-e Signijica)it (or Counolative) General Names, such as Space,

Time, &c.

34. Common nouns arc significant. They not only denote, or mark out,

the objects to which they are applied, but also connote, or note at the same time,

the whole combination of marks or attributes, through their possession of

which the various individuals named by the common noun are grouped into

one class.

II.-PROPER NOUNS.
35. A Proper Woun is a word used as the name of some

particular jDerson, animal, place, or thing, as John, Loiuio:i,

JJiicrp/ia/KS, Excalihur. The word proper (Latin propritis) means
oiuii. h. proper iiainexs a person's or thing's own name.

Proper nouns are written with a capital letter at the beginning.

36. Proper nouns, as suck, are not now significant. Even if the

name, considered merely as a word, has a meaning, it is not applied

to the object which it denotes in consequence of that meaning.
ATcir^aret means pearl, but it is not implied that a person called

Ma7-g;arct has pearly qualities. Many proper names, however, such

as Snoivdoii, Blacktvater, Newcastle, were at first descrip)t!'iu\ as was
in {acX also the case with names of persons, which, if not actually

descriptive, had a prophetic or optative character.

37. Proper nouns are sometimes used like common nouns, when they

denote classes or collections of persons grouped together because they

resemble each other in certain attributes that marked some individual,

as if we say of a poet, ' He was the Homer of his age,' oriof a strong

man, that he is ' a Hercules,' or speak of ' the Howards,' meaning
philanthropists like Howard,
When a )iro|)er name belongs to several persons, it may be used in the

plural, but is still a proper name, as 'the Georges,' 'the Caesars'

INFLEXIONS OF NOUNS.
38, Nouns are inflected to mark Gender, Number, and Case,

though these distinctions arc not always marked by intlcxion.
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GENDER.
39. Living beings are divided into two classes or sexes, the

male sex and the female* sex, the individuals in the one sex

corresponding to those in the other. Things without life are not

of either sex. Thus all things are arranged in three classes

—

things of the male sex, things of the female sex, and things
of neither sex.

40. In like manner, nouns are divided into three t classes or

sorts called Genders, which correspond to the three classes of

things just mentioned. These are the Masculine Gender, the

Feminine Gender, and the Neuter Gender. Gender comes
from the Latin genus, 'a kind or sort.'

The name of anything of the male sex is called a masculine
noun, or a noun of the masculine gender (Latin masculiniis, 'be-

longing to a male ')•

The name of anything of the female sex is called a feminine
noun, or a noun of the feminine gender {hn.\\nfeini?iinus, ' belonging
to a female").

The name of anything of neither sex is called a neuter noun, or

a noun of the neuter gender % (Latin )icutcr, ' neither ').

Man, king, father, horse, cock, bull, fames, are masculine nouns.

Woman, mother, mare, hen, cow, Mary, Jane, are feminine nouns.

Stone, tree, house, London, are neuter nouns.

In the case of animals and young children we often take no account of

the .-ex, but refer to them by means oi netiti:)- pronouns.

41. The names of animals sometimes do not indicate their sex,§ as

sheep, bird, hawk, bear, mouse, raven, swan, dove. Also \-arious

names of persons, as parent, spouse, servant, &c. Such nouns are said

* The word female is not connected etymologically with male. Male is a contraction of
masculus, female is a corruption oi femclla, a diminutive offeminti, assimilated in form to

male through confusion.

T Nothing is gained either in convenience or in philosophy by the attempt to restrict the term
geiuler to the vinscnline and the feminine. I'hose who run the term neuter so hard as this

should be consistent, and translate it into neither when they u.se it. To talk of nouns being

of Neuter Gender (especially with a capital N) is not good Latin, good English, or good
sense German grammarians, who have the terms jniinnlic/i, weiblick, and sncklicli, are spared

the temptation to air this little crotchet. In inflected languages such as Latin, Greek, and
German, the neuter gender has its own distinctive marks, and is not indicated merely by the

absence of the marks for masculine and feminine.

t It is only in modem English, however, that thissimple classification is observed. In Latin,

Greek, French, and other languages, the names of many things which do not belong either to

the male or to the female se.x, are either masculine or feminine. When this is the case, gender
ceases to answer (except partially j to any ««/?/?«/ distinction, and becomes xtv^\c\y grammati-
cal, though originally, no doubt, based upon a real, or fancied, natural distinction. A noun is

known to be masculine (or feminine), not by its denoting a thing of the male (or female) se.\,

but by its having associated with it adjectives and pronouns with masculine (or feminine)

terminations. This arbitrary, or merely grammatical gfender has disappeared from modern
English. In Anglo-Saxon, the genders were to a great extent merely grammatical or

arbitrary, as in Latin. Even wif (woman) was neuter.

§ But in poetry, fables, or lively narratives, animals are treated as male or female, even
when the name is of common gender, with a general tendency to consider the larger and
fiercer animals as male, and the gentler and more timid as female.
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to be of common or undetermined gender.* Some masculine nouns
(as horse, do_i^), and some feminine (as duck, goose), are often used to

denote either sex.

42. Things without hfe are often personified, or spoken of as if they were
living beings of the male or female sex. Accorciingly masculine and feminine
pronouns are used in speaking of them.
Thus the Sun.f Time, Day, Death, rivers, winds, mountains, the ocean,

the seasons, the stronger passions (as Fear, Anger, Despair), actions connected
with strength or violence (as Murder, Vi'ar, &c.), are spoken of as male persons.
The Moon, the Earth, Virtue, Night, a ship, countries and cities—such as

Europe, England, Paris—Night, Darkness, the Arts and Sciences, most
abstract conceptions, as Nature, Liberty, Charity, Victory, Mercy, Religion,

&c., the Soul, the gentler emotions, &c.. are spoken of as female persons. J

43. Sex is a distinction between things, not between names. Gender is a
distinction between names, not between things. It is therefore wrong
to speak of the masculine sex or the male gender : to speak of a man
as a maseiiline being, or to talk of things being of the niasculine or

feminine gender. Ihiiigs may be of the male or female sex, but only
•words can be of the masculine, feminine, or neuter _^.;;(/t.v.

MODES OF DENOTING GENDES.

44. The sex
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Man flike the German j\Tc!isch) was formerly used of the female as well as

of the male. We see this in the compound looman, a modified form of

'Luimman—i.e., wifvian. 'J'he vowel sound of the first syllable is still pre-

served in the plural, -ivoiiicii.

Mahi* in Chaucer's lime was applied to a grown-up person of either sex.

Thus, ' I wot well that the apostle was a maid.' Girl (a diminutive of the Low
German ^w") once denoted a young person of either sex.+

father j means ' one who feeds
;

' from the same root as fcc-d and fa-t

(compare /a-/tv- and />a-sio). Motlier is from a root ma— ' bring forth ' {Morns).
Daughter {(\x. 9uyaT-/]i>) meant originally 'milk-maid.' The root is the same
as in t//tg.

' Brother signifies ' one who irars or supports ' (Fick, Ver^/. IVort.

vii. 204).

////Sc'/a/iii {\.?i. ]inshoiida) is the n\7i\\?LgQx or 7iiaster 0/ the hoicsc [Miitziicr).

In A.S. biian means ' to inhabit, or cultivate.'

In husbandman and husbandry we have vestiges of the old meaning. In
Anglo-Saxon w//" (neuter) meant simply a ivoman.

Nepheio and niece come to us (through French) from the Latin nepos

{ncpot-is) and neptis. The older Anglo-Saxon words were ncfa and nefe. Uncle

and aunt are from avunculus and aniita. The provincial and colloquial

appellations ^«^v- and gammer are corruptions o{ godfather and godmother.

Queen (or qiican) meant simplyytv^a/j or mother. In Anglo-Saxon cwht-

fugel means hen-bird.

Lord'is a shortened form of hlaford {i.e., hhifioeard, ' loaf-warden, ' or ' bread-

dispenser' {Mdtz7ter and Ko:h). Lady {hLcfdige) is from the same word lilaf,

but the meaning of the second part is uncertain. Some connect it with the

Gothic verb dii^an or deigan, ' to knead ' (Skeat, Ef. Dict.\. Sir ox sire is from

senior; madam from mca-domina ; monk from monachits, 'one wdio leads a
solitary life'; niin'=:inonna, 'grandmother.' Friar is ivoiw frater (Fr,

fri're).

Witch is now only feminine, but it might come indifferently from the Anglo-

Saxon masculine § Ti'icca, or from the feminine loicce. Wizard como.^ from the

Scandinavian riskr, ' wise,' through the old French guiscart. and means ' a very

wise man' {illiifzner) . See 'Etymology : Adjeetiz'c SuJ/i.x£s.'

Drake (old Norse andriki ; root a«r/ = Lat. anat ; ri/ci, connectol wilh

German reich, and Latin reg-em) means ' king of the ducks.' Duck is con-

nected with the verb d/ick, 'to dive.' In Anglo-Saxon we find a masculine

hana, 'cock' (Germ, llahn). Goose has lost the letter ;; (Getm. Gans\,

G tnder is formed from the feminine, d being only an offgrowth of the ti.

Goose is often used as a masculine, especially as a descriptive epithet, as ' Tom
is a goose.' Geese is of common gender.

Bee'vi now of common gender, but was originally feminine.

45. Second Mode—Inflexion.—Gender is indicated by the

termination of the word.

* Maid is a short form of inaideii, a diminutive of Jiiaigi-^, from ' m,xg' ' a growing youth,"

/. ' maige' (root "uij;) Skeat, Et. Diet. s. v.

+ Thus Chaucer {Prol. 664) " The yonge gurles of the diocise." In Piers Pto-Miiiitii, i. 29.

Lot's sons are spoken of as ' gerles that were churles.'

t rir (according to o:her aulhorilies) 'the defender,' 'he who guards the flock' (Fick,

Vergt. It'tirl. i 132).

§ " He is such a |io^' witch, that he encliants societies unto him."— (Shaksp. Cyiuh 1.7)
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A. Different suffixes are used- for the m.nculine and the feminine.

Masculine. Feminine.
Murderer murderess
Caterer cateress

Governor governess
Emperor empress
Sorcerer sorceress

The termination -er (in Anglo-Saxon -ere) is a true English suffix.

The corresponding feminine suffix was -ster (A.S. -estre) as m.
laccerc,/. baecestrc [linker) ; 711. lioppere [dancer), f. hoppestre. Spin&ter
still preserves the feminine force of the suffix. Many words in -slcr

now used as mascuHne (or common)^ or as proper names, once denoted
occupations carried on by women, as nialljter, tapster ['bar-maid^),

Baxter [[xombake), IVebster [from luebban 'to weave'), &c. Seavistrcss

and songstress are double feminines. The suffix -er has now ceased to

be exclusively masculine.

In Anglo-Saxon -a was a masculine suffix and -e a feminine suffix,

as nefa, nefe (nephew, niece), -webba (male weaver), webbe (female

weaver),

B. The feminine is formed from the masculine by feminine suffixes.

1. The coirimonest of these, and the only one by which fresh

feminines can be formed is -ess, as count, anniicss; vtayor, mayoress.

This termination came to us through French, from the Latin suffix

issa, (Compare Gr. uxaa and ^aaa
)

When this suffix is added to the masjvdine terminations or and er, the

vowel is usually omitted, as \n actor, actress; hunter, iiunlress. The
masculines author, mayo?', prior, ana ttrior, suffer no abbreviation.

The o oi negro and the ^ oi votary are dropped [negress, votaress).

Abbess (from abbot) is a shortened form of abbadess. Lass is probably
from laddess. Duchess follows the French form diichesse. In mistress

the a of master is modified through the influence of the suffix (See § 28).

2. One Avord, vixen, the feminine oi fox, preserves the old Teutonic

feminine suffix, cJt or in (compare German in7t), the root vowei of the

masculire being modified (§ 28). (Compare German Fuchs, Fiic/isinji).

In th-e oldest English we find such feminines as i^ydcn, 'goddess;'

mnnicen, ' nun' (from mun-.c) ; clfen, ' female elf,' &c. So in Scotch,

we have carlin, 'old woman.'

The suffixes -trix (as in testatrix), -ine (as in heroine), -a (as in

sultana), -ina (as in csarina), do not belong to English grammar, but

are foreign importations.

Widower is perhaps a masculine formed from a feminine, or -tr may
represent the A.S. suffix a (masc. widtraia, fem. widuive). Bride-

groom is merely a compound noun, groom * — goom = guma, ' man '

[AHgto-Saxou).

* The r of liride has dragged in the other rafter it. So cartr-iclie has become cartridge,

caporal has become corporal.
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46. Third Mode.—Masculine and feminine nouns or pro-

nouns are prefixed or affixed to nouns of common gender.

Masculine. Feiiiiuiuc. Masculine. Fcj>tininc.

Man-servant maid-servant Dog-fox bitch-fox

Man-singer woman-singer He-goat she-goat

He-devil she-devil ewe-lamb
Boar-pig sow-pig Pea-cock j^ea-hen

Buck-rabbit doe-rabbit Guinea-cock guinea-hen
Bull-calf cow-calf Turkey-cock turkey-hen
Cock-sparrow hen-sparrow Roebuck

Sometimes proper names are used to answer this purpose, as in
.

jack-ass, jenny-ass ; tom-cat, tib-catj billy-goat, nanny-goatj
jackd L10. In Anglo-Saxon, carl and cwen were used, as carl-

fugel [cock-fowl), cwen-fugel {hen-fowl).

NUMBER.

47. Number is a variation in form wliich shows whether we
are speaking of one thing or of more than one.

48. There are now* two numbers in EngHsh, the Singular and
tlie Plural. The Singular Number of a noun is that form of

it which is used when we speak of one of the things for which
the noun stands, as s/iip, horse, herd. The Plural Number of a

noun is that form of it which is used when we speak of more than
one of that for which the noun stands, as ships, horses, herds.

As it is simpler to think and speak of one thing than of several

things at once, the singular is the original form of the noun.

MODES OF FORMING THE PLURAL.

49. First Mode.—By adding the syllable es shortened to s when-
ever the pronunciation admits of it. The full syllable cs is now added
only when the singular ends in a sibilant [s, sJi, soft ch, x or z), as gas,
gases; lasJi, lashes; ivitch, witches; box, boxes; topaz, topazes.^
Words like horse, horses really come under this rule.

Tlic letters es are also added (but without being sounded as a separate
syllable) after several j words ending in o, as hero, hei-ocs ; potato,

potatoes ; in the word alkalies ; after y when it is preceded by a cou-

- rormerly our language had a djinl number, in the personal pronouns used in speaking of
iwi' persons. The ttiial is probably okler than the plural, and took its rise at a time when
our primitive forefathers could not count beyond i7uo.

t Though we write -cs, it is sounded like -is or -ys, which we find in Wycliffe and in the
Scotch dialect, and sometimes in Chaucer. Plurals like 7vonndes, handcs, are not uncnmmon
in Spenser.

X The usage in the case of words ending in n is arbitrary, and by no means uni "tn. r$

being commonly added. ]5ut s only is added to words ending in io and oo. and to llie fol-

lowing words \—domino, virttwso, tyro, quarto, octavo, duodecimo, mosquito, canto, grotto,
solo, rondo.
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sonant, the y being changed to i, as iaJ)>, ladies * ; and after words

of Anglo-Saxon origin ending 'in If or f preceded by any long vowel

sound except 00. In these cases the flat sound which s always has

in es affects the preceding consonant, and f is changed to v, as elf,

elves ;'
shelf, shelves ; leaf, leaves ; thief, thieves ; loaf loaves. Wife

and knife get /changed to z^ in a similar way

—

wives, knives. Nouns
ending in oof, ff, and rf, and nouns in f of Norman-French origin,

retain the hard sound of the/ wiiich causes the s to take the hard

sound, as fvof roofs ; cliff, cliffs; d-cvarf dwarfs; chief, chiefs. So
also reef, fife, and strife. Beef, beeves ; and staff, staves, are excep-

tions in modern English. Wharves, turves, scarves are found in the

older writers.

50. All nouns except those above mentioned, and the few nouns

which form their plurals in the second and third modes hereafter

specified, have their plurals formed by the addition of s only, as book,

books ; fallicr, fathers; the s having its sharp sovind after a sharp
mute (as in books, cats, traps), and its flat sound {s) after a flat

mute, a liquid, or a vowel f (as in tubs, eggs, pails, rams, fleas).

When y at the end of a word is preceded by a vowel, s is added to

form the plural, and the y is not changed, as valley, luilleys; boy, boys.

Qu counts as a consonant ; hence soliloquy, soliloquies.

51. The plural sufiix -es is a modification of the Anglo-Saxon plural sufTix

-as. The latter, however, was only one of several modes of forming the

plural, and was used only for masculine nouns. The influence of Norman-
French caused the general adoption of -es or -s as the plural suffix of all

kinds of nouns. The usage first became prevalent in the Northern dialect.

51a. The plurals of proper names, and of words belonging to other parts

of speech used as substantives, are formed by most writers in the

ordinary way (as 'the Smiths,' 'the Percies,' ayes, noes, extras),

by some by the addition of 's ['the Percys,' the fro's and cons,

&c.).

52. Second Mode.—By adding en, as ox, oxen; cow, kine;X
brother, brethren Xj child, children. % Formerly more common. §

53. Third Mode.— By changing the vowel sound |1 of the
word, as tooth, teeth; mouse, mice; foot, feet; goose, geese ; man,
men (see § 28).

The second and third modes of forming the plural are restricted to a few
nouns of Anglo-Saxon origin.

• In words of this kind it is mole accurate to say that ie has been changed in the singul.ir
into y ; as the old English way of spelling the words in the singular was tudic, glorie, &c.
In proper names some writers retain the y in the plural.

\ In Chaucer nouns of Romance origin often have a plural in z, as heraldz [Kn. T. 1741),
vestiincutz (Kn. T 2090).

X These words are double plurals, kine being formed from cy (Scotch kyc"), the old Anglo-
Saxon plural ; cliildren from cliildcr (A.S. ci/drii), still used as a provincial form : brethren
bom bret/ier, the plural form in the Northern dialect. In A.S. the plural was ttrotlirn.

\ Chaucer has doughteren and sistren. We find shoon in Shakspeare {Haiiil. iv. 5), eyni
or t-en (= eyes) in Scott and Byron. Assen, treen, been, /on (— foes), also occur in old
writers. The Southern dialect was more tenacious of these plurals than the Northern.

II
Originally there was nothing distinctively plural in the change of vowel The fonits UltH,

fit, bretlicr were used in the dative singular in jV.S.
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51. Fo^irth Mode.—By leaving the singular unchanged, as sheep,

(iecr, groiisv,/isIi* head (as in " ten head of cattle "),yoke, year, pound.
Most of these words were neuter in A.S. and had no plural suttix.

55. The plural is often the same as the singular in nouns expressing a
quantity or number, as "The stone we'ighs ten htindred-7vei_Qht" ;
" He shot five brace of birds "

;
" Ten gross of buttons "

;
" He weighs

eleven sione " ; " Three doztn knives "
;
" Two fair of boots "

; Four
score years"; ^'Thirly /at/lo/u" ; "Ten mile" {Sliaksp.). Moiilh,

winter, night, shiiliiig, mark formerly had the ])lural like the singular.

We still say " a twelve//w«//i," "a (orUiig/it." Compare "a ihree-

Jbot rule "
; "a five-found note "

; "a three-/t'«;y book."
I/orse and foot (for //orj-f-soldiers ^nA foot-soldiers), sho!,\ cannon, like

Jisk, fowl, people, are collective nouns.

Plurals of foreign words.—These generally retain their own
proper plurals. Thus

—

(i.) In Latin words
Nouns in us (masculine) form the plural in i, as focus, foci,

,, us (neuter) ,, ,,
era, as genus, genera.

,, um ,, , ,, ,,
a, as datum, data.%

,, a ,, ,, ,, 88, asformula, formula.

,, ix or ex ,, ,, ,, ices, as radix, radices.

„ ies ,, „ ,, ies, as series.

(2.) In Greek words
Nouns in on form the plural in a, as phenomenon, pJienouicna,

,, sis ,, ,,
ses, as crisis, crises ; basis, bases,

,, ma ,, ,,
mata, as miasma, miasmata.

(3.) Cherub and seraph (Heb.) make cherubim and seraphim ; bandit makes
handdti ; beau (Fr.). beaux ; madame, mesdames; mister [i.e., master), messieurs;

virtuoso (Ital.), virtuosi.

56. If a foreign word has passed into common use, the plural may
be formed in the English fashion, as cherubs, bandits, dogmas.

57. Double Plurals.—Some nouns have two plurals, which differ

in meaning, as :

—

Singular. Plural. Plural.

Brother brothers [by biiili) brethren [ofa community)
Cloth c\.o\hs {kifids of cloth) c\<j\\-\e.s {garments)

Die dies [for coining) dice [for play)

Fish fishes [regarded separately) .... fish [collective)

Genius geniuses [men of ta/ent) genii [spirits)

Index indexes [tables of contents) .... mdices [in Algebi-a)

Pea ^^ ]3eas [regarded separately) pease [collective)

Penny ...;... -penmes [separate coins) pence [sum of money)

Shot shots (discharges) shot [balls)

* Also the names of several sorts of fish, as cod, salmon, trout, pike, &c. Others, as

sluirk, whale, herring, eel, tiirbot, &c., form plurals as usual.

t Shots means discluirgcs, not jnissilcs.

X So a7iimalculiim,-p\. animalcicla; effluvium, effluvia; arcanum, arcana: addenda;
errata; strata,

\ The singular pea has been made out of the collective word pease, mistaken for plural

and then the plural peas has been made from pea.
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58. Plurals used as singulars.

—

1. Words in -ics from Greek adjectives, as mathematics*

2. Certain words, as means, amends, wages, pains, are usually preceded
by a singular demonstrative [this, that) and by much or little (not many,
ox few), but may be followed by a verb in the plural, as ' Means were
found,' ' Pains were taken,' 'Wages have risen.' Naus is now t always
singular. Small-fox (sing, pock, dimin. pocket) is a plural in origin.

Gallows is used as singular.

58. Plurals in appearance.

—

Jiiches (Fr. richesse, and so in Chaucer), alms (A. S. almesse, from
e\e7}/j.oavP7i), eaves (A.S. cfese), summons (old French semonse) are not

plurals, but have been mistaken for such.

60. Nouns used only in the Plural.— Names of things which
are double or multiform are used only in the plural, as

—

1. Instruments or arficles of dress made double, as sa'ssors, tongs,

breeches, draiucrs.

2. Portions of the body, certain diseases, games, ceremonies, &c.,

usually regarded as aggregates of a number of parts, as entrails,

measles, billiards, nuptials, matins, ashes, stocks.

61. Many plurals have a secondary signification v/hichdoes not belong to the

singular, as compasses, matins, vespers, pains, corns, effects (property), grounds,
(dregs), respects, parts (capacity), stocks, spectacles, letters (literature), t/raughts,

returns, gripes, grains, lists, lights, returns, shrouds (of a ship), vapours (ill

humour). Sec. Hangings, leavings, siveepings. Sec, denote the product of the

action denoted by the singular Sometimes the singular denotes a substance,

the plural things made of it, as leads, sands, silks, coppers, iron^.

62. Abstract nouns and names of materials may be used in

the plural to denote different instances or varieties of the quality
or substance referred to, as affinities, negligences, sugars, wines.

It is (strictly speaking) incorrect to use a plural of the word/olk, as it is a
noup of multitude, and in the singular stands for several persons. We should
write 'folk say,' not 'folks say.' Still the plural use is of long standing.

63. Plurals of Compound Nouns.—Compounds of a noun and
an attributive word or phrase, in which the parts are not fused to-

gether into a single word, annex the plural inflexion to the noun,
as couris-viarlial, fatlicrs-in-laiv. Similar compounds of two nouns
inflect both parts, as knights-templars, men-servants. Compounds in

which the fusion of the two parts is complete have the s at the end,
as handfnls, rosetrees, &c.

* .Some have supposed that the different use of the singular toggle and the plural tnatfw-
7iiatics, &c., has arisen from the fact that in the former we have adopted the Greek singular
»i Xu-jiKt] (-rtxi"!), and in the latter the neuter plural t(< iiiitir\fxi.niK<i. This explanation of the
use of the singular is, of course, correct, but as applied to the plural it is far-fetched and unneces-
sary. It is doubtful whether the first man who spoke of having the rheumatics thought he was
representing the plural tc'i fiei/MuTinrt. When adjectives are converted into substantives, it is

the tendency of our language to use the plural form. A man talks of having the rhcitinatics,
just as in country districts they talk of having the dumps or tlie dismals, "Let them die that
age and sultens have." (Sh.akspeare, R. II. ii. i.) English freely allows the use of adjectives
as substantives, provided the plural be employed, as cafabtes, vatuabtes, greens, s'Meets.

\ In Shakspeare " These ill news " {Much Ado II. i, 180) ; " The amazing news of Charles
at once were spread " {Drydeti).
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It is u<;ual to say 'The Miss Smiths,' not 'The Misses Smith.'* The
latter is correct, but is cunsidered pedantic.

CAS£.
64. Things stand in various relations to other things and to their

actions and attributes. Noiuis have corresponding relations to

nouns, verbs, and adjectives. These relations are marked by
making nouns assume different forms, called Cases.

65. Definition.—Case is the form t in which a jioun (or pro-

noun) is used, in order to show the relation in which it stands to

boiae other word in the sentence.

66. The relations of things which were first marked in language were
probably their simple relations in s^^zt—moiionfrom, motion to, and rest

ill. These were the ideas originally expressed by the genitive, the

accusative, and the dative respectively. X Ey analogy these cases were
extended in meaning, so as to include other less obvious relations, and
when they were found insufhcient, additional forms (or cases) were
invented. In the Indo-European languages we find at various stages

seven cases (excluding the Vocative, which is not properly a case at

all,'^ since it does not bring tlie noun into grammatical relation to any
other word), the Nominative, G-snitive, Dative, liOcative, Accu-
Eative, Ablative, and Instrumental. The somewhat vague import of
the different cases, arising out of their wide application, led to the use of
prepositions, by which definiteness was given to the vague sense con-

veyed l)y the case itself (see the section on ' Prepositions ' further on),

and the use of prepositions in its turn rendered some of the cases

• So in Shakspeare 'Three Doctor Faustiises ' {Merry IV. IV. 5, 71). ' One of the Miss
Kl:imborou^hs ' (tVo^Avw/V//). '" Miss-Smith " must be regarded as a compound name. If

there is no definite article, we must have the plural Misses, as " Misses Jane and Mary
Smith." So also we say " The Mr. Smiths,' but " Messieurs John and George .Smith."

T Some writers have misunderstood the term ' Case ' (Latin casus' as meaning ' state' or
'condition.' This is quite wrong. Casus was the Latin translation of the Greek word
Tt-r ca-.s, which means ' l.allin;j.' This word was first used by Aristotle to denote a tnodification

0/ torvt either in nouns or in verbs. Even the lormation of an adverb from an adjective was
cA\>:^ ptosis by him. In nouns he used the term ivafia. (onoma), i.e. tioiin or 7:ame, for v.-hat

we call the nominacive, and applied the term 'fallings' to the other cases, which he did I'.ot

distinguish from e."ich oiher by special names. The word 'ptosis had nothing to do with
the " falling or resting of one word on another"; it denoted the ' fall ' of a word ' from a
certain standard form.' The Stoics called this standard form the 'straight' or 'upright,'

and called the other cases (to which they gave the separ.ite names ytimrj, 5otik/), and
uiicaTiK»)) the slauling or oiliqiie falls.' Some reckoned the Vocative as an ' upright,' others
as a ' slanting fail.' Of course the term ' upright fall ' {casus rectus) was sharply criticised .as

self-contradictoiy ; it was defended on the rather shuftling pretext that it denoted a 'fail'

from the general conception in the mind to the particular. {" Quod a general! nomine in

specialia cadit." Priscian V. 13.) A collection of these ' falls ' was called the ' declension
'

or ' sloping down ' of the nonn.
t There is good reason lor oeneving mat ttie Nominative was not the primary case, but

was of later origin than some of the rest. It will be shown hereafter that the earliest forms of
predication sprang out of the use of an oblique case, not of the nominative. The nominative
was prob.ably based upon the subjective conception involved in the use of the pronoun ' I,'

which (as we see in the case of children) is of late grcv/th (See S.ayce, 'Principles of Cotnp.
Pint.' p. £86). Language, in the case of children, continually ' harks back ' to primitive

methods.
§ In Latin .and Greek the Vocative is only a weakened form of the stem or crude formj it

has no case-ending of its Qvvn. Very commonly the Nominative does duty fgr i(,
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superfluous. In Latin the functions of the Locative ^nd Instrumental

cases were divided between the Dative and the Ablative : in Greek the

Locative, the Instrumental and the Ablative were merged in the

Genitive and Dative.

67. English was anciently a more highly inflected language than it is

now (see Hist. Introd.). In its Anglo-Saxon stage it had five cases (at

least in pronouns), the Nominative, Genitive, Dative, Accusative, and
Instnonental. I'his last was dropped in nouns. There was no
Vocative distinct from the Nominative. There were also several

declensions of nouns. Ultimately the Dative came to be used to do duty

for the Accusative as well as for itself, and was called the Objective,

and one uniform mode of marking case was adopted for all nouns.

We have now only three eases, the Nontinative Case, the Possessive

Case, and the Objective Case. In nouns' the nominative and objective

cases are alike in form.*

NOMINATIVE CASE.

68. The nominative case is that form in which a noun (or

pronoun) is used when it is the subject of a verb t; that is, when
it stands for that about which something is said by means of a

verb, as ' Men build houses,' ' The boy was struck by his

brother.' If the verb of the sentence be in the active voice, the

subject of the verb stands for the doer of the action described

by the verb. If the verb be in the passive voice, the svibject

of the verb stands for the object of the action described by the

verb. In either case the subject stands for that about which
something is said by means of the verb. %

69. It answers the question made by putting ivho? or what ? before

the verb, as ' Who build houses .''

'
' Men.' ' Who was struck ?' ' The boy.'

70. The Nominative (Latin nominativus, ' naming ') is the Naming'
Perm, and names either the person or thing spolicn of, or the person o,

thing spolicii to, as in ' O solitude, where are thy charms ?
' When

used in the laUer way it is' called the Nominative of Address, or

(by some) the Vocative.

• Casein English has never ceased to be fundamentally what it was in An£;Io-S.-i.\on. Nothing
ought to be called a 'Case' now, which would not have been so named in Anglo-Saxon,
German, Latin, &c. In none of these languages would the combination of a preposition and
a substantive be called a case, 'the combmation ' of John ' has no more right to be called a
case than ' of him '; and ' of him ' is on a par with de eo (Latin) and von Hint (German). It

was long ago pointed out that if a preposition and a noun together make a case, there must be
as many cases as there are prepositions. The attempt to limit them to the six of the Latin
gramm.ar is futile. There is no normal or necessary number of cases in language. It does
not follow, because a certain relation of ideas may be expressed in two ways, that these
different ways should bear the same name.

t Such expressions as
"

'I'he noun boy is the 7iominative case to the verb" are incorrect.

A 710HK is not a case ; and the subject of a verb is a -word and not a form of a word.

t This definition must not be taken to mean that the Nominative Case has no other uses.

Th* term is not a good one, because noun^ in all cases iiantc that for which they stand.
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POSSESSIVE CASE.

71. The po.ssessive case * is that form of a noun (or pronoun)

which shows that something belongs to or is connected with the

])erson or thing for which it stands. Thus in ' I saw John's book,'

the possessive cast /o/in's shows that something (namely a book)

IhloHi^s to /o/in.

72. In Anglo-.Saxon the Genitive Case had a very wide range of meaning,

including the ideas of separation, partition, size, age, material, time when,
mecins, manner, &c. The general sense of ' connected with ' appears in such

phrases as 'a stone's throw,' ' a day's journey,' 'my uncle's death,' (S:c. In

the EngHsh Bible 'Thy fear' means 'the fear of thee.' So in Shakspeare
' one man's awe' ij. Ca<:s.) means ' awe of one man ' ; 'his taking off means
' the taking off ot him.' Here*the possessive answers to the Latin objective

genitive, as m_amor pecu7iiae,'\.\ie. love of money.'

73. With the exception of a few phrases, such as ' the earth's axis,' 'the

moon's orbit,' the possessive inflexion is not now used (except in

poetry) unless the noun denotes a person or animal, or something

personified.

74. The meaning of the possessive case may be expressed by means
of the preposition ^with the objective case after it. Thus, for ' My
father's house,' we may say, ' The house of my father.' But the posses-

sive case must not be substituted for the preposition of, unless the of
comes after a noun.

75. The possessive case in the singular number, and in those

plurals which end in any other letter than s, is formed by adding

the letter s with an apostrophe before it (thus, 's) to the nominative

case ; as, John's, men^s^ s;ecses. In those plurals which end in s

the possessive case is indicated in writing by placing the apostrophe

after the s, as, * the birds' feathers.

'

73. The Genitive or Possessive suffix in Anglo-Saxon was -es (still pre-

served in full in writing, though no longer pronounced as a syllable, in

[Vaincsday, i.e. Wodencs-day^. It was used only in masculine and neuter

nouns of the Strong jDeclension, and in the singular number.+ After a

* The Possessive Case answers to the Genitive in Latin, &c. The name comes from the

Latin possidcre (sup. possessinii) ' to possess.' The equivalent Greek term kt>itiki7 >j-as one of

the a/insts of the Genitive.

The Latin grammarians have been much abused for using the term genitivus as the trans-

lation of 7£i/iK>). Max MuJer says that the latter means ' cas?is geiwrntis,' i.e., 'the case of

the ceniis.' whercrts genitivus means ' the case of origin or birth.' The Roman grammarians
were not great r.t the philosophy of language, but it seems unlikely that they should have
committed so gross a blunder under the guidance of the Greek grammarians from whom they

learnt nram"-ar : and it should be noted that one of the names given to this c.T^e by the Stoics

was «•<! rpiKi'i, which implies that it was the ' case of paternity ' (See Lersch, ' Sprachphilosophic
der Alien ').

t It was the Northern dialect in which i- was first adopted as the Possessive suffi.v in all

nouns, and in both numbers. In Anglo-Sa.xon and Transition English it was often omitted

after words denoting family relations, and a few others. Thus Chaucer uses fader, l>rotlier,

heven, &c., as possessives. This omi-ssion was common in the Northern dialect. 'I'he terra

' Lady-day ' (comp.-)re ' Lord's-day ') has come down from the time when feminine nouns had
not this suffix. .So Chaucer 'Prol. 695) says ' oure lady veyl.' As an adTeibial formation

(he suffi-x -es wai added to feminines in Anglo-Sa\on, as in uihtcs, ' by nit;ht,'
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sibilant the vowel is sounded, though not written, as in T/ioi//as^s. Chaucer
uses ~es, Wycliffe -is or -j's.* The apostrophe before the s (s) marks that the

vowel of the suffix has been dropped. It is placed after plurals ending ins,

and sometimes after a singular noun ending in a sibilant, to indicate to the eye
that we have a possessive case without a suffix, as 'for conscience' sake,'

'Aeneas' son.' The use of the apostrophe is modem; Milton uses it only
after a vowel, as in ' Siioa's,' ' Rhea's.' The use of it in the plural after j- is

still more recent, t The plural doois has just as good a right to an apostrophe
as the possessive dooi's, the vowel of the older suffix -as or -£s having been
omitted.

77. In the case of a complex name, 'the termination of the possessive case

is only affixed to the last of the names ; as "Julius Ccesar's death ;

"

"John Thomas Smith's father." It is even usual to carry out the

same principle when one thing is possessed by several persons ; as,

"John, William, and Mary's uncle;" that is, the uncle of John,
William, and Mary. This practice, however, cannot be defended on
grammatical principles. In compound nouns like fathcr-iti-laiu, or
when a noun is followed by determinative adjuncts of any kind, as
' Henry the Eighth,' ' The Queen of England,' ' Smith the baker,' &c.,
the possessive .<^ign 'j is placed at the end, J as ' My father-in-law's

house,' ' the Queen of England's name,' &c. We no longer allow
such constructions as " It is Othello's pleasure, our noble and valiant

general ;
" but in old English such combinations as " The emperour's

mother William " were not uncommon [Skcat, note on Chaucer's
s.}. y;).

78. The possessive 's is the only case suffix of nouns that has come down
to us. The letter s, as the characteristic of the genitive, is of general
occurrence in the Aryan languages.

OBJECTIVE CASE.

79, The objective case is that form in which a noun or pr o

* The syllabic -cs is often found in Spenser, and traces of it occur in Shakspeare, as ' whales
bone' {Loz'e's L. L. V. 2), 'the moones sphere' {Mids. N. D. II. i). In modern Lowland
Scotch it is even pronounced after plurals in -s, as bairns s, fai-ttiers's.

From the time of Ben Jonson to that of Addijon the absurd notion was entertained that
the possessive 's is an abbreviation oi his ('The king's crown ':=' The king h.s crown').
But the word his is itself the possessive case of he, so that, on this principle his = he -y his
= he -I- lie -(- his = he -f lie -t- he -f his, and so on ad iiifimtutn. Moreover Mary's bonnet
must be Mary his bonnet. It is quite tfue, however, that it was the practice for a long
time to use such expressions as ' John Smith his book.' This arose from a pleonastic use of
the pronoun for the purpose of showing the Synta.v of the noun. The demonstrative pronoun
was commonly thus used in early English after the indeclinable relative tliat, and in other
cases (e g., "A semely man onre host he was." Chaucer, Prol. 751). A similar idiom is

found in Low German dialects. Miitzner (i. p. 315) quotes ' Vatter sin \\\\h' (= father his
house), ' Mutter er dok ' (= Mother her cloth).

+ In the seventeenth century there prevailed the curious fashion of putting the apostrophe
before the -x of the possessive plural {lord's = lords' ; friend's =^friends'), as though the
plural suffix i- had been elided. (See Wallis's and Maittaire's grammars.)

This power of treating an inflected form or a complex phrase as though it were a single
declinable word, and adding inflexions to it, is very remarkable in English. Thus in Aiiglo-
Saxon the genitives of the personal pronoims were treated as pronominal adjectives and
declined ; an inflectea infinitive was used after to to form the gerund (see Gerund § 196).
and even such a compound as uAth-vylc (ne wat hwylc := I know not which), has suffixes lik*'

an ordinary adjective, as "in niQsele niithwylcum," "in I-know-not-what dwellin,g.' LV
Murray gives as good Lowland Scotch "That's the.-man-that-you-met-yes:erday's daughtei."
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noun Is used when it stands for the object of the action spoken
of in some verb, or when it comes after a preposition. In the

sentence, ' The stone struck the boy,' the word boy\ which stands
for the object of the action, is called the object of the verb,
and is in the objective case. In Latin, Greek, German or Anglo-
Saxon it would be in the accusative case. In the sentence, 'John
was riding in a coach,' the noun coach^ which comes after the

preposition ///, is in the objective case.

80. The objective case is also used, like the Latin dative, to denote
the indi7-ect object of a verb, that is to say, it stands for some person
or thing indirectly affected by the action, but not the direct object of
it

; as, ' I gave the man a shilling,' 'Tell me a tale.' In old English
the dative differed in form from the accusative.

The objective case in English therefore does duty both for the
Accusative and for the Dative of other languages.* The direct object
is the answer to the question formed by putting ' whom or wJiat ' before
the verb and its subject. Thus (in the example given above) ' Whom
or what did the stone strike .'" Ans. 'The boy.'' The indirect object

is the answer to the question formed by putting ' To or for whom or to

or for what ' before tlie verb, subject and direct object. ' Thus in ' I

gave him a book,' the indirect object ^ liiiii ' answers the question 'To
whom did 1 give a book ?

'

81. In nouns the objective case is the same in form as the nominative.
They can only be distinguished by their use. In an ordinary de-

clarative sentence the ijominative case precedes the verb and the

objective case comes after the verb.

82. The following are examples of the declension of nouns :
—

Siitgidar. Plural. 1 Singular. Plural.
Nominative Case ... Man Men. i Father Fathers.'

Possessive Case Man's Men's.
|

Father's Fathers'.

Objective Case Man Men. Father Fathers.

" The endeavour to distinguish a dath'e and an accusative case in modern English is at

variance with the genius and history of the language. We see from the pronoui}5 that the
form which maintained its ground was the dative, which first ousted the instrumental and
\isurped its functions, and then did the same with the accusative. It is unphilosophical
to re-introduce grammatical distinctions which a language has ceased to recognize. One
might as well attempt to restore the Locative Case to Latin, or the Ablative to Greek As
there is but oxin/nrtn (Jiiin. her, t/ietu. &c ) to denote both the direct and the indirect object,
not only is nothing gained, but an important piece of linguistic history is obscured by
having two names for it It is much better to use the common name objective. It is true
that there are two uses of the objective case, but that is another matter. A case is not the
.same thing as the relation that it expresses, any more than a noicn is the same as the thins^

which it names. Moreover, the absorption of the accusative by the dative is intimately con-
nected with the peculiar English idiom, that the word which stands for either kind of object
with an active verb, may usually be made the subject of a Passive verb. " I was struck"
and " I was told the story " are equally good Engli.sh. Nothing of this sort is possible in

German or Latin.
'] o say that English has only one case—\\\e. Possessive— is palpably wrong. It has only one

injlecieii case (at least in nouns) ; hwX. fatlier and yather's make ttno forms of the noun.
The fact that pronouns still distinguish the Objective from the Nominative, so as to have
three distinct forms, compels us to recognize three cases in English even in nouns.
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83.

ANCIENT ENGLISH DECLENSIONS.
ANGLO-SAXON FORMS.

STRONG DECLENSIONS.

A. Af(7scu/ine A'otins,

Nom.
Gen.
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2. Plurals in -en or -n were rather more common than now, as kneen,
hosen, ashen, eyen, sttstrcu, doiightercn, lainbren* &.z.

3. Some old neuter words continued without plural suffix (see \ 83), as

ho:s, hous, tiling.

4. The genitive or possessive singular was formed by adding -es
(Chaucer), -is, or -ys (\\'vcliffe), or -s.

Feminine nouns occasionally have not -s, but -e, as ^ ]tcortc\ blood''

(heart's blood). See note on § 76.

In the plural the genitive was usually not distinguished from the nomi-
native, when the latter ended in -s. Otherwise -cs was added, as

mcnncs. Traces of the old ending -ena are sometimes met with. X

ADJECTIVE.

85. When we speak of a thing we often require to mention
some quaHty or state of the thing, or its number or quantit)^-, or

some relation in which it stands to ourselves or to other things.

The words that do this are called Adjectives. §

In the phrase 'a white horse,' the word ivhite is an adjective. It

denotes a certain quality of the horse.

In the phrase 'a book lying on the table,' the word lying is an
adjective. It denotes a state of the book.

In the phrase 'two men,' the w'ord two is an adjective. It points

out the quantity or number of that for »vhich the noun stands.

In the phrase 'this child,' the word this is an adjective. It points

out that the child stands in a ccrtaiii relaiiofi \oi nearness) to me.

86. Definition.—An Adjective is a word used with a noun
to describe, to measure or count, or to indicate that for

which the noun stands.

This may also be expressed by saying that an Adjective is a

word used with a noun or pronoun to denote some attribute of

quality, quantity, or relation which marks that for which the

noun or pronoun stands.
||

* Those with r before -en are usually from A. S. plurals in -ra.
+ So also nione (^ moon s) occurs once as a possessive {Sir Tlwpas 169). The genitive in

A S. was iitotiati. We Mill say Monday {tVlottan derg) and Sunday {Sunitan d{£g), not
Mooiisday ».\\<\ SuHsday 'S^hiIlX., Int. to Chaucer's Pr. Talc.^ xli.x.)

I As in Piers PiiKvinan (i 105), " Criste Kingene Kynge " =^ ' Christ King of Kings '

§ Latin adjcctivus, ' capable of being attached to,' from adjectus, ' added to.' 1 he older

and I'ullcr term fur this Part of Speech is ' Noun Adjective ' (nomen adjcctivniu) See § 25.

The term Adjective ' differentiates this class of words not from nouns (for it is, strictly

speaking, one of the two divisions of noims), but from Substantives (which may be either

no ins or pronouns). >

1; Beware of the absurdity of saying that "an adjective denotes the quality of a noun."
When we speak of a red rose the adjective red does not denote a quality of the jiatne rose,

but of the thing for which the name stands. The blunder is very obvious, but is committed
in most Enijlish Grammars.
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An adjective answers the questions (i) 'Of what sort?' or ' lu what
state ?

' (2) ' How much ?
' or ' How many ? '

(3) ' Which ?
'

87. When it is attached directly to • the noun to which it refers, an
adjective is said to be used attribidivelyj as ' a red ball; '

' a birdflyhiir

through the air;' 'which hand will you have?' The adjective and
noun together form a compound description of that which we have in

our thoughts. When an adjective is connected w ith a noun by means
of some part of the verb be (or some other verb of incomplete predica-

tion, such as become), it is said to be used predicafively, as, 'the ball is

red,' ' the bird was flyings' All true adjectives can be used in both
ways.

As things are distinguished by quality, quantity, and relation, an adjective

joined to a noun usually distinguishes what the noun stands for from other

things that may be named by the same noun.

88. The class-name ' horse ' stands for that aggregate of resem-
blances by virtue of which one horse is like another. The compound
name white horse means all that horse means, and white besides. It

adds something to the meaning of horse. But the more marks we
group together to distinguish a class, the smaller must the class be.

The class denoted by wliite horse is smaller than the class denoted by
horse. Hence we may also have the following

Definition.—An Adjective is a word which may limit the
application of a noun to that which has the quality, the

quantity, or the relation, which the adjective denotes.*

To be an adjective, a word must do this by virtue of its own proper
mca7iing. Certain forms and uses of other parts of speech may also

have a definitive or limiting force. Thus in ' John's book ' the

possessive case ^Jo/in's ' has this force, but ''Johii's ' is still a noicn in

the possessive case, and not an adjective, just like ' Caesaris ' in the

Latin ' Caesaris Uxor ' (Caesar's wife). But the possessive case is so

like an adjective, that in some pronouns it was formerly declined like

an adjective.

In combinations like teaspoon, appledree, cannon ball, the first word is

not an adjective. It does not express an attributive idea, it merely
suggests one. It has a liviiting but not an attributive force. The two
nouns form a compound name. Hence those most commonly used ha\e
come to be written as one word. The word tea, apple, or cannon,
cannot be used as 7\. predicate, as a true adjective can.

In many cases the first (or limiting) member of" the compound may be
looked upon as an unintlected possessive case, in which, position supplies
the place of inflexion. Compare seaman and landsman, pikeinan and.

swordsman, buckhorn and hartsliorn.

* This, however, is not invariably the function of adjectives. 'Socrates' names a single
person. ' Wise Socrates ' names and describes this same person, but does not hmit the appU^
cation of the name.
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CLASSIFICATION OF ADJECTIVES.

89. Adjectives may be arranged in the following classes :—

1. Qualitative * Adjectives, or Adjectives of Quality.

2. Quantitative t Adjectives, or Adjectives of Quantity.

3. Demonstrative Adjectives, or Adjectives of Relation
(Latin danonstro, ' I point out ').

Respecting the division of Adjectives into Wotional and Eelational
see § 26.

90. I. Qualitative Adjectives (or Adjectives of Quality)
denote some quality or attribute, as virtuous, wliifr, /arj;r,X sinall^

'^rcat, little (in the sense of small '), such. Thsy may also be called

Descriptive Adjectives. The verbal adjectives called Participles

belong to this class.

91. II. Quantitative Adjectives (or Adjectives of Quantity)
denote how much or how many of that for which the noun
stands -we have in our thoughts. This class includes

—

a. The Cardinal Numeral Adjectives, one, two, three, &c. (The
words hundred, tJiousand, viillion, like pair and ^/ir^^r;/, are nouns.§

They may be used in the plural, as luindredsi)

b. The words all, any,|l some, half, many, few, much, more,
most, little, less, least, both, several, none, or no (= not any)^

enough.

92. All, any, some, enough, more, most, none or no, relate to quantily wlien

used witli a noun in the singular, and to number when used with a noun
in the pkn-al.

Examptes. 'All men are mortal.' 'He sleeps all night.' ' I have some
pens.' 'Give me some wine.' 'Wait half an hour.' 'Few persons will

l.elieve that.' ' I have much pleasure in doing this.' 'lie has more sense

than his neighbour.' 'Most persons admire valour.' ' He had both eyes put

out.' 'Make no noise.' 'Give none offence.' This use of }i07ie is now
obsolete.

93. Most of these words may be used as substantives, as 'All is lost';

' Mucli has been said, but more remains to be told

'

;
' He lost less than I

did '
;

' Enong/i has been said.

'

94. The words all, half, little, less, least, much, more, most, enough, none, no,

are also used as adverbs ; as "a// round the world ;
" " Jialf afraid ;

" "I am

* From the Latin giiatis ' of what sort.'

t From the Latin qiiafitiiin ' how much.'

t Large, small, great, describe the magnitude of the thing referred to, but do not tell U9
hozv much of it we are speaking abouc.

I In A.S. they were followed by the genitive case, as though we said 'A hundred of sheep,'

&c. In Eucli phrases as 'A hundred sheep,' 'A dozen books,' the noun shdeji or books is in

apposition to the noun hundred or dcJzeii.

J Anv and soiiii; are discussed un,der tlie he.id of ' Pronoiui.s.

'
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but little encouraged by that
;
" " he is less careful than his brother ;

" " he is the

least ambitious man that I know ;
" "he is mueJi more studious than he used to

be;" "he is most anxious to succeed;" "he is tall enough;" "I am no
better ; " "he is none the worse.

"

95. IJalfis connected with the old English noun half [A.?>. heal/), meaning
'side or part.'* Half {heal/) was also a declinable adjective in Anglo-Saxon.
In ' The hal£o{ my goods ' it is a substantive. In ' A //a//" holiday,' ' hal/wv^y,^

it is an adjective.

The adjective ivhole is a descriptive 7\.(\]&q.Sa^q. It properly means ' unbroken,'
and thence ' undiminished. '

' A zvhole holiday ' means ' an unbroken holiday '

;

' The whole distance ' is ' the undivided or undiiiiinishcd distance.'

Many is a substantive t in 'A great many men ' (the noun that follows

it being in apposition to it). It is an adjective in ' Many years have passed.'

It may be used with a noun in the singular when the indefinite article % inter-

venes, as ' Many a man.'

Feru (A. S. sing. § fed, plural y^vjsy^) is probably always an adjective.
|| Such

a phrase as ' A few books ' may be treated as. on a par with " A twenty bokes "

(Chaucer, Prol.), where a numerically defined collection is taken as a zvhole.

Few (without the article) denies that there are many ; a fei.v denies that

there are none. There is a similar distinction between little and a little.

More formerly meant greater, as in 'The more part' {Acts y\y.. 32). But
even in A.S. vuira meant both 'greater' and 'additional. 'If It has this

latter sense in such phrases as ' There is some more wine in the bottle.' In
' I have more money than you ' it measures the whole quantity of money.

Little, less, and least, when they denote size, are qualitative or descriptive

adjectives, as 'a liltlehoy,' ' The /t'.rjevil of the two,' ' Not in the least degree.'

They are quantitative adjectives** in such phrases as ' I have but little money
left,' ' Less rain fell to-day,' ' He showed the least courage of all.'

Both, from the stem bd (A.S. masc. begen, feni. ba, 7teHt. ba or bu), and a

* In Maundeville we find ' On this half die see' = ' on thi.s side the sea '
; in the Orraulum

'O Godes halfe' = 'on the part of,' or 'by order of God' (Stratmann .r. r». Koch ii. 441).
In modern English 'On behalf of is the result of a confusion. There were two equivalent
phrases in A.S. ' on healfe ' = on side, and ' be healfe ' = tjy side or beside {Grcir^ iv. p. 53).
These were jumbled together into ' on behalf^ which is as if we said ' on by side ' (Skeat,
Et. Diet. s. v.).

t In A.S. there was both a noun luenigo = ' multitude,' and an adjective inatiis^ = ' many.'
The use of the descriptive adjective great before many shows that the latter is a genuine
si'.bstanti\e.

{ The indefinite article was not necessary in old English. In the Ormulum (693) we find
7iia7iig inann. Compare the German manclicr (which is the same word), and the Latin
' Pluritnns in Junonrs-honorem aptum dicet equis Argos ' {Horace). The old English word
)cle {k.%./ela, German viel) was still used by Wycliffe and Chaucer, as " daiesfele " = ' many
days ' {Ctertccs T. 917).

§ Fed was an adjective equivalent to the Latin paiicns = 'rarely occurring,' 'met with
but seldom.' Thus " fea senig wees nionna cyniies," ' there was but here and there one of llie

race of men.' The singular was indeclinable, and followed by the genitive. In the .Scotch
phrase 'A few porridge,' yt';c/ seems to have the sense 'a small quantity.' The plural feawe
was declined in A.S.

jl Hence we say ' A very few,' the adverb qualifying the adjective.

If Thus " nan ma;rra man " == ' not one more man ' {Menolog. i6r. See Grcin iv. p. jii).
'"'- In A.S. a small quantity or number of anything was expressed by the substantive iyi

with the genitive {'A lite' is found in Chaucer). From tyt was formed the adjective lytel
(little). The adjective little is used substantively in ' A little wine,' iviiie being in apposition
to little. I'he word is from a root tut meaning ' to deceive ' {Stieafj s, v.) Respecting tesi
and /t'rtf^ see under ' Comparisoa of Adjectives.' '

.
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suffix -th of uncertain orin;in,* indicates that two objects are regarded in con-
junction. Each implies that two or more are regarded separately.

Enough is a substantive in ' Enough has been said ' ; it is an adjective (as
is 'indicated by its position) in 'I have money enough.'^ In early English
' enough ' was used of quantity, ' enow ' of number.

None (A.S. nan = ne-dn) was originally singular in sense {not one), and was
not used with reference to quantity. By Chaucer's time it was used of more
than one {" N^oon holy men," Prol. 178). In modem English it is used
substantively with reference both to number and to quantity, as' ' Oive me some
pens (or some money), I have none.'

None = 710 one is becoming obsolete. + As an adjective none is now used
in the shortened form no, § as " He has no friends and no money."

96. Such expressions as 'All of us,' ' The whole of the day,' ' Both of j'ou,'

are of course illogical. It has been suggested
||

that they have arisen from a
confusion between ' All we ' and ' Some of us,' &c.

97. III. Demonstrative Adjectives, or Adjectives of Relation,
point Old that which we are speaking of by indicating some 7-clation

which it bears to ourselves, or to some other person or thing. This
class includes :

—

1. The Definite Article the and the Indefinite Article an or a.

2. The Adjective Pronouns. (See Table of Pronouns \ 130.)

3. The Ordinal Numerals, first, second, third, &c.

98. Adjectives are often used without having any noun expressed to

which they may be attached.

1. A previously expressed noun is tindeistood, i.e. not expressed, but
intended to be kept in mind, as " He picked out the black balls and
left the white."

2. The adjective refers to some substantive notion which is too vague
to be expressed. In a singular sense this use of descri])tive adjectives

is now 11 restricted to universal concrete ideas, as 'The sublime,'
' The beautiful

' ;
** and to a few phrases, as ' In common

'
; ' At

random ' ;
' In future ' ; ' For better or worse,' &c. Adjectives thus

used may be termed Adjectival Substantives, or Adjectives used as

Substantives. Quantitative and demonstrative adjectives are often used
thus, as ' That was agreed to' ; 'Much tt has been accomplished.'

* This -tti appears in the Gothic bciiotlis (compare the German beide). It is often confused
with the twa (' two') with which bd is sometimes compounded in A.S. (I'dttud, neut hiitii =
' lioth two.' Compare i^^/Zz twain in Shakspeare, Zoiy^V /,. i^. V. 2). The root ^« or ^rti' is

the same as the bo in the Latin ambo (Fick, Vergl. Wort, i. 18).

t In such cases it was declined in A S., as " hlaf gendhne habbap " = ' have bread enough '

(f.ii/if XV. 17). The plural iorm ynowe occurs in Chaucer (see Sg. T. 470). The e, i ox y at

the beginning represeius the ge oi getidh (Germ, gciiug).

X Drj'den still wrote " None but the brave deserves the fair."

§ So m early English one became o or 00, and juine, &c., became my, &c.
II E.g. by Dr. Abbott.
^ In older English we find such phrases as " everj' rewfiil " = every sorrowful person

(C/mucer). "The poor is hated " (ProT. xw 20); "Thy dearest far" (i'om/g).
•* Do not call these abstract. The abstract names are 'sublimity,' 'beauty.' 'The

sublime ' is that in which the quality oK sitbliinity is found. It is therefore a concrete idea.

tt But much, when so used, must still be qualified by an adz<erb, not by an adjective, as
Very much,' ' So much.' " This much " is a blunder. It must be ' Thus much.'
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3. Some adjectives are used completely as substantives, and form

plurals and possessives. The adjectives which admit of this are

—

1. National names, such as German, Italian, Roman. We say, " A
Roman's rights"; "The Germans crossed the Rhine." Xauus
which end in a sibilant {Dutch, Chinese, &c.) have no inflex.oii. .

2. Names denoting the members of a sect or party ; as Christian,

Lutheran, Stoic, Jacobite, &c.

3. Various Latin comparatives, as senior, junior, inferior, &c , with the

Anglo-Saxon elder and better.

4. Various adjectives denoting persons, and of French or Latin origin,

as 7iaiive, mortal, noble, saint, criminal, ancient, modern, <S;c., together

with a veiy few of Anglo-Saxon origin, as black, -white, and gram-

matical terms, as nominatives, (ic.

5. Adjectives used as substantives in the plu7-al only, 2es>vitals, iniestin:s,

eatables, moi'eables, valuables, greens, the blues, sweets. Sec.

6. The adjective other. Some writers also use cither's and neither's in

the possessive singular.

7. Numerals used pronominally, as ' For tcn^s sake '
;

' They arrived

by txoos and threes.'

NUMERALS.
99. It has been pointed out that the Cardinal Numerals are

Adjectives of Quantity, and that the Ordinal Numerals are

Demonstrative Adjectives, or Adjectives of Relation.

100. The Anglo-Saxon cardinal numerals* are (i) dn
; (2) twegcn,

twa
; (3) M, In-eo ; (4) feower

;
(5)fif

; (6) six
; (7) seofon

; (8) eahta
;

(9) nigon ; (10) tyn or tin; (11) endlufon, endleof or endlif;

(12) twelf; (13) Vreotyne
; (14) feowertyne, &c. ; (20) twentig

; (30)

Mtig, &:c.
; (70) hundseofontig

; (80) hundeahtatig
; (go) hundnigon-

tig
; (100) hundteontig tr hund

;
(no) hundendlufontig

; (120) hund-
twelftig.

101. The syllable -tig- (-ty) is really a substantive, meaning * a lot of ten

'

(Gothic tigus, having the same root as dec-em). Hence the numerals
tuientio, &c. in Anglo-Saxon were sometimes substantives followed

by the genitive plural. The curious ' eleventy ' and ' twelvety ' should
be noticed.

Endlufon or endlif means one -j- ten ; en (d) is a variety of the word
one, and lif i<; really identical with the root of dec-em and StK-a.f

Similarly t-welf is a compound of t-wa and lif (two-f-ten).

* On comparing the English numerals with those of Latin and Greek by the aid of Grimm's
iaw (bearing in mind that a guttural is very apt to be solter.ed into,/'or v. as we see in taiigh

compared w.th A.S. htiluin and German lachc7i, or to disappear from between vowels), ;t

will be seen that they are radically the same. The Germany««yand Gothic ^;/{/show that

an « has disappeared from five {/(/) In ten ihere has been the loss of the guttural which
we have in decent (lioKu), and the Gothic taihim. The syllable kund is a remnant of the
Gothic ordinal tailiiitui — tenth (as centum is of decentuin, tl neuter ordinal oi decent).

Hundred is a compound of linnd and red or r^f</C reckoning '), and means 'tenth count.'

In Gothic the complete form for 'a hundred' was taikun-taihttnd. i.e. 'tenth ten.' Reckon-
ing by tens being presupposed, hund (i.Cs te7tt!i) was used by itself in A.S. for a kuttdred
jSkeat, Mocso-Gothic Gloss, and Etym. Diet. ).

' Dozen ' is from dtiodecini. ' Score ' means
a cut.' Reckoning by scores w.is char.actcristic of Keltic peoples.

t D and / are frequently interchanged, as in ol-eo and od-or, ouKpv and tacriina.
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The forms for one, t-uo, and tJinv were always declined, as were those

for foNf, five, six, Sct'eit, nine, ten, eleven, and twelve \\'hen Ubcil

without a substantive following. The compounds of -tig were some-
times substantives, sometimes adjectives. Twegen — twain.

First is a superlative oi fore. The A. ii. forma is also a superlative of

fore, as primus in Latin is of pro. Second is the Latin seenndns

(following). The old word for second was ' other.' We still say

'every other day,' i.e., 'every second day.' Third was in A.S. J)ridda,

wliere ila replaced C)a ( — modern -th) after the d. The r keeps its

place before the / in the Yorkshire term riding (= thridiiig, ' a third

part'). The A.S. form teo'iSa 'tenth,' without n, ap])ears in tithe.

The forms which retain the n {sez'enth, ninth, tenth, &C.) were
adopted from the Northern dialect.

INFLEXION OF ADJECTIVES.
102. Adjectives, in modern English, are not declinable words, with

the c.\ception of the words l/iis and that, plurals these and ihose.

ANGLO-SAXON FORMS.

103. Adjectives, preceded by a demonstrative word were declined like

masculine, feminine, and neuter nouns of the weak declension.

When not preceded by a definitive word, adjectives were thus declined :
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106. The Positive Degree of an adjective is the adjective in

its simple form, used to point out some quality or attribute of that

which we speak about, as 'A black cat,' ' \fine day.'

107. The Comparative Degree of an adjeciive is that form

of it by means of which we show that one thing,* or set of things,

possesses a certain quality or attribute in a greater degree tlian

another thing, or set of things.

108. The Comparative Degree (Latin coinpafatiTiis, from coDiparo,
' I put together') is formed from the Positive by adding to it tl.e

syllable -erf before which mute -e is dropped, and/ is dealt with in

the same way as before the plural suffix -es (§ 49}, as ' My knife is

sharper xh'^Vi youi'S ; ' 'John's book is pretty, but mine \s -prcitur
;'

' Your clothes are finer than mine.' One thing may be compared
eitli^r with one other, or with n group of several ; and a group cjf

things may be compared either with another group or with a single

thing. Also a thing may be compared with itself under other cir-

cumstances, as ' John is stouter than he was last year.'

109. It must not be imagined that the comparative degree always expresses

the existence of more of a certain quality in an object than the positive

degree does. If we say, "William is a clever boy," and "Jolni is

cleverer than Thomas," we are not to infer that cleverer in the second

case implies more cleverness in John than clez'er implies in the case of

William. The fact may be that William is cleverer than John.

110. Some adjectives in the comparative degree are now used merely to mark
relations in space or time, 2& former, latter, elder, upper, iuner, &c.

111. The Superlative X Degree of an adjective is that form of

it which shows that a certain thing, or group of things, possesses

the attribute denoted by the adjective in a greater degree than any

other among stTeral, of which it is one. It is formed by adding st

or est § to the adjective in the positive degree; as, greatest,

largest. Thus, of several boys in a group, we may say, 'John is

t/ie tallest.'

112. If we s.ay " John is taller than all the other boys in the class," we
express the same relation as to height between John and the rest as if

* The word thing means generally whatever we can think about, i.e. , malce a distinct object

of thought, including /<-riV);/.y. as well as what we commonly denominate things.
<• In Anglo-Saxon the suffix was -er or -or, in declension dropping the vowel, and

inflected according to the weak declension. Tne letter r is the softened form of a sibilant.

In tiothic the suliix is -iza. With th s we may compare the Latin cmnparative suffix -ios

(Key Lat. Gr. k 241), the s of which is sol'icned to r in declension It is an anc ent

Aryan suffix. (San.sc, iyns^ Another Aryan comparative suflix, tar or tcr. which we get in

the Greek -re^)..?, appears also in the Latin -ier and the English -ther, to indicate that 0110

thing is viewed in its relation to some other, as alter ' one of two'; titer 'which of two';

neuter : other, eitlur, neither, ivhctiicr.

X Superlative (Lat. siiperintivus. from sitperlatus) means 'lifting up above.' The super-

lative degree Ufts the thing that it is applied to niovc all the rest of the group.

\ In Anglo-Saxon the termination was -est or -ost. In early English writers we still find

comparatives in -or and superlatives in -ost, and,sometimes in -ust and -yst.
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we say, "John is the tallest boy in the class." Rut in the former case,

John is considered apart from the other boys of tlie class, so that the

two objects which we have in mind are Jolm and tite other hoys in the

class. When the superlative degree is used, John is considered as one

of the group of boys compared with each other.

When ttto things forming one group are compared, it is usual and
proper to employ the comparative degree, as "This line '\a the longer

of the two."

113. Many adjectives, from the nattire of the ideas which tliey

express, cannot have comparative and superlative degrees ; as, rii(hf,

left, wrong, square, triangular, together with some of the cjuantitative

adjectives, and all the demonstrative adjectives. Sometimes, how-
ever, adjectives are used in a sense which falls short of their strict

meaning, and then they admit of degrees of comparison which would
not otherwise be tolerable. For example, extreme, perfect, chief. As
when we say, " This specimen is more perfect than that" ;

*' He (jied

in the exlremest misery "
;

" The chiefest among ten thousand."

114. The superlative degree is sometimes used in an absolute sense, when the

thing spoken of is not compared with the rest of a class, but is regarded

a-- possessing a certain quality in a very high degree, as ' Hail, divinest

Melancholy ' {Milton). Most is now usually prefixed to the positive

to express this sense. Spenser even uses the comparative absolutely,

as 'Help thy weaker {== too weak) novice' (f.q. Prol.).

IRREGULAR COMPARISON-
115. In the case of some adjectives, comparison is marked by what

arc commonly termed irregular forms, which in some cases are

derived from totally different roots.

Positive. Comparative. Superlative.

Good better* best

Bad worset worst
Little X less least

Much§ more most

* In Gothic we find Pos. bats, Comp. baiisa. Sup. batista, all from the same root bat =
' good,' from which bettifrimA best are formed with vowel-change, like elder from old, and the

A.S. letigrn, Ivngesi (' longer, longest ')• 1"he root m a positive sense is found in the phrasR
' to boot, which answers precisely to the colloquial expression ' Having something to tlwgood.'

In Anglo-Saxon and early English the comparative form bet is found, the suffix -er beuig
thrown off as it was in /(«j,'- (longer), fj* (more easily), jiio (more), ^pr (sooner). Thus " Bet is

to dyen than have indigence " Ifhaucer) ;
" Do-^ivl, Do-bet and J)o-l'est " (Langland).

+ tVorse (irom A.S. lueor = ' bad ') has the old j of the comparative suffix (§ io8, iioti).

The softened suffix >- appears in the Scotch watir 3.nd the old English forms 7«'t>rr(?(0rm. 4898),

lunrre or war ("The world is much war than it wont." {.S/>eiiscr). 'Worse 'and 'worst'
also do duty as comp. and sup. to ' evil ' and ' ill.' Chaucer (Sg. T 224) has badder.

t Little (AS lytcl) is formed from the subst lyt (S 95). Less and least come from a root

las ' feeble.' From las would be formed either lipssa or I'esra as a comparative, and la'sest

as a sui)erlative. Lesser (= smaller) may be the modern form of liesra, and so older than
less which would be formed from it as bet from better Most writers, however, treat lesser :is

? double comparative. Less sometimes means ' smaller,' as in " How to name the bigger

light, and how the less" (Shaksp. 7V;«/.). Zcai^ is formed directly from the root /(W.

§ Much is the modern form of tlic A..S. jiiicel 'great,' which has the same root as (i^^ur

and inagiiiis. Afore (A.S. iiiiira = iiiagra) and inost (.\.S. iiiiest = )iiai,'est) have lost the _<,••.

Moe (A S. iiiii), without the comparative suffix, is found in old English when referiing to

numb'-r More and most meant greater and greatest (we still speak of ' the most part.' and
used to say ' the more part '). I'he words have nothing to do etymologically with tiiiDiy.
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Positive. Comparative, Superlative^

Many [more] [most]

Late later * or latter latest or last

[Night a^7^] nigher nighest «;/• next

[Fore adv.'\ former first % or foremost

Old older or elder § oldest or eldest

[Yorih aiiv.'\ further
||

furthest

Far farther H farthest f

116. In Anglo-Saxon there were two superlative suffixes, -ost or -est and
-etna (compare the Greek kttos in fji-eyiarTos, and the Latin -imus in simill-imtis,

intivius, &c.)- There are a few superlatives in English ending in -most : hind-

most, inmost, foremost, utmost, or tcttermost.** Most of these are derived from
adverbs. They are not compounds of the adverb most, but double super-

latives, tt formed by the use of both terminations -ema and -ost.

11»7- Adjectives of more than two syllables, and most adjectives of

two syllables, do not allow of the formation of comparative and super-

lative degrees by means of suffixes. But the same ideas are denoted
by preti.xing the adverbs iiwre and Diosi to the adjective in the positive

dfjgree. Thus we say, Virtuous, more virtuous, most virtuous;
Learned, ^nore learned, inost learned. The dissyllabic adjectives

which do admit of suffixes of comparison are those ending in -/ X.
{merry, merrier, merriest; holy, holier, holiest) ; in -er (as tender,

tenderer, tenderest) ; those in -ble (as able, abler, ablest) ; those

accented on the last syllable, as polite, politer, politest; severe,

* Later and tatest refer to time ; latter and last generally to position in a series. Last is

a contraction of latest.

+ There is no proper adjective form for the positive The A.S. forms were neah, neaT^a,

neahst. The comparative ;/<'<irra passed into the forms nerre and ner {'^ Ner znA ncr" —
«t'rtr?r and nearer \n Chaucer, Pr. T. 1710), and tier or near came to be used as a positive,

and then nearer and nearest were formed from it. The three degrees ought to be m'£-/t, near,

tcext. Shakspeare uses near as a comparative, "The ttear in blood, the nearer bloody"
{Macb. ii. 3).

_

t First (A. S. fyrst) is the superlative (with vowel-change) of _fore. Another superlative

ioTmm A.S. v;3sforma. Chaucer speaks of "Adam out /ortne (= first) fader." Tale 0/
iilel. From this was made the anomalous comparative former and the double superlative

foremost.

\ Elder a.nAeldest answer to the A.S. yldra Sindyldest, formed with vowel-change as well as

suffix from <ra/rf = 'old.' (Compare lengra and lengest from tatig : syngra and gyngest,

'ynunger' and 'youngest' from geong.) ''Elder' is now used to denote the ftreceaence

which is the consequence of being older. The old word eld is an abstract noun = A.S. ytdii.

II
Most wxnexaitl&ownfurther ^ndfurthest Asvn.'^ddxom.fortli. Mr. SV.e3.X.(Etyin. Diet.),

on comparing the Dutch and German forms, is inclined to regard further as made horn fore
by the comparative suffi.'C -ther (§ loS, note). It would then be the exact etymological equi-

valent of TTpoTf/jof (see Gnmm's law). In that case furthest would be made on a false

analogy, as if from forth.

IT These are false forms, made through confusion to resemble further and furth.est. The
forms in A S. axefyrre and feorrest, in Chaucer y^mr s.nd ferrest (Frol. 48, 494). Far 2& a
comparative is found in Shakspeare,—" Far than Deucalion off" (\l'int. T. iv. 3).

•* The r in uttermost, innermost, &c., is merely phonetic, not formative. In Anglo-Saxon
we find kindentest, aftemest, iunenicst, &c.

tt It is likely enough, liowever, that some of these words (as hithermost, middlemost,
undermost, topmost) were really formed under the false conception that -most was the
superlative adverb. We even find the comparative more in the double comparative yi<>'t/«r«

more. Topmost and cndmost are formed by a false analogy from nouns.
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severer, severest; and some others, as plcMsanier* pleasantest i

iiarro7Vi'r, nat rawest, &c. The older writers often use more and
vDst with monosyllabic adjectives, as more strong, more sad.

118. Combinations like more learned, most virtuous, may be called dpp;iocs

of comparison, though not inflected, just as ' shall go ' is called tl^
future tense of the verb ' go.' This analytic mo<l'jof comparison is of
Norman-French origin. Double comparatives and superlatives are
common in the older writers, as 'worser,' 'more braver,' 'the most
unkindestcut of all ' {Shalcsp

) ; 'the most straitest sect,' &c.

119. Some comparatives, as near, outer, inner, have come to denote the
relation of an object to a certain standard or starting point.

ARTICLE.
120. The Articles t are not a sejiarate part of speech; llicy

belong to the Demonstrative or Relatioual Adjectives (§ 97).
There are two Articles, the Indefinite Article an or a, and the

Definite Article the.

121. The Indefinite Article an is another form of the numeral
one (A.S. dii). It indicates that we are speaking either of some one,

or of any one of the things for which the noun is a name, as, ' I

saw an old man
'

;
' A {i.e., any) child should obey its parents.'

122. The form an is used before words beginning witii a vowel
sound or mute h, as an apple, an heir.

An drops the n,X and becomes a before words beginning with a
consonant, the aspirate /i, or the letter tt when the sound oi y is put
before the 11 in pronunciation, as A man, a Jiorse, a yellow ball, a use-

ful book. But an is kept before the aspirate when the accent is not
upon the first syllable of the word, as 'an historical event.'

123. In some expressions what is now commonly regarded as the ii^dofinife

article a was originally a weakened form of the preposition on ( — in).§

~ Euphony is the guide in this matter The suffixes er and est were more frc^ely employed
by the earher writers. Thus, e g , we find iinhopifnUcst in Shakspeare, Itoiiourabicst in Bacon,
virtiioiisest in Fuller, &c. In poetical dxtion comparatives and superlatives in fr and est are
allowed which are not usual in ordinary prose, such as divinest, pcrfcctest, pro/icrcst.

t Latin articutiis (Greek apW,/oi), ' a joint.' The term was first used by Aristotle to denote
the pronouns generally, as being the 'joints ' or ' sockets ' by which the real liinhs of language,
the Noun and the Verb, were jointed together. The Stoics distinguished the Dejhiite
Artictcs (i.e. the Personal Pronouns) from the hidcfinite Ariic/es (i.e. the other pronouns,
including what we call the Definite Article). The grammarians of Alexandria separated the
Article from the Pronoiui. (See more in Lerscli and Peile.)

X hi old English the form a or o is found for an (as ac in Scotch for aitc), even when used
as a numeral. We still say ' I'hey are both of a size,' i.e., oi one size.

Ah was sometimes emp'oyed in Anglo-Sa.xon as the Indefinite Article. Thus, r.;.''., "Job
ascraep pone wyrms of his lice mid anum crocscearde " ('Job scraped the corruptiun off his

body with a potsherd.' Aet/. Horn.). Its regular use in this manner was not established till

after the Norman Conquest From its origin and meaning an or a occupies a kind of border
land between the Quantitative and the Demonstrative Adjectives.

§ It is goiii-j 100 far, however, to assert that the Indefinite Article was never used with a
distributive force. In ' A shilling a pound,' a = oii or in would be without meaning. It is

here undoubiedly the article or njtti,eral a, as it is also in "an gear «'« man," ' [the^ ruled] a
year a (= each) man ' {At/. Transt. of Ores, ii. 2, 3). -
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Thus 'Twice a week' was 'tu-.va on wucan ' (Z/.'/v xviii. 12. See

Koch, ii. p. 85 ; Morris, Hist. Oiitl.)

124. The Definite Article the is used to designate among all

the things denoted by a noun that one, or those, that we are

speaking of.

125. The definite article the is a weakened form of the neuter of

the old demonstrative se., sco, thccf, which in Anglo-Saxon, besides

its ordinary force, had the weaker force of the article.*

126. (A) The is used to mark oat in a class the particular thing or things

that we are speaking of. It does this (l) by directing attention

to some previous mention of the thing, as " He was armed with a

rapier and a dagger ; the rapier he held in his right hand, and the

dagger in his left"; (2) by pointing to a proper (or individual) name
by which a common or general name is particularized, as " 77ie

Emperor Augustus "
; (3) by directing attention to some attributive

adjunct by which the individual is distinguished. Thus when we say
^ the black horse,' the points attention to the adjective blac/c. When
we say 'the Queen of England,' the points to the adjunct 'of
England ; ' (4) The also indicates that particular thing with which we
have some obvious connection or concern, or which has some oi^vious

claim to precedence in our thoughts, as when we say the stnt, the

vioou, the Queen, the City, the street, the Chtirch, &c. The definite

article does for objects in the sphere of conception what the demon-
strative that does for visible objects within our view.

(B) The word the is used to show that one individual is taken as the

representative of its class, as when we talk of the lion, the eagle, or to

show that we are speaking of the whole of the class to which the name
belongs, as when we speak of the stais, the English, the good, the Alps,

or before an abstract noun used in the concrete sense, to show that

the noun is taken in its whole significance, as 'the nobility,' 'the
aristocracy.

'

There is a corresponding use of the when it occurs before an adjective,

when the two together form a intiversal concrete name, as ' ilie

sublime,' 'the ridiculous.'

Respecting the word the (the old instrumental case of that) in such
phrases as " the sooner the belter " (= ' l>y ho7v much the sooner, by so

much the better '), see under the head of Pronominal Adverbs.

* The neuter i/iat was early employed in the Xorthern dialect as a demonstrative for nil

genders, and was ere long supplanted (when used as an article) by the uninHected form /tu\

Later this term was adopted m the Southern dialect, which retained the inflected demonstra-
tive or article longer than the Northern. In ' Cursor Mundi' and Hampole we find ^tie,

t/iis, and f/iai used just as in modern English, while the contemporary Southern dialect had
twelve inflected forms of i/iis, and fifteen of t/te or i/iai. (Murray, Dial. 0/ S. Counties of
Scotlaiiti, p. 181 )

In early writers of the Northern dialect are found the curious forms tttc tone and tlic tottier.
These were no doubi nothing more than t/tat one and that otlicr divided wrongly Similarly
WtotherwoM divided a-notlier, and notlier became an independent word (Murray, /. c. p. 176).
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PRONOUN.
127. A Pronoun* (Latin /r(7, 'for,' fiojncn, 'name') is a word

used instead of a noun, as when the speaker, instead of naming
himself, or the person to or of whom he is speaking, says, ' I am
rich

'
;

' You said so ' ;
' He that is down need fear no fall.'

Demonstrative Pronouns enable us to avoid the repetition of a
noun that has already been used, as ' John has come home, he is

very tired,' instead of ' John is very tired.'

128. The real function of Pronouns would, however, be better
expressed by the following

Definition.—Pronouns are words which designate persons or
things by their relation to other persons or things. (See § 26.)

Thus I, Thou, "We, designate certain persons by means of their
mutual relation, as speaking, or spoken to. This and that designate
something by its relation of nearness to, or distance from me. Eitlicr
designates a thing by its alter7iative relation to some other thing.

CLASSIFICATION OF PRONOUNS.
129. Pronouns are divided into two classes. Substantive Pro-

nouns and Adjective Pronouns.

130. TABLE OF THE PRONOUNS.
Substnntive. Adjective.

I. Personal \
^' ^^°"' ^^^'

( you or ye
II. Demonstrative he, she, it, they

III. Relative
IV. Interrogative )

and Relative )

v. Indefinite

that

who, what

one, aught, naught

VI. Distributive

VII. Possessive

this, that ; these, those

which, what, whether

any, other, some
( each, every, either,

I neither

(mine and my, thine

and thy, his, her
and hers, its, our

(and ours, your ajtd

yours, their and
theirs

* The term Prniinun is based upon the wider signification of the term .Viiin as including

both the Noun Substantive and the Noun Adjective (see § 25). The etymological definition

of it is, however, imperfect and misleadine. The words /, thou, we, you, do a great deal

more than replace noiius (see tlie definitions of the Personal Pronouns). Avoidance of repetition

is only one of ihe purposes served even by demonstrative pronouns, and iV ^i^i/^r a yK7/<r//o/£

of the Personal Pronouns.
Words like horse, reii, &c., are limited in their application ; but there is nothing that may

not, in its relation to something else, be spoken of by means of a Pronouo. The name of this

Part of Speech in Sanskrit signified 'Name for everj'thing.'
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Substantive, Adjective,

TTTTT ,. « .• i

'""^^
'"{f '^^''^f

'" self ^«^ selves in him-
VIII. Keflsetive myself, ourselves,

^^j^ themselves, &c.

The Nominative Case /is always written with a Capital letter.

I.—PEESOMAL PB0N0UN3.

131. The Personal Pronoun of the First Person is the

pronoun which is used when a person speaks of himself singly, or

of himself in conjunction with one or more others, without using

any names. It is made up of the following forms :

—

Singular. Fliiral.

Nominative Case I We
\Posscssive Case\ [Mine or My] [Our]
Objective Case Me Us

132. The Personal Pronoun of the Second Person is the

pronoun which is used when we speak of the person or j^ersons

spoken to. It is declinable, and has the following forms :
—

Singular. Plural.

Niwtinative Case ... Thou Ye ^r You
{^Possessive Case'] ... [Thine -^r Thy] [Your]

Objective Case Thee You or Ye

133. Ye was onc£ exclusively nominative, and you objective ije from A.S. gc,

you from eozo), but even the best writers sometimes used ye as the

oljjective,* and now you is indifferently nominative and objective.

131. In Anglo-Saxon only the singular forms of this pronoun were used in

addressing a single person. In ordinary usage the singular is now
restricted to solemn addresses, as in prayer to the Deity and in poetry.

In Shakspeare's time the singular was also used as the pronoun of

affection towards children t or friends, of good-natured superiority to

servants, and of contempt or anger to strangers. + (Abbott, S/i. Gr.

p. 153.) At a very early period the plural came to be used in speaking

to a single person. It was at first employed as a mark of special resjpect

(as when, a subject speaks to a king, or a son to his father), as though

the person addressed were as good as two or more ordinary people §

You and your are now the ordinary pronouns of address, whether we
are speaking to one person, or to more thap one.

135. The Personal Pronouns have, properly speaking, no Possessive

Case, that is to say, no Possessive Case with the iorce of a. substc.ntiz'e.

In Anglo-Sa.Kon, when the genitives of these pronouns were used in

• As ' His wrath, which one day will destroy ye both' (Afittoft). 'The more shame for

ye, holy men I thought ye' {Shaks/^ea>v). In the English Bibe ye is rominative una yon

objective. In Spenser you, as a nominative, is emphatic, ye is unemphatic.

In Shakspe.ire fathers address their sons with t/u>u, sons their fathers with ><»» (.ifiii^il).

t
' If thou thonst him some thrice, it shall not be amiss' (T'we//th N. iii. 2) ' Pr'thee

don't thee and thou me : I believe I am as good a man as yourself (Milter 0/ Mansfielti).

§ The use of the first person plural by royal personages has a similar origin.

E
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the possessive sense, they were regarded as adjectives and inflected

arc^rdingly * As the possessive sense is the only one in wliich we have
retained tiiese forms, they should now be regarded as adjectives. My
and tliy are short forms of mine and tiiinc.

135(Z. We is not, in the ordinary sense, the plural of /; it does not imply a

sim]5le repetition oi myself. Indeed, the notion involved in /does not

admit of plurality.

+

136. The pronouns of the first and second persons do not mark
distinctions of gender, because when a person speaks of himself or to

another person, the sex, being evident, does not need to be marked,

and the plural forms may include persons of difterent sexes.

137.

First Person.
;J

Sing.
I

Dual.

Nom. ic
j

wit

Gen. min uncer

Dat. me
;
unc

Ace. me (mec)
\

unc (uncit)

ANGLO-SAXON FORMS.

Second Person.

Plural.
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Thii'd iPerson is the Pronoun which is used for speaking of persons

or things different both from the speaker and from the person

spoken to. It is more correct to call it the Demonstrative
Pronoun* of the Third Person. It is iniiected for number,

case, and gender.
Singttlai:

Masculine. fcDiinine. Neuter.

Nominative Case He She It

Possessive Case His Her It's

Objective Case Himt Her It

Plural.

Nominative Case They ")

Possessive Case Their ^ For all genders.

Objective Case Them J

139. The plural forms must be ambiguous as to gender, because Ihey may
be used when speaking of persons of different sexes, or of persons and

things together.

140. She {sclie or sclio) comes from the feminine demonstrative sco.% Tlie

proper feminine o{ he is heo, of wiiich a later form hoo is still heard in Lanca-

sliire, &c. Heo kept its ground in the Midland and Scuthern dialects long

afier scho or she had been adopted in the Northern.

// was in A.S. hit. The / is a neuter suffix, like dm i-d, quo-d, &c. Tiie

regular genitive or possessive case oi hit was his, as "If the salt have lost iiis

savour," '^c. The possessive case zVj is of comparatively modern origin.} It

is found in Shakspeare, but even there his is more common. There is only

one "example 1| of it in the English Bible {Lev. xxv. 5). Him continued to

be used as an objective of it down to a late period. H

141. All the modern plural forms of this pronoun, together with the

nominative of the feminine singular, are borrowed from the demonstrative

sc\ SCO, ]>tEt. The genitive plural her, hir or hire, and the objective phual hem
were in use (as in Chaucer) for some time after thai or they had been

adopted for the nominative in standard Fnglisli, and after they had them-

selves disappeared from the Northern dialect.**

142. The genitive cases of this pronoun were not declined as adjectives in

Anglo-Saxon.+t Their retained a substantive force after the other

* It is obvious that the signification of a Pcrsnnal Pronoun ought to be complete in itself.

I'ut in " He to-day that sheds his blood with me "
;
" Tliey in France of the best rank," &c.,

lie and tfiey only point to tlie description t/tat/ottoius.

t Him and t/iein were once dative cases. (See § 80, note.)

t The characteristic .r appears in the Gothic si, the old Sa.\on siii and the German sie.

i The form its is not only a late, but a false form ; the neuter suffix t should have been

dropped in the possessive, as in \)trs from \>tct.

11 And even there it is a mi.spnnt. the original version having it, an uninflected possessive

not uncommon in early English, as "Go to it grandam, child, and it grandam will give it a

plum " (Shaksp. A'. /. ii. i). See note on § 76.

V Thus in Lily's grammar we read " The Subjunctive Mood hath commonly some con-

junction joined with liim."
" The colloquial abbreviation a for the third per.sona! pronoun occurs in old writers.

" A brushes his hat o' mornings. . . A rubs himself with civet " yMuck Ado, iii. 2). It is

still a provincial idiom. It is even used as a plural [Kkc/i^ i. 460).

+ t Traces of inflexion, however, appear later, as in the Ormulum {JCoc/t, i. p. 473, li. p. 234.

Miitzner, i. p. 316),
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possessives had become ]iiononiinal adjectives. Traces of ilieir sub-

stantive force still exist in their use as antecedents to relatives ; as,

" whose hatred is covered by deceit, his wickedness shall be showed

before the whole congregation." " 77/£7> sorrows shall be multijjlicd

that hasten after another God." They may now, however, be classed

with the other possessives.

143. ANGLO-SAXON FORMS
Siiigiilnr. Plural.

Masc. . Fciii Nnit. hi (hig)

Norn, he heo hit hira (heora)

Gcii. his hire his him (heoni)

Dat. him hire him hi (hig)

Ace. hine hi (hig) hit

FORMS OF THE TIME OF CHAUCER.
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point to things themsehes). In this case This points to what is

' near me.' T/^rt/ points to what is 'at a distance from me,' as ''This

book,' ' That chair.'

This and That may also be used as logical demonstratives
(to refer to some description or name), as ' The general was in

command of a large force. This force consisted of infantry and
artillery.' They often refer to luholc sentences or to the general idea

conveyed by a preceding phrase, as, " I know that he is innocent, and
this is my chief consolation " ;

" Lend me a shilling, that's a good
fellow." Here that = 'a person who will lend a shilling.'

When two things which have been already mentioned are referred

to, this refers to what has been mentioned last, tJiat refers to what was
mentioned before it ; as " Virtue and vice offer theniselvcs for your

choice • this leads to misery, that to happiness."

147 The adverbs tliej-c and here, combined with another adverb,

form compounds which are often substituted ior that and this preceded
by prepositions ; thus therein =^- in tliatj hereby ^^ by this.

148. ANGLO-SAXON FORMS.
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D.-THE DEMONSTRATIVES SO, SUCH, AND YON.

150. So (A.S. Siva) still exists as a pronoun * (not adverb) ; as in " I

drank a pint or so (i.e. or about that qt(antity) of beer " ; "I told you

so ( = that)" ;
" Is that man your friend? He is so.''

Such (A.S. swilc or S7i>y/c) is a compound o{ swy or STin', the instru-

mental case o{ siua [so) and lie [like). It appears in early English in

a great variet)' of forms, sunilc, swielch, stilcli., switch, siLnleh, swieh.

The form in Chaucer is sivich. The form sich (answering to ivhieh) is

considered vulgar.

t

Such is commonly the equivalent of the Latin talis (' of that sort') ; hut

it sometimes drops its reference to quality, and is a mere demonstrative, j

as in " If you repay me not on such a day, in such a place, such sum or

sums," &c. {M. of v.).

Yon, from the A.S. geoiid (= be-yond) is now a demonstrative

adjective. It has the same root as the German /tvz-^r.

RELATIVE PRONOUNS.

151. A Relative § Pronoun is a word which refers to some
noun or pronoun already used to denote the person or thing

spoken about, and called the ajitecedent of the relative, and which

joins the clause in which it stands to that which precedes it. T'hus,

in the sentence, ' He is reading about the battle that was fought

at Hastings,' that refers to the noun battle, which is called the

antecedent to the relative that, and joins the clause 'that was

fought at Hastings ' to the word ' battle ' in the preceding

clause. Jn ' This is the man whose house we saw,' whose refers

to man, ard man is the antecedent to whose.

* We are so i.:;customed to Ji? as an o^^z/fr3, that we are apt to think that it must always have
been one. But as an adverb, it was in origin only a modification of a pronoun. There is no
adverbialioxze. in sTva or so in s^vn-Jrcva-szua or v.-lwso. In the Ormulum we find wkasumin
(=: whoso), made with the pronoun sum {some). In Piers Platvman (1721) occurs the phrase
" by so {= provided that) ye hadde my silver." Here so must of course be a demonstrative
protioun. In old-fashioned German so was used as a relative pronoun.

t Modern standard English has preserved only one of three demonstrative pronouns com-
pounded of tic (^ I'k'^), namely such. The other two were ytc or jV/t (still used in Scotch),
made with i or y, the instrumental form of the root hi or i (in he, it), and fhi/ik or thylc,

compounded of ^y and tic. Thuck or theck (= that) is still in use in Wiltshire, &c. Thil/ie

is used by Chaucer {Prol. 182).

} In A.S. nvylc was a relative (=: qualis) as well as a demonstrative (=- talis), as " Swylce
gedrcfednessa sTvylce ne gewurdon," =^ ' Such tribulations such (^ -which or as) were not

'

(^Mark xiii. 19).

§ Relative is a bad name, because it is insufScieiit. He, the. it, that also relate to an
antecedent substantive, and therefore have an equally good right to be called Relative
Pronouns. Is, ipse, &c., were in fact called relative protiouiis by the ancient grammarians
(Priscian xii. 1 ; xvii. 9). The essential characteristic of the so-called Relative Pronouns is,

that they are connective pronouns, and have the power 0/ grammatical suboniiuation. The
best name for them would be .Subjunctive Pronouns. This would, in fact, only be a revival

of the A rticulus SubjunctivHS of the Latin grammarians {Priscian, I, (.),
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152. The Relative Pronouns in English are the following :

—

(l.)THE RELATIVE PRONOUN THAT.

That is the oldest of our relative pronouns.* It is the neuter of

the Anglo-Saxon demonstrative se, seo, thcet, used now for all genders.
All relative pronouns were once demonstrative or interrogative. In
old English the relative or connective force was given to the demon-
strative pronoun t by doubling the demonstrative word, an indeclinable

particle t'e (///;')> \vhich was, in fact, only a weakened form of the
ordinary demonstrati\-e, being placed after se, sco, tJicBt. Sometimes
the demonstrative dropped out, and the indeclinable the appeared as a
relative ; sometimes tlie was dispensed with, and the simple demon-
strative itself was used as a relative. TJiat is always a substantive ;

it may relate either to persons or to things. It is now uninflected,t and
never has a preposition placed before it. If it is governed by a
preposition, the preposition is put at the end of the sentence.

§

That cannot now be used in all cases where who can be used. Who
sometimes has a merely coiitiniiative force, being equivalent to and
he (see Syntax, adjective clauses), but a clause beginning with that

* Addison is quite wrong when in his "Humble Petition o{ ivho and which" \\& makes
the petitioners sjiy :

" We are descended of ancient families, and kept up our dignity and
honour many years, till the Jack Sprat titat supplanted us." " That came into use during
the twelfth century to supply the place of the indeclinable relative the, and in the fourteenth
century it is the ordinary relative. In the si.xteenth century ivliich often supplies its place

;

in the seventeenth century 7y/w replaces it. About Addison's time that h.ad again come into

fashion, and had almost driven i.vhich and who out of use " {Morn's). Steele ridicules tlie too
common use of that in the sentence :

" My lords, with humble submission, that thnt I say
is this ; that that that that gentleman has advanced is not that that be should have proved
to your lordships " (Sped. 80). (Ben Jonson's statement that which was the only relative is

incomprehensible in view of the usage of his time.)

The connective or subordinative force of that is not inherent in the pronoun itself, but is

infused into it 'by the intelligence of the hearer. Originally the principal clause and the
relative clause were co-ordinate, as " Se haefiJ bryd. se is brydguma" = ' Ha has the bride,

he is the bridegroom.' The preponderating importance of the defining clause was marked by
strengthening or doubling the demonstrative, the uninflected form \ie being appended to the
inflected form :

— '" Se \e brj'd haefft, se is brydguma " = ' He that has the bride,' itc.

The indeclinable pc could even give a connective or relative force to the Personal Pronouns,
as " Fajder iire |'u Pe eart on heotenum," ' Our Father luhich (= thou that) art in heaven

'

;

" Ic eom Gabriel, ic |'e stande beforan Code " (' I am Gabriel, w/to stand before God ').

Compare der ich, iter dte, &c , in German.
X The want of inflexion was formerly supplied by putting the requisite form of the demon-

strative pronoun of the third person where it would indicate th'-- construction of the relative.

Thus in Chaucer, 'A knight ther was . . . That from the time that he first begin To rj-den

out, he lovede chyvalrye ' {P}oI. 43), where t/iat — he := who. 'A littl clergcun . . . J'/uit

day by day to scole was tiis wone ' (Prior. T., where t/uii — his ^= whose). It answers to a
well-known vulgar use o^ which ;

—
' Let her take a jolly p'liceman, U'hich perhaps his name

is X.' (Thacheray). This idiom is still common in Lowland Scotch, as :

—"Ihe man at
(= that) his weyfe's deid," 'The man luhose wife is tiead ' (Murray, /. c. p. 196). This con-
struction was common in Anglo-Sa.xon with the uninflected \>s, as " Eadig ys se l)eow \)e hys
hlaford hyne gemet " = ' Blessed is the servant w/ioin (= t'uit him) his lord fin.U,' 6tc. .[i

is the common relative in Lowland Scotch. It is also found in Hampole (e.^. 171). At is the
Scandinavian form of that.

§ In such cases we should perhaps regard the preposition as an adverb forming a compound
with the verb. Formerly the preposition (or adverb) was placed before the verb, as though
we should say "the land which they in-lived"; "the settlement which they from were
driven " (Koch, ii. p. 260). This idiom was first adopted for the uninflected the and tha,t. an4
afterwards extended to the other relatives.
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limits the noun to which it refers, and is therefore improper when that

noun docs not admit of further limitation. Hence we cannot say
' Tliomas that (hed yesterday,' or 'My fatlier that is in America.'

That was formerly used like what, with its antecedent understood,*
as " 'J'iiat thou doest, do quickly" [John xiii. 27).

(2.)-THE INTERROGATIVE AND RELATIVE PRONOUNS

WHO, WHAT, WHICH, WHETHER.
153. The pronoun who, neuter what (A.S. hwa^i neuter hiuat)

w.ns in Anglo-Saxon an Interrogative Pronoun.

M->:lern Forms. Ang-lo-Saxon Forms.
I

Masc. Fern. Ncitt.

Nom.
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156. Whether ('A.S. hiucT^cr) is derived from who {Jitvd) by means
of the suffix the}-* and means ' which of the two ?

'

WHO, WHAT, and WHICH as RELATIVES.

157. From being simply Interrogativcs, the above Pronouns (hke

qitis and rii\ acquired the force of Indefinite Pronouns,! meaning soiree

(or atty) one or things especially after if {gif)- We still have this

sense in the phrase "As who should say," {i.e. 'as should some one
say,' or 'as [if] some one should say'), and in the compounds some-

what, &c. They were then converted into Indefinite Relatives by the

addition of the pronouns so, some, or that X (which had already acquired

a connective or subordinative sense), the compounds of so being often

strengthened by the addition of ever.

WJioso and Whoever are not now declined, but soever may be added to

all the three cases of zuho.

158. Lastly who, which, and what were used as relatives without so

or that appended.

§

"Who refers only to persons. Tts antecedent is sometimes omitted, as

"Who steals my purse, steals trash."

What was originally the neuter of who, and, as a substantive, refers

only to an antecedent that is neuter and singular. It is also used
adjectively, as " I gave him what help I could ;

" " What time I am
afraid, I will trust in Thee." The possessive case of it [whose= hwcr^ or

whas), is still in use, though rarely employed except in poetry : as
" The question whose solution I require " {Dryden) ;

" I could a tale

unfold, whose lightest word," &c. [Shakspeare) ;
" The roof, whose

thickness was not vengeance proof" [Byfoti). Whom is no longer

used as a neuter objective. ||

WTien w/int is used as a relative in modem English, the antecedent is

• Uier (once quuter or cuter, from qitis) is precisely analogous to whether, as is worepor

from the cognate root to.

\ That is to say, in order to indicate a person or thing as yet unknow-n or undetermined, a

word was employed that asked U'ho or -ivlutt it was. This use of the interrogative was quite

common in Anglo-Saxon, as " gif hwa euw aenig ping to cwyg " {Matt. xxi. 3),
' \i any

arte say anjthing to you '

;
" Gif et'w Ivivylc segO " (Mark xiii. 21), ' If any man say to you.'

In 'I'll tell you what,' ^ vha.t' = someihiri^c. The deri\ed adverbs when, where, how,

&c., had in like manner an indefinite sense. We still say sotnnchere, somehmv, &c.

t Chaucer still uses tliat or as for a mark of re ativity or subordinatioti after who and its

derivatives, as " Whom that I serve " (A'n. T. 373) ;
' Catoun which that was sowis a man

'

{N. P. T. i2o). Similarly ' when that the poor have cried, Cssar hath wept ' (Shaksfi. 1 ;

7£>A«i oj sacred light began to dawn ' (.V;7^r'«). Whereas iuW keeps its ground. In A.S.

swa was placed before as well as after the h'^ua, swa-hwa-s~<va. In the Ormulum we find

•whasiinnn and whatsunim for whcso and w'uttso. This formation is still preserved in the

(now vulgar) words whatsomez'er, howsotnever, &c., sometimes turned into whatsomed-
ei'er, &c.

§ What [h^iKPt') was sometimes a relative in A S., as " paet hwst Da%-id dyde " = ' that what

Da\'id did ' (Luke vi. 3). The genitive and dative oi who were used as relatives earlier than

the nominative. W/ia (who) a^ a. relative in the nominative is first found in the Ormulum
(t. 0445). See March, AS. Gram. p. 179.

11' In Wycliffc we find " The fyge tree w/i«iii thou cursedist " (Mark xi. 21).
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suppressed* In poetry it is sometimes followed by that, as "What
he hath won, that hath he fortified " [KingJ. iii. 4).

159. Instead of ichat, the ordinary relative relating to animals or

things is which. (§ 155.)

130. It is, however, quite a mistake to call " luhich'' \\\t. neuter of ' 7C'//o.'

ll was formerly used like ' who.' as " Our Father which art in heaven."

In Chaucer it is followed by that (' which that,' or 'the which that'),

and long after was preceded by the, as in the English Bible and
Shakspeare. (Compare the French le quel

)

161. The proper correlative of which is sitch (§ 150), as " Such which must
go before " {Bacon). Such—xuhich — talis—qualis.

162. Which preceded by a preposition is often replaced by where, as wherein
= in which ; whereto = to whu:h. Sec.

163. JFho and wliich can always be used where that t can be used. They
have also a continnative force, which that never has. (See § 152.)

164. The relative pronoun is frequently understood, as. "That is the person

I spoke of," " for the person whom I spoke of." But it is not now
omitied uiiless, if expressed, it would be in the objective case.

(3.)-THE RELATIVE PRONOUN AS.

165. Tlie word as (A.S. calsiua^^^also, i.e. all so, German als) is

ofte.n used as a relative pronoun, especially after same and such; as,

" This is not the same as that ;
" " His character is not such as I

admire." So also in the phrases as to and as for, as is a relative

pronoun, the subject of a verb understood. In "As to that, I have
nothing to say," 'as to that '

= '^//f'rf ad hoc \^alllnctj'= ' -what

[relates] to that.' So in French 'quant a vous '= qiiaiitiini advos attinct.

As is a strengthened form of so, which, as we have seen (§ 150), is

sometimes a pronoun, and, like that, might have a relative force.

J

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS.

166. The ntimeral one is also an Indefinite Pronoun.

The numeral one is an indefinite demonstrative when used as the

* In the older writers we find allivliai, tliat what, &c.
In some grammars lijliat is called a coiiipoiind retathie. This is wrong and misleading.

The name is absurd, because -wliat is not a compound word at all, thoua;h large numbers of
unfortunate learncr> are actually led to believe that m/iat is made up of the beginning of
nvliicli and the end of tliat. What is not even cgiuvatcnt to that wJiich ; it is nothing more
than a relative with its antecedent suppressed, like uiho in the sentence quoted above.
Those who make luliat contain its own antecedent, should equally make the antecedent
contain its own relative jn " That is the man I spoke of," and call ' man ' a compound
Antecedent.

t Some grammarians assert that 7Vtio and luhich are not properly used to introduce a
limiting or defining clause, and that in such sentences as " That is the man luho spoke to us

yesterdaj'," "The house whicli he built still remains," the word tliat is preferable. The best
writers of English prose do not coimter.ance this view!

X As is clearly an ordinary Relative Pronoun in Chaucer {Kn. T. 1000), " his hundred as
I spak of now." So in Maiuideville (quoted by Skeat), " Zaracon as w.asfadre to Silahadyn."
Mr. Skeat (Et. Diet. s. v.) considers as to be identical with the old Scandinavian relative es.

This is an interesting view of the matter, but the analogy of the relative so used in old-

fashioned German seems to show that the relative as may be treated as a compound o^ so.
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article an. It has long been used in the sense of ' some—or other,'

' a certain.' Thus (as an adjective) " His wrath which one day will

destroy ye both " {Milton) ;
" One Titus Gates had drawn on himself

censure, &c." {Macaulay). As a substantive it was used to denote
some one, or more, of a class already named, as " Get me some better

pens, this is a bad one" {or these are bad ones) ; and then came to be
used as a general indefinite demonstrative, as " 07ie in a certain place

testified " {Heb. ii. 6). It is ver)- common after sonic, each, and every,

and is used in the plural, as " That the poor may fall by his strong ones
''

{Ps. X. lo). As an indefinite substantive it assumed the sense of the

French on {== honune), as, "A quiet conscience makes one so serene "

{Byron) ;
" A sonnet to 07ie's mistress " {Shakspeare). In this sense it

at last ousted the old Anglo-Saxon word man (= German man), which
we still find in Chaucer as men * or me, and which was also in part

replaced by the indefinite t/uy.

None (=11 nedn) as a substantive in the singulart is now obsolete, having

been replaced by no one. In ez-crybody, somebody, &.C., 'body ' is used

as a kind of indefinite pronoun.

167. Aught (A.S. dwiht) is derived from the Anglo-Saxon

substantive wiht, a ' thing,' or ' creature ' (used as a masculine +

in wi^^^ht) and a = ever. The negative of aiight is naught or

nought. Not is the same word, used as an adverb.

168. Any {cem'g) is a derivative from an, ' one,' just as ullus

in Latin is a diminutive of unus (Key, Zaf. Gr. § 334). It is

properly an indefinite demonstrative adjective ; as in " Did you
see any person ? " but it is also used as an indefinite quantitative

adjective, referring either to number or to quantity, as ' I did not

take any apples ' ; ' Will you have any bread ?
'

169. Other implies 'not this one' (out of some two) (like the

Latin alter). It is formed from the root <:?«,§ a variation of the al

of aXXos and alter, by means of the comparative suffix iher (see §155,
note). As a substantive it has the ordinary inflexions of a noun.

170. Some (A.S. siwi) originally meant 'a certain '|| (Lat.

quidam). It still has this force in sojuebody, sometimes, something.

* This men is not a plural : see e.g. 'That blisful yok which that men cleptth (sing.")

spousail ' (C/. T. 115) The fact that tiian or men maintained its ground during the period
when the influence of Norman-French was strongest, and only disappeared after that influence

had ceased, is opposed to the idea that the indefinite one is identical wiih the French on :=

homme. This view, however, is held by Latham and other good authorities.

+ E.g. " None better knows than you" (.M./orM . I. 3, 7).

J " He was a wight of high renown" (jOtluUo II. i, 159). We also employ it in the form
whit (' not a whit ') as a neuter.

§ Not the an that means ' one.' In Moeso-Gothic ' one ' is ' ain,' but ' other ' is ' ant/tar

'

(not aintliar).

II Thus "sum man hacfde twegen suna,'' ^ a. certain man had two son&' (Z.«/t^xv. 11) ;,

" His feonda sum,' ' one of his enemies ' {Matt. xiiL 25).
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It now also denotes an undetermined part of a whole, and is used

with numerals to give the sense of about^ as " He will last you

some eight year or nine year" i^Hamlct). It is the pronoun of

indefiniteness with respect either to quantity or to relation, as in

" I have some money "
;

'' This is some monster of the isle."

THE DISTEIBUTIVE PEONOTINS.

171. Each (A.S. die = d-ge-huijlc,* i.e., ' ever every one of a

sort,') is used both adjectively and substantively.

172. In the phrases ' each other,' ' one another/ the two pronouns
were formerly independent in their construction, as " They foynen

(thrust) ech at other " (Chaucer, Kii. T. 796). " With greedy force

each ether doth assail," {Spenser\ i.e., " each doth assail other." So in

old-fashioned English we find ' each to other,' ' one from another,'

and so on. Nowadays both pronouns are placed after the preposition,

as "They did not speak to each other for a week;" " They hear

from one another daily." The pronouns must therefore now be

regarded as forming a sort of compound like the Greek allclol.

It is customary to use each other when tivo are referred to, one anotJur

when more than two are referred to, but this distinction does not spring

out of the meaning of the words.

173. Every (old English everezle, everilk, or eneryeh, that is,

ever each) is a compound of A.S. aefre, ' ever,' and tele, and denotes

all of a series taken one by one.

E(uh may refer to two or to more than two ; every is now t used only with

reference to more than two.

In Chaucer etvrych [every) is used as a substantive. We still say ' each and
every ' in legal phraseology.

Every has much the same meaning as each, but in a stronger form, equiva-

lent to 'each without exception.'

174. Either has two meanings and represents two separate

words. I. It means 'each of two,' as, " On either side one" ( [ohn

xix. 18). In this sense it is the modern form of the Anglo-Saxon
* aeg'Ser ' (segther) = ' a-ge-hwasSer,' a compound of a = ever, and
gehwcether = ' both,' where the syllable ge has its collective force

(see § 171, note). 2. It means 'one of two, but not both.' In

this sense it represents ' d.-hwse6er ' (' ever some one of two ' ), but

is, in fact, the modern form of ceiither, which has supplanted the

* The particle g-e was prefixed to the indefinite pronouns in Anglo-Saxon to give the idf-a

ofuniversality or aggregation. 71^ ge-hiua^^ every on; ; ge-lnvylc ^= every one; ge-ti'cua'Ger— both

(Compare the German Gehyfider and Geschiuister.\ 'Jhese forms were strengthened by
prefixing ii = e7icr. Hence came a-gc-li7i.<ylc = cflc ^ each : a-ge-hzuWHer~ ccgtier= either.

Eall-Uc (all-like) and d-ge-lic (ever alike) have also been suggested as etymologies.

+ Chaucer uses it when speaking of iivo, u " Everych of hem help for to armen other'

{,Kh. r. 793).
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form awther, other or oiithe?:* Neither (A.S. nd^cr) is a com-
pound of the latter and the negative ne, and used to be spelt

iiother or nouther, but has got assimilated to either.

175. Either may be inflected as a substantive of the singular number, as
"Where cither's fall determines both their fates."

Each, every, either, and neither are always singular, t

KEFLECTIVE PRONOUNS.

176. The objective case of the Personal Pronouns, and of the

demonstrative he, she, it, may be used in a reflective sense (Latin

reflccto, ' I bend back '), when an action directly or indirectly

affects the doer of it. Thus

—

" I'll disrobe me " (Shakspeare, Cymb. v. i, 22).
" I can buy me twenty " {Macb. iv. 2, 40).
" Prepare thee " ('Sh. M. Ve7i. iv. i, 324).
" Get thee wood enough " {Tempest, ii. 2, 165).
" Signer Antonio commends him to you " {M. V. iii. 2, 235).
" Let every soldier hew him down a bough " {Macb. v. 44).

177. In Anglo-Saxon the personal pronouns, in whatever case they
were used, were strengthened by having the adjective silf, i.e. self

{^^sameX) agreeing with them, as mc silfiivi, his silfes, &c. But even
in A.S. we find the curious idiom, that strengthened reflectives in the
dative case {me-si/f, tis-silf. &c , made with an uninflected silf) were
placed in apposition to pronouns in the nominative, in place of
the inflected adjective silf or self (' / vie silf ' we us silf &c), or

might be used as nominatives by themselves.§ Constructions of this

type were common for all three persons, and are still used for the
Third Person, himself herself &c.
Very early, however, j-^^came to be regarded as a substantive,|| and

• In A.S. dfier existed side by side with ce^er. Other or oitther (= d-ku<iECer) must not
be confounded with the ' oiker ' which = Gothic anthar (5 i6g). It is still used in some pro-

vincial di.ilects.

+ The older writers were not clear upon this point. Shakspeare frequently gives a plural

sense to ercry and neither Thus " Every one to rest themselves betake '' {Ra/>e of Lucrccc,
125): " When neither are alive " (Cynih. iv. 2, 252).

J
" In that selve moment," = ' in that same moment' (Chancer); "That self (= savte)

mould " {Shakspeare). Compare the compound self-same.

§ Thus '' Pilatus hymself awrat ealle pd Jjing " (' Pilate himself wrote all those things.'

Evang. Nic. 34); " Hym self waes on heofenas farende " (' Himself was going to heaven.'
ih. 34); "If hemself wolde " (' if //(^w/i-c//" would.' Piers PL 12689) " Thei can hemself
devyse " (Chaucer, Kn. T. 396 ) ;

" We us self" (Chaucer, CI. T. 108). We find an inflected

form of.f^^in early English. Thus :
—

"))urrh Godd AUmahhtig sellfenn " (Omt. 4131) ;
" What

= why) should he muke himselven wood, i.e. mad (Chaucer, Prol. 184). "He loved his

neighbour as himselve" (/"ro/. 835). Also with the nominative, "I myselven " (Prol.Zo-^.
These examples show that the .sutfix -en was not restricted to marking the plural. It is not

unlikely that the dative which seems to be in .ipposilion to a nominative is rather a dative
absolute. " I myself did it

" ;= ' I, no one helping me, did it.'

II
This substantive use of self is clearly seen in " My own self," " Your own selves," &c.

Themselves seems to have the plural selves in apposition to them. The substantive self is

found ip A.S , as " heora agencs sylfes" (filiitzner, ii. p. 11), ,
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was preceded by the possessive pronouns {myself, thyself, oiirseh>cs*
yourselves). This combination was formerl)- (and quite as le<;itimately)

used for the third person {kis-self, tlieirselves). The history of all

these changes of usage is obscure and perplexing.

178. Tliere is nothing rcflcclivc about the word self, either as adjective or

as substantive (See c i^. "He himself said so" ; "I love you for

yourself alone," &c.). The rctlective force belongs aUogethor to the
pronoun to which it is appended. ^

179. In early English writers we find ane or one {t=. A. S. ana, 'alone') used
like self. Thus " All himm ane" =: all by himself {Orm. 1025) ;

" Him ane
hi himm sellfenn " =^ him alone by himsctf [Orin. S22) ;

" Walkyng myu one "

= -walking by myself {Piers PI. 5023). The word lane (= alone) is still used
thus in Scotch, as 'my lane' (by myself), 'him lane' (by himself). The
pronoun appears to vary between the possessive and the objective, as it does
with self.

VERB.
180. Definition. A verbt is a word by means of which we

can say somothing about some person or thing.

The word which stands for what is spoken about is called tlie

subject ot the verb, and is in the nominative ease. In relation

to the Subject, the verb is called the Predicate.

A verb tells us with regard to what is spoken about that it do 33

something, or that it is in some statSj or that it has soraathuig
done to it.

Verbs as well as adjectives stand for attributes ; but when we attach

an adjective to a noun, as in 'a fl>ing eagle,' the phrase denotes two
notions which are regarded as already united into one compound
whole ; when we attach a verb to a noun, as in 'the eagle llies, ' the

use of the verb ejfeets the union of the two notions. (See ^ 26.)

CLASSIFICATION OF VERBS.
181. Verbs are divided into two classes —

1. Tx^ansitive + Verbs. 2. Intransitive Verbs.

A Transitive Verb is one which denotes an action or feeling

which is directed towards some object,§ as, strike, " He strikes the

* When orif and your relate to a single person, ourself and yotirself are used, as " We
will r.urstlf in person to the wai "

;
" You must do it yourself."

t Latin i-crOuin (' word '), the verb being emphatically tlie word of the sentence. Verbiim
imperfectly represents the Greek term f'nu-ii, which means 'predicate.'

* Latin tratisire, ' to go across ' ; the action goes over, as it were, from the doer to the
object.

'{ A verb does not cease to be transitive because the object of the action is too vague to be
expressed. In: "About, seek, lire, kill " fShaksp. /. C.) the verbs are all transitive. It

will of course be unilerstood that a transitive verb is still transitive when it is used in the
Passive voice. It still denotes an action directed to an object, al'.hough that object is dciiol-jd

by the sul'Ject of the passive verb. ,
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ball;" love, *'He loves his father." The word which stands for

the object of the action described by the verb is called the

object of the verb. It is put in the objective case. The gram-

viaticaI object of a verb must not be confounded with the real

object of the adioji.

An Intransitive Verb is one which denotes a state or condition,

or an action or feeling which is not directed towards an object

;

as, to be, to diuell, to sit, to rejoice, to run. Verbs of this kind are

sometimes called Neuter Verbs.

182. Many verbs are used, with a difference of meaning, sometimes
as transitive verbs, sometimes as intransitive verbs ; as, " He rati

away ; " " He ran a thorn into his finger." "The child speaks already,"

i.e. ' utters articulate sounds ' ;
" He speaks several languages," i.e.

* employs the languages to express his thoughts.' A transitive verb is

used reflectively when the action which it denotes is done by the doer

to himself, and the verb is consequently followed by a reflective

pronoun. This pronoun, however, is often omitted, as " The sea

breaks (itself) on the rocks;" "The earth moves (itself);" "^'The

clouds spread (themseh-es) over the sky ; " " The boats drew (them-

selves) clear of one another ;
" " The needle turns (itself) towards the

pole." Verbs thus used must not be confounded with intransitive

verbs. In old English intransitive verbs were often followed by a

pronoun used reflectively, as " Hie thee * home ;
" " Fare thee well ;

"

" Sit thee down." Some compound verbs are used curiously in this

way, as, " To over-sleep oneself ;
" " He over-ate himself ;" "Vaulting

ambition which o'erleaps itself," i.e., ' leaps farther than it intended,'

and some verbs complemented by an adjective, as " I have talked

xnyscli hoarse ; " "The child screamed xtsQli black in the face."t

Reflective verbs are not a particular kind of verb, but simply transitive

verbs used in a particular manner.

183. Transitive verbs are sometimes used with a sort of passive significa-

tion, as "The meat cuts tough," i.e., 'is tough when it is cut'; "The cakes

eat short and crisp," /.c'., 'are short and crisp when they are eaten
'

; "The
book sold well "

; "The bait took "
; "The lied feels hard," i.e., ' it is hard

when it is felt
'

; " The rose smells sweet "
;
" The wine tastes sour."

* In such phrases the pronoun was originally in the dative, marking that the actor was
affected by the action, but not that he was the direct object of it. Thus :

—" Hie hivt hamweard
ferdon," 'They marched them homewards' (Alf. Ores, i. 9). Sometimes what looks like an
accusative (or objective) of cognate meaning maybe regarded as a complement of the predi-

cate. Thus " It rained fire and brimstone" = ' It rained, and the rain was fire, &c.' For
the use of what is called the cognate objectn'e (as in ' to run a race ') see the Syntax.

t The following verbs are some of those that may be used reflectively without having the

reflective pronoun expressed : -/«i/;, e.rtend, stretch, drag; rest, lean, inciitie, keep, set,

bend, feed, open, shut, harden, shorten, lengthen, melt, dissolve, recover, rejorm, prepare,
•wash, yield, change, dash, re/rain, obtrude, intrude, pour, press, remo7ie, settle, steal.

Several intransitive verbs were once reflective, as wend i^ioent), abscond, venture, depart,
consort, retire, &c.
The following are a few of those which are both transitivfe and intransitive :

—

act, talk, eat,

drink, blmo, Jly, grow, abide, answer, boil, rafii, shake, slip, stay, survive, &c.
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This is probably the origin of such passive expressions as " A great experi-

ment was making" {Mdcnulay) ; "A treaty of union was negotiating"

(luHKrtsoii). Only a limited number of verbs admit of this construction,

INFLEXIONS OF VERBS AND SUBSTITUTES
FOR INFLEXION.

184. Verbs admit of the following roodifications :—Voice,
Mood, Tense, Number, Person.
These are expressed partly by inflaxion, partly by the use of

auxiliary verbs.

Wumber an 1 Person are expressed solely by inflexion, Voice,
Mood, and Tense partly by inflexion and partly by the use of

Auxiliary Verbs.

Wotional and Auxiliary Verbs.

185. A verb is a notional verb, when it is so used as to retain its full and
jHoper meaning, as " 1 loill go " (j.c, ' I am i^esolved to go ') ;

" You
may play in the garden" (i.e., ' You are permitted to play ') ;

" Thou
s/iaU not steal" (i.e., 'thou art bound not to steal 'J ; "He 'luoiild

not come when I called him " (i.e., ' He dW not choose to come ').

A verb is an aii.riliary verb when its own proper signification drops out

of sight, and it merely serves to mark some modihcation of the notion

expressed by another verb. Thus in "He 7i'/7/fall, " 'Ti'///' does not

imply that he is resolved to fall, but only marks futurity. In " I work
hard that I may gain the prize," 7nay does not express permission, but

hel)>s to indicate the subjunctive mood of the verb ' gain.' In " I have
been \\\," have has altogether lost the idea oi possessing, and has
become a mere tense-sign.

*

Notional \crbs and auxiliary verbs are not two distinct classes ; the

same verb may be sometimes notional and sometimes auxiliary.

VOICE.

186. Voice is the form of a verb by means of v/hich we show
whether the subject of the sentence stands for the doer, or

for the object of the action spoken of by the verb. There arc

two voices— 1. The Active Voice. 2. The Passive Voice.
The Active Voice is made up of those forms of a verb which

denote that the subject of the sentence stands for the doer of the
action described by the verb ; as, " The boy strikes the ball."

"The cat kil/cd the mouse."

* All inflexions were once significant •word'', which were attached to other words, but have
become so worn down by use, that in many cases their ori':;inal meaning can be only guessed
at. Their oric;in is illustrated by the -d of tared, which can be traced to tirve-did, i.e., did-
lm>e. So in Vrcnc\\ jirai is made up o( je-ir-ai, i.e., f<;ii-ife-/ia/ici> ^= ' I have logo.' The
^l^c of auxiilaricb is therefore a return to the oripinal method of going to work.
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The Passive Voice is made up of those forms of a verb which
denote that the subject of the sentence stands for the object of
the action described by the verb ; as, " The ball is struck by the

boy." " The mouse 7C'as killed by the cat."'

The same action niay he expressed by either voice, but then the word
that is the object of the active verb must be the subject of the passive.

187. In the stricl. sense of the above definition only transitive verbs could
properly be used in the passive voice, and only the direct object of the active

verb could become the subject of the passive verb. This is in fact the us;ige

in Latin, German, &c. But English has blended the accusative and the dative

into (7«t' case, the 'objective,' and as a consequence of this allows (in most
cases) the objective of either kind of object to become the. subject of the passive.
" I told him the news " becomes either " The news was to^d him," or •' He
was told the news." .^

Moreover English has singular freedom in the way in which it treats

groups of words as though they were' single nouns, verbs, &c. (.See ^ 75.)
When a complex expression containing a verb in the active voice is attended

by a noun or pronoun in the objective, whether after a preposition or not, tiiat

noun or pronoun may be made the subject of a complex passive phrase. Thus
we may say :

" He spoke to the man—the man was spoken to "
; '"They took

great care of him—he was taken gieat care of." Similarly, " He was promised
a new coat " ;

" The dead were refused burial," &c.

188. The Passive Voice of a verb is formed by prefixing tlie

various parts of the verb be to the perfect participle of the verb. *

The perfect participle of a transitive verb is passive in meaning.

Some intransitive verbs have their perfect tenses formed by means of the
verb be, followed by the past or perfect participle ; as, "I am come "

;

" He is gone." Great care must be taken not to confound these with
passive verbs. The sign of the passive voice is not the verb be, init

\hc passiveparticiple that follov.s it. Come €ii\d ^o>ie are not passive.

MOOD.

189. Moods + (that is Modes) are certain variations of form in

verbs, by means of which we can show the mode or n.anner in

* In Latin and Greek the Passive Voice has sprung out of the IMiddle or Refiective Verb.
Thus atnatur is made up of amat and a reflective pronoun. So in the Scandinavian
languages a passive is made by attaching the reflective pronoun to the active voiie In the
third person this suffix was -sk. A trace of this formation is found in English in two verbs,
ziis., " to busk" = 'to get oneself ready' (from hia 'to prepare'), and 'bask' = 'bathe
oneself.'

In Anglo-Saxon and early English the passive verb was also made with the auxiliary
KvotiSan 'to become,' as the passive voice is now made with werdeyt in Gi.-rraan. 'J'hus (in
Piers PL),

'I
No creature withouten cristendom -worth saved." The verb 7ivo?i5an is probably

connected with vertere ' to turn.' VVe still say "The milk turned (— became) sour."
t Mood comes from the Latin tiwciiis, ^^ inaitfu-r" ; Indicative from indicarc, ^' to point

out"; Iinfterative from i>n/>irare, ''''

to coiiiinand" ; Sulijnnctive Uom snt'iitniTfr, " to Join
,011 to "; Infinitive from iitfinitus, " UHlitiiited," i.e., as regard's person, number, &.c.

V
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which the action or fact denoted by the verb is connected in our
thought with the thing that is spoken of.*

There are four moods t :

—

A. Throe Finite Moods. 1. The Indicative Mood. 2. The
Imperative Mood. 3. The Subjunctive Mood.

B. The Infinitive Mood.

I.-THE FINITE MOODS.

1.—THE INDICATIVE MOOD.

190. The Indicative Mood comprises those forms of a verb
which are used when a statement, question, or supposition has
relation to some event or state of things which is treated by the

speaker as actual^ and independent of his tliought about it ; as,

"He stijick the ball"; ''Wq shall set out to-morrow"; '' li he
was guilty J his punishment was too light."

2.—THE IMPEEATIVE MOOD.

191. The Imperative Mood is a form of the verb by means of

which we utter a command, request, or exhortation ; as, " Give
me that book." " Go away." The subject of a verb in the

imperative mood is usually omitted, but may be expressed, as,

" Go thou and do likewise." Its subject must of course be in the

second person.

When we express our will in connection with the first or third person,

we either employ the subjunctive mood (as " Cursed be he tiiat first

cries hold "
;
" Go we to the king"), or make use of the imperative

* " Modi sunt diversae inclinationes animi, varios ejus affectus significantes ' {Priscian).

.There is a great deal of discrepancy and confusion in the statements of the ancient gram-
marians about the Moods. Opinion ultimately settled down amongst the Roman grammarians

"
to the recognition of five Moods, the Indicative, Imperative, Optative, Subjunctive, and
Infinitive. The separation of the Optative and Subjunctive was perfectly needless. The
forms were identically the same, it was only the uses to which the forms were put that

differed. It would have been as reasonable to give half a dozen names to the Ablative Case,
according to the uses to which it was put.

+ To these moods many grammarians add the Potential Mood, meaning bj' that mood
certain combinations of the so-called auxiliary^ verbs may, might, can, could, must, with the

infinitive mood. This is objectionable. / ca7i lurite, and / viust go, are no more moods of

the verbs write a.T[A go, ih^iu possum scribere is a mood o{ scribo in Latin ; or, Je puis ecrire,

Ick kann sehrcihcn and Ich muss gehen moods of the verbs ecrtte, schrcibcii, and gehen in

French and German. Moreover, this potential mood would need to be itself subdivided into

Indicative forms and Subjunctive forms. The sentences " I could do this at one time, but I

cannot now," and " I could not do this, if I were to try," do not contain the same parts of ilie

verb<ra«. In the first sentence, could is in the indicative mood ', in the second, it is in the

subjuncti,ve mood. (F"or a full discussion of the subject see the Appendix to the author's

'.Shorter English Grammar,' or his " Remarks on the Subjunctive and the so-called Potential

Mood," published separately.)

X This conditional use of the Indicative Mood must not be confounded with the Sidjunc-
iive or (as it is sometimes called) Cotiditioual Mood. Let particular attention be paid to this.

A verb is not in the Subjunctive Mood beca"ie ix is used in a subtnifud clause.
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Jet (which is of the second person, with its subject omitted), followed

by an infinitive complement, as, "Let us pray"; "Let him be heard."
Ihese are not imperative forms oipray and hear*

3.—THE SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

192. The Subjunctive Mood comprises those forms t of a verb
which are used when a statement, question, or supposition has
relation to an event or state of things which is only thought of,

and which is not treated by the speaker as matter of fact, inde-

pendent of his thought about it.|

If we use the term Objective for what is regarded as having an
existence of its own independent of the thought of the speaker, and
Stibjective for what exists (or is dealt with as existing) only in the
thought of the speaker, we may say that the Indicative is the Mood,
of Objective Predication, and the Subjunctive the Mood of
Subjective Predication.

The Indicative Mood, which i^elates to actual fact (or what is dealt
with as such), must necessarily be simple in its application, because a
fact external to our thought about it does not admit of being shaped
in our thought as we please. But when an act or state is connected

, with something that we speak about only in our thoiig/if, the relation of

the two may assume various forms. Consequently the Subjunctive
Mood admits of a great variety of uses, especially in languages in

which its forms are fully preserved. In modern English these uses

have become very much restricted. §

In modern English the Subjunctive is employed to express a ivill

or luish, as " Thy kingdom co}?ie
'''

; in clauses denoting purpose, as

* It may be said that it is much easier to call ' Let us go ' the first person plural imperative
of the v^rh go, and so on. So it is. It is always easier to shirk a difficulty than to solve it.

The objection to the easier course is that it is false. Us cannot be the subject of a Jiuite
verb, and let is not of the first person. (Compare the German ' Lasset uns beten.') A
complex grammatical phrase has not been explained when its parts have been jumbled
together into one lot, and ticketed with a wrong name.

t Many writers have actually forgotten what they are dealing with when they speak of the
Subjunctive Mood. It is therefore necessary to insist upon the verj' obvious truth, that in all

languages the Subjunctive Mood is not a particular way of 7tsiH°- verbs, but a particular
group of verb-forms. Such forms as sii7n. est, amo, monebo, midivi, S^c, in Latin; biti,

luist, iiebt, sfracli, &c., in German : ii'as, has, am, is, &c., in English, belong to the
Indicative group, and are Judicative whatever may be the construction in which they are
found. Such forms as siin, esset, atitem, audiverim, &c., in Latin ; sey, ludre, liabfst,

sprache, &c., in German ; \he\ be, [/] -wef-e, [thmt] have, &.C., in English, belong to the
Subjunctive group. J he Mood is constituted by the verb-/or»t, and not by the use of a
conjunction. There are, however, grammars still in use, the unfortunate learners of which
are taught that ' // I avi' is the Siibjituctiie Mood o( the verb to be.

X This definition has the sanction of the best grammatical authorities. It is well developed
by Maizner. Peile (Primer oj Phil. p. 93) says :

" In the Subjunctive Mood the action is

not stated as a fact, though it may be one, but as a conception of the mind." Madvig (/.a!.

Gram. \ 346) says :
- "' In the Conjunctive a thing is asserted simply as an idea conceived in

the mind ; so that the speaker does not at the same time declare it as actually existing."

§ In modern English it is getting (unfortunately) more and more common to use the Indica-
tive Mood in cases where the Subjunctive would be more correct. Thus for " See that all be
in readiness," many people say " See that all is in readiness ; " for " If that tvere to happen,"
they say, " If that was to happen."
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"See that all b. in readiness"; "Govern well thy appetite, icst sin

surprise thee "; in clauses denoting the purport of a wish or command,
as " The sentence is that the prisoner be imprisoned for life " ;

to

express a supposition or wish contrary to the fact, or not regarded as

brought to the test of actual fact, as " If he were here (which is not

the case) he would think differently "
;
" Oh ! that it wej-e possible."

In this l-?.st case the possibility of the thing is treated purely as a

matter that is Diereiy tJunight of.

Of course these varieties of signification are not actually ^x/;rj-j-<'(/ by
the Subjunctive Mood. That Mood merely supplies us with a form

of predication which can be shaped by our intelligence, according to

circumstances, so as to suit the meaning to be conveyed.

In Anglo-Saxon the functions of the Suljjunctive Mood were much
witler than in modern English. It was used wherever we now use it,

and it was also employed

—

1. In indirect questions, as "acsiaS hwa sy wyr'Se":^: 'ask who is [be)

worthy.'

2. In reported statements for which the rejiorter does not vouch, as
" He sKde ^aet ^a;t land sic swi'5'e lang norcJ " = ' he said that that land

is [be) very far north.'

3. In putting a general case, or describing a type of a class, as " Hwa^t
is clinga 5e bieterre sie " ?= ' what of tilings is [there] which be more
bitter?' " Se Jie haibbe earan tc) gchyranne gehyre " — ' He that hath

{have') ears to hear, let him hear.'

The Subjunctive Mood cannot be used in a simple declarative

or interrogative sentence. A predication made in thought
only is meaningless, except as related to some other pre-

dication. Hence the mood was called the 'subjunctive'' or
''joining-071 ' mood, because (except when expressing a wish)
it is only employed in complex sentences.*

A verb in the Subjunctive Mood is generally (but not always)
preceded by one of the conjunctions if that, lest, though,
unless, &c.; but the .Subjunctive Mood is not alwa)'s used after

these conjunctions, nor is the conjunction a part of the mood.
In modern English the simple present or past tense of the Sub-
junctive Mood is often replaced by phrases compounded of the

verbs may, migJit, and should, which for that reason are called

auxiliary or helping verbs. Thus for " lest sin surprise thee,"

we now say " Lest sin should stcrprise thee "
; for " Give me

this water that I thirst not " we say " that I may t not thirst."

* Conjunctive is a better name than Snlijunciive, because- the mood is not confined to use
in a s7il'joined c\a.\ise. But neither name is good, for neither name expresses in the slightest

de.L^rce the real function of the mood, and both are misleading. Conce/>tual \vou\ii be a better
name. The learner must beware of the bad logic involved in supposing that because a verb
in this mood is usually conjoined or subjoined to some other verb, therefore every clause that
is subjoined to another contains a verb in the Subjunctive Mood. (See further in the Appendix
to the ' Shorter English Grammar.') '

t 'I'hese auxiliary- verbs form compound subjunctive tenses, not by virtue of their significa-

tion in the combination, but solely because they are themselves in the Subjunctive Mood,
'i heir «<?;/o«a/ meaning has evaporated (§ 185), and only their mood-power remains to give
modality to the compounds. This was long ago pointed out by Dr. Lowth in his English
Grammar.
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193. The three finite moods of verbs may be described as the

Mood of Pact (Indicative), the Mood of Conception (Subjunc-

tive), and the Mood of Volition (Imperative).

THE VERB AS A SUBSTANTIVE.

1.—THE INFINITIVE MOOD.

194. The Infinitive Mood expresses the action or state denoted

by the verb without reference to person, number, or time. It

cannot be attached to a subject to make an assertion, but it may
be attached to a subject in dependent phrases, as " I saw him
fall,''' " I know him to be honest," " No wonder is a lewed man to

riiste^' (Chaucer, Frol. 503). This use justifies us in calHng it a
' Mood ' (see definition). It commonly has the force of a sub-

stantive, and may be used either as the subject or as the object

of another verb, or after certain prepositions (namely to and but),

as " I cannot but admire his courage." When thus used it is not

properly a mood at all.

195. The preposition to is not an essential part of the infinitive

mood, nor an invariable sign of it. Many verbs (as may, can, shall,

will, must, let, dare, do, hid, make, see, hear, feel, need) are followed

by the simple infinitive without to,* as " You may speak "
; "Bid me

discourse " ;
" He made me laugh "

;
" I had rather not tell you."

The simple infinitive (without ;"(') used as the stdiject of another verb is

legitimate, though somewhat archaic, as " Better be with the dead "

(Afacbdh iii. 2, 20) ;
" Will't please your highness ztvaZ/C' " {Lear< iv. 7) ;

" Better divetl in the midst of alarms than reign in this horrible place
"

(Cowper) ; "Him luste ryde soo"" = 'it pleased him [to] ride so'
(Chaucer, Prol. 102). So in Anglo-Saxon : "Leofre is us gcfon fisc"

;

" It is more agreeable to us to catch fish." This infinitive denotes
purpose afcer verbs of motion, as "I will go sce/c the king " {J^lamlet

ii. I, 101).

193. In Anglo-Saxon, the infinitive mood, ended in -a7i, and when
used as such, had no to before it. A verb in the infinitive might be the
subject or object of another verb. The infinitive was, however, treated
as a declinable abstract noun, and a dative form (called the gerund),
ending in -anne, or -enne, and preceded by the preposition to, was
used to denolQ purpose. Thus in " He that hath ears to hear," to hear
^=t6 gehyranne ; in " The sower went forth to sow," to sow^to sdiuenfie.

This gerundive infinitive passed' into modern English with the loss of
the dative inflexion, as in " I came to tell you "

;
" The water is good

to drink,'^ i.e.,for drinking; " This house is to let."f Here the to has

* Similarly ztt is omitted after the corresponding verbs in German.
t The active infinitive in these phras'is i> th-; older and truer form. In Chaucer we find " it

is to cies/iise " = ' jt is to be despised.' In the North they still say 'What i-^ to daV for
" What IS tu be done?"
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its full niid proper force. From denoting the purpose of ah action, tlie

to came to mark the gTOinid of an action more generally, and so may
indicate tlie cause or condition of an action, as " I am sorry to hear
this "

;
" I am glad to sec you," z>., " at scein<^ )-ou "

;
" 7\i Jiear\\\m talk

{i.Oi, 071 iieariug him talk), one would suppose he was master here."
But this gerund with to came to be used in place of the simple
infinitive, as the subject or object of another verb,* and so we sn)-, ''To
a-r is human, to forgiiie divine" ;

" I hope to sec )-ou." Here the to is

utterly without meaning. We even find another preposition used
before it, as " 1 was about to observe" ; "This is Elias which was Jor
to come " t " There is nothing left bnt to sub7)iit."

As this infinitive preceded lay to % has come to us from the Anglo-
Saxon gerund, it is called the gerundial infinitive.

2.—THE GERUND.

197. A Gerund is a substantive formed from a verb by the

suffix -ing^ and which, when formed from a transitive verb, has
the governing power of the verb, as, " He escaped by crossing the

river." The Gerund is like the imperfect particijjle in form, but
is totally distinct from it in origin and construction.

The gerunds of the verbs iiave and be help to form compound
gerunds, as ".He went crazy through having lost his fortune "

;
" He is

desirous of being admired."

198. Gerunds are used either as subjects or as objects of verbs, or
after prepositions, as " Losing his fortune drove him mad "

;
"1 like

reading'" ;
" He is fond of .y/z/c/j'/;/^ mathematics."

199. Participles (being adjectives) are never used as the sulijects or

objects of verbs, or after prepositions. It must be observed too that

in all such compounds as Jiidiiig-placc, ivalldiig-sticti, &c., it is the

gerund, and not the participle which is used. If made with the

participle, a ' walking-stick ' could only mean 'a stick that walks.'

200. The origin of the Gerund is a point about which there is some differ-

ence of opinion.

I. It is held by some that the Gerund in 4ng is simply the modern repre-

sentative of the Anglo-Saxon abstract noun in -iiitg. That these nouns in

-tttig axe now represented by verbal nouns in -i>ig is quite true. Thus :
" For

earnunge ecan lifes," 'iox earning oi eternal lik ' .(Grein, ii. p. 286); " Tliei

* Even in A.S. we find such constructions as " hyt is alyfed wel t(5 donne " (' it is allowed
to do good ') ;

" He ondred ]'yder to faranne " (' he dreaded to go thither '). It is interesting

to observe that the older infinitive forms in Latin and Greek (nWe^ici/ui, dofienai, &.C.), and
still more those in Sanskrit, show that the infinitive mood was ike dative case of an abstract

noun, used to express the object or purpose of an action.

t This infinitive'vithyi^r Zo is even found as the subject or object of another verb, as " Unto
a poure ot<\ts for to give is signe that a man is wel ischrive " (Chaucer, Prol. 216); "Ye
\cm<tt.\\ /or to lovye" {Piers PI. 14624); or with a subject, ''This prison caused «/^' not _/;>-

to crie " {Chaucer).

i In the Northern dialect at was used instead of to, as " I hafe noght at do with the ''
;

" Thax (ii at say." {Kocit, ii. p. 6r. Skeat, Et. Diet.) Til was also employed ioT to. In

the phrase ' Much ado,' aiio is at do. ' I\luch ado ' = miic/i io do. .
.

-.
.

|,
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Weren atrobbinge," 'tliey were a robbing' {Layamoii) ; "On hunting ben
tliey ridden," 'a hunting are they ridden'; "I fare to gon a begging"
{Chaucer) ;

" I go a fishing" {John xxi. 3) ; "Forty and six years was this

temple in building "
;
" Wliile the ark was a preparing " {a — on or in). Such

phrases as "I am a doing of it," though now considered vulgar, are perfectly

grammatical. It may have been the mere omission of the preposition which
produced what looks like* a passive use of the participle in -ing, as 'the

house is building.' Compare " Ge beoS on hatunge "=:' ye shall be hated "

{Matt. X. 22).

The difficulty about this view is, that it furnishes no explanation of the

origin of the compound gerunds (as 'he was punished for having broken the

window'), and that the nouns in -luig never had the power of governing an
objective case, as gerunds have. When we say " He was hanged for killing a

man," the objective relation of 'man' to 'killing' is (now at any rate) as

distinctly in our thoughts, as that of 'man' to 'killed' when we say "He
killed a man." Consequently, even if it could be shown that the formation in

-ung was the parent of all verbal nouns in -ing, a large class of these would
still be entitled "to be classed by themselves under a distinct name, just as

adverbs that have acquired the force of prepositions require to be classed and
named as such.

2. Koch (ii. § 98) regards the gerund in -ing as being descended from the

old Anglo-.Saxon gerund in -anne or -enne, which passed through such forms as

'to rixiende, ' 'for to brennyng,' 'I am to accusinge you' (Wycliffe, John
V. 45) ; and as having got confused with the descendants of the nouns in -nng,

and so used without the preposition to. The objection to this is that the

Anglo-Saxon gerund has its unquestionable representative in the modern
gerundial infinitive {^ 196), and that throughout its history the 'to' stuck to it

with great tenacity.

3. Mjitzner's view is that the verbal noun in -nng, on getting assimilated in

form to the participles in -ing, got so far confused with them as to assume
their power of forming compounds (see above) and governing the objective

case, being aided in this by the confusion in French between the gerund
in -ant (Lat. -anduin or -endiun) and the participle in -ant (Lat. -antem or

-enfem). This is probably the correct view of the matter.+ It is at least

curious that the verbal noun in -ing occurs in the early writers (as Chaucer)
most commonly after in, as the French gerund does after en.

Some grammar.^ set down an infinitive in -ing, as a modification of the

old infinitive in -an or -en. This is a perfectly needless invention,

and is quite unwarrnnted by the bistory of the forms. (See Dr. Morris,

Hist. Outl) In ".Seeing is believing" we have merely two verbal

nouns in -ing, descendants of the older formation in -ung.

* .According to Dr. Murray, however {Dint, of S. Counties, &c., p. 225), we really have the

participle in these phrases. In .Scotch the phrase is " the hoose is buitdan " i.e., ' l>iiiIdnttd
.'

He considers this to he a relic of the Middle voice = bnitdr.n' itscf. In colloquial English
we often meet with such expressions as " I want a button snuin^ on," where the participle

has a pa.ssive sense. (Com]).? iS-;.)

+ It is a great mistake to speiik of the gerund, or verbal substantive in -/«»•, as being
' the imperfect participle used as a noun.' The participle is an adjective, and though an
adjective may be used as a concrete noun, it cannot possibly pass into an al'stnict noun
without having the definite article before it. The grossne.ss of the mistake which is involved

in confounding the gerund with the participle is seen when beginners, who h.ive been led

astray by their English grammars, render ' He talks about fighting, by ' loquitur de pugnante,'
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Those verhaTs in -iti,^ which reitrcsent the olrl formation in -uug i-liould

jirojierly be followed by 6;/" and not by the simple objective case, as "The
hunting of the Snark "

: "To dissuade the people from making of league
"

(North. Pint.). This ought always to be the construction when the verbal
is preceded by ///;•, and is the present usage ; but (owing to a confusion
between the two verbals, the noun and the ])articiple) the older writers did not
always adhere to it. Thus we find :

" Nothing in his life became him like the

leaving it" [Macbeth); ".The seeing these effects" {^Cynib.).

THE VERB AS AN ADJECTIVE.
PARTICIPLES.

201. Participles are verbal adjectives. They are so called

because they partake of the nature both of a verb and of an
adjective {h:ii\n pa7-tuipare, ' to partake ').

There are two participles formed by inflexion. <he Imperfect
Participle and the Perfect Participle. The imperfect participle

always ends in iiig* When formed from a transitive verb, it may
have an object, as '' Hearing the noise, I went to the window."
The perfect participle in verbs of the Strong Conjugation formerly

always ended in -en, and still does so in many verbs ; in verbs of

the Weak Conjugation it ends in -d, -ed, or -t.i The Imperfect

Participle is always active, the Perfect Participle h passive, pro\-ided

the verb be a transitive verb ; as, " I saw a boy beating a dog."
" Frightened by the noise he ran away." In " He has come,"
cof?ie is perfect, but not passive.:}:

Even in the perfect tenses, as " I have written a letter," the origin

of the construction is, " I lia\e a letter written "whaYc written is an
adjective agreeing with tetter ; in Latin, Habco epistolani scriptani.

In French the participle agrees with the object in some constructions
;

as "Les lettres que j'aiecrites." In Anglo-Saxon the perfect participle

was inflected, and made to agree with the object.§

202. The participles are often used as mere adjectives of quality, as "A
strilcing remark "

;
" The dreaded hour has come."

• The termination of this participle in Anglo-Saxon was -fWrt'c, which was subsequently

ch.ingcd to -hide, and finally to -inge, -ya.i^L', and -/«^. In the Northern dialect the termina-

tion was -ande or -and, which still maintains its ground in Scotch. 'I'he essential letters of

the suffix are Jtd. This suffix is akin to the Latin -aU or -nt and the Greek oi t or ei-T. We
have now three totally diflferent formations in -ing. i. The abstract noun, as " Seeing is

believing "; " He was aroused by the striking of the clock." 2. The Gerund (capable of

governing an objective case), as " He made a noise by striking the gong." 3. The participle

(an adjective attached to a substantive), as " I saw a boy striking a dog."

t The letter _)', which is found as a prefix in one or two old forms (as _>r/<?/^ ' called ') and
affected by .some writers in others, is derived from the A.S. prefix ge. At first, and for some
time, the Northern dialect, while dropping the prefix ge, retained the suffix -en. The
Southern dialect discarded the suffix, but retained thef«r.

} Even the past participle of transitive verbs is often used with a curious ^fj'/r/^' significa-

tion, as "You are mistaken," i.e. "You have viisiaken [the matter]"; "Why are you
drawn ?" {Tempest, ii. i), i e. "Why have you draimi [your words]."

i As " He hsfQ man geweorhtnc," ' he has created man."
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TENSE.
203. Tenses (Latin tempns, ' time ') care varieties of form in

verbs, or compound verbal phrases made with the help ot'

auxihary verbs, which indicate partly the tima to which an
action or event is referred * and partly the eomplataiiGss or

incompletsness of the event at the time referred to

204. There are three divisions of time—the Present, the Past,

and the Future. There are also three ways in which an action or

event may be viewed :—

1. It may be spoken of as ineoraplets, or still going on. A tense

which indicates this is called an imperfect tense.

2. It may be spoken of as complete. A tense which indicates this

is called a perfect tense.

3. It may be spoken of as one whole, without describing it as com-
plete or incomplete in relation to other actions. A tense which docs
this is called an indefinite tense.

205. An action may be viewed in these three ways with reference

to past, to present, or to future time. We thus get

NINE PRIMARY TENSES.

1. The Past Imperfect (or Progressive), showing that at

a certain past time an action was going on, as, / i^jas writin.^

;

I was being taiighf.

2. The Past Perfect, showing that at a certain past time an
action was complete ; as, / had written ; I had been taught.

3. The Past Indefinite (or Preterite), speaking of the action

as one whole referred to past time ; as, I wrote ; I was taught.

1. The Present Imperfect (or Progressive), showing that

an action is going on at the present time ; as, / a/n writing ; I
am being taught.

2. The Present Perfect, showing that at the present time a

\ certain action is complete ; as, / have written; I have been

1 taught.

I 3. The Present Indefinite, speaking of the action as one
\whole, referred to present time ; as, / write; I am taught.

1. The Future Imperfect (or Progressive), showing that at

a certain future time an action will be going on ; as, / shall be

writins; ; I shall be being taught.

2. The Future Perfect, showing that at a certain future time
(an action will be complete ; as, I shall have w>itten; I shall have,

been taught.

3. The Future Indefinite, speaking of an action as one whole,

referred to future time ; as, I shall write ; /shall be taught.

* The marking of time is so essential a characteristic of verb.-;, that s-jme ^amin;iria:is
make it the ground of the definition of a verb, iu German the verb is culled ' 2i.ilwori,' i.e.

'Tims-word.'

B.^

C.(
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208. From thi'? table it appears at once that /.v/Jv/ and fasf are not the

same. When we say "/ /lavc 7CJn'i/i')i," although the act of writing

took place in past time, yet the completeness of the action (which is.

what the tense indicates) is referred ia present time. Hence the tense

is a present tense. The use of this tense implies that the state of

things brouglit about by the action exists at the present time. We
may say " England has founded a mighty empire in the East, ''because

the em|nre still lasts ; but we cannot say " Cromwell has founded a

dynasty," because the dynasty exists no longer.

207. The indefinite tenses are often in:perfect in sense. Thus, "I stood

during ihe whole of the performance." " While he lived at home he

was happy." The verbs in such cases would have to be rendered into

the past imperfect tense in French, Latin, or Greek (see § 2i6).

SECONDAaY TENSES.

208. Besides the primary tenses, we have the following * :

—

The Pr333nu Parfaat of CDntinued action— I have been writing.

The Past Perfect of continued action— I had bcc7i ivriiing.

The Future Perfect of continued action— I shall have been

writing.

COMPLEX FORMS OF INDEFINITE TENSES.

209. The Present and Past Indefinite Tenses are often replaced

by comj^ound forms t made with the auxiUary verb do, thus :

—

'" You do assist the storm " (Shakspeare, Temp. i. i, 15).
" They set bread before him and he did eat " (2 Sam. xii. 20).

These forms become emphatic when a stress is laid upon the

auxiliary verb. They are commonly employed in negative and
interrogative sentences.

FOKMATION OF TENSES IN THE ACTIVE VOICE.

210. The Present Indefinite and the Past Indefinite in the

Active Voice are the only two tenses formed by iniiexion.

The Imperfect tenses are formed by the indefinite tenses of

the verb be, followed by the imperfect participle. |

The Perfect tenses are formed by means of the indefinite

tenses of the verb have, followed by the perfect participle. (See

again § 1S5 and § 201.)

* It is very absurd to give the name of ' tenses ' to such phrases as ' I am going to wi

It would be as rational to extend the name to " I am on the point of writing," or, " He
I'nte.

„. .
's in

the Very act of writing."
t In Chiiucer's time j^<t« was used as a mere tense-auxiliary, equivalent to did. Thus " lie

gan conclude " (J/, of L. Frol. 14).

t Ihe view thiit these tenses originated in the use of the verbal nouns in -hig, so that " I

ain writing" wa.s developed out of 'I am a writing,' is incorrect. Ibe participle '\\\-i:iiih,

•and, -ytg, or -iii^ with the verb be is found from the earliest period, side by side with the

use of the verbal noun in -iiitg or -iiig ; as "' Hig wa;ron etende and drinccnde ' ' they were
eating and drinking' (Mtitt. xxiv. 28); "Harold was comand " {F. Ltutgtojt); "Therhope
I that thay be dwelland"' (Towul. Myst. p. 27S). liven in Gothic we get " ijkulans

sijaiiua,' ' ,v; arc uWii.g =; ' we ov.\:' {Matt. vi. 12).
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The Future tenses are formed by means of the auxiliary verbs

shall and will, followed by the inftnicive mood ; shall being used
for the first person, ivill for the second and thu-d in affirmative

jDrincipal sentences ; but in subordinate clauses, after a relative,

qr such words as //", liih-jn, as, though, unless, until, &c , the verb
shall is used for all three persons; as, " If it j-//;?// be proved";
" When He shall appear we shall be like Him."

211. ^Vhen the verb will is u ed in the first person and the verb shall in tlie

second and third, it is implied that the action spoken of depends upon
the will of the spealcer. Shall (like sollen in German) implies an oi> i-

gaiion to do something. Hence shall is appropriately use.l in com-
mands (as " Thou shalt not kill "), in promises or threats (as " You
shall have a holiday "), and in the language of prophecy'; which is ao
utterance of the Divine will or purpose. Shall is used in the first

person, as a simple auxiliary of a future tense, on much the same prin-

ciple as that on whicii a person subscribes himself at the end of a
letter, "Your obedient humble servant" It implies a sort of polite

acknowledgment of being bound by the will of others, or at least by
the force of circumstances. By a converse application of the same
principle, the verb will is used in the second ami third persons to iniply

that the action referred to depends upon the volition ofthe person to or
of whom we speak. In questions, however, and in reported speeches
the force of the verb shall is the same in the second and third persons
as it would be in the answer, or as it was in the direct speech :

" Shall yi>n

be present?" " 1 shall." " I shall not set out to-morrow"; '-John
said that he should not. set out to moirow." The verb to be used in a
question depends upon the verb expected in the reply. \Vo say,
" Will you go?" if we expect the answer, "I will."

212. When shall and 7vill are used as mere tepse-sigiis, their notional force
di>appears. (See § 1S5.) When they are used with their full notional power
(as in ' Thou shall not kill ' ;

' I rvilt have obedience,' i.e., 'I am resolved on
having obedience ') we no longer get a future tense, but a combination of a
veib of incomplete predication and its complement. (See Syntax, Complex Pre-
dicale.) All depends upon whether the verb 'shall' or 'will' is used to

]jredict or not. If it is, we get a future tense, but not otherwise. Thus,
" Thou shalt not steal " involves no prcdicti'm ; we may speak thus to one
whom we know to be aViout to commit a theft. We assert a present obliga-

tion, we do not predict a future act. Consequently in this sentence we have
not gijt a future tense.

213. There are sentences, however, in which ' shall ' and ' will.' while used
Xo predict, and therefore forming future tenses, retain something of their notional
force, as " I will call upon you to-morrow "

;
" You shall have an answer on

Monday." In ail such instances the action referred to depends upon the will

of the speaker.

The two sorts of future have been conveniently distinguished (by Dr.
Latham) as the Predictive Future and the Promissive Future. In
the Promissive Future ' will ' is used for the First Person, and ' shall

'

for the Second and Third. - " •
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FORMATION OF TENSES IN THE PASSIVE VOICE.

214. All moods and tenses in the Passive Voice are made by
means of auxiliary verbs, the Passive Voice of a verb con-

sisting of its perfect participle, preceded by the various moods
and tenses of the verb h: (See § i88 and the note.)

215. Coviparative Talk of Tenses in English, Latin, Greek, brencli. and German.

ACTIVE VOICE.—INDICATIVE mood.
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USE OF THE TENSES.

216. The Present Indefinite Tense is used :

1. To state what is actually taking place, as, " Here comes the rain."

2. To state what frequently or habitually takes place, or is universally

true, as, " It rains here daily ;
" " Honesty is the best policy."

3. In lively narrations a person often imagines himself to be present at

the events he is de%:ribing, and so uses the present tense (Historic

Present) in speaking of past events.

4. It is used for the future when the real time is fixed by the context,

as, " We start next Monday for the Continent."

Besides its ordinary use, the Past Indefinite Tense is used :

1. With the ffirce of an Imperfect, as, "They danced while \ played

^

2. To express what happened frequently or habitually, as, " In those

days people ate without forks."

The combinations which form the Indefinite Tenses of the Passive

Voice are a little ambiguous in meaning. They may refer either to

the action indicated by the verb, or to the results of the action. In
the latter case they are not strictly tenses of the passive voice, but the

participle that follows the verb be is used as an adjective. In " Every
house is built by some man," is built is a present indefinite tense

passive of the verb build. In " This house is built of stone," is is the

verb, and built is used as an adjective.*

TENSES IN ANGLO-SAXON.

217. In Anglo-Saxon the Present Indefinite tense was also used as a Present

Imperfect tense, and also as a Future + or even as a Future Perfect.

The Past Indefinite was also used as a Past Imperfect, as a Present Per-

fect j and as a Past Perfect. Compounds of the verb ' have ' and the

perfect participle were also used, but the participle agreed in case, <S:c.,

with the object.

Combinations of the verb be with an imperfect participle are found.

The greater precision of modern English in marking tense arises from
its having become more of an analytic and less of an inflected lan-

guage. Auxiliary verbs and prepositions are more exact than in-

flexions.

NUMBER.
218. Number is a modification of the form of a verb, by means

of which we show whether the verb is spoken of one person or

* This distinction can be easily marked in Greek. Latin, and in Gerjian. "The letter is

written," i.e.,«the act of writing takes place,' is rendered " n l-7!iato'Ki\ ^pd^trai," " Epistola

scribitur," and " Der Brief wird geschrieben." "The letter is written," i.e., 'is in a w^ritten

state, or has already been written,' is rendered by "
I'l eTrioToXij •it-xpap,']iivt\ f<rrt," ' Epistola

scripta est," and ' Der Brief ist geschrieben."
+ Thus :

" Aefter Jrim dagon ic arise," 'After three days I shall rise a^ain ' (.ffai/. 'fxvii.

63) :
" Aelc treow .... byO forcorfen," ' Ei'ery tree .... sliall be cut dovnn ' (Sfatt. iii.

10), but the compounds with sliall and ivill were also used.
* The past indefinite often served fur the modern pa^t indefinite, present perfect, and past

perfect, c.z-^ " mine eagan gesawon pine hiele," ' mine eyes luive sctui tliy salvation ' {f^ukt
11.30). ^ .

-- .—

.
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thing, or of more tlian one. Tncre are, therefore, two numbers in

verbs, the Singular and the Plural, correspoutUng to the two
numbers in substantives.

PERSON.
219. Person * is a modification of the form of verbs, by which

we indicate whether the speaker speaks of himself, or of the person

or persons addressed, or of some other jjerson or thing.

There are three persons—1. The First Person ; 2. The Second
Person ; 3. The .Third Person.
The First Person is used when the speaker speaks of himself

either singly or with others.

The Second Person is used when the subject of the verb stands

for the person or persons spoken to.

The Tliird Person is used when the subject of the verb denotes
neither the speaker nor the person spoken to.

CONJUGATION OF VERBS. .^

220, The Conjugation of a Verb is the formation of all the

inflexions and combinations tised to indicate Voice, Mood, Tense,

Number, and Person.

'^ The suffixes by which Person is marked were originally Personal Pronouns. The oldest

forms to which they can be traced are (in the singular) - 1. }iia ; 2. fz'a ; 3. ta. These were
weakened to— i. /;//' ; 2. ti ; 3. ti, the second being still further weakened to si. The plural

forms for the first and second persons were either- i. mas, 2 tas, or i. inasi, 2. tasi. In the
former case -as would be a plural sign added to the pronoun ; in the latter /nasi = / + t'wii

(= -Me); ia-si = thou + thou (,= ye). The sr.lfix of the third person was an-ti, made up of
the root n{ ana -s (tiiat), and ti = tn {he), and equivalent to he + he = H-ey {Koch, i. p. 322).

This suffix appears in the Latin ' ama -iit,' &c., and the Greek -xu-n-tov-nxt, &.C.

1 he characteristic letter of the First Person {-in) is seen in am (= as -in) and heoiii, in ths

Latin sum, inqitatn. amein, &c., and the Greek ei;Lii, &c. The characteristic letter of the

Second Person {-s) is seen in Latin and Greek, in Gothic and in the Northern dialect of
English (' thou hopes,' ' thou bindes,' &c.). The -t in -st is an offgrowth of the -jr (compr.re
'luhilst, &.C.). In some verbs the original / re-appears, as a hardened form of the -^ {shait,

•VL-ilt, a>i). The suffix -i/i is a modification of -t. It was first modified into -s in the Northern
dialect.

1 he suffix -anti, which properly belongs to the Third Person, was adopted in primitive
English for all three persons of the plural, its original sense having been lost sight of. (In
the first instance it was, of course, as much a piece of bad grammar as it would be now to say
' I does,' ' Thou does,' ' He does,' in the singular.) The Northern dialect dropped the «, and
softened the t to s, giving such forms as ' we hopes,' &c. The Southern dialect also dropped
the «. but softened the t to th, giving such forms as 'we hopeth,' &c. The Midland dialect

dropped the t and retained the «, giving the forms ' we hopen,' &c.
Mr. Garnett {Phil. Essays, pp. 289-342) gives cogent reasons for considering these pro-

nominal suffixes to be not nominatives, but ohliqne cases (genitives or ablatives), combined
with an abstract verbal substantive, so that asnii, csnii, sum, or am would mean not ' I am.'
but ' being of me ' ; docetis would mean ' teaching of (or by) you,' &c. He shows that this is

the actual mode of formation in a great varietj' of languages, spoken in all parfs of the world,
which proves that it is a possible and natural mode of expressing predication in the infancy
of languages. Its possibility in the Aiyan class is jiroved by its existence in Celtic.

In English and other Teutonic languages the plural suffixes have been assimilated to each
other or dropped. In early English it is common to find the personal pronoun blended with
the verb, as ' schaltou ' = slialt thou ;

' maystou ' = mayest tJwu ;
' So theech ' = so tJiee icit

{so /•ros/'er J). It is a mistake to treat these as a recurrence to the primitive formation.
"They are mere phonetic abbreviations. In maystou, hastou, &.C-, the verb has \.\.i, pronominal
suffix in the s, before the other pronoun is pronounced along with it_
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There are two classes of verbs in Engli^^h, distinguished by the

formation of the Preterite. These are

—

A. Verbs of the Strong Conjugation.
B. Verbs of the Weak Conjugation.

THE STRONG CONJUGATION.
221. The preterite of verbs of the Strong Conjugation is

formed by modifying the vowel-sound of the root.

The Strong Conjugation is based upon a mode of forming the

'preterite which belongs to various members of the Aryan
family of languages, in the Strong Conjugation the Preterite

(or Past Indefinite Tense) was originally formed by rcdiipUca-

tion, i.e. by repeating the root of the verb. This formation
was weakened (i) by omitting the final consonant from the

first member of the doubled root ;
*

(2) by weakening the

vowel sound of the initial syllable to one uniform letter, and
frequently by weakening or modifying the vowel sound of the

second root as well ;t (3) by omitting the initial consonant of

the second member of the doubled root, so that the vowel of

reduplication and the vowel of the root came in contact with
each other, and were commonly blended into one % sound.
Thus it has come to pass that in English (v.ith two exceptions),

the preterite of verbs of the Strong Conjugation is

formed by modifying the vov7el sound of the root.
Two preterites in English distinctly show- reduplication, namely,
did from do, and h/ght (was called) from the old \-erb Jidfan,

where ,^/2 is a variety of the guttural h at the beginning.

§

In Enghsh the perfect participle of all verbs of the strong con-
jugation was originally formed by the (adjective) suffix -en and
the prefixed particle ge. The suffix -en has now disappe;ared
from many verbs, and the prefix gc from all.

This Conjugation contains no verbs hut such as arc of the old Teutonic
stock of the language. If we disregard an occasional prefix the verbs

that belong to it are all monosyllabic.

* In Sanscrit perfect tenses are formed thus, just as in Latin from tmi (the root of tuiido)
we get tii-tiid-i ; from iitord, iiio-iiiord-i ; from die (the root o{ disco) di-dic-i.

t In Greek the initial consonant is repeated, but with the %'owel sound weakened toe (as
At-iiui-Ku). This formation occurs in several verbs in Latin, ^s. pc-piil-i from pclld)\ fic-pis^-i

(horn paugd); ce-cid'i (horn cado). In Gothic the reduplication consisted of the initial con-
sonant followed by ai, as /uiitnii (to call), hai-liait. In Anglo-Saxon the reduplication once
consisted of the first consonant followed by en. {Koch, i. p. 240.)

* Thus in old Frisian the preterite from the root hald passed through the stages ha-hald,
ha-hitd, ha-ild, to /icld. In Latin the root h'^ (in lego) passed through the stages Ic-lcg-i,

ir-i'g-i, to legU ; the root ven (in venio) through ve-zwit-i, ve-en-i, to z'eni ; the rooljiic through
-^c-/ic-i, fc-ic-i, to feci.

It is obvious that the changes described tended to result in giving a fuller and broader
sound to the vowel of the root.

§ In Gothic the preterite is hailiait. A few other Anglo-Saxon preterites show reduplica-
tion, especially when compared with Gothic. 'I'hus r:?dan (to advise), pret. n-ord, shortened
from rco-ra-d (Gothic redan, raitvtli) ; Idtan (to let), pret. ieort {iov ieolt), shoi'tened from
Icoitit ^Gothic Ictan, lailof) ; Itican (to leap)

;
pret. teolc, shortened from leo-lAc (Gothic

laikan, lailaik) ; on-dniUaii (to dread), pret. on-dreord, shortened from on-dreo-drud.
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THE WEAK COTfJUGATION.
222. 'Tho preterite of verbs of the Weak Coajug.ition is

formed by adding -cd or 4 to the stem, c final (if there is one)

being omitted, as wait-ed, lov-ed, deal-t.

The suffix -cd is pronounced as a separate syllable only after a
dental mute, as in necd-cd, pat-t-ed, iiicnd-ed. The vowel y after a
consonant is changed into / before it, as pity, pitied. After a sharp
guttural or labial mute cd has the sound of /, as in tipped, knocked. In
several verbs the suffix has vanished, though its previous existence is

sometimes seen either in the weakening of the vowel of the stem, or
in the change of final ^/into /, as meet, met ; bend, bent.

223. This suffix is in i-eality a preterite form * of the verb do, which was
shortened in Anglo-Saxon into -de or -/e. The suffix -de was attached
to the root by the connecting vowel o or e, which, however, disappeared
after some consonants. In modern English -de has become -d, and the

connecting vowel is always -e, as in mcnd-e-d. This vowel is omitted
before -/, as it was in A. S. before -ie.

It thus appears that in origin as well as' in meaning, / loved is equiva-

lent to I love did, or I did love ; so that this preterite tense is in reality

formed by means of an auxiliary verb.+

224. The perfect participle of most verbs of the weak conjugation

is the same in form as the preterite. It had its origin in an adjective

suffix -d ox -t, akin to -tits, in Latin. The prefix ^''t' has been dropped.
This conjugation contains many verl« of the old Teutonic stock of

English ; some verl)s once of the Strong Conjugation ; all verbs of

Norman, French, or foreign origin ; and all fresh formations.

225.—A. VERBS OP THE STIlOXa CONJUGATION.
[Words in italics are obsolete forms.]

I. Verbs in lohich tlie preterite is formed by voiod-ciiange, and tlic perfect

participle has tlie suffix -en or -n.

Pres.

blow
crow
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Pres. Pret.

drive drove, drave
ride rode
rise rose

smite smote
chide chid {chode'Y'

slide slid \slode'\

P. Part.

driven

ridden

risen

smitten

chidden, chid

slidden, slid

Pres.
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Prcs. Prrr. P. Pari.

begin began, begun* begun
drink drank, lirunk* drunkenf drunk
ring rang, rung * rung

sinj; sang, sung * sung
sink sank, sunk* sunken, t sunk

spin span, spun spun

Pres.
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1. Verbs in which the a iJition of the suffix d or t is aiLOiiipdiiied by a

shortening of the voivel-soitud of the root.

Prcs. Fret. P Part.

bereave bereft bereft, bereaved

creep cre]3t* crept *

deal dealt dealt

dream dreamt, dreamed dreamt
feel felt felt

flee fled fled

hear heard heard

keep kept * kept

Pres.

kneel

leave

lose

mean
sleep

sweep
weep
shoe

Prei.

knelt

left

lost

meant
slept*

swept
wept*
shod

2. Verbs in ivhich the sufix has been dropped \ aftc

the voiucl.

Pres.

bleed

breed
feed

lead

meet

Pret.

bled

bred
fed

led

met

P. Part.

bled

bred
fed

led

met

Pres.
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5. I'l-rl's ill 'i'huh the sufflv has disapl'iurai * ivithoutfurther change,.

Frcs.
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Frcm the old verb won *=z ' to abide 'or 'be accustomed' comes the preterite
" I wont '' =z I was accustomed, and the present perfect "I am wont '' (made
like ' I am come '). The participle wont was turned into a noun (:= custom),

and from this noun is formed the adjective (not participle) wonted.

Fraught is a shortened form o( fratii^ktcd from fraught (Dutch vrachten) a
variety olfreight.

" \i x}\:i0Vifraught" is ibund in Shakspeare {Cj'/nl>.).

9. Thefollowing Weak Verbs were once of the Strong Conjugation:—
Infinitive. Preterite in A.S.
c\rve cearf-curfon [carfin Ch.)

cleaf-clufon {cleefln Piers PI.)

creap-crupon ((W'/" in Piers PI.)

dealf-dulfon [daif in Rob. Gl.)

healp-hulpon (halp in Ch.)

hle.'-p [lee/> in Ch.)

mealt-multon [malt in Piers PI.)

cleave

creep

delve

help

leap

melt

Infinitive. Preterite in A.S.
sleep slep (sleep in Ch.)
starve stearf-sturfou (starfm Ch..)

step stop [stope in Ch.)
swell sweall-swullon (s7oal in Ch.)
throng thrang {throng m Ch.)
wash wosc {wesh in Ch.)
weep weop [wep in Ch.

)

PERSONAL INFLEXIONS OF AN ENGLISH VERB.

227. The following table exhibits the personal vijlexions of a

verb. Let a single stroke ( ) stand for the infinitive

mood (without to), and a double stroke {^===zz=^ for the first

person singular of the past indefinite tense.

Singular,

Indicative Mood.

Present Indefinite Tense,

Plural, t

Singular.

_ est or st

_ eth,J as, or s.

Past Indefinite Tense,

Plural.

= est or St. §

Singular.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Indefinite Tense.

Plural.

Milton uses " he wons " = he dwells (German ivohnen^.
\ In early English the termination of the plural of this tense in all three persons was -es in

the Northern, •'n in the Midland, and -fi/i in the Southern dialects: "They hopes " (.s) ;
' I'hey hopen " (m) ;

" They hopeth " (s).

X 'I he pronunciation oi Jle-eth. se-cih, &c., shows that the suffix is -eth, not -th. The e
of-esl may b<" dropped whenever the pronunciation permits.

5 This suffix originally belonged only to the weak conjugation. In the strong conjugation
the suffix was -e, which we stilt find in Chaucer. (See § 230.) In the Northern dialect tlie e
was thrown off, so that we find such forms as t/w/i gaf. tJtoii sa-.v, &c. (See § 236.) In early
English est or st was often thrown off in verbs of the weak conjugation, as " Why ttad (= «<r

luhD thou put " (Chaucer). This was especially the case in the Northern dialect.
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Past Indefinite Tense.

The same * as in the Indicative Mood.

The suffix cs is added to verbs ending in a sibilant (as pass-cs,

catch-es) ; o (as j^o-trs, do-cs) ; or y preceded by a consonant, A'ijli-es,

piti-cs. If a verb ends in ic, c is changed to ck before -ino, -cd, or

-t'th, to preserve the hard sound of the c, as traffic/ciiig, nnniicked.

VERBAL INFLEXIONS IN ANGLO-SAXON.
228.—A. Veri;s of the Strong Conjugation.

Niman {to take).

InJ.—niman. /;///. Part.—nimende. Pcrf. Part.—(ge)numen.

Indieativc Mood.
Present Tense. l Preterite Tense.

Sing. Plural. Sing. Plural.
1. nime nimaS I. nam namon
2. nimest nimaS 2. name namon
3. nimeS nimaS

| 3. nam namon
Siihjjtnctive Mood.

Present Tense.
^

Sing. Plural.

I, 2, and 3, nime nimen

Crec

Ina
Present Tense.

Sing. Plural.

1. creope creopaS
2. crypst creopaS

3. cryp3 creopaS

Let particular attention be paid to the inflexions of the Preterite Tense,
especially the absence of -st in the second person singular, and the
curious change of vowel, t
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VERBAL INFLEXIONS IN CHAUCER.
230. The Infinitive ends in -en or -e. The Imperfect Participle ends in

-yng or -ynge. The Past Participle of Strong Verbs ends in -en or -e ; that

of Weak Verbs in -ed or -d (sometimes in -et or -t), and often has the

prefix ge-, or its weakened form i-.

The inflected gerund is occasionally found (as ' to seene,' A'n. T. 177).

The Present Indicative has in the Singular the suffixes (i) e, often

dropped or elided, (2) est, (3I eth, and in the Plural -en or -e for all

persons.

When a verb ends in -d or -t, -deth, or -teth is replaced by -t, as

stant^slaiidi'th, rvt^ryJdth, brcst—brcstcth [bursts).

The same inflexions occur in the Preterite Indicative of Weak Verbs.

The suffix of the Preterite in Weak Verbs was -ede, -de, or -te.

When the verb-stem ended in -t, the d of the sufiSx often disappeared,

as in caste— castedc. After -t we get -te, as lettc, incite, &c. After -d

the suffix was -de, as U''dde,fedde, &c.

The Preterite of Strong Verbs has -e (now and then -est) in the Second
Person Singular, and -en or -e in all persons of the plural. The plu al

also sometimes shows the curious change notice.! in § 225, 4. Thus
'I schal,' 'ye schul ' ;

' I heng, they hynge,' &c
The Present and Preterite Subjunctive have -e in all persons of the

Singular and -en in all persons of the Plural.

The Imperative ends in -eth. in the Plural, and (in some classes of

verbs) in -e in the Singular. The Northern dialect has -s for -th in

the Imperative.

DEFECTIVE AND ANOMALOUS VERB"
231. The verbs shall, will, may, must, can, dare, wit are

defccfive ; tliat is, have not all the usual moods and tenses.

A peculiarity which all these verbs (except wil/) have in common,
is, that the present tense is in reality a preterite of the strong conjuga-
tion, which has replaced an older present, and has had its own place
supplied by a secondary preterite of the v/eak conjugation. One con-
sequence of this is, that they none of them take -s as a suffix in the
third person singular, as that suffix does not belong to the preterite

tense. They take after them the infinitive without to.

232. SHALL.
[Infinitive in A. S. sculan rz. ' to owe.']

Indicative Mood.

Present Indefinite Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1. [I] shall I. [We] shall*

2. [Thou] shaitt 2. [Vou] shall

3. [He] shall 3. [They] shall

Past Indefinite Tense.

Sifii^u ar. Plural.

1. [I] should I. [We] should

2. [Thou] shouldst 2. [Y'ou] should

3. [He] should 3, [They] should

* In A.S. the forms were :

—

Siiij;;. 1. sceal ; 2. scealt; 3. sceal ; PI. 1, 2, and 3. sculon.
Chaucer uses s/iat in the .singul.ir, and s/tiit or skiilen in the pkiral.

t I'he t in shall, luilt, art, ivast, ivert, is an older form of the suffix than -st. (See § 219,
note.) In early English we oft'.;n find 'Thou sluil,' ' Thou wil,' ' Thou can,' 'Thou may.'
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Subjunctive Mood.

Past Indefinite Tense.

Sinc^ii!ar...l. [I] should. 2. [Thou] sliould t;;- shouldst* 3. [He] should.

riitral I. [We] should. 2. [V'ou] should. 3. [They] should

Shall (A. S. sceal) is (in form) a preterite, t When it came to be used as

a present tense, another preterite {should) of the weak conjugation was
formed to supply its place. The on of should comes from the u of
sciilan. In Anglo-Saxon the verb means ' to owe 'J

It then came to indicate some compulsion or obligation arising either

from the will of some superior authority, or from some external source.

Hence it is used in direct or reported commands, as " Thou shalt not
steal" ;

" Ve shall not surely die," i.e. 'There is surely no edict that

ye shall die ' ; "The tyrant shall perish," 2.^. 'Circumstances or the
will of others demand that the tyrant shall peiish' ;

" He demanded
where Christ should be born," i.e. ' Where it was fated or prophesied
that he was to be boi-n' ;

" You should always obey your parents,"
i.e. 'It is your duty to obey your parents.' It often conveys this-

sense in the first person, as "What sh.all I do?" i.e. "What
ought I {or a.VL\ I) to do?" and even when used as an auxiliary the

verb does not always altogether lose this force. (See § 213.)
In exclamations it is often omitted, as " What, I love ! I sue ! I seek
a wife !

" " Thou wear a lion's hide !
" (Shakspcare).

In Scotch and in the Northern dialects / shall is often abbreviated to

I'sl or Ish.

233. WILL.
Infinitive Mood—To Will (A.S. tvillau).

Indicative Mood.

Prisent Indefinite Tense.

SinQ-ular. Plural.

1. [1] will I. [We] wiU
2. [Thou] wilt 2. [You] will

3. [He] will 3. [They] will

Subjunctive Mood.

Past Indefinite Tense—Like the Indicative.

Will is followed by the infinitive without to ; as, " He tvill not obey."
This verb, besides being used as a mere auxiliary for forming future

tenses in the second and third persons (see \ 21 1) is used to express
determination or intention. It has this force in all its persons, as

—

"Not as I will, but as thou 'wilt" ; "In spite of warning, he will
continue his evil practices."

This verb is also used to express the frequent repetition of an action ;

* This -est or -st is modern. (See note § on § 227.)
t According to Grimm shall or skat is the preterite or perfect of a verb meaning to kill.

As killii'g involved the payment of the penalty or tuer-geld, ' I have killed,' came to mean
' I owe the line,' and thence ' I owe ' simply.

{
" Hu micel scealt pu?" = " How much sh.ilt thou?" = " How much owest thou?

(Litke xvi. 5). So in Chaucer, "The feith I shnt (= owe) to God and yow " (7V. and Cr.
1600). But the verb js also used in Anglo-Sasop as the ;iuxiliary of the future' tei^ae.
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as, "When he was irritated, he would Ya\e like a niaclman," " Some-
times a thousand twanging instruments -luHI hum about my ears

"

(Shaksp., Tempest).

An old lormof the present was 1 7i<ol or I ivole (compare the Latin void),

whence the negative /w(wV. In colloquial English the verb is often

shortened by the omission of 7i^/ or woul, as J^ll — I will, rd=I would.

(Respecting chill, chud, &c. , see § 137.) In old English it was
combined with the negative ne, ic nille= I will not, ic nolde=I 7Uoitld

not. We still have the phrase willy nilly= will he nill he, ox 'will ye
nill ye.

The participle willing has become a mere qualitative adjective.

Besides willan there existed in Anglo-Saxon the Weak forms willian

aftd wilnian, meaning, ' to desire or wish for.' From willian comes
the transitive verb 'to will,' conjugated like an ordinary weak verb

and admitting an object after it, as " lleiinlls my destruction,"' " They
willed n\y mm." Chaucer (.S/. 7\ 120) has wilneth^idesireth.

234. MAY.
Indicative and Subjunctive Moods.

Pdst Indefinite Tense.

Singular. Plural.

[I] might I. [We] might
[Thou] mightest 2, [Vou] might

3. [He] might 3. [They] might

235. The forms of the Present Indicative in Anglo-Saxon were :

Singular, i. mceg ; 2. miht; 3. niiieg. Plural, i, 2, and 3. magon.
In early English 'Thou miht,' or 'Thou nyght ' is found ; as 'Amende

thee while thou myght ' {Piers PI. 7454) ; alsc i'hou may ' {Maundeville, Sec).

A past participle is found in Chaucer, ' He had might ' r= ' he had been able.'

236. The_y in may is a softening of the ^ in the root Juag{A S. Inf. magan).

The modern present, I may, &.C., is in reality a preterite tense of an
older verb, and (like memini, iwvi, &c.) had originally ?i perfect 7nean-

ing of its own, which passed into a secondary present sense, denoting

the abiding result of some action.

A collateral variaty of may was mow or viozve. ' They mowe ' == they

may in Chaucer {CI. T. 530); "Nought mought {::= could) him
awake " (Spenser, P. Q. I. i, 42).

837. The verb may formerly denoted the possession of strength or power to

do anything.* It now indicates the absence of any physical or moral
obstacle to an action, as " A man may be rich and yet not haj^py "

;

" He might be seen any day walking on the pier," i.e., ' there was
nothin-^ to hinder his iieing seen.' The notion of permission springs

naturally from this meaning. When thus used it is a principal or

notional verb.

The verb may (when itself in the subjunctive mood) is often employed

* Thus in Mail. viii. 2, for "Thou canst make me clean" we find in Anglo-Saxon " 8u
miht me geclaensian "

; in WyclifTe's version, "Thou maist make me clene." In A.S.
" biitan nettum huntian ic ma;g " (I can hunt without nets).

The root of this verb (tnag) is identified by some (Fick, Vergl. Wort. vol. iii. p. 227) with
that oC ma^-nits, i/tac-tiis, and M^T^^i size and strength being closely related ideas.
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as a mere auxiliary of the suhjunctive after Av<?/ and lest. Instead of

" Give me this water that I thirst not," we now say " that I may not

thirst." (See § 185.)

MUST.
233. This verb has now no variations of form.

In Anglo-Saxon we find Infinitive m6tan= 'to be able.'

Jndic. Pres. Sing. I. Mot ; 2. Most
; 3. Mot. PI. Moton.

Fret. Sing, i and 3. Moste ; 2. Mostest. PL Moston.
In Cliaucer, Sing. 1 and 3. Mot or moot ; 2. Most or must ; PL
rnooten or moote ; though he also uses ' I moste ' as a j^resent tense

;

thus, ' I moste gon ' = ' I must go ' '\Tale ofM. of L. 282;.*

239. Mnst (A. S. moste) is the preterite* of the verb motan =: A; /'.?

allowed, or to be in a position to do soviething.\ It still has this sense

in such phrases as " Vou must not come in," i.e., ' You are not ]5er-

mitted to come in.' The old present mote is still used by Spenser. J

240. When the preterite vnist came to be used as a present, it acquired
a stronger sense, and was used to express (i) being bound or contpdled

to do something, as " He iitnst do as he is bid "
: (2) being unable to

control the desire or wdl, hence ts. fixed determination to do something
;

as " I must and will have my own way "
;
" So you vinst always be

meddling, nmst you ? " : {3) Certainty, or the idea that a thing cannot
hut be as is stated ; as " He surely must have arrived by this time "

;

"It must be so ; Plato, thou reasonest well."

241. The verb must is now used only in the indicative mood, and with
a /;'<'j<7// signification. In the sense 'was obliged' (as in " He must
needs pass through Samaria," yi?//;; iv. 4) it is obsolete. " I must
have been mistaken" means "It must be the casff that I was mis-
taken," i.e. ' It can not (present) be that I was not mistaken.'

242. CAN.
Indicative Mood.

Present Indefinite Ten^e.

Singidar. Plural.
1. [I] can I. [We] can
2. [Thou]cans4 2. [Vou] can

3. [He] can 3. [They] can

Past Indefinite Tense.

Singular. Plural.
1. [I] could I. [We] could
2. [Ihou] couldest 2. [You] could

or couldst

3. [He] could 3. [They] could

Subjunctive Mood.

Past Indefinite 7'ense. Like the Indicative.

* The s of must is a softened form of the ;* of the root mot before the / of the sufifix. Com-
pare the form luist {{ 245). See Kocli, i. p. 356.

+ E.g^. " Josep b«ed Pilatus \xt he mdste niman \^% Haslendes iichaman," ' Josepli bogged
Pilate that he mght be allowed to {iiinsC) take the Saviour's body ' (Joltn xix. 38).

* " Fra;lissa was as faire as faire incite bee" (/'. Q. i. 2, 37). Hyroii, who sometimes
affects archaisms without understanding them, uses mote as s.pasi tense, " Whate'er this grief
mote be, which he could not control."
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1

243. ANGLO-SAXON FORMS.

Infinitive cunnan ; P. P. geciiS.

Indicative Mood.

Pres. Tense. Sing. i. cann ; 2. canst or canne
; 3. cann. /V. cunnon.

Preterite. Stns^, 1 . cu<5e • 2. cuSest
; 3. cu3e. Plural, cuSon.

FORMS IN CHAUCER.
Infinitive. To conne. Past P. couth.

Pres. Sing. l. can ; 2. canst or can ; 3. can. PL connen or conne.
Pret. Sing. I. and 3. coude or couthe ; 2. coudest. PI. coude or couthe.

The / in could does not properly belong to the verb. It has been
inserted to make it agree in form with should and would. The A.S.
' ciiSe ' and early English ' coude ' have lost the n of the root, which
was still used in Gothic {kuntha). See § 137. Coude or could is of

the Weak Conjugation.

The old meaning of the verb is 'to know,'* a sense which it still

bears in Chaucer,t. and which is preserved in the form 'to con.'

The adjective cztntiing is the old Imperfect Participle of the verb. A
' a<«>«?';/^ person ' is a ' knoiving person.' Uncouth is a compound of
the Past Participle,! and in Milton means "unknown" [Lycid. 186).

Can (=r 7iocii in Latin) is tb.e Preterite [Strong form) from a present
which has disappeared. § Unlike shalt, wilt, &c. , 'canst' has -^/.||

244. OUGHT.
Singular. Plural.

I. [I] ought I. [We] ought
2. [Thou] oughtest 2. [Vou] ought

3. [He] ought 3. [They] ought

Ought is the past tense of the verb to owe ^ and is used in its old
sense by Shakspeare (/. tClng H. /V., iii. 3),

" He said you ought him
a thousand pounds." It is now used as a past only in the reported
form, as ' He said 1 ought to be satisfied.' In direct sentences the
reference to past time is indicated by using a perfect infinitive after it,

as " He ought to have said so," i.e., ' It was his duty to say so.' " He
ought (pres.) to do it " means ' he owes the doing of it.'

**

• As " Ne cann ic eow" = ' I know you not ' (Matt. xxv. 12).

t As "Can no division'' = ' Knojus no distinction' (JCn. T, 922). It also means ' to be
able,' as " That ne conne not know " = 'That are not able to know ' (Man of L. T. 483).

t Connected with the participle coutk (A.S gecu3) is the noun kith = 'acquaintance.'
' Kith and kin ' means ' acquaintance and kinsfolk.'

§ Can is another form of the Aryan root ^a« ox gnA, which appears as gno or kno m gno-
sco and knoiu. Name (like no-mcn) contains the root without the g or k. The word hen is

cognate, but of Scandinavian origin. (Skeat, Et. Diet.)

II
In Gothic, however, it is kant.

H The present tense of A.S. dgan was ' Ic ah,' &c. This is in reality a preterite formation.
From it was formed the secondary preterite ahte. The guttural h of this word accounts for
the^// of ought.

•* Compare the Latin ' Hoc facere debet.' Debeo is a compound aide and Italxo ; ' I !iave
from ' = ' I owe to." ^-— - t ^ .
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The orii^inal meaning of 'to owe' (A. S. ds^n/t) was ' to possess.' Tl often

has this meaning in Shakspcare. (See Schniuh's Lexicon.) "You o-uv me
a thousand pounds" means really "You have for me a thousand pounds."

Though the dative is essential to the meaning, the verb came to have its

modern sense independently of the dative.*

From the A. S. agan was formed a passive jiarticiple (7i,Y«=' possessed.'

The adjective own is the modern form of this. " My own book "zr
'My possessed book.' This adjective vvas turned into the verb 'to'

own,' from which 'owned' was made in its turn. So inA. S. from'
' agen ' was made ' agnian ' =: ' lo own.' ' To own' = ' to grant or'

concede' is from the different A.S. verb iinnan (still used by Layamom
and Ormin). It has got confused with the preceding verb.

There used to be a perfect participle ought, t To owe, in its moderm
sense, is conjugated regularly as a verb of the weak conjugation.

245. WIT.
To 7uit (A.S. laifan) means 'to know.' "I do you to wit,"'

means ' I make you to know.' The forms / laot, God ivoty

you wot, they wot, are found in old writers. IVot (A.S. 7Vcit)'

is a preterite of the strong form, used as a present,t and
replaced by a preterite 7uist of the weak conjugation.§

In Chaucer the forms for the present are

—

Sini^. i. wot ;:

2. wost
; 3. wot or woot ; PL witen.

Wots, luotteth [Gen. xxxix. 8). and 2voited are false forms (see \ 227), as is;

the participle zvotting [Winters Tale, iii. 2). The old form was
witende. The correct form is retained in unwittingly. The past

participle unwist is used by Surrey. (Comp. Germ, ungcivusst.)

Combination with the negative ne gave the' old English forms nat (i.e..

ne wdt)= know not, niste (i.e. ne coiste)-=iknrLU not, &c.

DARE.
246. I dare is an old preterite, now used as a present. The third persore

is therefore properly he dare, not he dares (§ 231). The past tense now in

use is ' I durst.' (The older form of the root was daurs, which accounts for the

s. Compare Oapff-iiv.) To dare is also conjugated like an ordinaiy Weak
Verb. The two sets of forms have got confused.

Anglo-Saxon Forms:—Sing. I. dear; 2. dearst
; 3, dear. /"/. durron.|||

Past Tense, dorste, &c.

• In early English we find a very curious impersonal use of ought ; thus "Us oughte have

patience " = ' It beseems us to have patience ' {Chancer, Melib) ;
" As him oughte " (^Man of

L. 'P., 1097). . , , , ,

+ Phrases like "He hadu't onght to do it" are perfectly grammatical, though vulgar.

i The root mil is the same as F}^ in the Greek Fi&t'iv, and vid in the L.itin 7iid-eo, and'

originally meant see. The preterite present wot may be compared with the Greek oiha.

' I have seen '= ' I know.'
§ The s of luist is a softened form of the t of init before the t of the suffix in ivitte._ This

chanjje occurs in various Teutonic langiuiges. Compare vtust (§ 239, note), " I wist not

that "he was the high priest" = 'I knew not,' &c. {Acts xxiii. 5). /r/.?/ has nothing to

do with an imaginary present / wis, which (when not a mere affectation) is simply a corrup-

tion of the word j/w/i- = certain (A..S. gcwts). I'lie verb to wiss = to slunu or teacll (A.S.

•wisian or wissian) is a different verb, though derived from the same root.

11
Thfbc inllexions mark a preterite leiisc. -
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THINKS.
247, The impersonal THINKS (in inethinks) means ' seems,' and comes

from the Anglo-Saxon thincan, ' to appear.' The past tense is metlaought.*
It is not the same as the verb ' I think ' (from thencan), though the latter verb

(meaning 'I cause to appear,' i.e. to my mind) is related to the former as
' drench ' (=r maie to drink) is to ' driiik.

'

" Me LISTS" =1: it pleases me. " Him listed " = it pleased him. This

verb is sometimes used as personal ;
' I list,' &c., WVq please. f

" Woe worth the day " ^ ' Woe be to the day.' WORTH is a relic of

the old verb wcorthan -=: to become.

HIGHT (=:« called or 7vas called) is properly a reduplicated perfect

(Gothic haihait) oi Mtatt 'to call,' or 'be named.' It is also used as a

present tense. Chaucer has the present "I hoote" (Aw. T. 700), and the

preterite "highte" {Frol. 616). In Shakspeare ' hight ' is a present tense. J

The verb Mtan (like heissm in German) means both ' to command or promise

'

and 'to be called' {i.e. ' to call or proclaim oneself). InA.S. the preterite

was heht in the active sense, and Mtte in the passive sense.

NEED, though not a preterite, has been so far assimilat^id to the preterite-

present verbs, that the third person is 'he need,' not 'he needs.' When
thus used, the verb has the sense " to be under a necessity to d6 something."'

Where it signifies "to be in want of" it is conjugated in the ordinary manner.

The third person singular needs must not be confounded with the adverb needs

(i.e. of need t'r necessity), as in " He must needs go through Samaria."

DIGtHT (from dihtan 'to adoa-n ') is a perf. part, shortened from dighted.\

Dight was also once used as a present tense and as a preterite.

248. The Wotional and Aiixiliary Verb HAVE.
Infinitive Mood.

Indefinite Tense, [To] have. Perfect Tense, [To] have had.

Participles.

Imperfect Participle, Having ; Perfect Participle (passive), Had ;

Compound Perfect Participle (active), Having had.

Indicative Mood.

Present Indefinite Tense.

Singrilar. i. [I] have ; 2. [Thou] hast
; 3. [He] hath or has.

Plural. I. [We] have ; 2. [You] have
; 3. [They] have.

• In Chaucer we find ' it thinketh me ' (A'«. T. 3968), and ' it thoughte me' (Prol. 385).

t These impersonal verbs were formerly much more common. Thus "The hungreth

"

{Piers PI., &c ) ;
" Me thursteth "

;
" It me forthynketh " = ' poenitet me '

;
" Hem nedeth.

'

In Chaucer we find '• Me mette " = ' I dreamed '

;
" Him gamed " ^ ' he was pleased '

;

" Him smerte " = ' he was pained.'

X As: "This grisly beast, which by name Lion hight, the trusty Thisbe . . . did scare

away" {Mi<{s. iV. D. v. i). There is no participle hight, though Byron invents one.

(Compare note on § 239.) In early English we find ' was haten ' or ' was hoten ' (= ".vas

called). The root of hatan is identical with that of the Greek Kix\iu>. This interchange of

f or (/ with / is quite common, as in liicrima = o.iKpn =^ tear. (See note } on § loi.)

\ Decked iS'com deck), meaning ' covered ' or ' adorned,' has got confused with this word, ;
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Present Perfect Tense.

Singular. [I] have had, &c. Plural. [We] have had, &c.

Past Indefinite Tense.

Singular, i. [I] had ; 2. [Thou] hadst ; 3. [He] had.
Flural. I. [We] had; 2. [Vouj had; 3. [They] had.

Past Perfect Tense.

Singtilar. [I] had had, &c. Flw-al. [We] had had, &c.

Future Indefinite Tense.

Singular, i. [I] shall have ; 2. [Thou] wilt have ; 3. [He] will have.

Flural. I. [We] shall have ; 2. [You] will have
; 3. [They] will have.

Future Perfect Tense.

Sing. [I] shall have had, <S:c. Plural. [We] shall have had, &c.

Imperative Mood.

Singular. Have [thou]. Plural. Have \yo\x or ye].

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Indefinite Tense.

(Used after if, thai, lest, unless, &-c.)

Singular, i. [I] have ; 2. [Thou] have ; 3. [He] have.

Pluial. I. [We] have ; 2. [Vou] have
; 3. [They] have.

Present Perfect Tense.

(Used after if, that, iinlcss, &c.)

Singular. I. [I] have had ; 2. [Thou] have had
; 3. [He] have had.

Plural. I. [We] have had, &c.

(a.) Past Indefinite Tense.

(Used mostly after if, that, unless, &c.)

The same in form as in the Indicative Mood.

(/'. ) Secondary or Compound Form.

(When net preceded by Conjunctions.*)

Sing. I. [I] should have ; 2. [Thou] wouldst have; 3. [He] would have.

Plural. I. [We] should have ; 2. [You] would have ; 3. [They] would have.

{a.) Past Perfect Tense.

(Used mostly after if, that, unless, &.c.)

The same in form as the Indicative.

* After//, though, iiulfss, lest, &c., the secoiKl and third persons are foimed hy shtmliist

and s/u>Mld,
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(i5.) Secondary or Compound Form. ->
,

(When not preceded by Conjunctions.*)

Singular. Plural.

1. [I] should have had. I. [We] should have had.

2. [Thou] wouldst have had. 2. [You] would have had.

3. [He] would have had. 3. [They] would have had.

When have is followed by a noun that implies some continuous act, as

'to have a game,' 'to have one's dinner,' &c., it may have also imper-

fect tenses like an ordinary verb.

Had is a short form for haved, hast for havest, hath for haveth.

249. In Anglo-Saxon the stem of the verb is hah [Infin. 'habban'). But

the b is softened to /before a suffix beginning with a consonant. The
personal inflexions are those of the Weak Conjugation.

For the infinitive or plural haven Chaucer uses ha7i. He also uses nath

{ne hath) =z hath not ; nadde or nad (ne hadde) =. had not. Similar

forms were used in Anglo-Saxon.

When the verb is used as a mere auxiliary of perfect tenses, the notion of
' possessing ' has (now) altogether evaporated.

There is nothing anomalous in the conjugation of Have, except that

havest \)&co\\it'i, hast ; haved, had ; haves, has; ^vaA haveth, hath.

The verb have sometimes has the meaning of keep or hold (as ' to have

in mind '). It may then be conjugated like an ordinary verb.

250. The Notional and Auxiliary Verb BE.

Infinitive Mood.

Indefinite Tense, [To] be. Perfect Tense, [To] have been.

Participles.

Imperfect, Being ; Perfect, Been ; Compound Perfect, Having been.

Indicative Mood.

Present Indefinite Tense.t

Singular, i. [I] am; 2. [Thou] art; 3. [He] is.

Plural. I. [We] are ; 2. [You] are; 3. [They] are.

Present Perfect Tense. J

Singular. [I] have been, &c. Plural. [We] have been, &c.

r~
* After if, though, unless, test, &c., the second and third persons are formed by shouldst

and should.

t Another form of the present tense, indicative mood, still used in some parts of the country,

and found in Shakspeare and Milton, is [I\he,[t/tou\l!eest,[he'\be, [~we'\be otben, [you] beorben,

[they] be. ben, or bin. In " Everything that pretty bin " (Shahs/'.), bin is probably//«ra/, every-

thitig'heing treated as equivalent to alt things (see § 175). Byron's use of /'/« (" There bin another

pious reason" is of no authority. See note on 5 239. In the Northern dialect 'e.g: in Ham-
pole and ' Cursor Mundi '), es and er (= is and are) are alternative plural forms for all persons.

Shakspeare often uses is as a plural. As the word consists of the mere root (is = as) without

suffix, it may as well be plural as singular. Similar remarks apply to loes and mer, which
are both plural in the Northern dialect. ('They was' in T. Andron, iv. i, 38.)

\ For the full forms of these compound tenses sec the paradigm of the verb smite.
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Past Indefinite Tense.
Singitlar. I. [I] was ; 2. [I'hou] wast or wert* ; 3. [He] was.

Plural. I. [We] were; 2. [Vou] were; 3. [They] were.

Past Perfect Tense.
Sln^/tlar. I. [I] liail been ; 2. [Thou] hadst been, &c.
Phiral. I. [We] had been, &c.

Future Indefinite Tense.
Sht<;iihir. I. [11 shall be ; 2. [Thou] wiU be

; 3. [lie] will be.

riiiral. I. [\Ve] shall be; 2. [Vou] will be
; 3. [They] will be.

Future Perfect Tense.
Singular, i. [I] shall have been ; 2. [Thou] wilt have been, &c.
Plural. I. [We] shall have been ; 2. [Vou] will have been, &c.

Iraperative Mood.
Singular. Be [thou]. Phiral. Be [ye or you].

Subjunctive Mood.
Present Indefinite Tense.

(After if, that, thougk, lest, &c.)

Sin^dar. i. [1] be ; 2. [Thou] be; 3. [He] be.

Plural. I. [We] be ; 2. [Vou] be ; 3. [They] be.

Present Pe.-fect Tense.
(After if, that, though, unless, &c.)

Singular. I. [I] have been ; 2. [Thou] have been
; 3. [He] have been.

Plural. I [We] have been ; 2. [Vou] have been
; 3. [They] have been.

Past Indefinite Tense.
(Used mostly after if, that, though, unless, &c.)

Si>i<;ular. i. fl] were; 2. [Thou] wert; 3. [He] were.

Plural. I. [We] were ; 2. [Vou] were ; 3. [They] were.

Secondary or Compound Form.

(When not preceded by Conjunctions, t)

Singular. I. [I] should be; 2. [Thou] wouldst be ; 3. [He] would be.

Plural. I. [We] should be ; 2. [Vou] would be
; 3. [They] would bo

Past Perfect Tense.
(Used mostly after if, that, though, iinless, Sec.)

The same in form as the Indicative.

Secondary or Compound Form.

(W'hen not preceded by Conjunctions. t)

Singular. I. [I] should have been ; 2. [Thou] wouldst have been
;

3. [He] would have been.

Plural. I. [We] should have been ; 2. [Vou] would have been ;

3. [Tliey] would have been.

• There is no necessity for regarding ivert as exclusively .1 sulijiinctive form. In Anglo-
Saxon the form was 7utfre. Thou were is found in early English writers. Wert is formed
after the analogy of 'Jjilt and shalt. 'I'he form luast did no\ appear in English before the

fourteenth century, and was preceded by luas (t/.oti was). Wast is used by Wycliffe.

H^'ert, as a subjunctive form, belon^js only to modern English. (Koc/t, i. p. 348.)

t After if, thougli, unless, test, Ike, the second .;ind third persons are formed by sliculdit

^d sliould.
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251. ANGLO-SAXON FORMS.
Inf.—beon, wesan. Imp. Part.—wesende. Perf. Part.— (ge)wesen.

Indicative Mood.
Present Tense.

Sii/g.

Plural.
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(l.) The present tense of the indicative mooQ is formed from
the old Aryan root as, which appeals in Greek and Latin in the

form es. The s of the root is dropped in (j//i = a{s)/n, and
softened to r in ari and afe.

In am -m is a relic of the pronoun me of the First Person* (§ 219).

It occurs in no other English verb. Respecling the suffix -/in art, see §

219 and note, /s is the mere root without jiersonal suffix. ^1n- {—aroit,

i.e. as-on, of the Northern dialect) is of Scandinavian origin. Sind
has exactly the same radical elements as sunt in Latin.

(2.) The present subjunctive, the imperative, the infinitive, and the

participles are formed from the root bcA
(3.) The past indefinite tense of the indicative and subjunctive is

formed from the root wes or was, s being softened to r in the plural

and in the subjunctive. J
In old English nam {ne am) — am not, nart (nc art) — art not, &c.

The verb t>e has its notional meaning (§ 1S5) in such sentences as "To
be, or not to be, that is the question.

"

853. The verb l>e is a most important verb for the right understanfling of

the etymology and syntax of verbs in general, because it has distinct

forms for the past indefinite in the indicative and subjunctive moods.
The verb de, therefore, is a test verb. By substituting it (if ]iossil)le)

in place of any other verb in a sentence where the construction is

doubtful or difficult, we can see directly what part of the verb it is

that is really used. In such sentences as, " He won /ct not come (i e.

'he was not willing to come ') when I called him ;" "He con/it not

lift the weight {i.e. 'he was not able to lift the weight ') when he
tried ;" " He told me that I might go " (i.e. ' that itTiw.r permitted me
to go ') ; the verbs eonld, would, might, are in the indicative mood :

the sentences are simple assertions. On the other hand, in such

sentences as "I eonld not do it if I were to try;" "I sJwnld not

have said that, if you had not asked me ;" "I would not tell you
if I eotdd ;'" "He might have done it if he had liked;"—the verbs

which are in italics are in the subjunctive mood ; it is impossible to

substitute for them phrases containing the indicative mood of the verb

'be.'

254. The Notional and Auxiliary Verb DO.

Infinitive Mood.

Indefinite, [To] do ; Imperfect, [To] be doing ; Perfect, [To] have done.

Participles.

Imperfect, Doing ; Perfect, Done ; Compound Perfect, Having done.

* Ant contains in reality the same radical elements {as-i>i) as sum in Latin {es-u-m), where
te is only a connecting vowel, and el/ui (= eff^ii) in Greek. The root as (according to some
authorities) means ' breathe.'

f The root 6e is the same as /u- 01 /o- in Latin {Jul, fore') and 0ii ((^rw) in Greek, a»4
Jneans 'grow' or ' cause to grow.'

• X The root wes, is said to mean ' abide.
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Indicative Llood.

Present Indefinite Tense.

Singular, i. [I] do ; 2. [Thou] dost
; 3. [He] doth or does.

Plural. I. [We] do ; 2. [You] do
; 3. [They] do.

Past Indefinite Tense.

Singular. I. [1] did ; 2. [Thou] didst
; 3 [He] did.

rinral. I. [We] did ; 2. [Vou] did ; 3. [They] did.

254(5. Do (when used as a notional verb) is not defective in Voice, Mood,
or Tense. ZJ/i/ is a reduplicated Preterite. (See § 221.) The forms
doest and doeih do not belong to the verb when it is a mere auxiliary, nor
do the infinitive mood and the participles. Do requires the simple
infinitive (§ 195) after it ('do love,' &c.), except in the phrase "I
(we) do you to wit."

255. This verb do (A.S. dSn) must not be confounded with do from A. S.

dugan, ' to avail, to be strong, to profit,' which is used in the phrases
' That will do,'' ' How do you do ? '* &c. (In Scotch do7a, pret. docht,

do'iocht or don^kt, from which we get doughty.) Through confusion the
preterite did is now used for both verbs.

Do is used as an ordinary transitive verb, as ' He did the deed '; ' Do justice.'

Formerly, also, when followed by the simple infinitive it had the sense of
'make ' or 'cause,' as :

—" Schedoth me al this wo endure " (Chaucer, A'«. T.

1538 = 'She causes me to endure'; "They have done her understonde"
(Goicer) = 'They have made her understand '

;
" We do t you to wit." Do

had also the sense of ' put.' as don = ' put on '
; du/> = ' put up ' (i.e. ' open '

;

compare the German aufthun) ; doff = ' put off' ; dout or douse = ' put out.'
Do is also used as an intransitive notional verb, as " I shall not do so," i.e.

' ticl so.'

258. Do as an auxiliary verb, followed by the simple infinitive of a
verb, constitutes a compound equivalent of the simple present or past
indefinite tense of that verb. Thus " I do see -' = ' I see' ; " He did
f;\ir' = 'he fell' When an emphasis is laid upon the auxiliary verb
this form becomes the emphatic form X of the verb, as " I do love you "

;

" That does astonish me."
This compoiaid form is used in ordinary § speech instead of the

simple present and past indefinite tenses of verbs in negative and
interrogative sentences, as :—" I do not hear you " = ' I hear you
not

' ;
" We did not speak" = ' we spoke not ' ; "Do you hear ? " =

' Hear you .?

' ;
" Did he not say so ? " = ' said he not so 1

'

But the verb do is never employed when the subject of the sentence
is an interrogative pronoun, or when an interrogative word qualifies
the subject or an adjective attached to the subject, as " Who broke the
window ? " " Which boy did this ? " " How many persons voted ?

"

* Wedgwood, however, suggests that in this phrase 'do' = 'perform,' "How do you per-
form [the duties and functions of life]'.'" and compares the old French "Comment le faites
vous? " So in German we have "Was machen Sie?"

* Or does this mean "We/ui you to the knowing of it"?
t The emphatic sense is due entirely to the sfn'ss laid upon the auxiliary. It does not

exist when there is no stress on the verb do. But then any verb becomes emphatic when a stress
IS laid upon it.

§ In poetry the simple forms are frequently retained.
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With elision of the (kpcndcnl infinitive, the uncmphatic rero av »orms a

weak repetition of a preceding verb, as "'I do not spend so much as he docs
Tspend] " ; " We went away before you did [go]."

Compound forms made wilii tlie auxiUary ih are never usetl to replace a com-
pound tense of the active voice, or any tense whatever of the passive voice

;

nor is do used with- the verbs have, be, may, can, must, shall, will, except thnt

it m.ay form an emphatic i>npcrative of 'have' and 'be,' as "Do have
patience"; "Do be quiet."

257. Complete Conjugation of a Verb.*

SMITE.
ACTIVE VOICE.
Infinitive Mood.

Indefinite, [To] smite ; Imperfect, [To] be smiting.

Perfect, [To] have smitten.

Perfect of Continued Action, [To] have been smiting.

Participles.

Imperfect, Smiting ; Perfect, Having smitten.

Perfect of Continued Action, Having been smiting.

Indicative Mood.
Present Indefinite Tense.

Singular. I. [I] smite ; 2. [Thou] smitest
; 3. [He] smites.

Plural. I. [We] smite ; 2. [You] smite ; 3. [They] smite.

Present Imperfect Tense.

StM!^. I. [I] am smiting ; 2. [Thou] art smiting ; 3. [He] is smiting.

Plia: I. [We] are smiting ; 2. [You] are smiting
; 3. [They] are smiting.

Present Perfect Tense.

Si7tq. 1. [I] have smitten ; 2. [Thou] hast smitten ; 3. [He] has smitten.

Plur. I. [We] have smitten ; 2. [You] have smitten ; 3. [They] have smitten.

Present Perfect of Continued Action.

Sing. [I] have been smiting, &c. Pl'^r. [We] have been smiting, &c.

Past Indefinite Tense.

Sin^. I. [I] smote ; 2. [Thou] smotest ; 3. [He] smote.

Plitr. I. [We] smote ; 2. [You] smote ; 3. L'^^i'-'y] smote.

Past Imperfect Tense.

SifiiT. I. [I] was smiting ; 2. [Thou] wast smiting ; 3- [He] was smiting.

Plur. I. [We] were smiting; 2. [You] were smiting ; 3- [ 1 hey] were smiting.

Past Perfect Tense.

Siuo. I. [I] had smitten; 2. [Thou] hadst smitten; 3. [He] had smitten.

Piiir. I. [We] had smitten; 2. [You] had smitten ; 3. [They] had smitten.

• It will not be easy to make mistakes in the verb which is here given. Most grammars

follow the very objectionable plan of givii ^ as a model some verb m which the past mdehnite

tense and the perfect participle are the sam in form. If a dozen beginners were set to

analyse such a verb, three-fourths of the.-, would probably pronounce the present perfect

ten.se to be made up of .l.r.v" and the past indefinite tense. The verbs drive, s/uikc, take,

would also do for practice.
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Past IPerfect of ContiHiied Action.

Si'/i^. [I] had been smiting, lVc. F^/er. [We] had been smiting, &c.

Future Indefinite Tense.

S/>i^. I. [I] shall smite ; 2. [Thou] wilt saiite
; 3* [He] will smite.

Fhir. I. [We] shall smite ; 2. [You] will smite ; 3. [They] will smite.

Future Imperfect Tense.

Si/i«^. [1] shall be smiting, &c. F/tir. [We] shall be smiting, &c.

Future Perfect Tense.

Sin^. [I] shall have smitten. Sec. Phir. [We] shall have smitten, ikc.

Future Perfect of Continued Action.
[I] shall have been smiting, &c.

Imperative Mood.
Singular. Smite [thou]. Plural. Smite [}'ou or ye].

Subjunctive Mood.
Present Indefinite Tense.
(After if, that, though, lest, &c.)

Singular, i. [I] smite ;* 2. [Thou] smite ; 3. [He] smite.

Plural. I. [We] smite ; 2. [You] smite
; 3. [They] smite.

Present Imperfect Tense.
(After if, that, though, lest, &c.)

Sing. I. [I] be smiting ; 2. [Thou] be smiting
; 3. [He] be smiting.

Plur. I. [We] be smiting; 2. [You] be smiting; 3. [They] be smiting.

Present Perfect Tense.
Sing. I. [I] have smitten ; 2. [Thou] have smitten

; 3. [He] have smitten.
Plur. I. [We] have smitten ; 2. [You] have smitten

; 3. [They] have smitten.

Present Perfect of Continued Action.
[I] have been smiting, &€.

Past Indefinite Tense.
Identical in form with the Indicative.

Secondary or Compound Form.

(^Vhen not preceded by Conjunctions.)

Sing. I. [I] should smite ; 2. [Thou] wouldst smite
; 3. [He] would smite.

Plur. I . [We] should smite ; 2. [You] would smite
; 3. [They] would smite.

(After if that, lest. Sec, the second and third persons are formed with shouldst
and should.)

Past Imperfect Tense.
(Used mostly after if, that, though, &c.)

Sing. I. [I] were smiting; 2. [Thou] wert smiting; 3. [He] were smiting.
Plur. I. [We] were smiting ; 2. [You] were smiting

; 3. [They] were smiting.

• After thai the present and past indefinite tenses of the subjunctive are expressed by
compounds of may,—' That I may smite," ' That I might smite,' &.Q. _

.

_
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Sccoiii/iiyy or Condilional Form.

(\\'licn not i)receded by Coujunciioiis.)

Shig. I. [tj ^liould bo smiting; 2. [Thou] wouklst lie smiting, &c.

riur. I. |.We] should be smiting ; 2. [You] would be smiting, &c.

(After //, ///(?/, lest, &c., the second and third persons are formed with shouldst

and shoII/if.)

Past Perfect Tense.

(Used mostly after if, though, unless, &c.)

[I] had smitten, &c. (Like the Indicative.)

Secondary or Conditional Form,

(When not preceded by Conjunctions.)

Sini^. I. [I] should have smitten; 2. [Thou] wouldst have smitten;

3. [He] would have smitten.

riitr. I. [We] .should have smitten; 2. [You] would have smitten;

3. [They] would have smitten.

(After if, though, lest, &c., the second and third persons are formed with
shouldst and should.)

Past Perfect of Continued Action.

I. [I] had been smiting ; 2. [Thou] hadst been smiting, Sec.

Secondary or Conditional Form.

I. [I] should have been smiting ; 2. [Thou] vi^ouldst have been smiting, &c.

PASSIVE VOICE.

Infinitive Mood.
Indefinite. [To] be smitten.

Perfect. [To] have been smitten.

Participles.

Indefinite. Being smitten.

Perfect. Smitten, or Having been smitten.

Indicative Mood.
Present Indefinite Tense.

Sing. I. II] am smitten ; 2. [Thou] art spitten; 3. [He] is smitten.

Flier. I. [We] are smitten ; 2. [You] are smitten ; 3. [They] are smitten.

Present Imperfect Tense.

I. [I] am being smitten; 2. [Thou] art being smitten, &c.

Present Perfect Tense.

Sing. I. [I] have been smitten ; 2. [Thou] hast been smitten, &c.

Fhir. I. [We] have been smitten, &c.

Past Indefinite Tense.

Sing. I. [I] was smitten; 2. [Thou] wast smitten; 3. [He] was

smitten.

Plur, 1. [We] were smitten; 2. [You] were smitten; 3. [They] were

smitten.
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Past Imperfect Tense,

Sins;- [1] was being smitten, &c. Phcr. [^Ve] were being smitten, <S:c.

Past Perfect Tense.

Sing. I. [I] had been smitten ; 2. [Thou] hadst been smitten, &c.
Pliir. I. [We] had been smitten, &c.

Future Indefinite Tense.

Sutg. I. [I] shall be smitten ; 2. [Thou] wilt be smitten ; 3. [He] will

be smitten.

Plitr. I. [We] shall be smitten ; 2. [You] will be smitten ; 3. [They]
will be smitten.

Future Imperfect Tense.
[I] shall be being smitten, &c.

Future Perfect Tense.

Sing. I. [I] shall have been smitten ; 2. [Thou] wilt have been smitten ;

3. [He] will have been smitten.

Plur. I. [We] shall have been smitten ; 2. [You] will have been
smitten; 3. [They] will have been smitten.

Imperative Mood.
Sing. Be [thou] smitten. Plw. Be [ye] smitten.

Subjunctive Mood.
Present Indefinite Tense.

(After if, that, though, &c.)

Sing. I. [I] be smitten ; 2. [Thou] be smitten
; 3. [He] be smitten.

Plur. I. [We] be smitten ; 2. [You] be smitten
; 3. [They] be smitten.

(After that the present and past indefinite tenses are replaced by compounds
oi may, ' That I may be smitten,' ' That I might be smitten,' lic.)

Present Imperfect Tense.
(After if, that, though, lest, &c.)

Sing. [I] be being smitten, &c. Plur. [^Ve] be being smitten, &c.

Present Perfect Tense.
(After if, that, though, &c.)

Sing. I. [I] have been smitten ; 2. [Thou] have been smitten
; 3. [He]

have been smitten.

Plur. I. [We] have been smitten, &c.

Past Indefinite Tense.
(After if, that, though, &c.)

Sing. I. [I] were smitten; 2. [Thou] wert smitten; 3. [He] were
smitten.

Plur. I. [We] were smitten, iSic.

Secondary or Conditional Form.

(When not preceded by Conjunctions.)

Sing. I. [I] shoidd be smitten ; 2. [Thou] wouldst be smitten
; 3. [Me]

would be smitten. . .
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Fill): I. [Wc] should be smitten; 2. [Vou] would be smitten;
3. [They] would be smitten.

(After Conjunctions the second and third persons arc formed with shouhlst

and should.)

Past Imperfect Tense.
(After if, that, tlwtigh, &c.)

Sing. I. [I] were being smitten; 2. [Thou] wert being smitten

j

3. [He] were being smitten.
Plur. 1. [We] were being smitten, <S;c.

Past Perfect Tense.
Identical in form with the Past Perfect Indicative.

Secondary or Conditional Form.
(When not preceded by Conjunctions.)

Sing. I. [I] should have been smitten; 2. [Thou] wouldst have been
smitten

; 3 [He] would have been smitten.

Plur. I. [We] should have been smitten ; 2. [You] would have been
smitten

; 3. [They] would have been smitten.

(After Conjunctions the second and third persons are formed with shoiildst

and sJionld.)

It thus appears that in the conjugation of an English verb auxiliaries

are used for the following purposes :—
1. The verb have is used to form all the Perfect Tenses (present,

past, and future) in both voices. It is solely a tense-sign.

2. The verb be is used to form all the Imperfect Tenses of either

voice, and as the auxiliary of the Passive Voice. In the Passive it is

both a Voice-sign and a Tense-sign. The verb be is also used to

form the Perfect Tenses of some neuter verbs in the Active Voice, as
' He is gone,' ' They were come.'

3. The verbs shall and will are used in the Indicative Mood as

Tense-signs to form the Future Tenses. (See § 210.)

4. May and might, should and would are used, when they have
i]icmselvcs a subjunctive force, to make the compound or periplirastic

forms of the present and past tenses of the Subjunctive Mood of other
verbs. When thus used these verbs are Mood-signs. (See § 237.) '

5. Do is used as an auxiliary to form Present and Past Indefinite

Tenses, under the restrictions stated in § 256.

ADVERB.*
258. It has been seen (§ 88) that tilings belonging to the sanm

group are distinguished from each other by certain qualities or

attributes which are denoted by adjectives^

* Latin advcrhium (from arf and verbtiin), Greek fnif'ipnfxa. It was so named because its

relation to the verb was the most marked and frequent. Adverbs, Prepositions, and Coa-
junctions are Secondary Parts 0/ Speech. See \ 25.
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< In like manner different instances of an action or attribute

are distinguished from each other as regards the Time, the Place,
the Manner, the Degree, or the Attendant Circumstancss in

^vhich each occurs or is found. These constitute the ' Condi-
tions ' which limit an action or attribute, or disLinguish it Irom
other instances of the same sort.

259. Definition,—Adverbs are words which denote the con-

ditions which Hmit or distinguish an action or attribute. This
is what is meant by saying that an adverb is a word "which
modifies a verb, adjective, or other adverb, as "He writes

badly " ;
" The book is too long " ;

" He reads very badly."

230. An adverb adds somethhig to the meaning of a verb or adjec-
tive, but does not alter the meaning of the word itself. ' Writes
badly,' means all that 'writes' means, and 'badly' besides. But this

word ' badly' restricts the application of the verb ' writes ' to a certain

class of the actions described by it. Therefore we may also have the

Definition.—An Adverb is a word which adds to the riieaning,

and limits the application, of a verb,* adjective, or other adverb.

CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERBS.

261. Adverbs may be classified in two ways, (i) according to

their syntactical force, (2) according to their meaning.

262. As regards their syntactical force adverbs are of two
kinds:— i. Simple Adverbs ; 2. Conjunctive Adverbs. •

A simple adverb is one which does nothing more than modify
the word with which it is used, as " We arrived yesterday "

;

*' He is coming hither^''' Interrogative adverbs come under
this head, as " Whither has he gone t " (where -whither modi-
fies has gotie) ; '''How many were present?" (where how
modifies many).
A conjunctive adverb is one which not only modifies some verb,
adjective, or other adverb in its own clause, but connects the
clause in which it occurs with the rest of the sentence ; as when
(" Come when you are ready ") ; whither (" Whither I go, ye
cannot come").
Here when modifies the verb are, and whither modifies go.

263. A relative adveib always refers to some demonstrative word, expiessed
or understood, which stands to it ia the same sort of relation that tlie

antecedent stands in to a relative pronoun, as, "Come (thcii) when you
are ready ;" " There, where a few torn shrubs the place disclose."

* An Adverb may be attached to an Infinitive Mood or a Geruad, as " To rise early (or
rising early) is a wholesome practice."
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Care is necessary to distinguish connective a.Jvcrhs * from connective

words wiiich are not adverbs. Many conjunctions refer to time, place,

cause, &c. ; but they do not refer to these conditions in connection luith

any verb or adjective of the clause which they introduce ; but the whole
of the subordinate clause has the force of an adverb attached to some
word in the principal clause of the sentence, as " He said that because

he believed it." Here because does not, by itself, modify either the

verb believed or the verb said, but the clause because he believed it is an
adverbial clause modifying the verb said.

284. The following words are conjunctive adverbs : IV/ien, where,
•w/iiiher, lulicncc, ho'w,\ wliy,\ wherein, whej-edy, where/ore, whereon,
whereat, whereout, wherecifter, wherever, as.%

265. Both simple and connective adverbs may be classified

according to their meaning, as—
1. Adverbs of Time : Now, ihe?t, after, before, presently, imme-
diately, when, as, " As I was returning I met him," &c.

2. Adverbs of Place and Arrangement : Here, there, thence,

where, whither, whence, wherein, whereat, in, out, up, down,
within, without, firstly, secotidly, &c.

* .Such words as where, ivhcn,w/iither, &c., are as unquestionably adverbs when used with
a connective force, as they are when used interrogatively, or as are the corresponding words
tliete, then, thither, &c. It is a mistake to class them among the conjunctions. It is true that
they are connective or conjunctive words, but so are Relative Pronouns ; yet nobody calls

•who or luhicli a ' Conjunction.'
'1 he so called test of an adverb, given by some writers, that it is a word which can be

moved about to various positions in the sentence, breaks down completely when applied to

the Interrogative and Connective adverbs. All these mechanical modes of distinguishing the
farts of Speech are mere nuisances. They hinder the learner from the necessary work of
mastering thc/unetions of words, and teach him to substitute the show of knowledge for tlie

reality.

t As in such a sentence as :
" This was how he did it." In " How did you do it V or " Tell

me how you did it " licnu is a simple interrogative adverb.

X As in " That was why I said so," or " I'hat is the reason why I did it:"

k Wi(in early English a/j^o, alse, als ; A.S. ealswa) is simply a strengthened form of so,
' all so,' i.e. 'just so.' ' completely so.' In A.S. and early English swa and so were used both
rel.itivcly and demonstratively, as "Swa sone swa heo mihlen ' = " as soon as they coul I

'

{Layainon, 25625); ''So sone so" = 'as soon as' (.4ncren Riwte, 374). Ats or as had the
same two functions, and has them still. Thus "He is as rich ai his father ' = 'tain dives
est qnain pater suns." "Thou art me leof also mi fader" {^Layainon, 3047) is but a step
removed from "Thou art dear to me. All so [dear], \.e.. just so [dear] is my father."

.'\s, when used relatively, relates to manner ("do as I tell you "), to degree (" as tall as
his brother "), to time (" he arrived as we were setting out "), and to the conUitions of an
act.on or event (f.^ft Syntax, ' Adverbial Clauses of Condition '). When used denionstratively
'as 'only relates to degree. -And. therefore can only modify an adjective or adverb. With
vcrijs the full form also is used with a modified meaning.

It has been seen ({ 157) that so {swa) was used to convert an interrogative or demonstra-
tive pronoun into a relative pronoun. .4.? was used in a similar manner, thus:

"
'I'her as

( — wiiere) this lord was keeper of the selle " (Chaucer, Prol. 172). So in Spenser i^F. Q. iv.

I, 20). "There ivhereas ?i\\ the pl.agues and harmes abound." Whereas is still used as .a

relative adverb, referring to the circniitstances Jinder which something takes place.

.\ ciinous use <i{ as before the imper.ative mood is found in Chaucer .and other old writers.

Thus : "As beth not wroth with me " = 'Pray be not wroth with me,' i.e. 'Just in these
cireiiiiistances be not wroth with me.'
Those who find it difficult to admit that as is a relative />?-(J«o?<« (5 165) may explain some of

the phrases in which it occurs on the principle th.at the mode or manner \n which a thing is,

may represent some quality by which it is distinguished. Thus " .S'/f sum. Ego hunc <-sse

alitcr credldi. Ego isti nihilo sum aliter ac fu) " (Terence, Fhorm. III. 2, 42J. So -in

German " Em solcher wie er.
'
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3. Adverbs of Repetition : Once, tivicc, &c.

4. Adverbs of Manner : Well, ill, badly, how, however, so, as.

To this class belong the numerous adverbs formed from adjec-

tives by the suffix ly, as rightly, badly , &.c.

5. Adverbs of Quantity or Degree : Very, nearly, almost,

qi/ife, much, more, most, little, less, least, all, half, any, the

(" the more the better," &c., see § 270). These are only a par-

ticular kind of Adverbs of Manner.

6. Adverbs of Affirmation and Negation : Not, no, nay,

aye, yea.

7. Adverbs of Cause and Consequence : Theirforc, whcre-

fore, why, conseqztently.

FORMATION OF ADVERBS.

266. Adverbs are for the most part formed by inflexion,

derivation, or composition, from nouns, adjectives and pronouns.

267. Adverbs derived from E"ouns.

1. Adverbial Genitives.*—Needs (= of 7iecessity), straif^htivays,

7ioways,^ and some others are old genitive cases of nouns. Adverbs
of this sort were once more common.

Some adverbial phrases, as ' Day and night,' 'Summer and winter,'

'one day,' were once genitives. The genitive suffix was sometimes
replaced by of as 'of a truth ' (A.S. sd<Ses), 'of a morning,' &c.

2. Adverbial Datives.— Whilom (A.S. hwiluni) is a dative plural,

meaning "at whiles ' ('formerly,' ' on a tiine 'j. The adverbs in -meal
were compounds of the dative plural macltim, 'by portions ;' ^s piece-

meal, inchmeal \ {Shaks. Temp. ii. 2), limbmeal {Cymb. ii. 4). Ever
and never ^ were once datives singular {cefre and ncefre).

3. Adverbial Accusatives.—^A numerous class of adverbial

phrases (§ 372, i) consist of a noun (which was originally in the

accusative) qualil^ed by an adjective. Several of these have hardened
into compound adverbs, as meantime, sometime, sometimes, alway
(A.S. ealne weg), viidway, straightway, likewise (= in like mamter),
yesterday (A.S. gestran dceg), somewhat, meanwhile.

' Adverbial genitives were common in Anglo-Saxon, as sJ'Scs ' of a truth ' ; ni/itfs, ' by
niLjht ; tinges, ' by day ' (compare ' of a morning,' &c.) ; sylfivillcs, ' of free will,' &c. They
sprang out of a peculiar instrumental use of the genitive, as " Godcs ponces, ' by the will of
God '

; "wordes and dccde, ' by word and deed.'

t .Some of these are mixed up with con\pounds of wise (Germ. IVeise). Thus we have
lengthways and lengthwise, >t<nvnys and ntnuise. " Go \.\\y ways" contains a genitive adverb,
" Sonne rideS ^Ic his weges," ' then rides each his way ' (King Alf. Tr. of Orosiiis).

X A superfluous by is sometimes placed before these words, as "' By inchmeal.
"

§ £ver'is sometimes wron;;ly substituted for ftc'7/er in such expressions as " He told never
so many lies," "Be they never so many," i.e., 'be they many, so that they were nover so

many.' In like manner people commonly say, ' Don't do more than you can help,' instead

of ' Don't do more than you can't help ' {De Morgan).
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Also nouns in the objective case may be used as adverbs without a

qualifying adjective, as ' We journeyed home' (or Nor/h, South, &.C.).

4. A large class of adverbial adjuncts consist of a uoun precedad
by a preposition (§ 372, 4). Some of these have been welded together

into a single word, and so have become Adverbs.

Thus with the preposition on (weakened to a *) we get al'Cti, ashvp.

ahcai, afoot, adrift, aloft (= on lyftc 'in the air'), away, &c. Wilh
by (weakened to be) we get betimes, besides, between {— by tioain).

Similar formations give forsooth, overboard, to-day, to-morro'w.\

5. A few adverbs are derived from nouns by the suffix -lons^

(formerly Huge, answering to -lings in German), as headlong
(formerly hecdlynge), sidelong, or sidlittgX (sidelinges). Darkling
comes from an adjective, as does flatlong (== ' not on the edge ') in

Shakspeare {Tenifcst). The suffix lins is still common in Scotch.

268. Adverbs derived from Adjectives.

The genitive suffix -s appears in else (i.e. elles, the genitive of a
root el or al, meaning other), once^ (for ones, from one), t^oice

(formerly tivyes), thrice (formerly thryes or tliries), unawares,
Sec. Much (as in )niich greater = greater by much) and little

were datives {inicluin, lytluin). Other adverbs were once
accusative cases of adjectives, as all, enougli, &c.

By prefixing a preposition to an adjective and then dropping the old

case-ending, we get such adverbs as «/«/</(= A. S. on rnidduni), azvry

{^=Lon wry), anon {— on anc = on one, i.e. 'at one time,' ' witliout in-

terval '), afar(= onferru/n), &c. We still say in general, in vain, &c.

In inward, outward. Sec, we have the adjective weard ( =; Lat. vergens,
' inclining ') preceded by an adverb. These words assumed an s at the

end at an early period.

289. The common adverbial suffix in Anglo-Saxon was -e, the omis-

sion of which reduced many adverbs to the same form as the

adjectives from which they were derived. || Thus, " He smot

* In some adverbs of this class rt is a weakened form of of, as adown (= of dune ' off the

hill ') ; (iiiL-iu (= ' of new ' in Chaucer) : a/resli (= ' of Iresh ') ; Jimv-a-Jays ( = " now-uf-days ').

Sometimes tlie n represents the Freiich li, as in aface, apart, apiece, agog (a go^o).

I It has been asserted that to in these words is a demonstrative root, akin to that, but no
evidence of this is forthcoming. In Csedmon {Gen. 1031) occurs the full phrase " to daege
Jjissum." So " to jJam ajrdiege," at daybreak [Exod. 198). Grein (iv. p. 540) and Stratmann
(s V.) both treat the to as a preposition. The point is settled by the fact that in Gothic ' to-

morrow' was 'du maurgina,' where dii is a preposition.

t Halliwell {s. v.) quotes " Felldowae noseling " (= ' on to his nose') from Morte d'Arthur,
it. 286. The word gro^'eling (ix\\\ used as an adverb by .Spenserl, formerly ^ny/i'«»i'f, was
mistaken for a participle, and the verb grovel was made from it (Skeat, Et. Diet.). In
Chaucer CA'/i. T. 91) we read "Thei fiUen griif,'' i.e. they fell face downwards. Sideling ot
siitling also gave birth to a verb ' to sidle up to.'

\ Once is sometimes treated as a substantive (= one time), as this once, for the notice (=
for then once, i e. ' for that one time '), at once (Koch ii. p. 309).

II In old French there was an adverbial use of adjectives which found its way into English,
as in " You play mt: false,' ' I scarce touched him.' ' That is quite true,' ^ Exceedi:ig great

and precious piomi»es,' 'Less winning soft' {Par. L. ii. 478), 'Thou didst it excellent.'
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him harde " became " He smote him hard." " His spere
sticode faeste"= " His spear stuck fast." It was thus that we
got such adverbs as those in the phrases, 'to r\m fast \-

^ right

reverend'; 'to talk like a fool'; 'to speak lo7(d'; 'to sleep

sound'; 'to come early,' &c. In Anglo-Saxon there was a
numerous class of adjectives ending in -lie, the adverbs from
which ended in lice {^= like = ly), as bitcrlic {bittcrlikc ^= ' of
a bitter sort '), biterlice = ' in a bitter sort of way.'* As the
adverbial suffix -e fell kito disuse, the suffix lice (= ly) came
to be treated as an ordinary adverbial suffix, and is appended
to Romance as well as to Anglo-Saxon words, as pet-fcctly^

divinely. It is even added to comparatives and superlatives,

formerly, firstly, &c.

Pronominal Adverbs.
270. These are formed from the roots of lie, that, and who.

(i.) By the suffix -re marking place ;
—hti-e, there, luhcre. These are old

locative cases.

(2.) By the suffix ther ;'^ - hither, thither, whitker.X

(3- ) Ky the suffix -« (A. S. -tte, the accusative masculine suffix) : then or

tha?t, when.^ (Compare turn and quum in Latin.)

(4.) By the compound suffix -nee, of which -ce^^es) is .the genitive

suffix :

—

hence, thence, whence.\^

(5.) By the Anglo-Saxon instrumental inflexion : the (:= >/') before

comparatives, as in " 77/^ sooner /At? better," 7i<hy=^ hwi ox hicy, and
hoio (A.S. hd) is a modified form of ivliy {huy). In old Englibh we
find the fuller ioxm.fo}~iihy= because.

What ? has in old writers the sense of 'cuhy ? or iji -vhat degree ? (See
note \ on § 154-) Aught was also used as an adverb, as " Can he
aught telle a merry tale ? " (Chaucer, Canon's Y. T. 597).
Thus is the A.S. thys, the instrumental case of this (§ 141^).

These pronominal adverbs followed the course of the corresponding pro-

( 7'am. Sh. I. i. 8g). IVondroits ( = vjondrozisly) is perhaps another form of the old adverb
ivi'ndcrs.

It is often a question whether we are dealing with an adverb which has got reduced to the
form of an adjective, or with an adjective used as the complement of the predicate, as in

"Hope springs eternal in the human breast" {Po/'e)\ " Sicnu and sure comes up the
golden year ' ( Tennyson). The adverbial suffix -e Ls common in Chaucer. He sometimes
combines -iy with it, as softcly, boldcly.

' Like was itself an adverb, as in "' Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth

them that fear Him." Here like is repeated in so. In " He talks like a fool," like is an
adverb, and is itself qualified adverbially (S 372, 4) by '[to] a fool." (Compare the dative after
similiter in Latin.)
When adverbs are formed from adjectives in -le preceded by a consonant, e is cut off and y

only is added, as able, ably. Ly is not added to adjectives ending in ly. J" is changed to /

before ly, as in bodily, intrrily, daily. Before -ly II is reduced to /, a.s/u!l,/ul-ly.
Th# e of ue is elided, as in truly.

t This suffix appears in the Latin ci-tra, and in trans and tra. It comes from an Arj-an
root meaning 'go beyond." I'he comparative -titer, in fact comes from the same root.

t These forms are often replaced by liere, there, and ivliere even in the best wTiters.

§ Then and lulien are varieties of the forms t/uin and ivkxti, which are usual in Chavicer.

II
The A.S. heonnn passed through the forms keo?icne. Iiennc (Chaucer, Patd. T.), Iiennes

{I'iers PL), and hens {Lidgate). Similarly tiience and whence, come from thanon and hwanon.
(ivhenne = w/iencc in Chaucer, CI. T. 5SS). An or on was a suffix denoting ' from.' Thus
twrSan = 'from the north.' Compare the « in tlie Latin ki-n-c, i-n-dc. it-n-de.
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nouns in tlieir use as ip.tcrroLjative, inilefinite, relative, and demonstrative words.

Those derived Irom i^^io form compounds with sonii:, any, and ci'cr, as soiiic-

u'/hn; anyhow, <S;c. TIic ( -]'yj 'is both relative and demonstrative.

271. Many adverbs are identical in form with prepositions, as by

('he rode by'), on ('come on '), <^(' be off'). From, as an
adverb, survives in fo aiuifro. The adverbial use is the older.

These adverbs combine with the pronominal adverbs, and
form the compounds herein, thereby, -whereat, &c.

There is also a numerous class of adverbs (mostly compounds) which in

Anglo-Saxon ended in -an (='from,' see note ^ on § 27b), as out

{litan), up {///'an), before {hifoi-an), without {'wi^/itan), &:c. Most of

these also appear as prepositions.

Adverbs of Affirmation and Negation.

272. The affirmative particle ay* or aye is the same as the A.S. d
= ' ever ' {For aye r=for ever). Yea (A.S. gea) is of the same orig^in as

the Germanyiz.f Yes (A.S. gese) is a compound oiyea or j'^and the old

sulDJunctive verb si or s/e 'be it' {Miitzner i. 446). In A.S. there was
a corresponding negative Jiese = ' be it not.''

The old English negative was ne, put before the verb, while not is

put after it, when the verb is finite. Not or nai (as in Chaucer) is a

shortened form of nongJit or nauglit {i.e. ne-d-wiht = 7i-ever a thing),

and consequently is a strengthened negative | meaning ' in no degree,'

or ' in no respect.' It was at first used to strengthen a previous nega-

tive,§ just as Chaucer and other writers use nothing (" Nothing ne

knew he that it was Arcite," C.T. 1521).

No and nay are only varieties of nd (i.e. ne-d) =z never. No is now
||

used before comparative adverbs and adjectives, as no further, no
bigger, and as the absolute negative, as "Did you speak? No." It

must not be confounded with no, the shortened form of //one.

Ay'^^ or aye and nay {= ever and never), modify a verb understood.

Thus " Is this true? Ay sir," is at full length. "Is this true? Ay
(i.e. ez'er) this is true." Yes is not an adverb, but an adverb and verb

in one word.

• Ay is in Gothic aiw, from niuis = an age. It has the same root as a'tmv. aeviiin, a'tti.

t From a demonstrative root which also appears in yet and the Latin jam.
t In A.S. the parts are found separate, as He ne meahte wiht gefeohtaii," ' He could not

fight.' (Searu/it/'j. In 'Not a bit,' ^ Not a jot,' we have the negative doubly strengthened.

A bit, a jot, a straw are adverbial phrases of 'measure.' In ' Not a whit ' the word 7uhit is

contained twice. The curious use of ' devil.' or ' the devil,' for a strong negative, as "The
devil a bird have I seen " {Fielding^, ''The devil they are" [Sheridan), i e. ' Surely they are

not,' is found also in modern Low German, as " He hett den diiwel Geld " (' he has t/ie devil

money ';, i.e. ' he has no money at all.'

§ In old Knglish negatives were strengthened, not neutralized, by repetition : e.g^. ' Ne
geseah nalfre nan man God " (John i. 18) ' No man hath not never seen God.' The use and
position of not arose from the omission of the negative ne. Thus " Heo nefden noht ane
modcT (Layaiiton i. 10) = "They ne had /wt," &c., became "They had not,'' &c. In old

English ne-ne = neitlter-fwr.

II In Chaucer we still get naniore for no more.

i[ Ay or aye was written i in Uie older writers. (See R0//1. and J. iii. 2.)
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Adverbs are sometimes used after prepositions, so as to serve o.s conipcndious

expressions for a qualitied substantive, as " 1 have heard that before wittiv ;
"

'• He has changed since then." Now is equivalent to " the time iww being ;

"

i/icn to
'

' the time t/icn being.

"

273. It has been seen that adverbs are for the most part cases or

modifications of nouns, adjectives, and pronouns, or combinations of

these with prepositions, which through being restricted to some
definite use have ' hardened' into a separate group or ' Part of Speech.'

While the case retains its ordinary functions in full, or the preposition

is distinct from the word governed by it, we get what may be termed
an 'adverbial adjunct' ; but if the meaning of the case is restricted or

lost,* or the preposition or adjective has been welded into one word
with the noun that follows it, the result is an adverb.

COMPARISON OF ADVERBS.

274. Some adverbs admit of degrees of comparison.

The compai'ative degree of an adverb is that form of it which
indicates that of two actions or q.ualities which are compared together,

one surpasses the other with respect to some condition of manner or

degree by which they are both marked, but in different degrees. Thus,
" John reads ///, but Thomas reads worse "

;
" I was but little prepared,

but he was less prepared."

The superlative degree ofan adverb is that form of it which indicates

that out of several actions or qualities which are compared together,

one surpasses all the rest with respect to some condition of manner or

degree by which they are all marked, but in different degrees ; as,

"Of all these boys, William writes best''; "John was less cautious

than I, but Thomas was the least cautious of the three."

275. The suffixes for comparison are now -e/- and -est. In Anglo-Saxon
they were -or and -osi, which were appended to ailverbs in -e and -lice,

the final e of which was struck off. In modern English adverbs in -er

and -est are seldom formed except from those adverbs which are the

same in form as the corresponding adjectives, as /lara', harder, liardcst ;

long, longer, longest ;fast, faster, fastest, &c. Shak.speare usiss /rontl/ier,

truer, easier, &c. Seldoiner, oftener, and ojtcn<:st are still common.
The usual mode of indicating comparative and superlative is to prefix

the adverbs more and Diost, as zvisely, more wisely, most wisely.

276. The following forms should be noticed, t

• For instance in Latin ibi was a dative case of is, just as tilyi is of tu ; but having been
restricted to the designation of locality, it has become an adverb. The words 'on foot ' con-

stitute an adverl)ialphrase, but afoot is an adverb. It was a dim perception of this which
led Servius to say " Omne verbum, quum desinit esse quod est, migrat in adverbiuni," i.e.

' Everj' word, when it ceases to be what it is, betakes itself among the adverbs.' It has been
sarc.istically remarked that "When a man gets hold of a word that he does nof know what to

do with, he calls it an Adverb." The Stoics also, in a half jocular way, called the Adverb
' the Fano elites ' (i.e. ' the all-receiver ').

t Compare J 115 and the noc*"
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PositiTC. Covtparativ:. SupcrlativL
far Axither farthest

[ercj* erst

laic later last

\_adj. rathe]t rather

J'ositivc. Comparative. Siipcrlativt

well belter best

evil (contr. ill) worse worst

much move most
nigh or near nearer next

forth further furthest

The comparatives nether (from he-neatli), upper, inner, outer, or utter,

hinder {be-hind), are used (jnly as adjectives. Respecting the super-

lative forms, see § Ii6.

PREPOSITION.

277. Prepositions % are words placed before nouns or pro-

nouns, by means of wliich we show the relation in which things,

and their actions and attributes, stand to -other things.§ In " I

saw a cloud in the sky," ui is a preposition, and marks the

relation (of place) in which the cloud stands to the sky. In " Tom
peeped through the keyhole," through denotes the relation (of

movement from one side to the other) of the act of peeping to the

keyhole."^ In "He is fond of music," (/ denotes the relation of

the attribute fond to music. The noun or pronoun which follows'

a preposition is in the objective case, and is said to be governed

by the preposition.^

* Ere is now a preposition and a conjunction, but not an adverb. In A.S a-r was an
adverb as well {G>ein iii. p. 69). It has lost its comparative suffix (see note * on § 115). The
corresponding word air in Gothic was of the positive degree. The comparatives wrra (adj.)

and rt-;or (adv.) in A.S. imply a positive ti'r. Early = ere-ti/ce. Or is another form of ere
(' Or this' — ere this in Chaucer, T. and C. iv. i). So " or ever he come near " (Acts .\.\iii. 15).

r ' The rathe (early) primrose " (Milton, Lycidas). In the phrase " I had rather," rattier

is an adjective, the complement of the predicate (see § 391). It is quite correct to say "That
is rather a clever book " (not " I'hat is a rather clever book ") ; the force of the phrase is " One
would sooner say that it is a clever book than that it is not." Rattiest occurs in Chaucer.

i 'Vhn \\ori\ Preposition (horn />rne 'httiorc' and positus 'placed') merely implies "placed
before." The term has nothing to do with position in syntax. It relates to position in ttie

composition of ivords. Thus Priscian (xi. 2) says :—Praepositio dicitur quae tam noiitini

quam 7/f;-/'(? praeponilur." It is. of course, only in coinfiosition that these words are placed
before verbs. (Compare Peile, Primer of Phil. p. 119),

§ Allrelations are reciprocal. Any mode of expressing the relation of A to B implies the
relation of K to A. Take " John fell from his horse." It does not matter much whether we
say ih^tfroin denotes the relation of ' horse ' to ' John's falling,' or of ' John's falling ' to ' the
horse.' The latter seems the more natural mode of treating these words, and is therefore

made the basis of the definition in the text.

II
Some grammarians maintain the crotchet that a preposition invariably denotes the relation

oi 3. tiling \x> ^ tiling. If the above sentence is consistent with this delinition, the difficulty

of a camel's going through the eye of a needle is reduced to very manageable proportions.

In some grammars a preposition is said to be "a word which shows the relation of one 7ioiiK

to another." Does "Jack in the box " imply that the noun Jack is in the 7wnn bo.x?

1 This current expression must not be used without a caution. In strictness it is incorrect.

The preposition does not cause the use of the particular case that follows it. Its original

function was to modify or define the vague signification of the case before which it is placed.

This is easily seen in Greek, where several of the prepositions are followed by (or rather are

placed before) different cases. In Greek the Genitive, Dative, and Accusative cases repre«
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278. Things and their actions and attributes can only bear relation

to other things. Therefore a preposition can only be placed before a
word that stands for a thing, that is, a substa7itive. It connects the
noun or pronoun which follows it with a preceding substantive, \erb,

or adjective.

ORIGIN OF PREPOSITIONS.

279. The original function of prepositions was to give definiteness to thy.

somewhat vague ideas of the relations of actions to things, which were
expressed by the case-endings of nouns. They exhibit three stages of

construction, (i.) They were prefixed to the verb, which they qiudifud
adverbially, forming in fact a compound with it. (2.) 'I'liey were
detached from the verb, but not prefixed to the noun. At this stage

it is often difficult to tell whether we are dealing with a preposition or

an adverb. (3.) They acquired the force of prepositions, and were
placed before the nouns. The first stage is represented by such a sen-

tence as " BigstandaO me strange geneatas " [Cacdjiion) =' Stout

vassals bystand me '
; the second stage by " Again the false paicns the

Cliristen stode he by " (/'. Langtoft) = ' Against the false pagans the

Christians he stood by' ; the third by '• fie stood by the Christians." *

280. From this it is obvious that the Preposition has been developed out of

the Adverb, and that its original function was to show the relation

between an action or attribute and a thing, by modifying a verb or

adjective. The forms of many (such as betzoccn, about, behind, amid,
8cc.) show conclusively that they were originally adverbs or adverbial

plirases. It is only through the intervention of an attributive word,

which was afterwards dropped, that Prepositions came to sliow the

relation of one thing to another. "The book on the table " =:r " The
book lying (or being) on the table," and so on.

CLASSIFICATION OF PREPOSITIONS.

281. Prepositions may be arranged in the following classes :

—

sented respectively (in a somewhat vague form) the ideas of motion /rom, position at, and
^notion to. Take the preposition irup« as an example. It denoted the idea of ^alongside 0/.'

Put it before the above three cases in turn, and we get the more definite ideas— i. 'from
alongside of ' ; 2. ' in a position alongside of; 3. ' to a position aloiigsioe of.' A moment's
rellection is enough to show that Trajja could not of itseij convey such opposite meanings as
' from ' and ' to,' and so cause different cases to be used after it. It does no more than define
the ' from ' and the ' to ' which are denoted by the case endings. Similarly n-pov indicated
*front of.' Accordingly with the same three cases we get the meanings— i. 'from the front

of; 1. ' in front of ' ; 3. ' to the front of.' The Latin apud is the same word as the Greek
uTTc), and a^ is a shortened loriii of it. The difference of meaning does not really reside in

the preposition itself, but h.as sprung out of the different casts, before which it is placed. From
the kind of notion that they express, some prepositions (as ex, da, per, &c.) could only define

some one case.

It will easily be seen how, as case-endings dropped out of use, prepositions became mo'e
and more important, and more definite in their signification. In Knglish the primary space-
relations of ' motion from,' 'rest at,' and ' motion to ' have ceaseu to be marked at all by ca-s*:-

eiidings ; they are expressed by preposition^ and verbs. Some prepositions are used with
relation to ntaz>evient only, as into, through, toivards : the greater number are used with
reference to motion or rest indifferently. Compare " He sticks to his work," '' He ran to

the door," " He works at home," " The dog flew at him," &c.
' The student of Greek will have uo difTiculty in tracing these three stages.

I
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(i.) Simple Prepositions. wj
-•

at
*

forth of or off till
||

by from \ on to

for t in through § up
with

(2.) Prepositions derived from Adverbs.

a. By a comparative suffix.

after ^ ovet ** under tf

h. By prefixing- a preposition to an advsrb.

abaft (A.S. d-be-ajltan) beyond (A.S. bc-geondan)
above (A.S. a-be-ufan) but (A.S. bi'itan^ be-utan)

about (A.S. a-be-utan) throughout

afore (A.S. on-foran or cetforan) underneath (A.S. under-nc(i'5an)

before (A.S. bi-foran) within (A.S. wiS-innan)

behind (A.S. be-hindan) without (A.S. witJ-utan)

beneath (A.S. be-neoSan)

(3.) Prepositions formed by prefixing a preposition to a noun or
an adjective used substantively,

aboard {== on board) around or round
across (from Fr. croix) aslant

a'lown;j:{: w-down (A.S. of dune) astride

against ^§ (A..S. on-gegn, ongean) athwart (AS. on J'weorh crooked)

alon.n (A..S. andlang ii||) below
amid or amidst (A.S. on middum) beside or besides {"= ' by side ')

among (?/• amongst (A.S. on-gemang1I1I)between ***
(:=: ' by two ')

betwixt

" At and the Latin ad have the same origin.

t For, Jo/i, .v\A Jortli have the same loot as the Latin and Greek fro (^ee Grimm's law).
For.!: is loiuid .is a preposition in Shakspeare. (See Schmidt's Lexicon.)

J Tlie form frn or ho is found in Ormin, Wycliffe, &c. Mow an adverb, in ' to andfro.'
§ Connccied with the Gothic thairko, ' a hole.'

II
I'ill, connected with an old noim ^/'/(German ZieT), 'a fixed point, goal, or boundary','

is used of p'acj as well as time by Ch.Tucer, &c. Even in Spenser we read ''He hastened
them Hiiliil" {F. Q. \. 11, 4). It is of Scandinavian origin {Etimiiller Lex. p. 519). Douglas
US-S /// fur ti} in the infinitive.

'a AJter )s p^i.bably made up of «/ (meaning 'off' in Gothic, and connected with the
Latin nb and the Greek utto) and the comparative sufTix -ter (= tlier, \ log). ' After,' there-

fore, means ' further off,' corresponding in form and meaning to the Greek uttmti^jiu) (Fick,
Ver^l. ]y. i. 17; Skcat, Et. Diet. s. v.). Aft is an abbreviation of after. Afand of are
varieii"s of the same root.

** <J»t,'r is a comparative from the root ov = A.S. uf {In uf-aii. German olctt^. Up, vno and
siihare vuiiutios of the same rpot (Fick, K. H^. iii. 34). Siih in composition oiten means ' up
irum undenii-^.th,' as in 'terra submittit flores' {sends iif> flowers). Compare siifferre, &c.

It Utuier {K.crm. unter, Latin inter, Sansk. ant/ir), from the demonstrative root a« (see

§ erg, note) air I the compnrative suffix tar, ter, or liter.

it f.itJrally 'off the hill.' D/m — hill.

§§ In against, amidst, and a7nc>i:gr. the j is the genitive suffix (? 267, j) ; the ^ is a phonetic
ofli^rowth from ihe i". Again is the olucr form. Chaucer uses aniiddes and amonges.

Illl From the .'\.S. pan cle and = 'opposite,' or 'in presence of (Latin ante Gr. avTi),

w'nich we -i^ave in an-swc,- ' Andlang ' means " over against in length.' In A.S. ii was
fol owed by the genitive, lilce the corresponding German word entlang.

^^ G-^niiini^y' A.S rrir-a^c .-in ,assi;ni:>'ao;e or multitude.
•** B-twcen comes from tl.cniimcra! . djective twcon (= Lat. hinnS), a dcrivat've from tvia

or iivi (= t-wo). Betwih Vt'as formed irora the coAiwi. 'lo this was added the adverbial
genitive suffix J Ci^f/Tf/r). and subsequently the offgrowth ;. (Compare note on §29.) The
parts of the T^T o'l-'d l"*-i<r'<Kn7n might b2 separated. 'Be sicm tweonum ' (by the lakes
twain) — between the lakes.'
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anent (A.S. on-efeii or on-emn inside

:= ' on a level,' ' over-against ') outside

since*

Aloft ('on lyfte ' = in the air) and abreast are used now and then as

prepobitions. Withal {^\.z. ' Tiv'M a// ' = ' into the bargain ') i.*^ some-
times used as a preposition, and placed at the end of the sentence.

(4.) Prepositions formed by prefixing- an adverbial particle to
a preposition.

into untilt upon without
onto unto within

(5.) From the adjective iceard (= Lat. vcri^cns, and connected with
verio), precede(i by the adverb ^,§ we get in Anglo-Saxon the

adjective toivcard ('approaching, future ').+ Toiveard ax\<\ towcardcs
were used as adverbs, and then acquired "the force of prepositions. §

282. In Anglo-Saxon passive and otlier verbs might be used impersonally
without a subject of any kind, simply to aflirm that an action takes

place. Participles are often employed absolutely and impersonally in

exactly the same manner, as " Speaking generally, this will be found
true''; "Barring accidents, we shall arrive to-morrow." I'articiples

thus used have sometimes acquired the force of prepositions, as "He
asked me concerning my health "

; "He is undecided respecting; hh
movements." In some cases these active participles have supplanted
passive participles which qualified the noun. Thus, " considering his

conduct" was "his conduct considered," just as we still say, "All
things considered." Notwithstanding, pending, and during are par-

ticiples qualifying the noun that follow s in the nominative al;solute.

Save (Fr. satif) and except are of French origin, and arc remnants of

Latin ablatives absolute. In Chaucer out-taken is found for except. In
Shakspeare we still find excepted ; " Always excepted my dear Ciaudio.

"

As both the nominative and the objective case are used in the ab^ohue
construction [\ 372, 5), save he and save him are both alluwahle.

Ihcnng, save, and except are now usually regarded as prepositions.

The adjectives near, nearer, and next (§ 115) were useil first as

adverbs and then as prepositions. Respecting ere see note t on 'j

276. Fast was at first an attributive participle, forming an
objective absolute with a noun, "past the house "=' the liouse

being passed.' These quasi-prepositions are usually of Frencli origin.

Relations indicated by Prepositions.

283. The principal relations which prepositions indicate are

those of place, time, and causality.
||

* Since is a short form of sitticns or sitlicnce, made with the adverbial genitive siVfTix from
sWicn, a form of Scandinavian origin, basea upon the adverb and preposition sitli. The
A.S si'SSan is a compound of si'ti and the dative \>£m.

t From the Cjothic particle tittd ' all the way ' or ' all the time ' (equivalent to the
German t'/s), which in A.S. dropped the n (compare toot/i and goose) and appeart:d as oH.
Until = und-tit, Jtnto = und-to, i.e. 'all the way to.'

t Hence 'inclining to,' 'favourable.' The opposite of this h, fi-o^vard (= ftovt-'Mard),
and the negative of it is imt&ward.

§ Phrases like ' on this side the river,' ' on board ship,' distinctly show us adverbial phrases
acquiring the force of prepositions.

11 \is causality \%, meant \.\\<t cause, reason, or fiurfiose of any action or event. When we
say 'lull yf water,' ^ marks ths cause of the fulness.
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Prepositions were fust used to express relation in spate, then they
were applied to relation in tiiiie, and lastly were used metaphorically
to mark relations o{ causality or modality*

284 /At) with relation to space, marks (i) the point to which a move-
ment isHlirected (as 'The clog sprang at him '

;
' Look at this '), or the point

reached in some progressive movement (as ' We have arrived at our destina-

tion ')
; (2) the localiiy of an action or thing (as in ' We dined at the hotel' ;

' The man at tlie helm '). Thence it conies to denote the circunistanccs in

which a person is, or in which an action takes ))lace (as ' We were present at

the battle' ; ^ at enmity '
; ^ at leisure' ; ''at full speed' ; 'to play (// cards '),

or the occasion or dctcrminitig circumstances o{ an action (as 'He came atwcf
call'; 'We rejoice at your success'; 'I am at your mercy,' &c.) At, as

marking a definite point in a progression of any kind, defines tjuantily and
value, as ' Ai a great price' ; 'The expense is estimated at three millions';
' At Ihe best'; '.It least,' <S:c. At also fixes an action to a. point 0/ time, as
' At noon '

; 'At this season' ;
' At any time.'

In early English at also marked the startingpoint of a movement or action,

as "Ge niniaS Benjamin ?et me " =: ' ye take B. from me' {Gen. xlii. 36).

Vestiges of this use are still found in " To receive at the hands of," &c.

(^By| means (i) 'Alongside of,' or 'close to,' in connection either wiih
rest or with motion, as 'Sit ^j/ me ' ; 'The path nins by the river'; 'We
went /y your house'; ' He lives by himself,' i.e., 'with himself as his only
neighbour ' ;

' To put a thing by ' is to put it somewhere near, or by onr side,

not in front ; hence, otit of the 7uay, just as we say, ' to put aside.' A thing

happens by the 7vay when it happens beside the way, that is, not as a part of

til"; main proceeding. If a man swears by an altar or a relic, he places his

hand on it, or goes close up to it. To come by a thing is to get close up to it,

so as to be able to get possession of it. (2) If I arrive by ten o'clock, the time

of my arrival is close to, ox just before, ten o'clock. By and by properly denotes
a time close to the present.? ' Day by day,' implies that one day is next to the

other without interval. (3) It is natural to seek the doer or instrument of an
act in close neighbourhood to the locality of the action. Hence by came to

denote the agent j or instrument, as "Abel was killed by Cain" ; 'They
were stifled /y the smoke.' "He is older by two years," implies that the

excess of age is caused by two years. One thing is put beside another to

measure or compare it ; hence such phrases as ' to sell by the yard,' ' to drink

by the gallon,' ' by (=in accordance with) your advice.'

In a more general sense by marks any concomitant circumstance, as in ' by
turns'; ' by fits and starts'; 'by moonlight'; 'they came by twos and
threes.' In old English ' to know nothing by' meant ' to know nothing about

or against,' as in " I know nothing /y myself " (I. Corinth, iv. 4) ;
" How say

you by the French lord ? " (Af. of V. I. 2).

^ut)(A.S. biitan or biiton, in early English butcn, biitc, bouten, bouie, but

or bot) is a compound of be, bi or by and litan ' outside ' (by-out). It means
literally 'on th'e outside of,' and thence 'without' or 'except.' It is quite

common as a preposition in A. S. and in early English and Scottish writers.^

* Compare for example " He was pierced through the heart '

; "It blossoms through the
year" : "Sanctify them through thy truth."

i Chaucer speaks of " two yonge knightes ligging i_y aiui by, i.e. ' side by side.'

t Compare the provincialism ' that's all along 0/ you.'

§ E.g. as *' Ealle butin anum" = 'all but one' (Brmv. 705); " Riitan nettum huntian ic

maig" = 'I can hunt without neU' (^Aetf. Coll.): "But spot or fait" {Douglas). "Touch
not the cat but a glove " (_Motto quoted in Jamieson's Scotch Die).
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See Stratmann (tf.ry.) and Matzner (lFd'r( s.v ]. It is still used as a prepo-

sition (meaning 'except' or 'leaving out '), as in ' All /w^ one'; ' The last

dtil one'; "Take any form iui that." It is often followed by the

simple infinitive, as "He did nothing /'«/(= except) laugh." In the older

wriiersthe gerund was used after it, as " But being charged, we will be still by
land " (A//^. and CI. iv. 2, l), i.e. 'leaving out the case of being attacked, we
will make no movement by land.' For the way in which the preposition but

developed into the conjunction, see § 293.
In formation and meaning but { — fy out) is closely analogous to tc'/t/i-out,

which also was by turns adverb, preposition and conjunction. [See Conjunction
)

In course of time the prepositional functions were chiefly monopolized by
zuilhout, the conjunctive functions by but*

' About )(A..S dbiitan, i.e. d-be-iitan = on-by-out) means 'just on the outside

of,' and hence z'c/j near to either in space or in time, without any idea o{ encom-

passing. Thus " Have you any money about you ? " ; "It is about (i.e. vciy

near to) four o'clock. " ' To set about a business 'is 'to set [oneself] close to

it, so that there may be no delay in beginning it. ' I was about to observe

'

means ' I was close to observing.' Being frequently coupled with rou)ui

(' round about ^) it acquired the secondary sense of 'on all sides of,' as " Set

bounds about the mount " ; and with a figuraiive extension ' He told me all

about it,' 'I will see about that.'

For in Anglo-Saxon means ^ in front of ^before,'' with reference both to

place and to time. (Compare the Latin pro.) From the idea of standing^ in

front (y'came first that of defending, as wlien we say ' To fight /t?;- one's kmg.'
This easily passes into the idea of on behalf of, or to the advantage of, as " I

pleaded /(^r him in vain "
; "All this was done for you." For then came to

denote representing, or taking the place of (compare avrl and pro). Thus an
advocate appears yi'r his client, or one person is 'taken yt^r another'; oris
' responsible for another.' This idea of substitution or exchange often occurs,

as in 'To die^r'; 'To exchange, barter, or sell for'' ; ''Eye for eye.'

Exchange passes into the sense of requital, as 'He was punished for the

crime,' and by a further extension into that of the givund, cause, or purpose of

an action. This idea underlies such phrases as ' grateful yi;;-,' 'sorry /(';-,' 'to

seek for' ' to waityi?^-.' ' He did vhiAfor love of me' means ^ in presence of
his love of me as a stimulating motive.' 'In presence of may pass into the

meaning ' in spite of (just as when we say " He persevered iti the face of all

ob.tacles"), as in "For all his wealth, he is unhappy." One thing may be

placed before another to stop it, and so for came to mark hindrance or pre-

vention, as " He dide (i.e. put) on that an habergeoun for ]K'rcinge of his

herte," i.e. '/<; /i;tt/tv// the piercing of his heart.' (Chaucer, Sir Thopas.)

In and on are varieties of the same root. (See Skeat, Et. Diet.) From
marking the locality of what is contained in something else, in came to be

used with reference to surrounding circumstances, as ' in difficulties,' ''in hope,'
^ in liquor,' ''in motion.' The sphere of a movement or activity suggests (he

idea of the material or the means employed ; thus we get ' wrought in silver,'

'written in blood,' 'to pay in coin.' In is often used in the sense of into,

as " He put his hand in his pocket" ;
" He dipped his jier. in the ink." On

is common in A. S. in the sense of in, as "on heofenum " = ' in heaven';
." His lof byS on minum muSe " = 'his praise shall be in my mouth.' \Ve

* It Ls necessary to wnrii the unwary th.nt the be with which this word is compouniled h.is

|tOlhing whatevwr (o do wi(h the verb ' be.'
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still say 'on hand,' 'on a journey,' 'on Monday,' 'on fire' (compare 'm
flames'). On gradually came to denote superposition, as "He lay on the
bed," and thence to demte the ground of an action, as in 'on condition,' ' on
account of,' 'he prides himself o« his skill.' In is sometimes used in this

sense, as ' to rejoice in,' ' to be offended in ' {Matt. xi. 6).

Of and off were originally only various modes of writing and pronouncing the
same word, fz/'is now more commonly used as an adverb, (7/"more commonly
as a preposition. In oarly English of answers for both varieties. It indicates

movement or scp.ira!ionfrom something, or shows that s<:)mething is the start-

ing-point from v/hich an action proceeds, as in ' Get of that chair ' ;
' A long

way off\.\\t. mark' ;
' To do a thing off hand' (i.e. as though the doing came

directfrom tin hand) ;
' He went out of* the room ' ;

' He comes of a good
stock' ; 'To buy of z. person'; ' Of a. child,' i.e. '/;w« his childhood.' A
vessel is ofihe. coast when it is at a short distance from it. ' He stood within

a yard of the tire' means " He stood off {~ away from) the fire within the

distance of a yard" ; 'To stop short ofoi point' is 'to stop a short distance

from it' ; 'That is very good of you' means 'as proceeding from you.' The
idea of separation underlies all such phrases as ' to cure of ; 'to cleanse of ;

' to deprive ^'' t ; ' free of ; 'destitute t?/;' ' To beware <?/"' implies ' keeping
aloof from.' If a thing ' smells ^ymusk,' or ' tastes o/" onions,' the smell or taste

comes y}v//; the musk or onions.

That which comes from, or is taken from a thing, was a part of it, or

belonged to it in some way. Hence spring two meanings, i. Of is used in

the ptrt/tive sense, as in ' A piece of cheese' ;
' One of the men ' ; ' To par-

take of,
' &c. 2. Of denotes possession, as in ' The house of my father, ' or

marks that an attribute pei-tains to something, as in ' The brightness of the

sun.' It thus becomes the general equivalent of the genitive or possessive.

A thing is made/}vw the mateiial of which it is composed. Hence we say,
' A bar ^iron ' ;

' A book of poetry' ;
' A pint of beer.' ' He made a fo >l

of me' [i.e. as though I were the raw material of the product). Fro.n
denoting the material of a thing, of passes on to denote any characteristic

of a thing, as in ' A man ^'high rank' ;
' A person ^' great wealth.'

A man's works or productloas cimt from him. Hence we speak of 'a pl.ay

(?/"Shakspeare' ; 'a symphony ^y Beethoven,' &c. Cy also marks the source

frojn luhich an action proceeds. Hence it denotes the agent or means, as

'He was led of \he Spirit'; 'Tempted^ the devil'; 'The observed ^y" all

observers,' i.e., 'The persan observed by all observers.' Formerly //w«
{fram), like von in (ierman, marked the agent, or source whence the action

proceeds, as in " w."eron fiam him gefuUode " —
' were baptized by (from) him

'

(Mark i. 5).

A result springs /v-w« a cause. Hence of marks the cause or ground of an
action or feeling, as in ' To die of a broken heart

' ;
' To do a thing of one's

free will,' ' fright,' or '(t/" necessity '
;

' To be sick ofz. fever.' 'The love of
money' is 'the love excited by money,' and so 'directed towards it.' So
'Fondly'; ' weary ^''; ' guilty <?/"' ,• 'conscious ^i' &c., denote emotions
caused by, or springingfrom something.

' I heard of his, death ' marks that ' his death ' was the starting-point of the

news that came to me. Hence of comes to mean concerning' or respectino in

a variety of phrases, as in 'to think of 'to accuse <?/".' If we ' speak of

• In old writers otit of — luithoiit, as in " Neither can anything please God if it be done
out of charity." We still say " out of breath " (i.e. without breath), ' out of one's senses.'

+ In A.S. verbs of this sort had the genitive after thcro.
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Cicero,' Cicero is the starting-point of our speech. ' A copy of a thing ' is

' a^copy taken/)(?w it.' ' He lived there upwards of a year," means ' during a

certain period reclconed_/)-£i/// the end of the year.'

Of\i identical in root with the Gothic af, Latin ab, and Greek 0.1^6. In A.S.
the two prepositions on and offYoA a wide range of application.

To (as an adverb usually spelt too) indicates moz'eincnt or extension towards
some point in spcee or time (as " He went to the door" ;

" It goes on from
day to day "), or the proximity which is the i^esult of the movement, as in

'close to,' or (of time) 'to-day,' 'to-night.' See § 267, 4. To then came to

mark the direction of an action or feeling towards an object (as in "To tell

/f"; " inclined /c)," &c.). It also marks approach or conformity to a certain

standai-d (as in "equal /(? " ; "like /t'" ; "brave to excess"
;
," is that to your

liking?"). It denotes the end or result of some change, as 'turned to sume.'

One thing is put to another for comparison, or as a stake, hence such phrases

as " They to him are angels "
;

' ten to one '
;
" My estate to your ring."

To also marks the end or purpose of an action, as in many uses of the

gerundial infinitive, "He came to see me," &c. (§ 196), and in such phrases

as "They came to dinner "
;
" To have to wife," &c. It is also used to mark

what is in any way affected by an action, quality, or relation, as in " happen /c" ;

" a friend to the poor "
; "a prey to anxiety ;

" " hateful to me," &c. To has

largely replaced the old dative.

The adverb too is the same word, and means ' in addition.' " Give him a

shilling and a loaf too" means 'give him a loaf in addition to the shilling
'

'That is too bad" means 'that is bad in an additional det^ree, or beyond what
is bad in a usual degree.'

In the Northern dialect til or till was used for to (§ 281). So in Chaucer,

"Til a grove than stalketh Palamon '' (A'n. T. 620). This word is now only

a conjunction. Lilil { — into) has vanished ; until 'm, restricted to time.

With is a shortened form of the Anglo-Saxon adverb ^oi'Ser, formed by the

comparative suffix ther (^ 108, note), from an ancient root 7^'/ or 77, denoting

separation. The ancient meaning of imth {zvi'S) [s/j'om,* which we still pre-

serve in -djithhola,, and ivithdrav, and in the phrases ' to part uilh,'' ' to dispense

•tvith,^ 'to differ with,' &c. The notion of separation passed into that of

opposition, from which 'ivith derived its ordinary Anglo-Saxon meaning of

'against,' still maintained in ^ ivithstand,'' ^ to be angry with' ; "weigh oath

-iuith oath" (Shakspeare), i.e. 'weigh oath against oath,' &c. Opposition

implies /rcjT?/;/ /A)', imA proximity suggests tissoeiation, and so with came by
its modern sense, as in ' Come 7vith us.' In this sense it denotes attendant

cireuinstances (as ' I will come loith pleasure '). Among the attendant circum-

stances of an action is the instrument t with which it is performed. Hence
another of the common meanings of with. With has supplanted the old pre-

position mid (= German mif).

Most of the above words are adverbs as well as prepositions. When they

are prepositions there is always a substantive, expressed or understood, which
they govern. In "He laid one book above the other," abinx is a preposition.

In " One was below, the others above," belo^o and above are adverbs.

The Latin preposition per (throrighout) has been adopted with the distribu-

tive sense, which it had in late Latin, as ' A pound per day '
;

' Three per

cent,' &c. It was in part confused with /<?«;• {iia\\\ pro).

* " He gedselde lif wit? lice," ' He separated life from [the] body ' (Bemuulf, 733).

t In Chaucer with marks the a^ent, as " sleyn witii (= by) cursed Jcwes ' {Pr. T. iBj^)^
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Sans and niangre are now obsolete

There is no sufficient reason for giving the n^me 'compound prepositions'

to such phrases as 'by means of,' 'in addition to,' &c. A clear account can
be given of the syntax of each me;nbor of the phrase. But in some instances

(as 'iL-spite,' ^ spite of,' 5:c. ) the loss of an essential preposition compels us

to treat the residuum as a phrase equivalent to a reposition.

CONJUNCTION.
285. Conjunctions are so called because they join words and

sentences together (Lai. con = ' together,' jungo = 'I join');

but a word is not necessarily a conjunction because it does this.

IV/to, which, and that are connective words which are pronouns.

When, where, as, &c., are connective words which are adverbs.

Daflnition.—Coijiiiictions are connective words, which have
neither a pronominal nor an adverbial signification.

Prepositions show the relation of one jwtion to another. Con-
junctions show the relation of one thought to another. Hence con-
junctions for the most part* join one sentence to another.

CLASSIFICATION OF CONJUNOTlOMS.

!;!83. Conjunctions are of two kinds— 1. Co-ordinativ3 Con-
junctions; 2. Subordinative Conjunctions.

237. Co-ordinative Coa.jua3tioas are those which unite either

co-ordinate clauses {i.e. clauses of which neither is dependent on the

other, or enters into its construction), or words which stand in the
same relation to some other word in the sentence. They may be sub-
divided according to their meaning into

—

1. Simple Conjunctions :—and, both.

2. Tiie Adversative t or exceptive conjunction:—^///.
3. Alternative Conjunctions:

—

cither— or; neither—nor

;

luhetJier—or.

* The single exception is the conjunction a>ul, which, besides uniting one sentence to

another, may unite words which stand in the same relation to some other word in the sen-

tence, as in " Two and three make five," where iiuo and three stand in the same relation to

the? sorb make; '"Tom sat between John and James," where John and Ja/ncs ixre in the

same relation to sat between. A plural suffix may answer much the same purpose. There is

no essential difference between '' Tom sat between John and James,' and ' Tom sat between
the two brothers." AmiXsn&s itself the more readily to this use. as it was originally a pre-

position meaning ' along with '

(§ 287). It is however impossible now to treat ami as a pre-

position. We cannot say ' Tom and me took a walk.' Some gr.ammari.ans will have it th.at

m all such cases two co-ordinate sentences are contracted into one, but to say "I'wo make
five and three make five,' or ' Tom sat between John and Tom sat between James,' is sheer

nonsense, and it is quite inadmissible to substitute some other verb for make, or some other
preposition for bctiueen. Grammatical analysis has to deal with the expressions before us,

not with something else that we are told tj substitute in their pl.ace.

+ l"he Disjunctinc C 'njunction of many gramniars (a joining word which di^-oins) 15. ft

qhoici; specin^cn of absurdity.
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And (of the same oiigin as the German und, Icelandic euda, Latin ante,

and Greek okt/) is sometimes a preposition in A.S. meaning 'in presence of,'

or 'along wiih.'* From the sense of 'in presence of and passed into that of

ai^aiiist (compare 7i/ith % 284), and appears in answer {andswariait), aLoii^

(and-larrg) and various other compounds in A.S.

P'rom being a preposition, and developed (in the \\ay exjilained further on)

into a conjunction, with two different senses. I. It assumed the ordinary copu-

lative sense. 2. It was a hypothetical conjunction, t the main assertion of the

complex sentence being made, as it were, in the presence of the hypothesis.

As thus used it is often shortened to an, and sometimes followed by if, which
virtually repeats it {an if ox and if).

Both is only the adjective both (§ 95) used with relation to two sentences

which are joined by and, and so acquiring the force of a conjunction. When
placed before two substantives joined by and, •: may still be regarded as an
adjective, as " Both John and Henry are here " = "John and Henry are both

here."

In old English and—and -frQxe. used for both—and, as "And I have clarified

and eh I schal clarifie" {^yc\. Johit xii. 28).

Strictly speaking Iwth—and should couple only two notions or thoughts,

but good writers sometimes use them to join more than two, as " The God
that made bo'h sky an i earth and heaven " {Milton).

Tlie use of but as an adversative conjunction springs out of its use as a
subordinative conjunction. This will be discussed further on (§ 290).

Either is the distributive pronoun which stands for aivther or other (§ 174,

2), used with relation to a whole sentence, and so becoming a conjunction. + Or
is a contraction of other or oiithcr, as wher (in Chancer) is of 'whether.

Neither and nor are compounds of iithei- and or with nc. The correlatives

nor nor are sometimes used for neither-nor, and are just as correct. Nor is

only a contraction of neither (i.e. notither), and the tirst neither may as well be
contracted as the second. §

The use of whether as a co-ordinative conjunction is old-fashioned (as

"Whether did this man sin or his parents?"). Asa subordinative conjunc-
tion it is common. The or which follows lohether is a contracted compound of

whether (see above and § 174).

288. Subordinative Conjunctions are those which unite

sentences of which one is in a relation of dependence upon the

other, that is to say, enters into Us construction with theforce of a
substantive or an adverb.

289. Subordinative Conjunctions may be subdivided into—

-

1. The Simple Conjunction of Subordination :

—

that.

2. Temporal Conjunctions, or Conjunctions that express
relations of Time :

—

after, before, ere, till, while, since, noiu.

3. Causal Conjunctions, or such as relate to purpose or con-
sequence :

—

because, since, as,for, lest, that, whereas.

* As " Ami heora ordfruman," ' in ttie presence of their creator ' (Caedtti. Gen. 13) ; "emb
eahta niht and feowerum,'' ' about eight nights and (= along with) four ' (^T/t-no/. 211).

\ Enda was similarly used in Icelandic.

J Not of the word o</(c-r which is the equivalent of the Gothic ani/iarQi 169). The otlier

either, which is the modern form of rrgCer, is not now used as a conjunction ; but in A. Si

(eg^c—ge, or crgTirr—antt were used for boiliand.

% In early English we find nother—ne, or ne-ne for tieither- ttor.
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4. Hypothetical or Conditional Conjunctions :

—

if^ ail^

itnh'ss, except, hut, ivJiether, &:c.

5. Concessive Conjunctions :

—

thoui^h, although, albeit.

6. Alternative Conjunctions:—whether—ot:

7. The Conjunction of Comparison :

—

than.

3J0. Tliat was originally simply the neuter dennnstrative pronoun used as

the representative of a sentence to show its grammatical relation to

some other sentence. Thus "I know that he said so" is virtually
" He said so, I know that," or " I know that, namely 'he said so '

;

"

"That he did it is certain," is virtually " He did it, that is certain," or
" That, namely 'he did it,' is certain. " Subsequently the word lost its

demonstrative and representative character, and became a mere sign

of grammatical subordination, the v/'nole clause, including the that,

being treated as the equivalent of a substantive. Such a clause may be
the subject or object of a verb, as in the preceding examples, or be in

ai)position to a substantive, as " The notion that such a plan is pos-

sible is absurd," or come after a preposition, as "/;; that he himself

hath suffered" (/AA ii. i8) ;
" 7-^;;- that it is not night" {Shaksp.);

" It is good for naught but that it should be cast out" {Matt. v. 13).

The conjunction that is closely connected with the transformation of the

prepositions after, before, ere, since, till, until, for, but, without,
into conjunctions. These prepositions were first used as such, followed

by an accessory clause beginning with the subordinative particle fha' *

(as in the examples given above). When this connective particle (or

conjunction) is retained, it is better to regard the preceding word after,

before, for, &c., as still a preposition. But when that is omitted,

grammarians generally consider that its connective power has been
absorbed by the preceding preposition, and that the latter has conse-

quently become a conjunction. Thus " Before that certain canie from
James" {Gal. ii. 12) consists of a preposition followed by a substantive

clause. "Before the cock crow twice" is a subordinate clause in

which before does duty as a conjunction.

Now sometimes acquires the force of a conjunction in a similar way. If

we say " Now that you have finished your work you may go," now is an
adverb, having the clause that follows in apposition to it. If we say
" Now you have finished your work you may go," no7o has absorbed
into itself the connective force of the that, and become a conjunction.

Wliereas was formerly a connective adverb, referring to place t or

-' In Anglo-Saxon the syntactical relation of the substantive clause to the preposition was
marlced by the introduction of a second demonstrative, which was inflected. Ihus :

—" Ealle
l':i l>ing sindon on J^inre handa biitan J'sem aniim, ]'a;t I'li Jiine hand on him ne astrecce " =
"all thnigs are in thy hand bnt(= except) /Aat o/u; that thon stretch not thine hand upon
him '

(.A'/' i. 12) ;
" Ic cwime xr )J.-im )ia;t he g.-ifJ

" = 'I will come ere t/mt, that he goes.'

'I'hcn the subordinative (indeclinable) hpet was weaV:ened to pe, wh; -h attached itself to the
preceding demonstrative, so that '^r-pam-Jie' (and simil.ar combinations) became a sort of
complex conjunction, as " asr-Jiam-jJe cocc crawe " = 'before that fthel cock crow' (Mnft.
xxvi. 34). The J>e was sometimes omitted, as "For JJam heora ys heofena rice" = 'for

that theirs is the kingdom of heaven.'
f In early English t/iai, so, and as were used after ^l'ha, ivhicti, when, where, as marks of

syntactical subordination. (See Chaucer fiassim.) IVhcrcas properly referred to place, as
in ''There whereas all the plagues and harms abound '' (Spenser, Z'. Q. iv. i, 20). "

I held my
tongue whereas the rest kept talking," means properly '' I held my tongue [in circumstances]
in whic/i the rest kept talking."
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attendant circumstances ; but its adverbial force has become forgottem,

and it now counts as a conjunction, it is curious that the notional part

ef when-as and ivJureas came to be dropped, and the merelyformal or

relational part ' as' assumed the meaning of the whole word ; thus " I

met James as [^when-as] I was coming hither ;
" " As [—luhere-as) you

say so, I must believe it."

because is merely the compound phrase by cause. It was formerly
followed by of, as "Because of the waters of the flood" {Gen. vii. 7 ;

compare "by reason of the fire," Dent. v. 5). In Shakspeare, &c.,
because is often followed by that, which in fact introduces a substantive

clause in apposition to the noun cause. On the omission of the con-
nective that, because hardened into a conjunction.*

291. If (A.S. gif) is cognate with the Norse ef Gennan oh, Dutch of, and
Gothic ibai and jabai, am\ is connected with an old noun iba or

eba t = ' condition ' or ' stipulation ' {Fick iii. p. 20). It thus answers
exactly to the phrase "on condition that." The conditional particle

a«^/has already been treated of (§ 287).

A question is one way of putting a hypothesis, as "Is any afflicted?

Let him pray." In this way 7ohcth.er-or came to be used as equivalent
io either if— or [if ^ as "I will go whether you will or not," i.<;. "I
will go either if yon will or ifyon will not."

Lest comes fi-om the Anglo-Saxon expression "]>y lajs I'e" = Lat.
quominus = '[that] by so much less' or 'that the less,' where the

indeclinable ' >e ' is the mark of syntactical subordmation, and so

converts the phrase into a subordinative conjunction. + Altliough in

reality essential to the construction, '
Jjy

' (the instrumental case of
' Jset') came to be omitted, and hcs \eox Ices became lest, either by the
blending oi\e with hes, or by the phonetic offgrowth of / § (Skeat, j.t/.).

892. Unless is a compound o^on and the comparative less. In early English
we find the fuller expression ' upon lesse than.'|| The phrase is an
imitation of the French a vioins cjue. " He will be ruined unless you
help him " means " He will be ruined if matters stop at less than your
helping him," i.e. "stop short of your helping him."

293. But.—The idea involved in the word unless was expressed in A.S. by
butan (see but), which was developed from a preposition into a con-

junction (like after, without. Sec.) in the way already described

{\ 290). The omission of the that which made what followed into

a substantive clause governed by a preposition, left such constructions

as " Ncebbe ge lif on eow butan ge etan min fljesc " = ' ye have not

• The old word forwhy (= 'for the reason that ') is now obsolete. It was not interroga-

tive, as Cowper (John Gilpitt) mistakenly makes it.

t Many have attempted to connect gif {if) with the verb give, as though it were an im-

perative mood of it, the Scotch ^'« [= gien = given) being the passive participle. But the

word must not be separated from the related forms in cognate languages, and none of these

have the slightest connection with any verb meaning ' give.'
* Thus " [God commanded us that we should not eat] Jjy laes ]>e we swulton " = 'tkat the

les-i (quoiiiiniis) we should die.'

§ K.orh (ii. p. 424) quoting ' JJe lasste )>e' (from the Sax. Chron. 694, F) seems inclined to

regard lest as a superlative.

[I
Upon lesse than wee mowe falle toward hevene from the erthe " =: ' unless we can fall,' &C.

{MaHHcieviile,'^. 184). -— • ..
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life in you hut [^~ unless) ye eat my flesh,' i.e. Heaving out* youf

eating my tlesli, ye liave no life in you.' So in Chaucer " Hut it were

any person ob.stinat " {Prol. 521), i.e. ' leaviw^ out the CRse of ils being

(i.e. ' unless it were ') an obstinate person.' We have a similar use of

hut as a conjunction { — unless or except that) in " But he is something

stained with grief, thou mightst call him a goodly person " (.Sh. Temp:

I. 2) ; "Ne'er may I look on day, but she tells to your highness

simple truth" {Com. Err. \. 211); "It shall go hard but I will

prove it"; "Thieves are not judged but they are by to liear.'*

Witliout and except acquired the same force in the same way, as

in "Not ivithout the Prince be willing" "Except ye repent
"

But as an adversative co-ordinative conjunction was another product

of the same construction. Thus " Myn handwerk to sle sore grevyth

me, but that here synne here deth doth brewe " {Cov. M. p. 43^ would
appear in modern English as "It grieves me sore to slay my handi-

work, hut tlieir sin doth brew their death." This use of hut has nearly

superseded its older meaning ' unless,'' and hut in tliis sense has

ousted de,f which is the common adversative conjunction in A..S.

• The c.nse excepted is. of course, virtually a negative hypothesis. In the older writers

but i/'mxA dni timi {where a«rf=?/)are common, as "but and ye helpe us now" (Chaucer

Sentences like that quoted in the text were common in AS., and in an elliptical form gave
rific to sentences like the following—" Niin man nat biiton fa;der ana" = 'no man knoweth
but my P'ather only,' for " biiton I'jem JJaet fa;der ana w.it," ' but that my F.ather only knows';
" Ne iiis na god buten he," = ' there is no God but he [is God]. This shows that hut may be
followed by a nominative case provided the ellipse can be filled up so as to allow of its

occurrence m the complete sentence. " N.ibody knows it but he " = ' Nobody knows it but
he [knows it].' It is equally correct to say " Nobody knows it but him," only hui is then a
pre|)oiitioii, and t'ut tiiin forms a limiting adjunct to nobody.

It should be noticed that in such cases but introduced an exccptwn to n general negative
statement. In later English the negative came to be omitted, and so but app'.-ars to be an
adverb meaning onty. Thus we read in Maundeville " Thei eten not but ones a day," i.e.

' They eat not but (= except) that they eat once a day.' We now say " They eat but once a
day " Ther nis but a god" (Leg. S. Cath. 282) = 'There is not but one God,' is now
' There is but one God.'

there are other instances in which negatives are improperly omitted in modern English.

Thus '' Do not spend more than you can help," ought to be " Do not spend more than you
cannot help. " " He has lost ever so much money," should be " He has lost never so much
money," i.e. " He has lost a quantity of money, and never before lost so much."

t Jjnt is a difficult word to deal with : it is so often attended by the ellipse of some im-
portant word. The omission of* the negative has already been noticed {Xote *). One class

of sentences has been much misunderstood. In "'There's ne'er a villain dwelling in all

Denmark but he's an arrant knave," everybody admits that Inct is a conjunction. In modern
English, however, it is very common in such sentences to h.ave either the subject or the

object of the verb that follows the 'but' omitted, as "There's not a man I meet but doih
salute me" ; "Not a holiday fool there but would give a piece of silver" {Teinfi. II. 2, 30);
" No jutty . . . but this bird hath made his pendent bed " {Macb). Many grammarians .say

that in such sentences ' but ' has become a relative pronoun involving a iiegati'"e, and is

equivalent to ivliieh not, or -lulw not. This is putting an extremely violent strain upon the

force of words. One can understand how the intelligence of the speaker or hearer can attach

a connective force to a word that does not strictly express it, that is only a question of
grammatical form ; but the conversion of a mere conjunction into a word that statuis for a
person or tiling is a very different affair. It seems much simpler to allow that a pronoun is

understood. There are abundant examples of this kind of omission in the case both of relative

pronouns and of their antecedents. The analogj' of the Latin quin is misleading, becau.se

<]uin actually contains the pronominal root, and even in Latin it is never necessary to take
quin as the subject of a following verb.

There are many sentences beginning with but that, where it does not matter whether we
treat but as a preposition followed by a substantive clause, or take hut that as a compound
conjunction like i/ that, wtten that, &c Thus " The sky would pour down stinking pilch,

but that the sea clashes the fire out" {Temp, t, 2, 4). la other cases we must regard ittt
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294. "WTiile is the A.S. hwU-=L 'time,' which was used in the phrase J>«

Imnk \c— ' the whiie that. * Lett by itself, 'ivhile hardened uito a con-

junction, its notional sense being forgotten. It assumed the adverbial

suffix -s and its offgrowth t [iL'/iiUs, 'i'hilst).

Thoug-h is the A.S. ^leah = 'nevertheless.' It is still used as an adverb,

as in "You are still in time, make haste though." In AS. the con-

nective particle J>e was appended to it, to convert it into a conjunction,

as t/i(t/ was in early English. When the that was dropped its con-

junctive force was merged in the though.

Than is another form of the word then (see Chaucer, passi;jt), in A.S,
yojiuc or piju/u: In A.S. this was a relative or conjunctive adverb,

equivalent to our when. In this sense it was used after comparatives

to introduce the standard of comparison.\ "John is taller than

Charles" meant originally "When Charles is tall (z'.c". when the

tallness of Charles is regarded) John is taller." "He came sooner

than I expected " is " When I expected [him to come soon], he came
sooner." " I have no other home than this " is " When I have this, I

have no other home." But the original sense of than has become so

completely forgotten, that the word must now be regarded as a mere
conjunction. Clauses beginning with than are usually elliptical.

Albeit, i.e. all-be-it, is merely a short concessive sentence. In Chaucer
we find " Al be that he was a philosophre" ; also (without he) "All
Mere they sore hurt" {Kn. T. 1851) where al = although.

295. Since all demonstratives involve reference, they always cause a
certain connectioii in thought between two ideas ; but for all that, they
are not, grammatically speaking, connective Ttjords. Such words as

t/ie?-e/ore, hence, still, coiseqitently, accordingly, yet, likeivise, also,

Sec, are only simple aik'erbs,\ not even connedive adverbs j still less

are they mere confunctions.

%

with the substantive clause that follows as forming together a limiting adjunct of a word that

involves a general or universal idea, which word may be either expressed or understood, as
" I know nothing about it but that he vouched for it." (Here but that, kc, limits 7iothing.')

"Think not lanylhing] but [that] we will share in all thy woes." (Here but luc, &c., limits

rt/yM/'w^- understood.) '" Never dream [anything] but that ill must come of it.'' It is by a
confusion that we get such sentences as " Never doubt but that ill must come of it.'' Here
the exceptive but is superfluous.

* "The while that hit in the water is" (Wright, /'('/. T^r. p. 135). 'The while that' is

equivalent to 'what ne' in "What time I am afraid," &c. (Fsatiit 56). ll'hilc as is also

found in the older writers, as " ]l'hite as the first tabernacle was yet standing" {Hcb. ix. 8).

Like the Latin diiiii, while in some dialects means ////, and even has the force of a preposi-

tion. Thus 'While then ' occurs in Shakspeare (Macb.). In Lyly we find ' while bedtime,'
Sec. While has no connection with ivho, w/ien, &c. The combination the whilst is wTong.
If the is used, while is still a substantive, and the adverbial sufSx is improper.
tin Scotch be (= by) is u.sed for the same purpose. " He's yunger be onie o' thaim " =^

' he's younger by the side of (i.e. lohen compared with) any of them.' 'I'he provincial idiom
" He is older uor John," may possibly mean " He is older, atid tiot John." Some explain
" He is taller tlian John " as being ' He is taller, tlieii (i.e. in the next lower degree) John is

fall.' The objections to this are that it will not explain the Anglo-Saxon usage, that it is quite

inapplicable to such sentences as some of those given in the text, and that it inverts the

logical order of the ideas, making the comparative degree iiselj' tlie standard of c07nparison.

Qiiain in Latin does not strictly correspond in force to thou. It is the correlative of tain,

and always marks degree.

\ Take "He was idle \ for that reason he did not succeed." We have obviously two
complete and independent sentences ; but substitute for ' for that reason ' its exact grammati-
cal e<iuivalent ' therefore,' and half the writers of grammars will tell us that tlurefore is a
conjunction, and that we have one (compound) sentence, not two separate ones.

\ A great piistskc is made when quum and ut in Latin arc called conjunctiom. They are •
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. INTERJECTION.

296. Interjections are words which are used to express some
emotion of the mind, but do not enter into the construction of

sentences ; as, Oh ! O ! Ah ! Ha ! Alas ! Fie ! Pshaw ! Hurrah !

In written language interjections are usually followed by what is

called a mark of admiration (!).

The interjection is a nondescript kind of word. It is scarcely notional.,

and is certainly not relatiofial.

COMPOSITION AND DERIVATION.

297. Words may be divided into two classes

—

primary words,

and secondary or dcrivafroc words.

A word is a primary word when it does not admit of being

resolved into simpler elements ; as man, horse, run.

A word is a secondary word when it is made up of significant

parts, which exist either separately or in other combinations.

Secondary words are formed partly by Composition, partly by
Derivation,

COMPOSITION.
298. A word is a compoujid word when it is made up of two or

more parts, each of which is a significant word by itself ; as apple-tree,

tea-spoon, spend-thrift.

All compounds admit of being divided primarily into two words ; but

one of tliese may itself be a compound word, so that the entire word
may be separated into three or four words ; as haiiduraftsiiian

(made up of wa;/ and //r/ ;?<;'/(vrt/?, /landicmft \»img itself made up of

//(?//(/ and craft''') ; midsliipman (made up o^. man and midsliij', midship

being itself made up of mid and siiip.

299. In most compound words it is the first word which modifies the mean-
ing of the second, t (The second denotes the genus, tlie first distin-

guishes the species.) Rosebush means a particular kind of bush, namely,

one that bears roses A haycart is a certain kind o{ cart, namely, one

connective adverbs. The Part of Speech to which a word belongs is not determined by our
translation of it. Everybody agrees that qnitin = ui/ien is an adverb ; but qiniiit = since

is usually called a conjunction. This is wrong. Qiiniii is always adverbial ; it always refers

either to the //wf or to the attendant circmnsiaiices oi;u\ event. So with «/. The .sentence
' tam validus est ut nemo eum superare possit ' is virtually ' he has such a (or a cettaui)

degree of strength, iind so no one c^in overcome him.'
- The /' in handicraft and handiwork is a relic of the syllable gc in the A S. handgecracft

and handgc^veorc.
t This does not apply to compounds in which the first element is a verb or prepositiot\

governing the secoiid, us godsend nsiee^, bcfcutfc, &c;.
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for cari7ing hay. The accent is placed upon the modifying word
when the amalgamation is complete. When the two elements of the

compound are only partially blended, a hyphen is put between them,

and the accent falls equally on both parts of the compound, as in knee-

deep* We do not get a true compound so long as the separate

elements both retain their natural and full significance, and their

ordinary syntactical relation. Composition is accompanied by limita-

tion of significance. Compare hhic bell and bluebell, red breast and

redbreast, vionlis hood and monkshood.

A.-COMPOUND NOUNS.
300. Compound Nouns exhibit the following combinations :

—

1. A noun preceded by a noun, of which the first (i) denotes what the

second consists of, is characterized by, or attached to, as haystack,

cornfield, oaktree, wineshop, churchyard ; (2) denotes the purpose for

which the thing denoted by the second is used,t as teaspoon, milkin;^-

stool (see ^ 202), inkstand , or with which its activity is connected, as

man-killer, bush-ranger, snn-shade ; {3) is a defining genitive, or the

equivalent of one, as rwordsman, kinsman, Wednesday {IVoden's day),

sun-beam, noon-tide, day-star.

2. A noun preceded and modified by an adjective, as roundhead, black-

bird, quicksilver, Northampton, midday, midriff [K.?>. hrif =^ howc\<,).

Tzvilight (twi := two), fortnight (i.e., fourteen-night), sennight (i.e.,

seven night) are from numerals.

3. A noun preceded by a verb of which it is the object, as stopgap, pick-

pocket, makeweight, turncock, loagtail, spitfire.

4. A noun denoting an agent preceded by what would be the object of

the corresponding verb, as man-slayer, peace-maker.

5. A gerund preceded by a governed noun, as wire-pulling.

6. A verb preceded by a noun, as godsend (very rare).

7. A noun preceded by an adverb, which modifies (adverbially) the

noun, when that denotes an action, SlS forethought, neighbour (A.S.

neah-bur =: ' one who dwells near '), off-shoot, aftertaste, by-path, anvil

(A.S. aiifilt or onfilt, hom fillian ' to strike').

8. A noun preceded and governed by a preposition, a.% forenoon.

9. A verb preceded or followed by an adverb which modifies it, the

compound constituting a noun, as inlet, welfare, onset, go-between,

standstill, income.

801. The following compounds, in which one or both of the elements have
been changed or become obsolete, are given by Koch (iii./. 98).

bandog = bond-dog (a dog chained up)

barn = bere-cern {barley house)

bridal =: br^d-ealu (bride-ale)

brimstone =: bryn-stan [burning-stone)

distaff = dise-sta;f {fiax-sta^)
garlic, hemlock from leac (leek)

* The use of the hyphen is very much a matter of usage or fancy. Footsore and heart-
broken, henpecked and conscience-stricken are formed alike. Similarly teaspoon, apple-tree,
and cannon bull are equally compound words. If two words are sounded together as a
compound, the mode of writing them matters but little.

+ The modifying word may be a verb used substantively, as in washtnb, grindsto'if,
ittvipoJi : or the pronoim self, as set/ wilt, self-murder.
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gospel = god-sjiell {-^ood juios, or Gotfs ifiasa^^e)

grunsel = t^rund-syl {groiin.i-sil/, thrcsJioU)

h.inijnail =. ani^-naegele {a sore under the nail)

huzzy = lnis-\\if [house-wife)

icicle = is-gicel (pi-ovincial, icc-shoggle)

Imnmas =: hlaf-niesse (/oaf-mass)

Iciuan :== leof-man [hrved or dear persoji)

mulwife =r mcd-wif \hirtd womai^
moldwarp or mole =. niolde-weorp [tuould-thrffioer)

nonril = nas->yrl [nose-hole. Comp. drill)

(orchard = ort-geard {wort- or root-garden)

shelter =r scyld-truma [troop-shield)

steward = stige-weard [sty- or stall-warden)

stirrup = stig-rap [mounting-7-ope)

wedlock =: wedlac [pledge-gift)

world . = wer-eld [man-age, a generaiioii)

B.-COMPOUND ADJECTIVES.

302. Compound Adjective^ exhibit the following combinations :

—

1. All ad)ective preTcded by a noun, which qualifies it adverbially

(comp. § 267), as sky-hlne, fire-iiew, pitch-dark, hloodred, ankle-deep,

breast-high, head-strong, childlike, hopeful (and other compounds of

full, once formed witli tiie r.oun in the genitive, as willesful :=:wilful)

,

shame/aced [ong'maWy shamefast, A. S. sceamfest), steadfast.

2. Tije adjective in these compounds is often a participle, as in seafaring,

bed-ridden, heart-broken, tempest-tossed, sea-girt, &c.

3. An imperfect participle preceded by its object, as tale-bearing,

heart-)-ending, fime-se7~t'ing, &c.

4. An adjective or participle preceded by a simple adverb, as upright,

do-wnright, under-done, out-spoken, inborn, almighty.

5. A noun preceded by an adjective, as barefoot, two-fold, manifold, a

three-bottle man, a twopenny cake, a th^-ee-foot rule. (Compare the

nick-nanics Hotspur. Longshanks, Roundhead, &c ) In modern Eng-
lish these compounds have taken the participial ending, bare-legged,

one eyej, &c.

C-COMPOUND PRONOUNS.

303. See the section on Pronouns.

D.-COMPOUND VERBS.

30 i. These present the following combinations :

—

1. A verb preceded by a separable adverb, as orierdo, understa^id, fulfil,

iind. rgo, cross-iju'stion. Twit is a corruption of tet-witan.

2. .\ verb preceded by its object, as back-bi^e, broio-bcat.

3 A ver.) of incomplete predication preceded by its complement (see

Syntax, Complex Predicate), as 7ahite-7cash, rough-hc7v.

4. A verb followed by an ailverb, as don {^ do or p2tt on), doff [ = do

ov put off), dout or douse =: do out, dup^^do up. (Comp. Germ.
aufthun.

)

30? . For compound adverbs, prepositions, and conjunclions, see §g 267,

269, 271, 2S1, 291, lice.
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DERIVATION.
306. Most words in all languages have been built uj) by tlic

combuiation of sim[)ler elements. Words generally admit of being

arranged in groups, the words belonging to each of" which have

a certain portion wiiich is conniion to all, and which rei)reseiits a

certain fundamental notion.

307. Thus, love is common to all the words \Jic'\ loves, loving, lcvc7-,

lovable, lovely, loveless, &c. So in Latin, fac is ct)mmon to Jaeio,

fed, facttun, Jacior, efficio, factio, fades, &c. This common fimda-

mcntal part of a group of words is called a root. Many of these roots

are found in all or several of the kindred languages constituting the

AiyaJi family.*

308. AH roots are monosyllabic, and the most primitive roots consist of a

single vowel, or a vowtl and a consonant. Roots are subdivided into

predicative roots, representing notions, and denionstratiw or rttational

roots, indicating the relations of notions to each other or to the speaker.

Primitive roots are not words, but elements from which words aie

formed, either by combination or by making some change in the form

of the root; which latter process was certainly in many cases, and
possibly in all, the result of the blending of some earlier combination

of different roots.

In the course of time a large number of the elements by w.hith words
have been formed from roots, or from other words, have lost their

independent existence and significance, and been reduced lo mere
prefixes and suffixes ; and frequently have vanished altogclher.

309. Derivation, in the wide sense of the term, includes all pro-

cesses by which words are formed from roots, or from other words.

In practice, however, deriv 'tion excludes eo/iifositioii, which, is the

putting together of words both or all of which retain an independent
existence, and iiiflexioit, which is the name given to those changes in

certain classes of words by which the varieties of their gruniiiuitieal

relations are indicated. (See § 28.)

810. The addition of a syllable for inflexion or derivation often causes the

weakening of the vowel sound of a preceding syllable. Compare
nation with national; vain with ^uiniiy ; cliild with c/iitdieii ; cotk

v,'\\\\ c/iictcen ; lons^ with linger; old with dd:r ; broad with breadth.

A weakened vowel sovmd marks a derived word.

DERIVATION BY MEANS OF TEUTONIC
PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES.

DERIVED NOUNS.

311. Ifotin Prefixes of Tetitonie Origin.

I. Tin ; as in unrest, undre.ss.

* Account must be taken of the changes classified in Grimm's law.
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2. mis ; as in 7)iisdtV(i, mishap, titistnist, miscondiiit. This prefix

(connected with the verb miss, and the old Knglisli mys =. evil)

implies error or fault in the action referred to. Jn many words of

Romance origin, as mischance, mis =z old French mes, from Lat.

mil/ Its.

Noun Suffixes of Teutonic Origin.

312. 1. Suffixes denoting a person or the doer of an action.

-er or -ar (A.S. -ere).—singer, baker, lieggar, liar.

-ster (originally denoting female agent),

—

spinster, tapster {% 45, A),

-ter, -ther, -d.er,—p'ather, daughter, spider (=: spimier or spiiDicr).

-nd. (old imperfect participle),—_/?«;(/, y)vV«i/ (from Gothic/z/rt/; ' to hate
'

TiWiXfrijon ' to love ').

313. 2. Suffixes usually denoting an instrument.

-el, -le (A.S. -ol, or -nl),—shovel, girdle, shuttle, brindle, sickle.

-ter, -Aer,—ladder (Germ. Leiter, root hli — fiioiiiit), rudder, weather

(Goth, waiaii = ' to blow ').

314. 3. Suffixes forming Abstract ITouns.

-dom (connected with deem and doom, implying condition or sphere

of action),

—

kingdom, earldom, thraldom, martyrdom, Christendom,

-ivisdom, freedom. (Compare Germ, -thum.)

-hood, -head (A..S. had = person, state, condition),

—

manhood,
priesthood, childhood, godhead. (Germ, -heit.)

-red (A.S. reed -=1 counsel, power, state),

—

hatred, kindred. In old

Y.wgY\ii\\ fi'cojidrede {Ji-icjidship) , sibixdc {relationship), &c.

-ship, -scape, -skip (denoting shape, fashion, from seapan :::^to shape),

—friendship, hardship, ivorshif (i.e. worth-ship), landscape or land-

skip. (Compare Germ, -schaft from schaffen.)

-ingr,

—

hunting, blessing, flooring, cloihitig (with collective sense).

-ness,

—

redness, goodness, witness (from the verb zvit).

-th, -t, -(s)t, -d,*

—

growth, health, death (die), gift, might (may), theft,

flight, rift (rive), itpriste =: uprising (Chaucer), harvest (from stem
hai~v or harf; compare Gr. Kap-n-os), mirth (merry), flood, ruth (rue),

truth and trtist (from true or trow) breadtlA (broad), strength (strong).

Youth {fi-om young with loss of « and the guttural ; A.S. geogi^).

Some abstract nouns are made with vowel change, ^.s eld from olc/, wrath

from wroth, heat from hot.

315. 4. Suffixes forming Diminutives.
-en ;

—

maiden, kitten, X chiekettX (cock).

-el, -le ;

—

satchel (sack), kernel (little corn), navel (from nave), paddle

( =z spaddle, from spade).

-rel ;

—

cockerel, mongrel, §
gangrel (a vagabond), wastrel.

-kin ;

—

lambkin, pipkin, inannikin, Perkiti (= Peterkin), Tomkin,

Wilkin, Hawkin (from Hal), Watkin {Walter), Hodgkin {Roger),

Snnkin {Simon). Compare Germ. -ehen.

* Connected with the sufibc of the perfect participle (weak), as in coutk (= known),

br07i,e;lit, loved.

\ Look at § 28, 3.

t See § 28, 3.

I From the root tnong = mix. Compare mingle.
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-ling- ;

—

duckling, kidliiig, darling, suckli7ig, hircUitg, starveling. The
sense of diminution passes into depreciation, as in worldling, g)-oiindling.

-ock;

—

hillock, bullock, ruddock (robin red-breast), hunwiock (from

hump), paddock (toad, Germ. Padde), pinnock (tom-tit). In Scotch

wifock, laddock, lassock, &c. , and with ie, ivifukic (wee little woman),
dmppulne (wee little drop). Pollock (Paul), Baldock (Baldwin).

-y, -ie, -ey ;

—

daddie, Annie, Charley or Charlie.

316. 5. Patronymies.

-ingr ( := son of) ;

—

Atheling. In tribal and family names, as Tooting,

Hardinghavi, Pilkington. With a modified meaning in herring (the

shoal-fish, from A.S. here ^ army or shoal), tithittg, farthing,

6. Other Suffixes.

-el, -Ie ;— apple, riddle,

-en, -on or -n ;—garden, kitchen (from cook, see § 28, 3), token, beacon,

rain, brain, loan.

—er ;

—

hanitner, hunger, summer, water.

-m or -cm (closely allied in sense to the abstract suffixes) ;

—

bloom,

blossom,* bosom, doom (from the verb do =z set or place), dream, stream,

slime (compare L/at. saliva), qualm (quail, quell).

-ow (= A.S. -u) ;—shadow, meado~tU, shalloio [shoal).

DERIVED ADJECTIVES.

Adjective Prefixes of Teutonic Origin.

817. I. a,

—

alive,\ aweary. Athirst in A.S. of-'^yrst-X

2. a, a corruption of^^t',— alike '=zgelic.

3. un (negative, not the same as the un in verbs) -—unwise, itntrue,

and before Romance words, as uncourtcous. An umpire is one
who makes the two sides unn'cn {Jn or un, par) by joining one of

them.

Adjective Suffixes (Teutonic).

318. -ed ;— the common participial suffix. Also added to nouns, as in ragged,

•wretched, left-handed, &c.
-en or -n (used also as a participial suffix) ;

—

wooden, golden, linen (from

lin-:=Jlax), heathen (a dweller on the heath), green, fain, &c.
-er or -r ;

—

bitter, lither, fair.

-em (a compound of the two last) ;

—

northern, southern, &c.
-el or -Ie (A S. -ol) ;—fickle, little, brittle, idle.

-ard. or -art ( = hard, A.S. heard, gives an intensive force) ;—added to

adjectives and verbs, as dullard, drunkai-d, laggard, dotard, braggart,

bltnkard, stinkard. This suffix made its way into the Romance
languages, out of which some derivatives have come into English, as

bastard, standard (O. F. estendre::=z extendere), co7i'ard [cc'dardo horn
Lat. Cauda ; pro^jerly a dog that runs away with his tail between
his legs). Dastard is probably connected with daze (Skeat, £. D.).

* A.S bldsUna, from the root bio [blmv) and the two suffixes -si (see § 314) .ind -ma.
\ Properly an adverbial phrase— o« life.

X Shortened from oJ-\yrHed. 0/ is an intensive particle, not the preposif.ion. An
kuHgred is of similar origin ; of was weakened to a, and n put iu for euphony.
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-ish, -sh, -cb, added to nouns to denote 'belonging to,' 'having the

qualities of,' as sioinish, s/m'is/f, foolish, Romish, Turkish, IVclsh,

Fj-oich. Conip, Germ. -sck. Added to adjectives it naturally gives

a d'lminutive farce, as blackish, dullish.

less (A S. leas zsz loose, free from, 'cuithont). Heedless, senseless.

-ly (a corruption of //.(v), added (of course) to nouns. Godly, heavenly,

i:;hastly (Irom ghost), manly.%
-ow (A.S. -u) ;

—

fiiirro:iJ, c-allow, &c.

-some, added to verbs and adjectives to denote the presence of the
quality that they indicate. Winsome, buxom (from bngan =. to yield),

tiresome, quarrelsome, ~o!iolesome, blithesome, fulsome.
-th or d (originally a superlative suffix), in numerals. Third, fourth, &c.
-y = A.S. -!&, added usually to nouns to indicate the presence of that

for which the noun stands. Greedy, bloody, needy, thirsty, vioody,

sorry {sore), &c. Added to verbs, in stiehy, sundry [sunder), w-'ary.

-ward, denoting 'becoming' or 'inclining to' from A.S. laeoriSajt

(see §268). Northward, froward {/ro/n), toward {to), a7'jhwa} d {horn

the old adjective «///' or aw/t, 'contrary, wrong '), meaning originally
' back-handedly, transversely.

'

319. For Derived Pronouns, see §§ 154— 175.

DERfVED VE-RBS.

Verb-Prefixes (Teutonic).

320. I. a- meaning formerly out, away, off {K.S. aceorfan 'to cut ofif'),

afterwards back or again, now an intensive particle, prelixcd to

verbs :

—

arise, abide, awake.

be ( =: by) denotes the application of an action to an object, and so

{a) makes intransitive, verbs transitive, as bemoan, bespeak, bestride,

befall, or (/>) forms transitive verbs out of adjectives or nouns, as

bedim, begrime [grim), benumb, bcchud, befriend, bedeia, or (<:)

strengthens the meaning of transitive verbs, as betake, bestow,

bedazzle. Believe is a corruption of A.S. gelyfan (Germ, glauben).

for ( := German ver) usually implies that the action indicated by the

simple verb is negatived, or done in a bad sense, as forbid, forsake,

forget {— 'undo the getting'). Forgive meant originally 'to aban-

don by giving.' (Compare Lat. condonare.)

mis, denoting error or deject, as in misspell, misbelieve, mislike, jnisgive,

IkTore Romance words, misadvise, misdirect.

Vi.r\. (^o'Ctixz and ^^ against, back, German ent), implies the reversal of

the action indicated by the simple verb :

—

unbind, undo, untie.

Unbosom, unkennel, &c., are made from nouns. Answer (A.S.

andswarian) has the prefix in the older form ; also ambassador
(Gothic andbahts-=z servant).

graA. (root oi ag.iinst, Ocv^aM^ gegen)
;
gainsay, f^ainsfrive.

with (see § 284 ' with ') ; withdraw, withstand, withhold.

to ( =z Germ, zer ; not the preposition to) ; to^brake (' broke to pieces ')

is still found \n Judges ix. 53.

Verb-Suffixes (Tevitonic).

331. -si or -le, added to the roots of verbs and nouns gives a com!)inc.l

frequentative and diminutive force : dazzle {daie), straddle {stride).
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shovel {shove), srvaddle {yiuathe), dribble [drop), gamble (gaiiu), -waddle

{',U(ulc), snivel {sniff), grapple (grab): from nouns

—

h/eel {knee), nestle

{nest), sparkle {spark), tlu'ottle {throat), nibble {nib or neb), eurdle,

scribble {scribe).

-er (giving, much the same force as the last), gliininer [gleam), xvander

{ivend), fritter { fret), flitter and flutter {flit).

-k (frequentative) ; hark {hear), talk {tell).

-en lorming causative or factiiivf verbs from nouns and adjectives ; as

strengthen, leir^^then, frighten, fatten, sweeten, slacken.

-se, forming verbs from adjectivts ; cleanse, rinse (comp. Germ, rein).

Derivatives formed by Modifications of Sound.

322. Verbs are often formed from nouns by a modification or weak-

ening of the vowel sound, or of the final consonant, or of both. Thus
bind (from bond), sing (from song), In'ccd {brood), feed {food), knit

{knot), drip {drop), heal {whole), calve (calf), halve {half), brcatlie

{breath), bathe {bath), shelve {shelf), graze {grass), glaze {glass), hitch

{hook). The same process is seen in Romance words, as prize from

price, advise {advice), &.c. The weakening was occasioned by verbal

suffixes, which have since disappeared.

323. Transitive (causative) verbs are often formed by a slight

modification or weakening of the root vowel from intransiti\'e

verbs dent)ting the act or state which the former produce. Thus fell

(from fall), set (from sit), raise (from rise), lay fie), drench {drink),

wend {wind), quell {quail, A.S. cwelan ' to die ')•

"324. A k or g sound at the end of words in old English tends to

become softened in modern English. Compare dike and ditch, stink

and stench, wring and wrench, mark and march (= boundary), lurk,

and lurch, bank and bench, stark and starch, seek and beseech, bark
and barge, bake and batch, stick and stitch, wake and watch, tweak and
twitcli. Also sc tends to become sJi, as A.S. scacan = sliakc, A.S. scddu
^= shadow, A.S. sceal= slialf A.S. scecip= sheep, A.'S. scapaJi^^^ shape,

A.S. scip ^ ship, &c. scuf/le =^ shuffle, screech = shriek, scabby =^

shabby, skirt == shirt, &.c.

325. Other collateral forms involve the retention or omission of
an initial s. Compare smash, -mash; splash, plash j smelt, melt

j

squash, quash; squench, quench; swag, wag.

326. Fof Derived Adverbs, Prepositions, and Conjunctions
see §§ 267—291.

DERIVED WORDS CONTAINING PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES
OF LATIN ORIGIN.

327. Prefixes of Latin Origin.

a, ab, abs (from or away). Avert, abduction, abstract. The d in

advance is an error ; Fr. avancer from ab and ante.

ad (to) found also in the forms ac, at, an, ap, as, at, a, according to the

consonant that follows it. Adore, accede, allude, announce, appear,

assent, attend, aspire
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amb- or am- (round). Amputate, aiiibigiioiis.

ante or anti (before). Antediluvian, antecessor (or ancestor), anti-

cipate.

circum or circu (round). Circumloeniion, circuit.

con (with), also coni-, col-, cor-, co-, ace >rdinjj to the following

consonant. Conduct, compact, collision, correct, coheir.

contra, contro (against), often Anglicized into counter. Contravene,

controvert, counteract, countr\'-danee= contre-danse.

de (down, from). Denote, deferibe, descend.
'

dis (in two, apart), also dif-, di-, do-. Dissent, differ, dilu'e, deluge

(—diluviuui), depart, demi^diiiiidium Naturalized and used as a

negative before Teutonic words ; disband, disbelieve, distrust.
*

ex (out of), ec-, ef-, e-. Extrude, efface, eda e. Disguised in astonish

(etonner — extonare), afraid [effrayer], scourge [ex-coi rigere), &c.

extra (beyond). Extravas^ant, extraneous, stranger.

in (in, into), modified to il-, im-, ir-, ei-, em-. Induce, illusion,

impel, irruption, endure, embrace. Naturalized and used before

Teutonic words, embody, endear. Disguised in anoint [in-ttnctus).

in (negative). Insecure, improper, illegitima'e, irrational.

inter, iatro (anrong, within). Interdict, introduce.

mis- (Old Fr. ;«i?jz=Lat. minus); mischance (comp. Fr. mechant)^

mischief.

ob, obs (against), oc~, of-, op-. Oblige, occur, offend, oppo'c.

per (through), pel-. Permit, pellucid. Disguised in pardon {pe>''

donare), pilgrim (Ital. pellegrino = peregrinus).

post ("after). Postpone.

prae or pre (before). Prezdsion, preface. Provost =^praepositus.

praeter, prater (past). Preterite, preternatural.

pro (forth, before), pol, por-, pur-. Promote, pollute, portray, pur-
chase {pro-cat>tiare), purpose, purveyor.

re or red (back, again). Reduction, redound, reduce. Used before

Teutonic woids in reset, reopen, &c.

r-^tro (backwards). Retrograde. Rear in reartvard.

se or sed (apart). Seduce, sed-ition.

sub or subs (under), sue-, suf-, sur-, sus-. .Subdue, succeed, suffuse,

swrogate, suspend. Disguised in sojourn [sub diurno). I'rcfixed to

Teutonic words in sublet, &.c.

subter (beneath). Subterfuge.

super (above), sur. Superscribe, sinface { = superfcies), surfeit.

trans or tra (beyond). Translate, tradition.

ultra (beyond). Ultramontane. Outrage from It. oltraggio.

Suffixes of Latin Origin.t

328. S".~SG.xes Denoting Persons.

(Doers of actions, persons charged with certain functions, or having

to do with that for which the primary word stands.)

• In some cases, when placed before Teutonic words, dis is merely a corruption of mis, as

in inisbclievc. mislike, mistt ztst.

t It is difficult to classify these suffixes with any approach to precision, as some have pot

very much confused, and adjectives and oarticiples ofty make their appearance as nouna

and verbs-
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tor, -sor, -or, -our, -er (z= Latin -tor, -sor, -ator) ; — docfor,

succc-ssor, L-z/ipc'ror (imperaior), Saviour {salvator), founder {fuudator),
enchanter {incantator'). Sometimes confused with the A.S. -ere.

-ant, -ent (participles) ;

—

attendant, tenant, agent.

-er, -eer, -ier, -or, -ary (Lat. -arius, denoting usually ' one whose
functions are connected with' that for which the primitive noun
stands);

—

usher (ostiartus), archer [arcuarius], farrier (f-rrarius),
brigadier, chancellor, lafidary, engineer (Fr. ingenieur) from
illgenialor.

-ate (Latin -atus) ;

—

legate, advocate. Weakened to -ee, -ey or y in

7io)ninee, committee, attornry, jury (Juratus), deputy {deputatus).

Journey [diiirnata], party from partita.

-ess, ese (Lat. -ensis) ;— burgess, Chinese.

-ess (LaL -issa, fem. suffix) ;

—

countess, traitress.

829. Sviffixes forming Abstract Nouns.

-ion, -tion, -sion, -son, -som ;

—

opinion, action, tension, poison
{potion-), ransom [redemption-), reason [ration-), season [sation-,

'sowing time').

-ance, - ancy, -ence, -ency (Lat. -antia, -entia);

—

distance, infancy,

continence, decency, chance [cadentia), province (provincia = provi-

dentia) ; imitated in grievance, iS:c.

-ag-e (Lat. -agrium = -aticum) ;

—

age, voyage [viaticum), savage [silvn-

ticus), personage, homage, mai-riage [maritagiuw). ISaluralized and
added to Teutonic words, as in tillage, windage, wharfage, bondage.

This suffix denotes (1) the condition or occupation of the person
indicated by the primary noun, as vassalage, pilotage ; (2) a collection,

quantity, or summing-up, as poundage, mileage, herbage ; (3) a state

or process in which something is concerned, as wharfage, bomtnge,

•windage ; (4) when added to verbs, the result of an act, or the sum
total of separate acts indicated by the verb, as breakage, leakage,

pillage [piI ox peel := strip), coinage, &c.
-ty, -ity (Lat. -tat, -itat^) ;

—

vanity, cruelty, city [civitat-).

-tude ;
— fortitude, magnitude.

-our (Lat. -or) ;— labour, ardour, honour. Imitated in behaviour.

-y (Lat. -ia) ;
— misery, memory. Preceded by / or s, -tia or -sia =

-cy or-ce, aristocracy, fancy, grace. Also in abstract nouns of late

formation, as bastardy, gluttony, beggary, simony.
-ice, -ess (Lat. -itia or -itium) ;

—

avarice, justice, duress {duritia),

largess [largitia), service, exercise ; -ice = ex m pumice. I^atin -ia, or

Greek -eia preceded by t or s gave rise to -cy or -sy in aristocracy,

abbacy, fancy or phantasy [(pain-acria), gra.:e. Imitated in intimacy,

obstinacy, bankruptcy, &c.
-ure ;

—

verdure, culture, picture, censure.

-e (Lat. -ium) ;— exile, homicide.
-se, -ce, -s (Lat. -sus) ;

—

case, advice, process.

Suffixes denoting the Instrument or Place of some Action.

330. -ble (Lat. -bulus, -a, -um) ;

—

stable, vestibule.

-cle, -ore (Lat. -cuius, a, -um ; -crum) i— obstacle, receptacle, cuticle,

tabernacle, sepulchre, lucre.
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-tre, -ter (Lat. -trum) ;

—

cloister {claustriiDi), thco.trc.

-tory, -sory, -ser, -or, -our, -er ([>at. -torium, -sorium) ;

—

auditory

{auditoritim = ' place for hearing '), a-cccssory, ceits-r [iiiccnsorium),

vtirror (iniratcrium), parlour {parlatorinin), iiiaiii^cr \iuandncatoria).

-me, -m, -u (Lat. -men) j

—

voltiuu. charm {cariiicii), leaven [Icvainen),

fiouii [itomeii).

-ment (Lat. -mentum) ;

—

ornament, pigment ; or denoting the action

itself, as disccynmcnl, payment. Naturalized in beiuitchment, fulfil-

ment, i!!cc.

331. Suffixes forming Diminutives.

-Ills ;

—

globule, pillule.

-el, -le, -1 (Lat. -ulus, -a, -um ; alius, -ellus, -illus) ;

—

chapel,

chancel {cancelli), libel, table, fable {Jubnla — famula from Jama),
circle, castle, sam{j>)le {exemplnvi), veal {vitulus), buckle [buccttla,

from the face with \\-hich it was commonly adorned). Participle

{participium), principle (princifium), and chronicle [chronica) are

anomalous.
-cle, -eel, -sel (Lat cuius, &c. , cellus, &c.) \—carbuncle, article,

particle [particnla), parcel {particella), damsel [doniiiticella).

-et, -let (Romance, but of obscure origin) ;— owlet, ballet, pocket,

armlet, cutlet, streamlet.

332. Suffixes forming Augmentatives.

-oon, -one, -on ;

—

balloon, trombone, million, flagon. Compare the
Latin nicknames Naso{n-) = Big-nose, Capito{n-) ~ Big-head.

333. Suffixes having a Collective or Generic Sense.

-ery, -ry, -er (Lat. -aria ^;' -eria) -j^nunnay, carpentry, chivahy,
cavalry, river (riparia), glitter (channel for gu'tae, 'drops'). The
suffix -ry was naturalized and used in modern formations, a% poetry,

jezaelry, spicery, peasantry, and added to Teutonic stems, as m
knavery, thievery, cookery. Fairy [fcerie) is properly a collective noun,
based on fay ( —fata).

Other Suffixes,

-ade (-atus, through Spanish and Italian) ;

—

cascade, lemonade, brigade.

-ne, -n (Lat. -num) ;—plane, plan, fan<\ reign, sign, &c.
-el, -le (Lat. -ela) ;

—

sequel, quarrel {querela), candle.

-ster ;

—

master {magister from mag-nus), minister (from min-or).
-y (Lat. -ium) ;—remedy, study.

-J, -ee (Lat. -aeus) ;—pigmy, Pharisee.

334. - SuflB.xes forming Adjectives.

(Many of these adjectives have become substantives in English.)

al (Latin -alls, added to nouns, and denoting 'possessing the qualities
of,' 'belonging to,' 'connected with');—legal, regal, general,
comical, canal; passing into -el in channel, hotel, jewel, or -le m
cattle {capitalia). Cruel = crudelis. Modem imitations in trial,

denial, proposal, 5:c. IFhimsical (from whimsy) is an imitation
cf cginicqi^
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-an, -ane, -ain, -en, -on (Latin anus, 'connected with') \- pagattf

mundane^ certain, inizzcn {jmdianus\, surgdoti {c/nrurj^iamis), sexton

(= sacristan), parisliion-cr {parochiaitits). Alien from alieniis.

-ain, -aign, -eign, -ance (Lat. -aneus) ;

—

numntain, champaign,

foreign {/ornneitsj, strange [,xtraneiis^

—ar (Lat. -aris) ;
—regular, singular.

-ary, -arious (Lat. -arius) ;

—

necessary, gregarious. Nouns

—

salary,

granary, &c.

-ian ;

—

Christian. Combined with the last in librarian, antiipmrian.
-ine, -im (Latin -inus, a, um) ;- feminine, feline, divine, ra/ine,

doctrine, pilgrim (Ital. pellegrino, from peirgtinits).

-ant, -ent (participles) ;—volant, fluent, patent.

-ate, -ete, -eet, -ite, -ute, -te, -t (from Latin participles and
adjectives) ;

—

innate, concrete, discreet, hirsiite, statute, polite, chaste,

honest. Mandate, minute, fact, effect, &c., have become nouns.
-se, -ce (Lat. -sus) ;

—

immense, intense, spouse {sponsa), sauce [salsus).

-lie, -il, -eel, -le, -el (Lat. -ills and -ills) ;—fragile, senile, civil,

frail (Lat.fragdis), genteel, gfitlc, able {habilis), kentiel (canile).

-able, -ible, -hie ;— culpable, edible, feeble {flebilis), old Yxqx^c\\ foible
(compare CJerman 'wenig from weinen). So many of these words
ended in able, that this was regarded as the^standard form.ation. It

was naturalized and added to Teutonic roots, as in teachable, eatable.

-ic, -ique ;

—

civic, public, unique.

-ous, -ose (-OSUS, full of, abounding in) ;

—

copious, verbose, grandiose,

jocose, famous, perilous znd. parlous {periculosus). Added to modem
words, as dangerous {danger = domigei-ium 'lordship'), and to

Teutonic stems, as in -wondrous, 7nurderous, &c. Piteous is a variety

of the older form pilous {pietostts). Righteous is a corruplion of

7-iht~u>is.

-ous (Lat. -us) ;

—

anxious, omnivorous,

-acious (made up of-ius combined with ac- and oc-) ',— mendacious,

loquacious, z'i-'aciotis, ferocious.

-ious or -y (Lat. -ius) ;— censorious, amatory, illusory,

-id -—fervid, timid, hurried.

-ive, -iffs (-ivus, commonly added to the stem of the passive participle

in -tus or -sus, and denoting 'inclined to,' or 'apt for' the action

denoted by the verb) ;— captive, caitiff {captivus), plaiittive, plaintiff,

bailiff {bajulivus), indicative, adoptive, restive. Naturalized in the

form -ative (compare -able) and added to a Teutonic stem in talkative.

Hasty, jolly, testy have loct an /.• in old French they are hastif jo/if,

testif(z:z heady). See Koch iii. 2, /. 48.
-estrial, -estrian (Lat -estris, anus or alis) ;

—

terrestrial, equestrian.

Words in -avc, -tic, -atic, -accous, -id, -lent, -knee, -mony, -esqiie

{-iscus from ic?/s), -tudc, -bund, or -bond, -und, -umn, &c., will

be readily recognized as of Latin origin.

335. Verb-Siiffixes.

-fy (I>at. -ficare, forming compounds rather than derivatives) ;

—

terrify.
-ish (T>at. -esco, through the French inchoative conjugation in -ir,

-issant):— banish, punish, &c.

386. There are two principal modes in which verbs arc formed
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in English from Latin verbs. One mode is to take simply the crude
form of the intinitive mood or present tense, without any suffix ; as
intend^ defend^ iiiaintiiiit, i/iciiiw, opine. The second mode is to turn
the perfect i)articiple passive (slightly modified) into a verb, as O'eaie

(from treatiis), conduct ;,from conducius), credit (from creditiis), expedite

[expeditiis), incense (from incensus). When derivatives are formed by
both methods, one generally retains one of the meanings of the origi-

nal verb, the other another. Compare deduce and deduct j conduce
and conduct ; construe and construct; ;Y'7't'r/ and reverse.

337. Nouns (or adjectives) and verbs of Latin origin are often the same in

form, but are distinguished by the accent, the noun or adjective having
the accent on the first syllable, the verb on the second.

Noun.
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-ad or -id : Iliad, ^-En id, Troad.

—ic, -tic : logic, cyitic, cl/tics, arithmetic.

-ac : maniac, Syruic.

-sis, -sy, -se\=:(Tij) : crisis, emphasis, palsy {paralysis), hypocrisy,

phreiisy, eclipse.

•ma : diorama, enema
tre, -ter {-Tf-ov) : centre, meter.

-st : iconoclast, sophist, baptist.

-te, -t ( = TTjs) : apostate, comet, patriot.

-sm : sophism, spasm, aneurism.

-isk : asttrisli, obelisk.

-ize (in verbs) : baptize, criticize. This termination and its derivatives

have been imitated in modern formations, as minimize, t/ieorize, deism,

egotis/n (or egoism), egotist (or egoist), annalist, papist.

Hybrid Forms.

340. When a compound or derived word is made up of elements derived

from different languages, it is called a Jiybrid {hybrida = mongrel, from
Greek vfipts), as Jalse/iood, politely. Some writers speak as if all such
formations were faulty, and lay down as a rule that " in derived words
all the parts must belong to one and the same language." This is

quite a mistake. When a word of foreign origin has been thoroughly

naturalized in English, it is capable of receiving all the inflexions, pre-

fixes, and affixes which are employed in English. If this were not the

case we could not decline such words when they are nouns or conjugate

them when they are verbs. .Such words s.i, falsehood, grateful, unjust,

rtidencss, dotcbtless, useless, artful, accuser, seducer, politeness, grand-
father, conceited, readable, martyrdom, wondroiis are all hybrids, the

stem and the prefix or suffix being the one of English, the other of

classical origin ; but any rule which would condemn such formations

should be rejected as arbitrary and groundless. The following principle,

however, is observed in the formation of derivatives :— If a derived
word has been formed by means of an English suffix, and a secondary
derivative has to be formed by means of a prefix, the prefix should be
English. If the suffix of the first derivative is of classical origin, the
prefix should be classical. Thus we say undecided and i)idecisive, un-
and -c'(/ being both English, in- and -ive both Latin. So ungrateful,
ingratitude ; unjustly, injustice. But one or two suffixes of Latm
origin (like -able) are treated as if of English origin, as in unspeakable.

Disguised and Mutilated Forms.

Words compmmded of Latin elements have often undergone consider-

able mutilation, so that they are not easy to recognize. Thus ostrich

= avis struthio ; constable = comes stabuli ; parsley = petrosclinum ;

bittern comes from mugi-taurus, corrupted into bugi-taurus ; megrim
(Yr. migraine) =hemi-cra)iium, 'a pain affecting half the head'; bus-

tard = avis tardus ; jeopardy = joctis partitus (a sportive venture,

consisting in a choice between two alternatives) ; copperas~ cupri 7-osa ;

porpoise=porcus piscis ; porcupine=porcus spinosus ; vinegar =vinuin
acre {alegar is ^ eager ^ or sour ale) ; verdict^^vere dictitm ; verjuice— •

viridtim jus ; viscount '= vice-comes : grandam, granny (through French
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grande dame) =.grandis domina ; gramcrcy —grand nieiri ; rosemary
= ros mariuus ; mattgrc—inale grattim ; van {avant)~a(> ante; rear
arrcar= ad retro; i/ta)iticUvr= cha}itc clair ; summons= stilwioneas ;
kercldcj* =couvrc chef; cutJt-iV— couvrt--jcu; tennis= tauz, 'catch';
lamprey— lambe petram, 'lickstone,' from its liabit of adheiiiii; to
rocks by suction; agree (oiiginaliy an adverb (/ gre) = iui i^m/nui ;
aandtlion^dentde lion ; alert =\x.7l\. alferta (erta horn ereetns) ; alarm
— Ital aWarme ' to arms ' (from arma). Verl^s in -fy usually represent
compountls of -Jieare, as edify, mortify, deify. Cry (Fr. crier from
Provencal cridar) is from quiritare, said by Varro to mean ' to shout
to the {>uirites for help.' Dcjy is fromy/(/tVV.

CHANGES IN LATIN WORDS PASSING THROUGH FRENCH.

341. An attentive examination of § 328, &c., will show the usual
changes that are to be looked for when a Latin word has passed
through French into- English. The following (amongst others of
less difficulty) should be borne in mind :—

1. b often vanishes from between vowels. Compare sudden and
sitbita?ieus.

2. c or g often vanishes when it occurs before a dental or between
vowels. Compare yivi/ ^.nd. /actum, sure and secnrus, pay and pacare,
deny and denegare. display and displicare, rule and regula, seal and
sigillum, allow and allocare.

3. d ox t vanishes. Compare ^r<?K vendi praeda, ray and radius, chair
and cathedra, cue and cauda, roll and rolulus, round and rotundus,
treason and tradition, esquire and sctitarius, and look at cliancc, obey,

recreat, defy,fay, &c.
4. Initial c becomes ch, as in chief, chance, chandler, chant, change.

5. The consonantal force of // disappears ; as in couch from collocare,

beauty from bellitas, &c.
6. b ox p becomes v or f as in chief [caput), ravin [rapio), river

[riparius), cover [co-operire), van (ab-ante).

7. di before a vowel becomes soft g or ch ox f, as in siege {assediuni),

journey [diurnata), preach (praedicare), Jane (Diana).
8. // undergoes a similar change, as in voyage {viaticum), age

[aetaticum).

9. bi, pi, vi before a vowel becomes ge or dge,\ as in abridge
{abbreviare), change {cambiare), plunge {plundncare), ra<^e [rabies),

deluge (diluviutn), assuage [ad-suavis), sage [sapio).

10. /, «, and r intrude, as in corporal {cciporal), culprit, principle,

syllable, messenger, passenger, vagrattt.
II- g appears before n and /, as in foreign, soivreign, impregnable

[prendre), spright [spiritus).

* The sense of head {clief) so completely disappeared, that the secondary compound
handUerchu-f was formed : in which again the menniiicc of hand'tias disrcijarded, so that the
\vv>r<l neckhaudkerchii'f was made, which literally ought to mean ' a /;f,«/-covering used for
the ka>id\- tied round the tieck.'

+ These sounds are modifications of the French soft g orJ, into which the i before the vowel
was developed. When this took place the /', /, or v disappeared.
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12. d and f nppear after ;/, as in gcndci'^ tyrant, aiicient, sound.

13. Initial syllables sometimes disappear, as ticket [etiquette), sterling

(^Eiisterting)y mend [amend
.,

pert {apertus), censer [incenscr), gin
{engine), sport [disport), fender [d'^ender), &c.

14. / replaces r, as in marble, purple.

AJLatin word adopted in old English or brought in through French
has sometimes been re-introduced at a later period directly from the

Latin. In that case the older word shows a more mutilated form than
the later. Compare bishop and episcopal ; viinsicr and inoiiastcry

;

priest and presbyter ; p>istol and epistle : balm, balsam ; sttre, secure.

Sometimes the older form has kept its ground with a different shade of

meaning. Compare penance and paiitcnce; blame and blasphemy

:

chalice and calix : forge and fabric ; coitiiteiiance and continence ; feat
z.x\A fact ; defeat 7mA defect , poor djad pauper ; 7ay a.nd radius ; treason

and tradition ; frail andfragile ; loyal and le;^al ; couch and ( olio-, ate.

There has also been a tendency to reject corruptions, and bring words
back agiin to their original form. Compare ofervie and aj^rm ; auter

and a/tar : co^cr and collar; scoter and scholar; noterer and notary;
dolyr and doctor : parfyt and perfect ; sotil and stiblile ; dortoure and
dormitory; caitiffand captive ; aunterous and adventurous.

Proper names are often curiously disguised in common words. Thus
dunce is merely the name of the celebrated schoolman Duns .Scotus

;

tawdry is a corruption of St. Audrey (Ethclnda), aiaxx a\. which gaudy
wares were sold haviiig been held on her feast-day

;
grog- is so called

after Admiral Vernon, who first served out to his sailors mm mixed
with water, and was nicknamed Old Grog from a cloak of grogram
which he was in the habit of wearing ; tram-ioays are named after

their inventor Outram ; cordwainers dealt in Cordovan leather ; a
lumber-room was a room in which Lombard pawnbrokers kept the
goods pledged with them; sarcenet \sa% xnad& \'i\ \}nc Saracens ; cavi-

brie via'i \nadit aK. Cambray ; cherries cam& ixoxa. Ccrasus ; damsons horn
Damascus ; shalloon was made at Chalons ; copper was named from
Cyprus ; muslin came from Mossul on the Tigris.

SYNTAX.

342. The word syntax means arrangement (Greek syn,

together, taxis, arrangement). The rules of syntax are statements
of the ways in which the words of a sentence are related to each
other.

343. A sentence is a collection of words of such kinds, and
arranged in such a iiianner, as to make some comjilete sense.

By " making some complete sense " is meant, that something is

said about somethitig.

It is plain, therefore, that every ordinary sentence must consist

of two essential parts ;

—
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1. That which denotes what we spea,k about. This is

called ihe Subject.*

2. That which denotes what is said about that of

which we speak. This is called the Predicate.

344. The functions of the different Parts of Speech and of theif

grammatical forms are based upon this primarj- relation.

345. It is the essential function of a Substantive (Noun or Pronoun)
to denote some thing t about which we speak. It is the essential

function of a verb to denote what is said (^or predicated) respecting

that of which we are speaking. The fact that a substantive is the

subject of a sentence is indicated by its being in the nominative case.

The fact that a verb is the predicate of a sentence is indicated by its

being in some finite | form. What we can predicate of a thing is that

it does something, or that it is in some state or condition. The func-
tions of Number, Mood, and Tense have already been described

(§§47, 189, &c., 203, &c.).

348. The actions or states of things bring them into various rela-

tions to other things. It was the function of the oblique cases (§ 65)
of substantives to indicate these relations. § By attaching a substantive
in an oblique case to a verb, the action or state described by the

verb is limited, or more closely defined. "John struck,'' or "John
went,'" may be said of a great number of sfr/klngs or gotUi^s, but " John
struck /he Oa/l" " John went hotiie" are statements in which the predi-

cate is limited or more closely dejiiied.

347. A Substantive may, in most cases, stand for any one out of an
indefinite number of things, as horsc^ child. The possible number of

things of which a noun may be the name is limited when we specify

certain marks or qualities of that which we intend to speak about.

It was the function of Adjectives to limit the possible signification of
nouns by denoting these marks or qualities (§ 88).

Thus " luhiie horse," or " tliis Utile child " stands for a smaller number
of objects than ' horse ' or ' child.' Adjectives were infiected to

indicate their connection with the nouns which they defined. As
adjectives denote actions or states of things, they may be themselves
limited by oblique cases of substantives.

348. We thus get the functions of the primary parts of speech

* The grammatical subject of a sentence (which is a 'zuord) must not be confounded with
the thing that is spoken about. In ' birds fly,' the predicate ' fly' is attached to the (gram-
matical) subject ' birds,' hvAjlyitig is predicated of the cieatjires n3med by the noun.

\ A thing is whatever we can make .1 separate object of thought.

t That is, a form that marks Number and Person.

§ Thus (speaking roughly, and taking the cases of Latin or Anglo-Saxon) the Genitive Case
marked -mIicucc the action proceeded ; the Accusative Case marked the range of the action,
including Mt' /()/;// to which it ivas directed; the Dative Case marked the locality cA \\\^

action, or the thing indirectly affected by it ; the Ablative or Instrumental Case marked ly
ivkat the action was performed, or some attendant circumstance of the action. But the
original function of one and all of them was to limit or define the signification of words
denoting the actions or sutes of things.
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(the substantive, tlie verb, and the adjective), and tlieir inlk-xions.

The substantive indicates by its form the relation in which it stands to

the verb. In the nominative case it is the Subject, in any obhque case

it Hmits the Predicate. The Substantive is Hmited by the Adjective,

and the Adjective in its turn is limited by obhque cases of the

Substantive.

349. The further development of language is based upon these

relations of its primary* elements. It has been shown (§ 267, iS:c.) how
the Adverb is nothing more than an oblique case of a Noun or

Pronoun which has become petrified or hardened into a distinct Part
of Speech ; and again (§ 279) how the Preposition was at first nothing

more than an Adverb, and {§ 290) how what is a Preposition, when it

marks the relation between two jwfions^ becomes a Conjunction when it

marks the relation between \.\\o t/iouohfs. The primary Parts of

Speech stand for ttotions, these secondary Parts of Speech represent

relations. The limiting functions of the oblique cases of substantives

were shared by adverbs, and by combinations of a preposition and a sub-

stantive ; and all these limiting qx dcfiiiing adjuncts came to be attached
to substantives through the intervention of some adjective (usually a
participle) which was afterwards dropped. Thus " The book [lying]

on the table " came to be denoted by " The book on the table "
;

"' The
light [coming] of <??' off the sun " became ' The light of the sun ' (= ' the

sun's light '). The possessive case in English is now used solely in

this way.t ^

RELATION OF WORDS TO ONE ANOTHER.
350. All the relations that subsist between the words and groups of

words of which a sentence is built up, may be ranged under these
three heads :

—

1. The Predicative Relation.

2. The Attributive Relation.

3. The Adverbial Relation.

351. The Predicative Relation is that which subsists between the
cardinal elements of a sentence—the Subject and the Predicate.

352. The other two Relations are those through which the other
elements of a sentence are attached directly or indirectly to the Subject
and the Predicate respectively.

353. (i) The Attributive Relation is that borne to a substan-
tive by any word or combination of words which limits or
defines it (§ 347).

(2) The Adverbial Relation is that borne to a verb or

* The word ' primary
' is here used in quite .t modified sense, as having reference to

inflected languages like Latin or Anglo-?a.\ori, which have' reached an advanced stage of
development from the first rude beginnings of speech.

t In Anglo-.Sa.\on (as in modern German) it was freely attached, as a limiting or adverbial
adjunct, to verbs and adjectives.
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adjective by nny word or coniljiiKUicn of woids which hmits
it, or narrows the rani;c of its si;^nifK.;uion.*

THE PREDICATIVE RELATION.

354. The Predicative Relation is that in whicli the predicate

of a sentence siainls to its i-ubject.t

855. In Lo_i;ir, tlic su/'j-.r/ of a i)ropositicn x'^ihe Ciiiire (h'scriptioiioi

that w hich is spoken of : the p7\dicaic is all tJiat is employed to repre-

sent the idea which is connected with the subject. 'Jhus, in " This
boy's father gave him a book," the subject is "tliis boy's father;" the
predicate is "gave him a book." But in grammar, the single noun
fal/ier is called the subject, and ij^at'c the predicate, the words connected
\\'\X.\\ father -And j^ave being treated as enlargements or adjuncts of the
subject and predicate.

356. In I-ogic propositions are always reduced to the form of which " Gold
is yellow" may be taken as a type; that is, two Av-wj (as ihey are cnlk-tl)

are united by the verb is, arc, <S;c. Of ihese Icrnisihe. first is called the siib';ei.t,

the second the predicate, and the intervening verb, is, an; &c., is called the

copula or link. In grammar this is needless, and would he very tioub esome. J
" Time flies," or " Tempus fuyit," is a complete sentence as it stands. Tlie

business of grammar is to take it and show of what it consists, not to sulistilute

for it something of a different form. Accordingly in grammar the only cp/ida

or linic which is recognized as attaching the predicative idea to the subject,

* Dr. K. F. Becker's arrangement is substantially the same us ilie al>ove. He classes under
one and the same head every kind of expression (oblique cases of substantives, ad ve bs, or sub-

stantives preceded by prepos'itionsl by which a verb or adjective is liiititvd . but to everything

of this sort he applies the term ' Ot'jcct', so that an ' Object ' in his system may stand nut only for

that to which an action is directed, but for the time, place, manner, cause, or source ol the action.

This terminology rests upon a metaphysical application of the terms ' subjective ' and " objective
'

which would be unintelligible to most English learners. A verblike /an^/is, stir/'X. &.(., which
does not necessarily brinu the subject into relation to anything else, is called by I'.ccker 'a
subji-ctk'f 7'crb.' A verb like strikes, stands, wctit, cavtc, &c., which brings ilie .-ubjcct into

relation to something else (as in ' he strikes tlie ball '

;
' he stands on the e/iair ' : 'he went

to Yorlc' :
' he came y>Y77v Pnris')^ is called by him ' «« Oljccthe / V;/'.' and whatever is

used to complete or define the notion e.vpressed by an Objective Verb is termed Ijy him the
' Object ' of that verb. It may be urged as an objection to his terminology that tlli^ ilistinction

between Subjective and Objective verbs is open to question, and has been adopted throuch the

temptation offered bj- the convenient jingle of the contiasted terms. In 'John strikes' the

verb 'strikes,' so far as its relation to 'John ' is concerned, is quite ai subjecthw :\^ 'laughs,'

in 'John laughs.' The ac'ion, as an action, is entirely restricted to 'John': there is no
' strikinc; ' involved which is not Jolin's ' striking.' But, be that as it may, Becker's use of the

word ' Object ' is so difl'erent from what English learners are accustomed to in our current

gr,<mmatical manuals, that its introduction would be pioduciive of endless confusion. This
difficulty is avoided by ranging (as Mat/ner does) every kind of adju^^ct which Becker calls

an ' Object,' under the head of ' .^(/7'i?r/7ni/ Limitation'!.' Kverything which limits or com-
pletes the notion expressed by a verb is ad7icrbial through the very fact that it is attached to

the verb, and it will 'oe shown further on that there is no sufficient rea.son for separating the

object of a transitive verb from the rest.

f A relation of this sort is, of cour,-.e, reciprocal. In the sentence, " The boy ran away,"
•while ran is in the predicative relation to boy. toy is in its turn in tjie subjective relation to

ran. But as these are only two d ffcrent mode.-, of viewing the saine grammatical combina-
tion, a .separate classification is unnecessary.

I Cjrammarians who try to foist the logical copula ' is ' into grammar are careful not to

travel beyond such examples as " .Man is mortal, " or " 'I'he bird is living." The task of

dealing with such a sentence as "John went to London." they leave to their unfortunate

learners.
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consists of the personal inflexion of the verb. The coputa \s therefore regarded

as a part of the predicate. Thus in the sentence " Time flies," time is called

the subject, andyfwj- the predicate.

357. The connection between the Suljject and the Predicate may
assume more forms than one.

358. I. When it is our intention to declare tliat the connection between
what the subject stands for and what the predicate stands for, eitiier

does or does not exist, the sentence is declarative;* as, "Thomas
left the room.

"

2. When it is our wish to know whether the connection referred to

subsists, the sentence is interrogative ; as, " Did Thomas leave

the room ?
"

3. When we express our will or wish that the connection between what
the subject stands for and what the predicate denotes should subsist,

the sentence that results is called an imperative or optative
sentence ; as, " Thomas, leave [thou] the room," "May you speedily

recover."

4. When we merely think of the connection as subsisting, without declaring

or willing it, we get a conceptive sentence. Sentences of this kind

can only be used in combination with others. (See \ 192.)

359. In all these forms the grammatical connection between the

verb and its subject is the same.

360. The predicative relation to the subject may be sustained by a
verb, or by a verb of incomplete predication and its complement. (See

§ 392.) In the sentence, " The boy ran away," the verb ran is in the

predicative relation to the subject boy. In the sentence, " The ball is

round," not only the verb is but the adjective round bclon<;s to the

predicate, and is in the predicative relation to the subject ' ball.'t

^ THE ATTRIBUTIVE RELATION.

361. When to a noun or pronoun we attach an adjective, or

what is equivalent to an adjective, that is to say a word, phrase,

or clause by which we indicate more precisely that for which the

noun or pronoun stands by stating some quality that it possesses,

or its quantity, or its relation to something else, this adjective or

its equivalent stands in the Attributive Relation to the noun or

pronoun, and is said to be an Attributive Adjunct to it.

ATTRIBTJTIVE ABJTJNCTS.

362. Attributive adjuncts may be of the following kinds :

—

I. An Adjective or participle, either used simply, or accom-
panied by adjuncts of its own ; as, " A large apple, many
men ; " " the soldier, cove-red ivith ivoicnds, still fought."

* 'the negative, if there is one, is taken as part of the predicate.
+ The more niiimte discussion of the different forms of the Suliject and Predicate will be

found in §§ 378 ; 384 ; 389. •
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2. A noun in apposition to the substantive ; as, "John Smith,
the bakcr^ said so," or a substantive clause in apposition to

some substantive, as "The report that lie was killed is untrue,"

where the clause that he was killed is in apposition to report.

We have some instances of apposition, such as ' A hundred sheep '

;

* A thousand men '
; in which originally the second noun * was in the

genitive case ('A hundred of sheep, '&c.). In other cases the preposi-

tion ^'has replaced apposition, as, ' What manner of man is this.'

In Chaucer we should have, * No maner wight,' ' A barrel ale.'

3. A substantive in the possessive case ; as, " My father's
house ''

;
" John's book "

;
" The man whose house was burnt

down,"' or a substantive preceded by of, used as the equivalent
of the genitive case in any of its meanings ; as, '' One of us "

;

''The leader of the party" ; "The love of m.oney."t

Nouns or pronouns in the Possessive Case are so like adjectives that

in old English the possessive cases of the personal pronouns were
declined as adjectives (just as ctijus was in Latin). In German we
often find adjectives in ~sch instead of nouns in the genitive.

4. A substantive preceded by a preposition ; as, " A horse
for ridi/ti^:' ;

" Water to drink "
;
" The trees in the garden "

;

" A time to weep,'' A simple adverb may be used in a similar

way, as "The house here"; "An outside passenger"; "The
then state of affairs." These may be called quasi-attributive

adfioicts of the noun.

This construction had its origin in the use of an adjective or participle

which was afterwards dropped, as in Greek 01 vvv &y6pcoiroi. is ol viiv

ofTes &ydpu)-irot. ' An outside passenger ' is ' An outside riding

passenger'; 'The then state' is 'The then existing state, 'J &c.

5. An Adjective Clause ; as, " They that will be rich fall into

temptation '"
;

" I have found the piece which I had lost."

The Relative (or Adjective) Clause, containing a finite verb, is

sometimes replaced by a Relative Phrase, containing a verb in the
infinitive mood, § as "Where there is then no good for ivhich to

strive.
"

* With the plural ' of reappears, as ' hundreds of pounds,' ' dozens of times.

'

t One curious u.ie of ty is that in which it replaces the relation ci" apposition, as in " The
month of June "

;
' The island of Sardinia" ;

" A brute of a fellow "
; "A milksop of a boy."

The genitive is similarly employed sometimes in Latin.

t As the mention of a thing presupposes its bcin^{m least notionally, -which is all that is

necessary I the omission of that which indicates being- is very easy. When a noun Is used
attrihitively (§ 362, 2) it may be qualified by an adverb just like any other attributive word,
as "This man, once the possessor o{ -3. large fortune."

It is not always easy to distinguish an adjunct of this kind when attached to the object of a
verb from an adverbial adjunct of the verb itself. In " Let me have somethinjj ia cat," or
" He that hath ears to Jiear," it does not matter in which way it is taken In " I gave him a
le.sson to learti" " She gave me this letter to post" the gerundial infinitive is an adverbial
adjvmct of the predicate.

§ These /Antff^ may perhaps be regarded as elliptical clauses 'No good for which lue
are to strive,' or something of the kind. Sometimes the pronoun disappears, as ' I have not
a pen to write with,' where there is nothing for the preposition ivith to govern. Being the
residuum of an adverbijl adjunct (' with which ') ' with' must now be treated as an adverb.
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363. It is diftlcult to say how we should class those instances in which an

adverb or adverbial phrase is attached to a noun by virtue of the idea

of ac/?'^;? which the noun involves,* as "Our return /iomc" (compare

•We returned home'); "His journey to Pan's" (' He journeyed to

Paris ') ;
" The revolt of the Xeiherlands/ ow Spain '' (' The Nether-

lands revolted from .Spain') ;
" Progress i(ni<ards completion,'' &c. So

far as the adjunct limits a noun, it is attrilmtive ; but inasmuch as it

limits the notion of some action, it is adva-bial.

364. One attributive adjunct may often be replaced by another. Thus, for

"The king's palace " we may say 'The palace of the king,' or 'The
palace which belongs to the king,' or ''rhe palace belonging to the

king,' &c. An attribu'.ive adjunct sometimes (especially in }X)etr}')

expresses a condition, and may be replaced by an adverbial clause.

Thus, in "Foreknowledge had no influence on their fault, which had

no less proved certain unforeknown " {Alillon), unjorckno-vn is equiva-

lent to 'if it had been unforeknown.'

365. Attributive adjuncts may be ufed in two ways, (i) They may be dis-

tinguishing or defining,, as when we say, 'A /"/tfr/t horse,' or '' Four
men.' Here black zxidfour distinguish the thing or things referred to

from others comjirehended under the same common name. (2) They
may be descriptive, i.e. adding some additional description to a thing

already defined by its name, or by some definitive word, as in "Louis
Napoleon, Emperor of the French ;'" " Next came the King, niotmtid

on a luhite horse.
"

366. Several attributive adjuncts may be attached to the same substantive.

Sometimes they are co-ordinate, as " A f'ise, just, and pcnicrjul king,

li'ho ruled with Jinnness and incdcratioii "
;
" The old house near the

river.''' But sometimes one attribute can be applied only after the

substantive has been qualified by another, as in " I honour a// [men
who loz'e virtue'\."

THE adverbial' RELATION.

367. Any word, phrase, or clause which modifies or limits + a
verb, adjective, or attributive phrase is in the Adverbial Relation

to it (see §§ 347, 349), or is an Adverbial Adjunct to it.

It IS obvious that this definition really includes what is commonly
called the Object of a verb, which is quite correctly described as
adverbial, since it is attached to a verb, and narrows its signiiication.

But this particular kind of adjunct is usually classed separately in

our grammars, j and its relation to the verb is spoken of as

* Ix.'isl'hs notional sig7tification o( 3. ver'b, not its predicative function, which is qualified
by an adverb, or defined by an objective case. Hence gerunds have objects and .idverbs
attached to them, and some nouns admit of at least an approach to the same construction.

t That is, narnnvs tlie extent of its possiltlc applieation. Thus, ' He saw ' or ' He went

'

maybe spoken of a larger number of acts than 'He saw the lire,' ' He went to Rome.'
Similarly, ' He is angry ' is limited when we say ' He is angrv at your folly.'

t The sharp distinction which the usual classification makes between the object and the
other limiting adjuncts of a verb does not exist in reality. Had it been real, lansuage would
have marked it by giving to the object a distinct case of its own. In fact, however, we find
th.at in inflected languages like Latin the accusative case is used to mark several related
ideas (including ilie Objective Relation) which admit of being classed as species of one com-
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THE OBJECTIVE RELATION.

368. When a verb, i)articiple, or gerund denotes an action

which is directed towards some object, the word denoting that

object stands in the objective relation to the verb, participle, or

gerund. Thus, in "The dog bites the boy," boy is in the objective

relation to Ink's. In, "Seeing the tumult, 1 went out," tumult vi

in tlie objective relation to seeing. In, " Hating one's neighbour

is forbidden by the (iospel," neighbour is in the objective relation

to the gerim 1 hating. The object"^ of a verb is the word, phrase,

or clause which stands for the object of the action described by

the verb. It must of course be a substantive, or the equivalent

of one.

369. The object of a verb may be of two kinds, the Direct Object
and the Indirect Object.

A. The Direct Object t denotes

—

(a) The Passive Olijjct, or that which suffers or receives the action

denoted by the verb, as " He struck the ball," " I heard a noise."

(I)) The Factitive Object, or that which is the product of the action, as
" He wrote a letter'''' ;

" They made a noise.''''

mou genus. In " Amo puerum " piwruni would be called the Object of the verb ; in " Eo
Kijinam," Ikoiiuiiu would be treated as having an advcj'bial relation to eo. Yet there is no
substantial difference between the two In each instance the accusative case marks t/ie

quarter to 'a<liick the action is directed. "Amo puerum ' means "My love is directed
to the boy "

;
" Eo Romam " means "My going is directed to Rome." (In Spanish the

relation of" the direct object is marked by the preposition «, as though we said "I love td

you. ') Nay, this is only one form of a niore general idea expressed by the accusative,
iiainsly, that of the rait^e tvitliin luhicli an action takes place, so that the accusative of the
object is brought into close relation to other uses referring to space and time which are
usually classed as adverbial. In English (the syntax of which is of rather a rough
and ready kind, ignoring delicate shaded of distinction), we find that what we call the
direct ol'ject of a verb has often replaced a genitive or dative, or some combination with
a preposition, which we should h ive had no difficulty in classing as an Adverbial Adjunct.
Thus the verbs 'miss,' 'forget,' 'heed' were followed by the genitive in Anglo-Saxon, and
later by of; 'follow,' 'withstand,' 'forgive' were followed by the dative or 'to.' Many
verbs of French origin take a direct object in English which in French were followed by
(i or de, as obey, enjoy, apptand, approach, oppose, renounce, resist, rescinllc, pardojt,
please, snn<ive, &c. We get a beautiful and fruitful generalization of the structure of
language when we recognize that all the oblique cases of a substantive served one common
purpose, namely to mark how some thing was brought into relation to something else by
means of what it did, or what it was.

' iicware of confounding the thing which is the object ofan action with the word which is

the grammatical object of a verb. It is most unfortunate that we cannot avoid using the
same term I'or both.

t In many grammars the direct object of a transitive verb is called the completing object, or

the completion of the predicate. The term has been borrowed from Becker, but spoilt

in- the borrowing. It has been pointed out (see note on \ 353) that Becker applies the
term ^Object' to everything which denotes that to which the action or state of a thing has
a relation. If the meaning of a verb or adjective is such that we necessarily think of some-
thing as being in relation to the action or state which it denotes, he calls the object a 'com-
pleting object,' but his ' completing object ' would include such instances as ' he^<,for breati

'

;

' pleased -.cith the gift ' ;
' acquainted with the way '; ' stands on th table '; ' went to London,'

This is consistent at any rate. It is unreasonable to maintain that itruck or hear.i wants to

be 'completed,' and that 'went' or 'looked' does not. 'J'he term coitiplctiiig object had
better be avoided altogether. We can get on very well without it. and it gets confouudeU
with the compliment of ilic predicate whidi will be dealt with presently. ^
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The Direct Object is that which is expressed in the accusative case in

Latin, Greek, German, or Anglo-Saxon.

B. The Indirect Object of a verb denotes that which is indirectly

affected by an action, but is not the immediate object or product of it,

as " Give him the book,'' " Make vie a coat."*

In Anglo-Saxon (as in Latin, German, &c.) the Indirect Object was
expressed by the Dative Case. In modern English both sgrts of

objects are expressed by the same case, the Objective. Wlien it

represents the Indirect Oiject, the substantive in the objective case is

often preceded by the preposition 'to'' or
^
Jor^ as ' Give the book io

John,^ ' Make a coal for nie.'

370. One remarkable result of the amalgaination of the Dative and
the Accusative Case into the Objective Case has been, that not only
the Direct Object, but in most cases the Indirect Object of an Active
Verb may be made the Subject of a Passive Verb. Thus, " 1 told himt
the story" may become either "The stoiy was told him [or to him\"
or " He was told the story." "They refused him admittance" yields

cither " Admittance was refused him," or" He was refused ;idmittance."
Whichever of the two objects is made the subject of the passive verb,
Ihc other object remains attached to the passive vcrb.J

Some verbs take two direct objects after them, as "The teacher heard
me my lesson" ;

" They asked me my name'" ; "The master taught the

hoy French^ In sucii cases also in the ]wssive construction one of tlie

two f)bjects remains attached to the passive verb, as ' I was as];ed mv
name,'" or " My name was asked me "

;
" They were taught obedience]'''

or "Obedience was taught them."

Tlic Direct Object of a verb is not indicated by prepositions.

§

ADVERBIAL ADJUNCTS.

371. The basis and type of the Adverbial Adjunct is a sub-
stantive in an oblique case, used to limit or define the signifi-

cation of a verb or adjective.

* See Shakspeare {Tantiitg of the Skreiv, i 2I for a humourous illustration of the difference
between the dative and the accusative sense of the English Objective Case.

t VVlien the indirect object is expressed simply by the objective case, it must precede the
direct object, as ' They gave Jo/tii an apple.' If it is placed after the direct object, to oxjor
must be introduced, as ' They gave an apple to John.' But the word it always comes first, as
" (iive it me."

* In this way a passive verb in English may have an object. The action which is viewed
fassivcty with regard to one of its objects is still viewed as directed activety towards the other.
But it is perfectly allowable to treat the object which is left with the passive verb as an
aiii'cyl'iat lutjimci {^<i 30 ).

§ A substantive preceded by a preposition always constitutes either an attributive adjunct
362, 4), or an adverbial adjunct § 374, 4). When jhe preposition is us<rd to denote the rela-

11 ti\ of a ihin;; to a thing (§ 277), we get an attributive adjunct ; when it denotes the relation of
an attribute or .action of a thing to some other thing, we get an adverbial adjunct 'Ihis
statement is not invalidated by the remarkable freedom of English in the use of the Pas.sive
\'oice " 1 am speaking of you " is precisely analogous to the French '" Je parte de vous,"
the Cierman '" Ich spreche von dir,' and the Latin " I.oouor de te." Nobody would for a
moment admit that /('<v/«(i>-(i'f makes a <('////•(>«//</ ^?VJ«,vvV/Vc !(.')/>. and th.at </<• has ceased to
lie a preposition and become an adverb united to the verb. Yet we can say in English, "' This
was spokcMi of;" but so can we also say, " He was takcii care of," " He wa:- promised ^ ii*'W

coat. ' (See } 1S7.)
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In Anglo-Saxon the Genitive, Dative, and Accusative were all used for

this purpose.* In modern English t?ie Genitive or Possessive Case is

no longer used adverbially, except in some adverbs which were once
genitive cases of substantives (§ 267, i) ; but the Objective Case
(which represents both the Dative and the Accusative) either by
itself, or preceded by a preposition, forms a common adverbial

adjunct.

372. Besides the object of a verb, which has already been discussed,
we ^et the following Adverbial Adjuncts.

1. A Noun in the Objective Case, usually with, but sometimes
without an attributive adjunct, and representing sometimes an older
genitive, sometimes a dative, and sometimes an accusative. This
objective case is used to mark

—

(a) Extent or direction in space, as "He lives viilcs away";
"He walked ten miles''' ;

" Go that way"; "We rt\.mnQ([ another
7i'«)'."t

(//, Duration of time or time vrhen, as " We stayed there all the

suiiimer" ; "^// iViy long "j ;
" He arrived last night''''; '^ Day by

day"; '^ Night after night"; "I waited days and days fur him";
" He wore the same dress suviiner and ivinter"

(r) Manner, Measure or Degree, or Attendant Circumstance, as
" They went over dry foot'" ;

" Tiie ship Aiowe full sail''' ; "He
came /(v/ haste"; '^ Step by step"; "He is not a bit like his

brother" ;
" I don't care § a button for him" ;

" What need we any
further witness?"; "Bound hand and foot'''' ; "A hundred times

lietler"; ^^ Three furlongs \ broad"; '''Six years ^ old"; "Worth
ten pounds" ; "Not worth the cost"; "Worthy the owner and the

owner it" [Shaksp.) ;
" What trade art thou?" (Shaksp.) ; " He is

just 7ny age."

2. A Substantive in the Objective Case, supplying the place of

an older Dative, as " He looks like jnc" ;
" You are nearest the door"

The Indirect Object really belongs to this class.

3. What is often termed the cognate accusative or objective (as

in ' to run a race,' ' to die a happy death ') should more properly be
classed among the adverbial adjuncts.** In Anglo-Saxon the dative

* For example " Gilpes pu gimest' (thou yearnest. /or /atne) ;
" gddes gradig " (greedy

aftergood) ;
" modes bliOe " {\Ah\ie o/ntiud) ;

" eagum geseah" (saw with eyes) ;
" I'ysixtan

mdnSu " {in the sixtlt inontli) ;
" ealne weg " (all the "way). The genitive had a very wi-Ie

range of use as an adverbial adjunct. (See March, A.S. Grammar, § 309, &c )

t In A.S. the genitive case was used here " o3res waeges." (See Chron. 1006.)

t Long here is for along. In A.S. it is " andlangne dag," andlaiig being an adjective,
meaning ' extending without interruption ' (Lat. continuus).

\
' Care ' is not a transitive verb, and therefore cannot have ' button ' as a direct object.

II
In cases like this the genitive was used in Anglo-.Saxon, as " preora furlanga brad " (three

furlongs broad). This genitive is represented in old English by of, as " Let a gallows be
made 0/fifty cubits high " {Esther v. 14) ;

" He was of eyghte and thrytty yer old ' {Rob. of
CI.). The tlatizie was used in defining a comparative. M'.ich (as in much better) or little (as

in little more) were datives, 'miclum' and ' lytlum.' ^ A foot taller' means 'taller by
afoot.'

T[ Sometimes cut down to the numeral, as " She is seventeen."
•* The cognate objective sometimes appears in a metaphorical shape, as in " To look daggers

at a person"; ^^ To min fire and brimstone." The \ ague pronoun it is freely used in this

construction, as, " We shall have to rough it "; "Go it, boys," &c.
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was used In some cases, as " Men libban ^am life " (Men live that

lift:); "He feaht miclum feohtiim" (He fought great JigJits). The
accusative was also common. See Koch, ii. p. 94.

There is not the smallest objection to treating the objective case used

with a passive verb when the active takes two objects, as an Adverbial
Adjunct. See note t on s^ 370.

4. A substantive preceded by a preposition ; as, " He hopes
for success" ; "I htTird of his arrival"; "He killed the bird ';i.77// a
sl07ie" ;

" He is fond of reading" ;
" All l>nf* one were present."'

The gerundial infinitive (§ 192) often forms an adverbial adjunct of

a verb or adjective ; eg., " He toils to earn a living" ;
" He stri\es to

sticceed" ;
" We eat to live" ;

" He has gone to fetch his hat" ;
" This

food is not fit to eat" ;
" This coat is too good to give aivav "

;
" This

house is to lef^ ^^for letting)'" ; "He is to blame"; "You are to

give this to John (compare "I B.m for reficsing his request'"');
" He is a foolish man to tliroiv aivay such a chance." Here to throw
a7vay, &c., is in the adverbial relation to foolish. An adverbial

adjunct may also consist of a preposition followed by a substantive

clause (see § 290J or by an infiniti\e mood, tis " I was about to

observe," or by a substantive with an indirect predicate, as " The
wind sits fair y^r news to go to Ireland" ; "The night is too dark
for us to see" (see § 397). But, followed by an infinitive mood or a
clause, often forms an adverbial adjunct ; as, ' I cannot but pity
him"; "I would buy it but that I have no money," where ''but

that—tnoney^ forms an adverbial adjunct to would buy.

In many adverbial adjuncts of this class the noun preceded by the

preposition of ox to was formerly in the genitive or dative case, as, for

example, after full, clean, miiuiful, guilty, -weary, &c. Prepositional

phrases have sometimes replaced direct objects, as in ' to admit of ;

' to accept of^; 'to dispose of ; 'to approve if &c.

5. A substantive (aeconipanied by some attributive adjunct)
in the nominative or objective J absolute ; as, " Tlw sun hax'tng

rise?!, we commenced our journey." " He being absent, nothing could

be done." A substantive clause may be used absolutely, like a simple

substanti\e, as, " Granted this is true, you are still in the wrong."

• Pay special attention to this preposition ' hut ' (§ J?4).

t In Anglo-Saxon the active voice is always used in phrases of this sort; eg
.,

" Mannes
snnu ys tu syllanne on manna handa " ' the Son of Man is to be gi' en (to give) in.o the hands
of men' {Matt, xvii 22). Compare ''Vou are to blame in this." I'he use of the «ci/ir voice

in this and similar phrases shows that the infinitive cannot be regarded as a complement of the

predicate, because the actizie idea is not predicated of the subject. In " I saw a house to

let," it is obvious that ' to let ' forms an attributive adjunct of ' house.'

X Some grammarians insist that in these constructions the objective (as the representative

of the old dative) is the only proper case, and that the use of the nominative is the result of a

"

mistake. Milton uses both constructions. Thus, '"' Him destroyed for whom all this was
made, all this will follow soon " {P. L. ix 130) ;

" Us dispossessed " (/'. L. vii. 140). Op the

other hand, we find "Adam, wedded to another Eve. shall live with her enjoying, I exti"'-'
'

{P. L. ix. 944) ;
" Which who knows but might as ill have happened, thou being by " (/'. a-._

ix.). Shakspeare also uses the nominative: "Thou away, the very birds are iiiute.

When the forms adm t of a choice, the nominative is preferred by modern writers. Whoi" the

abbreviated participle except (? 283) is used, we always find the objective case, as all except

me. The dative was used in Anglo-Saxon-
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Participles may be used absolutely in this manner without having any
noun to be attached to (see ^ 3^52). In such a sentence as " Speaking
generally, tliis is the case," the phrase ' speaking generally ' is an
adverbial adjunct of the precHcate.

6. An adverb* (see § 259) ; as, " He fought bravelyP " I set 011/

yesterday."'' " He is very industrious."

7. An adverbial clause ; as, " I will come ivhcn I am ready" ;
" I

would tell you if I could." (See further ' Complex Sentences,' § 401.)

373. One kind of Adverbial Adjunct may often be replaced by
another.

Thus for "He suffered patiently,'" we may say "He suffered -with

patience,'" and vice versd ; for " He failed tlirotii^h carelesmess," we may
say " He failed hccaiise he 'was careless ;

" for " This leiug granted, the

proof is easy,'' we may say " If this be granted, the proof is easy."

374. Adverbs themselves admit of limitation or qualification as regards

degree ; as, *' He writes very badly "
;
" He will be here almost iinme-

diately." Even a preposition may be modified by an adverb, as " He
went all round the town "

;
" He has cut half through the beam."

375. When a noun stands in either the predicative or the aitrihutive

relation to another substantive, it may have words standing to it in

the adverbial relation ; as, "Napoleon, lately Emperor ot ihe French."

S7o. Adverbial adjuncts of afl kinds admit of the same classification

as simple adverbs. (See § 265 and § 415, &c.)

377. Two or more adverbial adjuncts may be attached to the same verb or

adjeptive. Sometimes they are co-ordinate, as in " He ran to the spot

immediately, as fast as he could" ;

'
' Jle spoke calmly and 'withmit

h -sitationr Sometimes one adjunct can be applied only after the verb

or adjective has been modified by the other, as in " 1 vil! not [stand

in your wa\'\ "
;
" We do not [play at cards ez'ery day'\ "

;
" {Scarce

were they gone] when he ordered them to be recalled."

In some grammars a Predicate to which adverbial adjuncts are

attached is said to be extended.^

SUBJECT AND PREDICATE. -

378. As both the subject and the verb of a sentence are

spoken of the same thing, they must agree with each other in

those points which they have in common, that is, in number and
person.

• The learner may be surprised to see that in this arrangement of Adverbial Adjuncts the
Adverb itself has not been put first. The purpose of this is to draw attention to the fact that
the .adverbial Objective Case (with or without a preposition before it) is not a mal^cshift
imitation of an independent part of speech, but is a relic ot" ihe prim.iry function of the ob!ic|i:c

cases uf substantives, namely, to limit nrdefme ihesi-^nification of vrbs r:nd .-idicctivcs It is to

this that ihe Adverb itself owes its origin, for Adverbs are (certamly in n:ost cases, .iii'l ixissibiy

in all) njthii)'^ more than inflected fon.is of nouns and pronouns sometimes with, bOi. .tiiucs

without prepositions before them. (See this set forih r.t length in f ; 2(16 273.)
It must be carefully borne in mind that W/a/ is^ycdkated b^r t^Q veHt is in fcict iii::iu.d-

by these adjunst--
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379. The subject of a finite verb is put in the nominativo
case.*

380. A noun in the singular number which denotes a multitude (as

crowd, senate, army, flock) may have its verb in the plural number,
when the idea to be kept in view is not the multitude viewed as one
whole, but the individuals of which the multitude is composed. As,
" The multitude were of one mind." But we should say, " The army
was led into the defile," because we then speak of the army as a wJiole.

In A.S. a participle in the plural might be used to qualify a noun of

multitude.

381. The verb is put in the plural number when it has for its subject

two or more nouns in the singular coupled by the conjunction andj t
as, " John and Thomas were walking together." But when the com-
pound subject is considei^ed as forming one whole, the verb is kept in

the singular; as, " The mind and spirit remains invincible;" "Hill
and valley rings " {Par. L. ii. 495) ;

" Wherein doth sit the dread and
fear of kings " {Shakspeare, M. of V.).

382. Every finite verb must have a subject in the nominative

case expressed or understood.!

Such a sentence as, " That is the man whom I heard was ill," is

faulty, because the verb was is left without a subject ; the relative

pronoun, which ought to be the subject, being wrongly put in the

objective case.§ It should be, " That is the man who, I heard, was ill."

" I will give this to whomsoever wants it " is faulty in a similar way.

Wants must have whosoever for its subject.

The subject of a verb is sometimes understood, as " I have a mind
presages me such thrift," for

' -Mhich presages,' &c. ;
" So far as [it]

in him lies " ; " Do [he] what he will, he cannot make matters

* Let the learner beware of the slovenly habit of saj-ing that a verb agrees with its nomina-
twe case. The subject of a verb is not afortn, but a substantive /'« a cfrtniii/ornt.

t The preposition ' w/VA ' sometimes answers the same purpose, as " Gedaliah, who with

his brethren and son were twelve " {i C/iroji. xx\ 9).

X In A.S. we find p.-i.ssive and other impersonal verbs used absolutely without any subject

expressed or understood. Thus " pam ylcan d(5me f)e ge demaS edw byi5 gedenied " (' with

the same judgment that ye judge, to you [it] shall be judge;'. ') ; "hine hyngrtde
'
('him

hungered'). Compare the Lzitin to>uit,//uit, /m^Tiatum est, &c. The word ?'/ that we now
use IS the mere ghost of a subject.
The use of the impersonal verb was formerly much more common. ITius in old writers we

find 'it glads me '

; 'it pities me. ; 'him shall never thir.st ' (/o/tn iv. 14); 'me lists'; me
longeth ' ;

' \{ yon Wkelh' (C/tau£er); ' me remembreth of the day of doom ' (Chaucer); 'me
forthinketh '' (' repents me ') ;

'
i.t recks me not ' (.Milton) ;

' hem (= ihem) neSeth ' (Piers PI.)',

' me wondreth '
; me dremed ' (Chaucer). Conversely sevf-ral impersonal expressions with a

dative of the person have been turned into personal ones with a nominative of the person, as

'I please' (for 'it plca-ses me ') ;
' he was loth' (for 'loth him was'); ' he were better his

dethe to take' (for 'it were better for him to take his death.' TiKunl.M.\t 187). 'todowh.it
I am best ' (ib. p. 70) ; ' you were best to go to bed ' (Shaks/>.), &c. See ^Iatzner iii, p. 3.

\ 'the construction of a relatrve or interrog.-itive pronoun in.-iy alw.ays be tested by that of a

demonstrative pronoun used in its stead. The construction of " Whom I heard was ill,

vould be the same as that of " i heard him was ill."
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worse." The subject of a verb in the imperative mood is usually
omitted.*

383. Every noun, pronoun, or substantive plirase used as a
subject ought to have a verb attached to it as predicate.

IJut for the sake of giving greater prominence to the subject, it is

sometimes mentioned first, and then repeated by means of a demon-
strative pronoun, as "The Lord, He is the God."

Also ill subordinate clauses with i/and wlwii, where a relative pronoun
is the subject, there is the difficulty that the relative must come lirst,

and yet the subject must not be separated from the verb by if or
ivlici).\ The older writers in such cases repealed the subject relative

in the form of a demonstrative, as "A right noble lord, uiJio, had he
not sacriliced his life, &c." {Mil/on) ;

" Lend it rather to thine enemy
7i'/io if //f break, thou mayst with belter face exact the penalty"
(Menh. Vcii.).

SUBJECT.
334. The subject of a sentence may be—

1. Simple. 2. Compound. 3. Complex.
385. The subject of a sentence is simple when it is

—

1. A single Substantive (Noun or Pronoun), as ''•Men are

mortal," " / love truth."

2. An Infinitive Mood or Gerund, as " To err is human ;"

^^ Loi'hig one s enemies is a Christian duty."

3. Any word which is itself made the subject of discourse,
every word being a nauie for itself as " Thou is a personal
pronoun."

386. The subject of a sentence is compound when it

consists of two or more substantives coupled together by the con--

junction and; as, " Ceesar and Pompey were rivals." " You and I

will travel together."

J

• ff the relation of the -Subject and the Predicate is not obvious from the form of the words
(.Ts it is in ' I am,' ' thou seest,' ' he lives,'), the learner should determine the subject of any
given fniite verb by the exercise of his intelligence, discarding all mechanical rules and tests.

In most cases the subject of a declarative sentence precedes the verb, but sometimes it docs
not, especially in poetry, as " There stood a marble waH, wrought cunninglj'." Some time
ago there was an affected fashion of employing this inversion, which was ridiculed in the

following parody :—
"So, when 'dogs' meat' re-echoes through the streets,
" Rush sympathetic curs from their retreats

;

" Keam with bright blaze their supplicating eyes,

"Sink their hind-legs, ascend their joyful cries;
" Each, wild with hope, and maddening to prevail,
" Points the pleased ear, and wags the expectant tail."

t This difficulty does not present itself in Latin. In qui si dedissct^ ' qui ' is the subject
of dcdisset.

X Many grammarians insist that in cases of this kind we are to regard the sentence as a
contraction of two co-ordinate sentences joined by and. This explanation might do very well
for such a sentence as, "John and William are eleven years old "

; that is, "John is eleven
years oW, and William is eleven years old "

; but it is simply absurd when applied to such
sentences as "Two and three make five, " " He and I are of the same age"; "Blue and
yellow make green." The conjunction is sometimes omitted, as "Wheie Nature, Freedom,
Art, smile hand in hand " (Camfbcil).
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The conjunctions either— or,, neither—nor, do not couple substantives

together so as to form a compound subject. They imply that one of

two akernatives is to be taken. Hence if each subject is singular the
verb must be singular. Thus, " Either he or his brother was in fault

;"

" Neither John nor Thomas has arrived."

387. The subject of a sentence is complex when it con-

sists of an infinitive phrase, of a substantive clause,* or of a

quotation ; as, "Better be with the dead" ;
" Me chaunced of a

knight encoimtered be" {Spenser); '''• Hoiv to do it is the question"
;

" That lie said so is certain "
;

" * England expects every man to

do his duty,' was Nelson's watchword."

A complex subject is very often anticipated by the pleonastic use of

the neuter pronoun it, which serves as a temporary substitute for
the real subject, the grammatical relation of which to the verb it

indicates more concisely. Thus :
" Jt is wicked to tell lies; '' " // is

certain that he said so"\

Enlarged or Expanded Subject.

388. The subject of a sentence may have attached to it any attri-

butive adjunct (§ 362) or any combination of attributive adjuncts (see

§ 399), as,

" The man told a lie " {Denioiist. Adj.),
" Good men love virtue " {Adj. of Qi(anty).
" Edward the Black Prince did not succeed his father " {Noun In

Apposition),

^^fo/ui's new cozX, whicli he was weariiis; for the first time, was torn"
(l. Noun in Poss. Case, 2. Adj. of Quality, 3. Adj. Clause).

If the subject is a verb in the infinitive mood, or a gerund, it may be
accompanied by objective or adverbial adjuncts, as,

" To rise early is healthful."
*' To love one's eiienties is a Christian duty."
'* Playing ^vith fij-e is dangerous."

* In the older writers we often have a substantive with an indirect predicate in the infinitive

mood (? 397) >'sed instead of a substantive clause as the subject of a verb. Thus : "No
wonder is a Iczued vian to rnsie" Chaucer, Prol. 504); "It is shame _)'(?« to bctc him,"
I'oiuni. ]M . p. 198). In Chaucer, Shakspeare, &c.. we often find the infniitive with Jor to

instead of to (as ' unto a poure ordreycr to give is signe, &c., Ch. Prol. 225). This form of

the infinitive was used as an indirect predicate, as "it spedith o man Jor to rt'c/V for the

peple " (VVycliffe, John xviii. 14). This construction is preserved (with a slight alteration in

the arrangement of the words) in such expressions as "It is a rare thingy^rrt man to he

Jierjcctly content" that is, ' That a man should be perfectly content is a rare thing.'

t In such sentences as "There was a man of the Pharisees, &c.," there is not the lea.st

necessity for regarding there as a temporary substitute for the .subject. It is a mere adverb,

having its proper (though very weakened) force. It answers to the French _)/ in ' il y a ' where
the subject is il. It represents in an indefinite, shadowy way the circumstances in which the

predication is made. In the French phrase il y a, '11' = the whole aggregate of circum-

stances before us, 'y
' = in the particular case referred to, 'a' = has or involves so and so.

In the Northern dialect that •r it was used, ' It is na man ' = ' i/iere is no pian '

;
' //.a» t.s na

;lerc ' = * (/ter€ is no elerk.'
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PREDICATE.

389. The Predicate of a sentence may be

1. Simple. 2. Complex.

SIMPLE PREDICATE.

390. The predicate of a sentence is simple when the notion

to be conveyed is expressed by a single finite verb ; as, " Virtue

jlourishcs." " Timey//fj-." " I love."

COMPLEX PREDICATE.

391. Many verbs do not make complete sense by themselves,

but recjuire some other word to be used with them to make the

sense complete. Of this kind are the intransitive verbs be, bccqnie,

i^row, se,jn, can, do, shall, will, &c., and such transitive verbs as

inalce, call, (Teem, thinJi.

To say, " The horse is," " The hght becomes," " I can," or " I made
the man,", makes no sense. It is requisite to use some other word
or phrase (a substantive, an adjective, or a' verb in the infinitive) with

the verb ; as, " The horse is black." " The light becotiies dim." " I can
write." " It made the man vmdp " He was made king." "He was
elected President." " He was named Henry." Verbs of this kind are

called Verbs of incomplete Predication, and the words used with

them to make the predication complete may be called the comple-
ment of tile predicate.*

Verbs which are capable of forming simple predicates are often followed

by complements, being verbs of incomplete predication so fai- as the

viattcr in hand is concerned. Thus live is not always and neco-sarily

a verb of incomplete predication, but in the sentence "He lived

happy ever afterwards," the predicate is lived happy, and /?a//_j' forms a
(subjective) complement to lived, which, therefore, is, so far, a verb of

incomplete predication. So in " They went along singing," singing'x?,

the complement oiiuentA In " He made a mistake," mcute is a verb

of complete predication ; in "He made his father angry," made is a
verb of incomplete predication, and requires the (objective) conipie-

ment angry to make the sense complete.

392. The predicate of a sentence is complex when it consists

of a verb of incomplete predication accompanied by its

complement.

' Since this use of the term coi>if>lction or com^tetiirnt of the Predicate was first adopted in

this work it has been sanctioned by the authority of Matzner and Koch (ii. § 245), who both
employ it in a similar sense.

t A sentence like " He went out hnntitig" is not exactly like these. Here hiiiiiiiig means
' a hunting ' or ' on hunting ' ; it is an adverbial adjunct of went, denoting \.\\g purpose of his

going.
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1. Subjective Complement.

393. ^^'hen a verb of incomplete predication is intransitive or passive,

the complement of the predicate stands in the predicative relation to

the subject ; as, " He is prudent." " He became rich." " He is called

John." "The wine tastes sour.''* "He feels sick." This kind of

complement may be termed the Subjective Complement.^

The Complement may consist of any Attributive Adjunct (§ 362), as

"The earth is the Lord's''''', "The coat was of many colours''^ ; but
an adverb, or adverbial phrase, never forms the complement of a

predicate. A substantive clause may be used as a complement, just

like a simple substantive, as '' My advice is that you do not ??icddle with
the matter.^'

394. A verb is an attributhie word, and an infinitive mood or infini-

tive phrase is often used instead of an adjective as a subjective

complement, as, "He seems to have forgotten me." The infinitive

thus used may itself be followed by a complement. Thus, in " He
appears to be honest," to be is the complement of appears, and honest
the complement of to be.

The complement of the predicate in these cases is spoken of the subject,

and must therefore agree with the subject in all that they can have in

common. Hence the rule that the verbs be, become, fed, be called, &c.

,

take the same case after them as before them. The objective comple-
ment with an active verb becomes the subjective complement of the

passive, as " He cut the matter short." " The matter was cut short."

Similarly a verb forming an indirect predicate of a substantive

(§ 397) after an active verb, becomes the complement of the predicate

in the passive construction, as "He was heard to say" ; "The bear

was made to dance." The same is the case with a factitive object

(J 369 A), as in "He was made king" ;
" He was elected consul."

In such sentences as ' It is T,' we must regard ;V as the subject, and /as the

complement of the predicate ;
' // [i.e., ' the person you have in mind,'

&c.) is /.' In Anglo-Saxon this was reversed. We find " g}'f pn hyt

eart," if thou art it {Matt. xiv. 28) ;
" Ic hyteom," / it ain {Matt.

xiv. 27). (So in modem German 'ich bines.') Afterwards we find

the it omitted, as, "' gif thou art " [Matt. xiv. 28) ; "I my silf am "

(Z?//v xxiv. 39). In Chaucer we find 'It am I,' where 'I' is the

complement of the predicate, but attracts the verb into its own
person.

2. Objective Complement.
395. \Mien the verb is transitive, and in the active voice, the

complement of the predicate stands in the attributive relation

* Some persons have the mis'aken idea that they are using better English when they say
"The rose smells OTt<^<?//>%" " His voice sounded Juirsh/y," &c. In many cases it does not
iratter which form of expression is used. It comes to much the same thing whether we say
' He arrived sa/e ' or ' He arrived safely : ' but no one in his senses would say " he seems
luynestly" for " he seems honest " or " He feels coldly " for "he feels cold."

t Of course infinitive moods, participles, and gerunds may have complements attached to
them just as well as the finite forms of the verb, as 'He strove ao t^onie ricA,' 'feeling
^/c/l-.' &c. ' . '
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to the object of the verb ; as, " He dyed the cloth red." " She

called the man a liar." This kind of complement may be termed the

Objective Com.plement.*

The following are examples of the Objective Complement :—
' Hold

the reins tight'; 'he took the man prisoner''; 'he left his nephew

heir to his estate'; 'attention held them unite'; 'let me alone';
' set the prisoner /nv' ; ' he painted the house white' ;

' they ai)]iointed

Nelson adminiL' ^Yhen the complement is a noun, we in fact get

two objects, of which the second is a factitive object (§ 369 a). It is,

however, properly regarded as a Complement of the Predicate. Its

meaning is so bound up with that of the verb, that it cannot be

seprrated from it to become the subject in the passive construction.

t

We can say ' The man was taken prisoner,' but we cannot make
prisoner the subject of ivas taken.

3. Infinitive Complement.

393. The third kind of complement is that which follows such verbs

as can, 'u'iil, mitsi, &c., as " I can writt\-' " He must_<^(i." This may be

termed the infinitive complement, or complementary infinitive.

The object of the sentence is often attached to the dependent infinitive.

In some grammars an infinitive thus used is called 2i Prolative Infinitive,

th.at is, an Infinitive which carries forward or extends the meaning of

tlie preceding verb. There is no objection to the term. It comes

in fact to precisely the same thing. To say that a verb is an exlensillc

verb, and that its. meaning is extended or carried foiwa7d by the

infinitive that follows, is equivalent to saying that it is a Virb of incun-

plet.' predication, and that its meaning is ccmpiettd or f//ed np hy ihc

infinitive. .

"""

.

»
,

* This sort of Complement requires to be carefully distinguished from the Iiuiireci Predicate

397)- -^' 'i'-"'' ^uhi: they seem much the same, but a little reflection will show thai when we
have an indirect predicate attached to a substantive the meaning of the preced ng verb i^ not

in any way vwiiified or filled up by what follows it, and what is denoted by the indirect

predicate is not in any way the result of the action denoted by the verb. In ' He felt the

ground shake,' ' He s.aw the man hanged,' the verbs ' felt ' and ' saw ' convey of tlu'iiiselves

th<.r full and u-.u.il m-aning and describe completely the action that we intend to predicate ;

and ' shako ' and ' hanged ' do not denote anything which is the residt of the ' feeling ' or

'seeing.' I'ut if we say ' He made the man angry, "he struck the man dead,' ' he painted

the house waite,' the verbs 'made,' 'struck,' 'painted' do not n/ tkcmscivcs fully describe

the action that we intend to predicate, and 'angry,' ' dead, and ' white,' denote what is ihe

result of the ' making,' ' striking,' and ' painting.' In " He found the man Ac&A," dead is not

the complement oi/ound, because the deatl state of the man Ls in no way the result of the
finding ; but in " He struck the man dead," dead is the complement oi struck, because the
dead state of the man is the result 0/ the str;K-i>ig. The clo-se connection between the verb
and its complement is .seen from the position of the words in ' Holdfast the profession cf ycur
faith '

;
' They make broad their phykicteries ' (In A.S. }uake broad= tubra:de3 ; in \Vycliffi?=

aJargeti). In .some cases the complement h.as formed a distin ct compound with the verb, as

'white-wash.' 'rough-hew.' In German this is quire common, as in gutmachen, vol'hriiii^in,

todtsclUagcn, &c The matter is not settled by saying that ' he m.ade the man angry' sinply
means that ' what he made ' was ' the man in an angry state ' This sort of expl.anation is

quite inapplicable to the rest of the examples given above. It is possible only in the case of
' m ike,' and perhaps one or two more verbs.

t This use of a verb and a complement instead of a single verb results from the analytic
tendencies of English. In A.S. we find 'wyrsian' = 'to make worse,' ' tobrseda?t ' = 'to

make broad,' ' geclainsian' = 'to make cleati.'
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OBJECT.

397. The Object of a verb may be—
1. Simple. 2. Compound. 3. Complex.

These distinctions are the same as in the case of the Subject

(§ 384, &c.).

There^is also a peculiar kind of Complex Object, consisting of a

Substantive accompanied by an Infinitive Mood or Participle which
forms an Indirect Predicate to it,' as " I S3.\v him fall'' ;

" He made
the bear dance" ;

" Let there be lto;ht "
;
" Let 7is pray" ;

" He com-
manded the bridge to be lowered'' ;t "He knew the man to have been

unjustly accused" ; "We saw the man hanged" •,% "They found the

child dying" -yX "He made his power felt "
; J

" We found the man
honest. "X

These substantive phrases may also be used as the subjects of verbs

(see § 387 and note), and may come after prepositions, as " The wind
sits fair for news to go to Ireland" ; "They set him free without his

ransom paid"; "On some brandy being administered, he revived"

(compare the Latin ^<?j/ ttrbem coiiditani).

The question whether a participle or adjective forms an Indirect

Predicate, or is merely an attributive adjunct of the Object, may often

be settled by the introduction of an Infinitive Mood, as " They found

the child [to be] dying," " He found the man [to be] honest," or by
substituting a substantive clause, as "He 'b^\(ts^(S. that the matt luas

insane" for "He believed the Jiian insane."

398. The neuter '2/' often serves as a temporary or ptevisional representa-

tive of a complex object, showing its grammatical relation to a verb

or participle, as " I think it foolish to act so" ; "The burden which

they considered it impossible to remove," where ' it' = 'to remove
which.' (See § 387.) The object is also sometimes pleonastically

repeated, as "All other doubts, by time let t'wni be cleared."

• This answers to the ordinary Accusative and Infinitive in Latin. In A.S. we find
" SecgaS hine libban " = ' They say /n'm live.'

t ;The beginner must not confound the indirect predicate with the infinitive denoting ///r/c.f^

or result. If we say '" He held the man to be in the right," we have an indirect predicate,

because what he helii (^\.&. believed or maintained) was ' that the man was in the right.' But
in " He held out his hand to be catted," we get an infinitive of purpose. So " He commanded
the bridge to be lowered " = 'he commanded that the bridge should be lowered '

; it is

obvious that ' bridge ' cannot be the direct object of ' commanded '

; but in " He urged me to

come," "They entreated us to remain," "We compelled the man to desist" we have
infinitives denoting purpose (and therefore forming adverbial adjuncts of the verb), denoting

that ^c 7vkick l\iit
' urging,' 'entreating,' or ' compelling '

<j'«.r (//>dr/<T(/. Sometimes the con-

struction is ambiguous, as " He caused the troops to press onwards "
;
" He ordered the men

to advance.'* This last may mean either " He gave orders to the men to advance," or ' he g.ave

orders that the men should advance.'

\ To see how different this construction is from that of a substantive with an ordinary

attributive adjimct, compare " He saw the man hanged " with " he saw a man clothed in

scarlet." The latter means ' He saw am.an in the state described by ' clothed in scarlet.' The
former does not mean that ' he saw the vian in a katiged conditioti,' but ' he saw the han^tnc^

0/ the man take place.' If 'clothed in scarlet ' were an indirect predicate, the sentence would
inean that ' he saw the man having the scarlet clothes put on him.'
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399. The object of a verb may have any combination of attributive
adjuncts attached to it. It is then said to be enlarged or expanded.
(See § 38S.) li the object be an infinitive mood or a gerund, it may
have an object or an adverbial adjunct attached to itself (§ 388).

CLASSIFICATION OF SENTENCES.
400. Sentences aru of three kinds :

—

A. Simple. B. Complex. C. Compound.
When a sentence contains only one subject and one finite verb, it is

said to be a simple sentence.

When a sentence contains not only a complete, subject and its verb,

but also other dependent or subordinate clauses which have subjects

and verbs of their own, the sentence is said to be complex.
When a sentence consists of two or more complete and independent

sentences connected by co-ordinative conjunctionSj it is said to be
compound.

Complex Sentences.

401. A Complex Sentence * is one which, besides a principal

subject and predicate, contains one or more subordinate clauses,

which have subjects and predicates of their own.

Subordinate Clauses are of three kinds :

—

1. Substantive Clauses. 2. Adjective Clauses.

3. Adverbial Clauses. •

A Substantive Clause is one which, in its relation to the rest of

the sentence, is ecjuivalent to a substantive.

An Adjective Clause is one which, in its relation to the rest of the

sentence, is equivalent to an adjective.

An Adverbial Clause is one which, in its relation to the rest of the

sentence, is ecjuivalent to an adverb.

402. A complex sentence is produced whenever the place of a
substantive, an adjective, or an adverb is supplied by a substantive
clause, an adjective clause, or an adverbial clause.f The prin-

cipal sentence is a co7itai7iing sentence, and the subordinate clause is a
contained clause.

* It will obviate much confusion if the term ' Sentence ' be restricted to a combination of
words forming a tcw/Zf^i" whole, 'Clause' to a subordinate member of a sentence (<»«/«/«/;/§

ajiiiiie verb, and ' Phrase ' to any combination of words which does not contain a finite
verb expressed or understood.
. f Learners are sometimes told that a Substantive Clause is the ' expansion ' of a Substan-
tive, an Adjective Clause the 'expansion' of an Adjective, and. so on. This is a misleading
view of the matter. One expression is the ex/ansion of another only when the elements of

the latter are still irescr^ed in the former. Thus,
"
'Ihe lark builds" is c.r/(T>«/(</ in the

sentence, " The lark, which soars so high and sinijs so sweetly, builds its nest on the dewy
ground." But to say that " I saw that he was confused" is an expansion of ' I saw Ins cvn-

fiiston,' is a misuse of terms. A shoe is not 'expanded' when it is pulled off and replaced by
a jack-boot.
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If we say, "He announced the arrival of Casar," we get a simple

sentence. If we say, " He announced that Crcsar had arrived," we net

a complex sentence, the suljstantive clause ^/lat Cusar had arrived

being substituted for /he arrival of Casar. •

If we say, " He has lost the book given to him by me," we have a

simple sentence. If we say, " He has lost the book which I had given

to him," we get a complex sentence, the adjective clause ivhich I had
given to hitn, being substituted for given to him by me.

If we say, "The boy went out to play on the completion of his task,"

we get a simple sentence. If we say, '" The boy went out to play when
he had completed his task," we get a complex sentence, the adverbial

clause 7i<hen he hadeomplded his task, being substituted for on the eom-

pletion of his task.

It must never be forgotten that a dependent or subordinate clause is ati

integral part of the principal sentence to which it belongs, just as

'

though it were an ordinary substantive, adjective, or adverb.

Two or more subordinate clauses may be co-ordinate with each

other, as " We heard that he had lost all his money, and [that lie] had
gone out of his mind "

;
" This is the book which I spoke of, and which

I promised to lend you."

SUBSTANTIVE CLAUSES.

403. A Substantive Clause is one which, in its relation to

the rest of the sentence, is equivalent to a substantive. It

may be either the subject or the object of the verb in the princi-

pal clause, or it may be in apposition to some other substantive,

or be governed by a preposition.

Substantive clauses usually begin either with the conjunction that*

or with an interrogative word. The conjunction that, however, is

frequently understood ; as " I saw he was /i'red." Sometimes the

interrogative 'how' is so weakened in meaning as to be equivalent to

' that,' as " 'Tis told how the good squire gives never less than gold."

404. In the sentence " I know that he did this," the clause ' Ihal he

did this ' is the object of the verb ' know.''

In " He asked me how old I was," the clause ^ how old I was' is the

object of the verb ' asked.'f Similarly in " He asked me whetlier I

was hungry," the clause whether I was hungry is the (second) object

of 'asked.' 'Jf' is often used with a similar interrogative force, as
" He asked me if I was hungry."

In " When I set out is uncertain," the clause ' when. I set out ' is the

subject of the verb ' zj.'t

• In v\ilgar Knglish 'as' is commonly used for ' i/uii,' sometimes along with ' /ttnv.' as " I

believe iis /wrc your man deals with the devil" (Smottett). Similarly -we fmd ' /itnv t/iat
,'

as "That thou may'st know Amu that the earth is the Lord's.''

t Hcnju and wlwn are here interrogative words. In ca.ses of this sort we get what is called

a dependent (or indirect) question. Interrogatives are also used with verbs in the infinitive

mogd to constitute a substantive plirasc^ as ' 1 do not know where to go '

(} 387).

M
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In " The idea that I shall give my consent is ridiculous," the clause
' tJiat I shall give my consetit ' is in apposition to the noun ' uiea.' In
" Why have we done this, that we have let Israel go," the clause '^ that

ti'L' Jia-7't' let Israel go ' is in apposition to the pronoun ' IhisJ

In "We should have arrived sooner, but that we met with an
accident,'"' the clause ' i/uit wc met i<.'itli an aceident ' is governed by
the preposition ' /;///.'* In " Have they any sense of why they sing,"

the clause ' 'io/iy they siiig^ is governed by the preposition ' oj'

405. When a substantive clause is the subject of a veib, it is usually repre-

sented temporarily by the pleonastic demonstrative ' //,' as " // is not

XxxkQ that he died yesterday.''^ This is also tlie case when the clause is

the object of a complex predicate (j 391), as " He made // clear that
' the plan was impossible."

\

A substantive clause may also follow a phrase which, taken as a whole, is

equivalent to a transitive verb. Thus: "He other means doth make, How
he may work unto her further smart," where ' make means' = endeavour, or

try. So ' / am afraid that he will not succeed ' is equivalent to ' IJear tliat he
will not succeed. 'j So in "Bid her be judge '.drether Bassanio had not unce

a friend," ' be judge' = 'judge.'

406. It is to verbs that substantives and substantive clauses most commonly
stand in the objective relation. This has nothing to do with the predieaiive

force of the verb, but depends upon the fact that the verb denotes an action or

feeling directed towards an object. Participles and gerunds take objects after

them, and even some nouns which denote a transitive action or feeling may
have a substantive clause as an object. § Thus, ' There is no proof that he did

this
'

; ' We have no hope that he will recover.'

407. A quotation is not a substantive or dependent clause. Its form is not

affected by its relation to the principal verb, as that of a dependent clause is.

Compare " He said ' I a?)t tired^ " with " He said that he was tired."

ADJECTIVE CLAUSES. V
408. An Adjective Clause is one which, in its relation to

the rest of the sentence, is eqmvalent to an adjective. It

* In such cases the preposition and the substantive clause governed by it constitute

together an adverbial adjunct of the predicate, just like a preposition and noun (§ 372, 2).

H'/uit is sometimes improperly substituted for that, as ' I had no idea but w/uii the story was
true '

; and tJiat is sometimes omitted, as ' It never rains but it pours ' {i.e., ' leaving out the

times when it pours, it never rains ') ;
' But I be deceived, our fine musician groweth amorous '

(Shaksp. Tarn. iii. i). In these cases the bnt acquires the function of a conjunction (§ 291).

+ This anticipatory ' it ' sometimes brings into prominence some adjicuct of the predicate.

Thus, " It was for you that I bought the book," i e. • my buying the book was for you.' " It

was yesterday that this event happened " = ' the happening of this event was {i.e., took place)

yesterday.

'

X It is also possible to treat the substantive clause in such cases as being analogous to

the adverbial accusative, or accusative of closer definition in Latin, Thus, " 1 am sorry that

you are not well "
is ' I am sorrj^ as regards the/act that you are not well.'

This is sometimes the only mode of dealing with such a clause, as in " He was vexed that

you did 7U>t come" ;
" I am sure that he did it."

§ Mr. Peile (Primer, p. 127) quotes the remark.able construction in Plautus, " Quid tibi

/uinc tactio est?" 'What ri^ht-oj-touching this -woman have you?' Sometimes a noun,

owing to its peculiar meaning, has an adverbial blau&c attached to it, as "Anxiety Icst-^
should lose his //lowj' harassed him."
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Stands in the attributive relation to a substantive, and is attached

to the word which it quaUfies by means of a relative pronoun, or

a relative adverb -which is equivalent to a relative pronoun pre-

ceeded by a preposition.*

In the sentence '* Look at the exercise which I have written," the
clause '' loJiich I have rt'r/VAv/ ' qualities the noun ' ^x^rtV^v,' and is

much the same in force as the participial phrase ' written by me.'
In " That is the house where I dwell," the clause ' ivhere I dwelP

qualifies the noun ' house.' Where is equivalent to m which.

Adjective claines are usually co-ordinate with a demonstrative adjec-

tive this, that, &c. Thus in the sentence, " I never received those

books which you sent," the adjective ''those'' and the adjective clause
*
'tuhich you sent' are both in the attributive relation to ' books.'

403. The relative is sometimes omitted, as " Vvhere is the book / gave
you ? " for whkh Igave you ; " I have a mind presages me such thrift"
&c., for which presages, ixc. (§ 164).

Sometimes adjective clauses are used 'substantively, i.e., with no
antecedent expressed, as " Who steals my purse, steals trash." This
emission of the antecedent is usual when the relative what is used, as
" I heard what he said," "There is no trath in what he said."

410 Care must be used to distinguish those clauses in which an indirect

question is involved in the use of who, what, when, wJiere, &c. , from
clauses in which these words are mere relatives. In such sentences as,

"Tell me what I ought to do," " I asked him who said so," " I know
why he did it," "He asked me when I had arrived," the dependent
clauses are indirect questions, and are substantive clauses, havin<-' no
antecedent expressed or understood to which they relate. Thev are
based upon the direct questions, " What ought I to do ? " ;

" Who said

so?" &c. In "That is what I said," "This is where I live," the
dependent clauses are adjective clauses. Sometimes there is no
ambiguity. In "He asked me where I lived" we clearly have an
indirect question. In " I believe what you sav " we have an adjective
clause (wiih suppressed antecedent), 'that which you say.' Sometimes
a sentence is amliiguous. Thus, "I know what you told him" may
mean either " The fact which you told him is one that I know," or
" I know the answer to the question ' What did you tell him "

The distinction is analogous to that between clauses beginning with
quis or quid in Latin, and clauses beginning with qui or quod. In
these the distinction is marked also by the mood of the verb. " Nescio
quid narraveris " means ' I do not know what story it was that you
told.' " Xon credo quod narravisti " means 'I do not believe the
story which you told.'

411. Clauses beginning with as mast be regarded as adjective clauses, when
they follow such and savw. Thus, in " I do not admLre such books as

he writes," the clause as lie writes is an adjective clause qualifying
b.oks, and co-ordinate with such, as being a relative pronou .

(^n 165).

* Sometimes a relative clause (with a finite verb) is replaced by a relative phrase with an
infinitive mood, as "' Where there is then no ^ooA/or lohich to strife "

;
" He had not where-

•witlial to Iniy a loaf'' Sometimes even the relative is omitted, as " I have not a pen to write
?vltJC

•
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412. An adjective cLiuse (like an ordinary adjective) has usually a
definitive or restrictive force. But it often happens that clauses intro-

duced by relatives are, as regards the'ir/orcc' and meanings co-ordinate
with the principal clause. Such a clause is contimiaiivc rather than
dcftnitive. Thus, in " I wrote to your brother, who replied that you had
not arrived," the sense of the sentence would be the same if and lu:

were substituted for who. So in '• He heard that the bank had failed,

which was a sad blow to him," which should be treated as equivalent

to and this.

The contimiative relative may even belong in reality to an adverbial

clause contained lidlhin the entire clause which it introduces. Thus :

—

"Which when Beelzebub perceived .... he rose" {Par. L.

ii. 299), equivalent to " And when Beelzebub perceived this, he
rose.'' " \Vhich though I be not wise enough to frame, Yet as I well it

meane, vouchsafe it without blame " {Spenser, vi. 4, 34), i.e., ' And
though I be not wise enough to frame this,' &c. Modern writers

rather e«chew these constructions.

413. The anticipative or provisional subject it often has an adjective clause

as an adjunct. Thus, "It was John who did that" = " It 'the

person) who did that was John." In such cases, when the relative

is the subject of the following verb, that verb usually aj;rees in

number and person with the predicative noun or pronoun instead of

the subject it; as, "It is my parents who forbid that;" "It is I

who say so."

ADVERBIAL CLAUSES.
414. An Adverbial Clause is one which, in its relation to the

rest of the sentence, is equivalent to an adverb. It stands in

the adverbial relation to a verb, an adjective, or another adverb.*

Thus, in the sentence, " He was writing a letter when I arrived," the

clause " luhen I arrived^" indicates the time at which the action

expressed by the verb was writing took place. The clause " when 1

arrived'' is therefore in the adverbial relation to the verb was wtiting.

The sense and construction may be represented by a single adverb :

" He was writing a letter ; I arrived thcn.'^ So, " He still lay where he

had fallen j'' i.e.., "He had fallen [somewhere] : he still Xtij there."

" I give you this because I love you i''
i.e., '' 1 love you ; therefore I

give you this."

CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERBIAL CLAUSES.
415. Adverbial Clauses may be arranged in the following classes :

—

1.—Adverbial Clauses relating to Time.

416. Clauses of this kind begin either with the connective adverbs, which

denote time, or with the conjunctions before, after, wliile, situe, ere,

' Adverbs sometimes do duty as nouns, as " I have heard that before now (= thr present

time)" ; "'For ei'cr\?, a long day." Adverbial clauses are sometimes used thus, a' ' When
yc come together into oin; place, this (i.e. yourcoming tosctfier) is not to eat the Lord s tiippt-r.'
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until, iSic. As, " Every one listens when he spealcs." " He punished
the boy Tc/u/iavr he did idroiig." "He never spoke af/cr lie fdl."
^\'hen relative adverbs introduce adverbial clauses, they not only
connect the adverbial clause with the principal clause, but themselves
qualify the verb of the clause which they introduce.

2.— Adverbial Clauses relating to Place.

417. Clauses of this kind are introduced by the relative or connective adverbs
where, "ivhiiher, whence, lic. As, ", He is still standing w/jtW / /t/?

him." " Whither I go ye cannot come."

3.—Adverbial Clauses relating to Manner.
418. Adverbial clauses relating to manner are commonly introduced by the

relative or connective adverb as. E.g., "He did as he was told."

"It turned out as I expected." Clauses beginning with as are generally

elliptical. At full length, " He did as he was told /o t/o." •
4.—Adverbial Clauses relating to Degree.

419. Clauses of this kind are introduced by the conjunction than, or the
connective adverbs the {') 270) and as.

Adverbial clauses denoting degree are always attached to adjectives or
adverbs. They are almost always elliptical.

420. E.g., " He is not so (or as) tall as I thought" (i.e., as I thought he
was tall). Here the clause " as I thought [he was tall] " qualifies (or

is in the adverbial relation to) the adjective tall, and is co-ordinate
with the demonstrative adverb so; and the relative adverb aj at the
beguming of the adverbial clause qualifies tall understood.

"He is taller than his brothert;" "He is taller than his brother
[is tall]." " I love study more than ever [I loved it much]." Respect-
ing than X see § 291.

"The more I learn, the more 1 wish to learn." Here the adverbial
sentence ^' tJw more I learn" qualifies the comparative more in the
main clause, and is co-ordinate with the demonstrative adverb the

which precedes it ; the word more in the adverbial clause being itself

qualified by the relative adverb the. The first the is relative or sub-
ordinative, the second ///t' is demonstrative (§§ 126, 270).

5.—Adverbial Clauses relating to Cause.
421. These usually begin with the conjunctions because ajid/or.

E.g., " I love him because he is good." Here " because lie is good" is

an adverbial clause qualifying the verb love.

" He could not have seen me, for I was not there." Here "/or I was
not there " is an adverbial clause qualifying the verb could.

* Adverbial cl.iuses are often co-ordinate with some preceding demonstrative adverb, the
vague signiiication of which they determine, as when t/uK is accompanied by a clause begin-
ning with -u'/ieit, tlwrc by a clause beginning -ivith lulierc, &c. (Compare iS 408.)

t That we must understand the adjective tall zls, well as the vtxjp is, will easily be seen if it

be considered that every clause or subordinate sentence must have a predicate as well as a
subject. If we ask what is predicated oi /lis brother, the answer obviously is, tehtg- tall.

X 1 he Latin fwnw means ' in what degree,' " by how much.' Ditior est gjiain es;o m<^Ti<i

in what degree I [am rich] he is richer.' Qnam is_ therefore a connective adverb m Latin,
though in English itian has become a mere conjunction. The meaning of the two words is

quite disiincl. Titan originally meant vilwit.
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Clauses denoting a cause or reastJU oflcii liut^in willi ' Ihat^ as "He
does hear me, and that he docs Iwi^c^''^ {Sliaksp.). ComiKue the use
oi ijtioJ in Latin.

6.—Adverbial Clavises relating to Purpose and. Consequence.

422. JC.^., ^^llc xi\.\\ ^o [&^\. that he was out of l)jvath." Here liie adverbial
clause " that he xuas out of breath" s\.a.wh in the adverbial relation to

ftst, and is co-ordinate with so, tlie indefmite meaning of wiiieli it

amplifies and defines. In these sentences tlie (dder writers often have
as for that, as " I will not open my lips so wide as a brisile may enter

"

{Shaksf.). In fact ^5 is the more correct word.

423. Adverbial clauses relating io p?irpose coxwc also under tliis head. J^-g.,

"He labours that he may become i-ich." Here the adverbial clause

qualifies the verb /rt^OTOT. "I will not make a noi e, lest I should

^ distufb you." Here the adverbial clause qualifies will make. The Sub-
junctive Mood is used in these clauses. It is usually in the compound
form, but in the older writers we fmd the simple subjuneiive, as,

" Lcbt sin surprise thee ;
" '' That 1 be nut further tedious unlu thee."

7.—Adverbial Clauses relating to Condition.*

424. Clauses of this kind begin with the conjunctions if, unless, except,

though, t although, and the compounds hoivever, lahocver, whatever, &c.

425. In adverbial clauses of condition, the principal sent* nee is called the

consequent clause {i.e., the clause which, expresses the consequence) ; the

subordinate sentence is called the hypothetical clause.

426. Suppositions may be of two kinds.

(A.) Sui)positionsof the first kind relate to ^ova& actual event or state of

things, which was, is, or will be real, independently of our thought
respecting it. In such suppositions the indicative mood is employed.

427. Examples.— " If the prisoner committed the crime, he deserves death.

If he did not commit it, aU tlie witnesses, swore falsely." ''If he is at

home, I shall see him." " If your letter js finished, bring it to me."

428. In like manner concessive clauses beginning with though or although,

which relate to what actually is or was the case, have the indicative

mood ; as, "Though he was there, I did not see him ;
" " Bad as the

accommodation is, we must put up with it."

429. In a hypothesis relating to some definite event still future, the future

tense of the indicative mood was formerly sometimes used in the hypo-
thetical clause. -E.g., "If we shall say ' fi-om heaven,' he will say,
' Why then did ye not believe him ? ' " {Mark i. 31). " If they shall

enter into my rest " {Pleb. v. 5)- This construction is now ob.solete, and
in such cases we now use the present tense.

430. (B.) Suppositions of the second kind treat an event or a state of things

* For a fuller di.scu.wion of the use of the Indicative and Subjunctive Moods in clau.ses of

thi.s kind, the reader is referred to the Appendi.x to the author's ' Shorter English Grammar,'
or his ' Remarks on the Subjunctive and the so-called Potential Mood ' (published ^eparately).

t Hypothetical clau.ses sometimes begin with 'though '("He looks as though he knew
me "), and concessive clauses sometimes begin with ' if (" He was generally respected; if little

loved"). -^—=--
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as a mei-c conception of Ihc utind. In suppositions of this class, the
subjunctive mood is employed.

431. A supposition which is contrary to some fact, present or past, is neces-

sarily a mere conception of the mind, and therefore the suhjunetive

mood is used, the past indefinite tense* of the suhjunclive being used

in the hypothetical clause with reference to present time, and the past

perfect with reference to past time. In the consequent clause the

secondary past indefinite subjunctive (or conditional) is used after a

supposition referring to present time, and the secondary form of the

past perfect subjunctive (or conditional perfect) after a supposition

relating to past time.

Examples.— " If he were present (which he is not), I would speak to

him " ''If our horse had not fallen down (which be did), we should

not have missed the train."

432. In old-fashioned English and in poetry we also find the past perfect

subjunctive used in the consequent clause, instead (jf the secondary

form (or conditional perfect); as, "I hadfainted wnXQn?, I had believed

to see the goodness of the Lord."

433. Clauses expressing a ivisk contrary to the fact have also the subjunctive

mood. Thus, *' I v.ish that he were here (which he is not)."

434. When we make a supposition with regard to the future, and state its

consequence, as a mere conception of the mind, without reference to

determination by the actual issue of still future events, the subjunctive

mood must be used in both clauses.

Examples.— " If he were rewarded he would be encouraged to perse-

vere." " If he went (or should go, or were to go) away without

speaking to me, I should be grieved." " If he lost {or should lose, or

were to lose) his money, he would never be happy again." "lie
could not [or would not be able to) do it if he tried ((V were to try)."
" I would not believe it unless I saw (or should see) it." "It he

were to fail, it would be a great disgrace." The use of the indicative

in such suppositions (as " If he -ovas to fail," &c. ) is a vulgarism.

435. When we make a su]iposition with regard to the future, there is of

course as yet no actualfact to which our supposition can relate. Such
a supposition therefore comes naturally to be regarded as dealing wilh

what is matter of exception only, and consequently as being appro-

priately expressed by the subjunctive mood. Moreover, since the use

of the future tense in a hypothesis relating to the future is now
obsolete, the use of the subjunctive enables us to distinguish between
a supposition relating to possible future fact, and one relating to

actual present fact. Compare "I will come to-morrow if the

weather <^t' fine," and "I will speak to him if he is at home now."
The use of the subjunctive is still more desirable if the supposition

expresses a general case, as such a supposition necessarily refers to

* It seems anomalous to have a fiast tense in any mood referring to /rt'5c«/ time, but the

idiom is found in French, German, Latin, and Greek. In French and Greek we even have a
past tense of the indicative mood used in sentences of this kind. It seems to have been felt

that the past tense used with reft-rence to present time marked better the want of congruity
between the supposition and the fact. Thus to express ;n Greek " If he lucre wise he would
listen to your advice" we should have to say wh.at is equivalent to " If he vjas wi^e. he wot
iistcniiig (as a consequence) to your advice."
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what is not definite matter offact. Thus, " If a hno /v bisected," &c.
"If thy riglit eye offend thee, pkick it out." A coiicc sive clause

relating to the future should always have the subjunctive (as " Thouy;h
hand yo/« in hand, the wicked shall not be unpunished"; "We
will start to-morrow, though Ktrahi cats and dogs"). 'Though' with
the indicative implies " The case is {ox was) so and so, nevertheless, &c."

436. It is still quite legitimate to use the Subjunctive Mood in hypotheses
or concessions dealing with actual present or past fact, when a general
case is put, because the vagueness of the case put makes it a matter
of conception rather than of definite fact. Thus, "But if he be a
robber, if he have eaten upon the mountains, &c., shall he live"?
{Ezek. xviii) ;

" Oft, though Wisdom wake, Suspicion sleeps at

Wisdom's gate." Modern usage tends to ignore this distinction.

437. The older writers also frequently extended the use of the subjunctive

to hypotheses relating to actual definite fact. Thus, " If thou have
power to raise him, bring him hitlier " {Shaksp.) ;

" If it be thou, bid

me come to thee" {Alatt. xiv. 28) ; "If it tvere so, it was a grievous

fault " (Sh. /. C). This is no longer allowable.

438. An interrogative or imperative sentence is sometimes used in such a
way as to be equivalent to a hypothetical clause. E.g., " Is any
afflicted {i e., if any one is afflicted), let him pray." " Take any form
but that, and my firm nerves shall never tremble." In this way the

double interrogatives whether—or came to be equivalent to either if-
—

or if. (See ^ 290, p. 123.)

439. The use of the indefinite pronouns and adverbs compounded with ever

(whoever, however, &c.) in concessive clauses may have sprung out of

the interrogative use of them. Thus, " W'hoever said so, it is false " is

much the same as " Who ever said so ? It is false."

440. Conditional clauses (in the older writers) often begin with so.* E.<\,

"I am content so {i.e., on this condition t namely, that) thou wilt

have it so " {Rom. and J. iii. 5). Just as the demonstrative that

became the relative or connective that, the so in conditional clauses

became aj. E.g., '^ As I were a shepherdess, \ <s[\ow\i\. be piped and
sung to ; as a dairy-wench, I would dance at maypoles" (Ijcn. Jons.

Cynth. Rev. iv. l). This elliptical use of as (in the second clause) is

still quite common. In Chaucer as is often used for as if, as " Thanne
wolde he speke and crye as he were wood," i.e., ' as if he were mad'
[Prol. 636). We still have this use oi as in the pkrase 'as it were.'

441. The force of an adverbial clause is often expressed by a participle.

Thus, " More destroyed than thus (i.e., ifwe were more destroyed

than thus), we should be quite abolished and expire." " Knowing his

duplicity (= because I knew, &c.), I was on my guard."j (Compare
Horace's "Dabitur licentia sumpta pudenter. ")

442. The conjunction if is often omitted, as " Had I known this

(= if I had known this), I would not have come."

* Si, in Latin, is only sic without the demonstrative particle ce or c.

•• In Piejp Plowman (6721) we find," By so ye hadde my silver ''
; i.e. ' provided that (or iO

ye had my silver;' ' With that ' was similarly used by the old writers ;
' with that it be so ' =

' provided it be so.'

t There is not the slightest reason for maintaining that in such cases we have the g-erttnd.

The active participle is as legitimate as the passive, about which ther% is no ambiguity.
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COMPOUND SENTENCES.
443. A compound santence is one which consists of two or

more co-ordinate complete sentences, joined together by co-ordi-

native conjunctions, as " He is happy, but 1 am not"; '• I'hey

toil not, neither do they spin."

Co-ordinate clauses are grammatically independent of each other,

whereas every subordinate clause is a coviponcjit part of some other

clause or sentence.

444. We get a compound sentence whenever two or more sentences which

form complete wholes in themselves are joined together by co-ordina-

tive conjunctions. But one or more of these complete sentences which
are members of a compound sentence may themselves be complex
sentences, as [a) " I will tell your brother when I see him, but lb) I

do not think that he will arrive this week."
N.B.—The conjunction itself does not enter into the construction of the

clause which it introduces.

COLLATERAL SENTENCES.

445. We frequently find co-ordinate sentences, which have a

connection with each other as regards their sense and use, Ixit

have no granwiahcal link of connection between them. For
example :" I came. I saw. I conquered." "Fear God. Honour
the king." " I was robbed of all my money ; for that reason I

was unable to proceed." " I believed, therefore have I spoken."

Such sentences as those placed side by side in the above examples
may be called collateral or asytidetic sentences.

446. We frequently have a series of sentences which are partly

collateral and partly compound.
Example

:

—
" He stay'd not for brake, and he stopp'd not for stone ;

He swam the Esk river, where ford there was none."

447. A proper consideration of the nature of collateral sentences
will enable us materially to thin the usual lists of conjunctions. A
word is not a conjunction because it refers us to something that

precedes. Simple demonstratives do this. Such words as there/ore,

consequently, likewise, also {i.e., all so =jiest in that maimer), never-
theless, iiotwithstatiding, are not conjunctions, but demonstrative
adverbs. When we say " We went the first day to Paris ; thence we
proceeded to Lyons," we get two collateral sentences. When we s:iy

" We went the first day to Paris, whence we proceeded to Lyons," wc
get one sentence, whetice having a grammatically connective force.

(See § 292.) «

448. For analysis, a series of collateral or asyndetic sentences may be
treated as though they formed a compound whole. §
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CONTRACTED SENTENCES-
449. When coordinate sentences contain either the same sub-

ject, the same predicate, the same object, the same complement,

or the same adverbial adjunct to the [)redicate, it often happens

that the portion which they have in common is expressed only

once. In this case the sentence is said to be contracted.

Examples

:

—" Neither I nor you have seen that," i.e., " Neither

I [have seen that] nor you have seen that." " He loved not

wisely, but too well" ;•?>., " He loved not wisely, but [he lovcdj

too well." Here the predicate is expressed only once.*

"Religion purifies and ennobles the soul"; i.e., ''Religion

purifies [the soul] and [religion] ennobles the soul." Here the

subject and the object are expressed only once.
" He is either drunk or mad "

; i.e., '' Either he is drunk or [he
isj mad." Here tlie subject and the verb of incomplete predi-

cation is are expressed only once.
" He advances slowly but surely" ; i.e., " He advances slowly,

but [he advances] surely." Here the common subject and
predicate are expressed only once.

" He reads and writes well "
; i.e., " He reads [well] and [he]

writes well." Here the common subject and the common
adverbial adjunct are expressed only once.

450. Contracted sentences ought always to be so constructed, that when
anangeil without conjunctions, so that what is common to both or all

is placed before or after what is not common, the common and separate

portions, when read off continuously, make complete sense. Thus,
" Religion purifies and ennobles the soul," may be written

—

^^l'g>°"
j ennobles j

*^ ^°"' '

and complete sentences are obtained when the parts that are common,
and written once, are read with each of the separate portions in suc-

cession. So, " He gave me not only some good advice, but also a

sovereign," may be arranged thus

—

TT \ not only some good adviceHe gave me \ ,
' ^

*»
( also a sovereign.

" He possesses greater talents, but is less esteemed than his brother,"

—

TT I
possesses greater talents ) ., , . , .,He { r

, .J than his biothcr.
( IS less esteemed )

If we take such a sentence as, " Man never is but always to be blest,"

and subject it to this test, we see in a moment that it is faulty

—

Man f never is
\ n i-

\ always to be I

'

cannot be read off both ways, f
451. It has been already remarked {\ 387, note) that a sentence is not

* The predicate which is expressed must, of course, agree with the nearer of the tv/o subjects.

The predicate which is not expressed may have to be modified when siippUud to suit iis own
subject. Thus, " Neither you nor I am right "

;
" Neither you nor your brother is in fault.'

t The jpllowing sentences are faulty for a similar reason :
— '' Such as none heard before or

will agai" ' {^byran) ;
" Many have and others must sit there " (Shalisp.).
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necessarily a contracred sentence because we find co-ordinative con-

junctions used in it. "John and Charles are brothers, " is as much
one sentence as "These two boys are Isruthers." One predication

may be made of two things taken together. " The child has a red

and white ball," does not mean "The child has a red ball, and the

child has a white ball." The attributes coexist in the same object.

So when the same act is directed sinndtaneotisly to two or more
objects, the verb may have two or more objects after it ; but the

sentence need not, on that account, be split up into two or more sen-

tences. Thus, "He mixed yellow and red together" ;
" Hec nf(junds

right and wrong." A similar principle applies to the case ol adverbi;d

adjuncts. In " The path led onward and ujjwartl "
it is not necessary

to find more than one predication. 13ut " He came now and then,"
" I saw one here and there," should be treated as contracted sentences.

Kut every verb makes a distinct predication, consequently every verb

requires a separate sentence for itself. The conjunction or always
involves a complete sentence for each of the words or phrases that it

introduces, because the word implies some alternative, so that the idea

of simultaneousness is excluded.

452. It follows, from the principle on which co-ordinate and con-
tracted sentences are constructed, that the co-ordinative conjunctions
must always join words and clauses which stand in the same relation

to the other parts of the sentence. It would make nonsense if we
attempted to join an adjective to a noun (unless the latter be used
allridntii'dy ox predicatively), or a subject to an adverb, or a verb in

the indicative mood to a verb in the imperative mood,* &.c.

ELLIPTICAL SENTENCES.
453. Elliptical sentences differ from contracted sentences in the

following respect :— In contracted sentences a certain portion which is

common to the sentences is expressed only once in one of them, and
has to be repeated in the others. In elliptical sentences, the part to

be supplied in one clause, although suggested by what is expressed in

the other, is not necessarily exactly the same in form. Moreover,
contracted sentences or clauses are always co-ordinate ; an elliptical

clause is usually a subordinate clause, the portion to be supplied being
suggested by the principal clause ; as, " He is taller than I,"z>., "than
I am tall'"'; "This does not cost so much as that," i.e., "as that

costs much."t

SUMMARY OF THE RULES OF SYNTAX.
454. [Most of these rules, having been already stated in preceding

parts of this work, are here only referred to, that the pupil may have
the opportunity of studying them afresh in connection with each other.]

* Young letter-writers constantly forget this rule at the close of their epistles, where such
combinations as, " I have no more to say, and believe me yours truly," are very frequent.

t It is not always possible to fill up an elliptical sentence. Some occur of which the original
complete form has been forgotten. See the examples of Analysis for a fuller discussion of
elliptical sentences.
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CONCORD.
455. In inflected languages (like Latin, German, or English in

its earliest stage) concord means the use of those grammatical
forms which are congruous with, each other.

A verb must have that grammatical form which shows that it is of
the same number and person as its subject.

An adjective must have that grammatical form which shows that it

is of the same gender, number, and case as the noun or pronoun to

which it belongs.

A relative pronoun must have that grammatical form which shows
that it is of the same gender and number as its antecedent.

456. In modern English, gi-ammatical inflexions have been to a
great extent dispensed with. We have therefore very little of the
above kinds of concord. But as regards concords expressed byform we
still have the rule that a verb must agree with its subject in number
and person, and that the demonstrative pronoun of the Third Person
must agree in gender and number with the noun for which it stands,

and that the demonstratives '' tliis ' and ' tJuif assume the plural forms
'these' and 'those' when they qualify a plural noun. If the term
a^^reoncnt is used for anything beyond this, it can only denote co/ii^-na'fy

of use, that is, sameness in the grammatical relations which inii^Jit hz
represented by form, but are not. To say, for example, that in " The
woman who was hurt has recovered," ' who ' cii^rces in gender with
' woman,' means no more than that the pronoun, as used in that

sentence, represents a female person.

SYNTAX OF NOUNS.

457. For the definition of the Wominative Case see § 68.

A noun in the nominative case may be used

—

1. As the subject of a sentence (§ 348) or of a subordinate clause

of a sentence (§ 401).

2. In apposition to a noun or pronoun in the nominative case

(§ 362, 2).

3. As the complement of an Intransitive or Passive Verb of
Incomplete Predication (§ 391).

4. As a Nominative Absolute (§ 372, 5).

5. As a Nominative of Address (§ 70).

458. For the functions of the Possessive Case see §§ 71— 73.

A noun in the possessive case is usually attached to some
other noun to which it forms an Attributive Adjunct* (§ 362, 3),

* A noun in the possessive case, however, does not cease to be a noun. It does not become
an adjective because \\s,/or>H makes it partake of the functions of an adjective. In 'John's
father ' 'John's ' is a noun in the possessive case, as in ' Caesaris uxor,' ' Caesaris '

is a hoiih in

the genitive case. Similarly a noun in the objective case, with or without a preposition, is

often an Adiicrhiat Adjunct (like a noun in the dative or ablative in Latin). But it is going
too far to say that the noun in the objective, dative, or ablative is an adverb.



and on which it is sometimes' said to depend. This noun is

sometimes omitted wlien it can readily be supplied in thought,

as " I bought this at Smith's [shop]," " We went to St. Paul's

[church]."'

The Possessive Case may also be the complement of a Verb of
Incomplete Predication (§ 393), as ' The earth is the Lord's.'

When something belongs to two or more persons in common, the

inflexion of the possessive case is plnced only after the last of the nouns
that denote the possessors, when they are very closely connected, as
' .Smith, Brown, and Robinson's shop ' ;

' Liddell and Scott's lexicon
'

;

' In William and Mary's reign.'

A complex name has the possessive inflexion at the end {^ 77).

459. For the functions of the Objective Case see §§ 79, 80.

A noun in the objective case may be used

—

1. As the direct object of a transitive verb, participle, or gerund
(§ 368}. Some verbs take two objective cases after them (§ 370),
one of which is sometimes a factitive object (§ 369, a).

2. As the indirect object of a transitive verb, whether active or
passive (§ 369, B), or as the secondary object after a passive verb,
when the active verb governs two objecti\-es (§ 370).

3. In apposition to a noun or pronoun in the objective case

(§ 362, 2).

4. As the complement of a transitive verb of incomplete predi-
cation (§ 395).

5. With an infinitive mood or participle attached to it as an
indirect predicate, forming a substantive phrase, used as the
subject or object of a verb, or after a preposition (§ 397).

6. As an Adverbial Adjunct (§ 371).

7. As a Cognate Objective (§ 372, 3).

8. After Prepositions (§ 277).
Some anomalous uses of the objecti\e case in Pronouns are
treated of in § 477.
The Objective Case is used in exclamations, as ' Ah me 1' 'Oh
me unhappy !

'
' Me to be thus jeered at !

'

SYNTAX OF ADJECTIVES.
460. The attributive and the predicative use of Adjectives are

explained in § 87. As regards adjectives used substantively and
adjectives which have become substantives, see § 98.

461. Adjectives (including participles) sometimes relate to the sub-
stantive which is implied in a possessive pronoun, as " The Lord
lighteneth ifl//i their eyes " {i.e., the eyes of both of them) ;

" For all
our sakes," &c. (§ 135, note). Similarly, ''i:\\\xs repulsed, our final
hope is flat despair" {Milton).

462. The Indefinite Article an or a should be repeated before each
of a series of nouns standing for different things, as " I saw a horse, a
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cow, and a pig in the stable," unless tlu thlnyo ra'C so closely connected
witli each other as to form a sort of compound group ; as " He built

a coachhouse and stable ;

" " Give me a cup and saucer." "A black

and white ball" can only mean ' a ball that is partly black and partly

white.' If we mean to speak of iivo balls of different colours, we must
say ' a black and a white ball'

The singular demonstrative adjectives ' each ' and ' every ' ma\' be
placed once b3R)re two or more nouns, as " Every man, woman, and
child was slaughtered'' ;

" Each boy and girl received a present."

483. The definitive adjectives ' the,' ' these,' ' those,' ' my,' ' our,'

&c., need not be repeated before each of several nouns, though of course

they may be so repeated. We commonly say "The King and Queen";
"The ta'oles and chairs were in confusion"; "He gathered all the

apples and pears"; " My uncle, aunt, and cousin came yesterday."

If c plural noun is in sense distrihiited ^sxwovi'g several adjectives, so as to

stand lor a collection of single things, eacJi of which is described by 07ie

of the adjectives, it is proper to use the definitive adjective once, as

"The third and fourth regiments,'' " The English, French and German
languages." A plural may also be distributed into two or n\G\-Q pinrals,

provided no ambiguity results, as " He placed all the gold and silver

coins in one bag, and all the bronze and copper ones in another'' ; but

in such cases it is always safer to repeat the article. The demonstra-
tives must be repeated if a plural noun is not thus distributed, and is

accompanied Ijy two ar more adjectives marking qualities which do
not belong in common to all the things named by the noun. Thus,
" The cle\er and industrious boys," means ' t,he boys who are both
clever and industrious,' but we cannot speak of " the idle and indus-

trious boys,'" because the two attvibutes do not co-exist in the same
boys ; we must say ' the idle and the industrious boys.'

This princijile, however, is often disregavrled, as in, " Tiie rich and
poor meet together " (/'yy?^ xxii. 2); while the article is sometimes
repeated when only one thing is referred to, provided it is clear that

only one thing is meant; as " He returned a sadder and a wiser man"
;

" You will find this road the shortest and the pleasantest."

464. The ordinary effect of the repetition of the article (or other

definitive word) is to make the noun stand for several distinct groups.
" The wise, the valiant, and the wealthy citizens " should mean three

distinct classes of citizens. " The wise, valiant, and wealthy citizens"

would denote one class possessing all three equalities.

The article should not be used before a noun used attributively or

predicatively with distinct reference to its sijj^iiijication. Thus, " He
became Chancellor of the Exchequer" ;

"' John Smith, captain of the

Petrel, next gave evidence."

SYNTAX OF PRONOUNS.

465. Pronouns must agree in Gender, Number, and Person

with the nouns for which they stand. Their case is determined
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by the construction of the clause in which they occur. Thus :
' I

do not hke John {o/jJ.) ;
' he (no/n.) is an idle boy ' ;

' I know the

man {obj.) whose (pass.) portrait hangs there,' &c. Even if the

pronouns happen to coincide in case with the nouns to which they

relate, this is not grainviatical agreement, it is a mere accident.

466. The nominative and objective cases are constructed as in nouns.

The possessive cases have become adjectives (§ 142).

467. The antecedent of a Relative Pronoun is sometimes disguised

in the form of a Possessive (adjective) Pronoun, as "Whose is the

crime, the scandal too be theirs." (See § 461.)

468. The relative pronoun is frequently omitted (§ 164) when, if

expressed, it would be in the objective case ; but it is rarely omitted
when, if expressed, it would be in the nominative case. In the older

writers, however, we find such expressions, as " I have a mind pre-

sages me such thrift ;
" " They are envious term thee parasite.'' The

continuative relative (§ 412) can never be omitted.

469. When a relative refers to a noun which is in the predicative

relation to a personal pronoun, the relative is sometimes made to agree
in person with that pronoun, rather than with its actual antecedent.

Thus: "I am. ... a plain blunt man, that love ?ny friend'' (Sh.

J. C. iii. 2) ;
" Thou art the God that doest wonders " {Ps. Ixxvii. 14).

This is an instance of grammatical attraction. The strict construc-

tion is seen in such sentences as "Art thou he who first broke peace
in Heaven V [Afilton). Milton also uses the other construction, as
" If thou beest he who .... didst outshine myriads, &c.'' [P. L.
I- 84).

470. Also when a relative clause explains the anticipatory subject
' it,' to which a personal pronoun is joined predicatively, the relative

commonly agrees with the personal pronoun and not with its antece-

dent it. Thus we say " It is I who am in fault," though the sentence
really means " // (the person) who is in fault, is I.' This also is a
case of attraction. Contrariwise the predicative pronoun is sometimes
attracted into the case of the relative. It is usual to say " It is 1 who
did it," but " It IS me whom he /I'rtTJ."

"'

471. It is not usual now to employ a relative iiroiioim in a comjilex adjec-

tive clause which contains an adverbial clause, so that the relative

shall belong to the adverbial clause (§ 412). In the older writers such
sentences were not uncommon, as "A treasure which if country
curates buy. They Junius and Tremellius may defy "

;
" Which when

Beelzebub perceived ... he rose" {P. L. ii. 299); "He mentions
but few books . . . from which if ever he departs, he is in danger
of losing himself" {Johnsoii). Respecting the pleonastic demonstrative
used in such cases when the relative is in the nominative case,

see § 383.

* In point of fact it is not necessary to regard ' me ' as the coniplemeat of the predicate.
The sentence may be treated as one of those in which the pronoun it is employed to bring into
prominence some emphatic element of a sentence, as in " It was to you that I addressed
myself" ;

" It was in Venice that he died."
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472. Respecting the pleonastic use of a demonstrative pronoun as a substi-

tute for tlie intlcxion of the relative see § 152, i/oU. Compare
"... good works, which Clod hath before ordained that we shoukl
walk /;/ tJiein (= in which)."

473. ]5ut a relative may be used in a complex adjective clause, so as to

belong to a subordinate substantive clause, as " That is a sort of wine
which I know that he likes," where 'which' belongs in construction to

the clause which begins with ' that.'

474. The pronoun he, she, it, ought to agree in gender and number
with the noun to which it refers. But it often happens that it has to

be used with reference to the individuals of a class that may consist of

both sexes, distributed by means of the singular indefinite pronouns
'each' and ' every," or to either of two singular nouns differing in

gender, and connected by the alternative pronouns 'either—or,'

'neither—nor.' The difficulty that thus arises is sometimes evaded
by using the plural, as " Let each esteem other better than themselves ;"

" If an ox gore a man or a woman so that they die "^ {Exod. xxi. 28) ;

" Not on outward charms alone should man or woman build thet?' pre-

tensions to please"* [Opie). Some insist that in such cases alterna-

tive pronouns should be used, ' so that he or she die,' ' his or her pre-

tensions,' &c. But on the whole, the plural seems preferable, although,

of course, it involves a breach of a rule. Such a sentence as " Each
man, woman, and child received his, her, and its share," is intolerably

awkward.

475. They and them are not now used as antecedents to a relative

pronoun. They were commonly so used by the older writers, but as

the plural antecedent to a relative those is now employed. The
singular pronouns he, hivi, she, her may be used as antecedents, but

not the neuter it.

476. When pronouns, or pronouns and nouns, of different persons are

coupled together, their relative position varies according to the number.
In the singular the Ssoond. Person comes before the First or TMrd
{Yoil and I ; Yoii and he ; or, Yoti andJohn), but the Third comes
before the First {He and I). In the plural we has the first place,

you the second, and tliey the third. If a pronoun has to represent

words of different persons, the Second Person takes precedence of the

Third, and the First of either the Second or the Third, as " You and
he must Ho your work "

; "John and I lost our way."

The neuter pronoun ' // ' is largely employed as the temporary or

anticipatory subject or object of a verb (§§ 387, 398, 405 with the note).

It is also used as the formal but superfluous subject of an impersonal

verb (§ 382, note), and as the vague representative of a cognate

objective (§ 372, 3).

* similarly, "Everyone of these letters a>r in my name" (Shaksp. Tw. N.); "Nobody
knows what it is to lose a friend till ihey have lost him " (^Fielding). In Latin guisqlie and
utcrqice arc used with a plural verb. It is a construction which is regulated by the sense of
the words, rather than by their mereJbr/u.
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Anomalous Constructioii«.

477. A Personal Pronoun used as the complement of a verb of

incomplete predication is sometimes put in the objective case instead

of the nominative in colloquial language, as " That's liiin ; " " Who is

there? Me, sir."*

Expressions like these are probably formed on the analogy of the

French 'c'est moi,' &c., which ousted the old construction (still found

in Chaucer) ' It am I.' The change was perhaps facilitated by llie fact

that objective forms like /^/wj't'//' could be used in apposition to non^.ina-

tives, as 'he himself said so.' In dignified langixage the nominative is

preferable, as ' It is I, be not afraid ' {Mark vi. 50) ;
" Lord, is it I " ?

{Malt. xxvi. 22).

478. No satisfactory sytifactical explanation can be given of the use

of the relative whom after /Z;a;/.t Even the demonstrative is some-
times similarly put in the objective case,J but this should be avoided.

The objective case is used in exclamations, as ' Ah me !
' ;

' Oh me
unhappy.' The objective is in fact the natural case in which to put

an tcnattachcdpronoun. It has been pointed otit (§ 219, note) that the

nominative forms are of late origin.

479. In such phrases as "a book of mine" -we probably have
merely a repetition of the idea of possession. We may say " That
invention of yours is a useful one " to a man who had never made more
than one (§ 144).

480. Pronouns often represent not some particular noun, but the

generalfact implied in a preceding sentence, as :
—

" Wdicn ye come
together, this (i.e., your coining together) is not to eat the Lord's

Supper ;" "I did my best, but // (i.e. my doing my best) was of no
use ;" " He gained a prize, which (i.e., his gaining a prise) greatly

pleased his friends."

* Dr. Murray (/?/rt/fC< of the S. Comities 0/ Scotland, p. 1S7) points out that in Lowland
Scotch the Personal Pronouns have not only a form which is distinctly and always nomm.itive,

and a form which is distinctly and always objective, but a separate form, based upon the old

English objective, and used in certain circumstances either as a nominative or as an objective,

like iiioi, toi, lid in French It occurs in sentences which may be represented in our ordinary

idiom by ''Who is there? Me"; " That's him "
; "Them that have"; "Me, I cannot go" ;

"Them and us did very well together," &c. The use 'of these objectives is a genuine idiom
of our language as it is of French. It is quite a mistake to set it down as bad griDninar.

At a very early period we find himself awA. theiiischies used as nominatives.

It is to be oljserved, however, that the early part of the modern English period was marked
by a great deal of irregularity and confusion in the use of the cases of the pronouns. In the

time of Elizabeth not only were the objective forms often used as nominatives, but tlie

nominatives were sometimes used as objectives. The interrogative ivlio ( is usually in the

nominative form, even when it is the object of a verb. The confusion between _jv txwA you
(which are always distinct in Chaucer) has resulted in the general use c(you for both cases.

t "Beelzebub . . . than whom, Satan except, none higher sat " (/'an Z. ii.). 'rhc case

of an interrogative or relative pronoun ought to be the same as tliat of the demonstrative pro-

noim which would answer to it. But "None sat higher than liiiii " \vo\i\d be bad grammar.
At the same time it is to be observed that, as the sentence stands, it would be impossible to fill

up the ellipsis so as to make tu/to the subject of a finite verb. There is not the slightest

necessity for regarding t/tan as a preposition, or as doing duty for one. We bimply have
another illustration of the idiom noticed above.

t J?.^., " A stone is hea\'y, and the sand weighty ; but a fool's wrath is heavier than them
both " {Prov. x.wii. 3).

N
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SYNTAX OF VERBS.
t

Concord.

4S1. The general rule respecting the concord of verbs is, that

a verb agrees with its subject in number and person (§§ 378—383).

432. Words that are plural in form (as matJieniatics, poliUcs) are
sometimes treated as singular in construction (§ 58J, and some singular

nouns have been mistaken for plurals (§ 59). A plural used as the
title of a book, &c., must be treated as a singular, as " Johnson's
' Lives «f the Poets ' is a work of great interest ;

'" and generally when
a plural denotes a whole of some kind, the verb may be singular, as
" Forty yards is a good distance ; '' " Two-thirds of this is mine by
right ; "' " Twice two is four." For the usage when the subject is a
collective noun, see § 380, and for the case of a compound subject, or

of a noun in the singular to which other nouns are joined by means of

iLiiih, §§381, 386.

483. When subjects differing in number, or person, or both, are con-

nected by and^ the verb must always be in the plural ; and in the first

person, if one of the subjects is of that person ; in the second person, if

one of the subjects is of that person, and none of the first, as, ' I and he
are of the same age,' ' You and I shall be too late.'

484. Subjects connected hy either—or and neither—nor imply an
alternative. Hence a plural verb cannot be attached to two such
subjects, if they are in the singular. The sentence is in fact contracted

(§ 386), as, " Either John [is mistaken] or Thomas is mistaken "
;

" Neither John [is mistaken] nor Thomas is mistaken."

Tl'is sort of contraction should be avoided if the subjects differ in

number or person. Some writers tell us in such cases to make the

verb agree with the nearest subject. This is just endurable if the

difference is one of number only, and the plural subject comes next the

verb, as " Neither the emperor nor his generals were convinced." But
such sentences as " Either he or I am to blame," " Neither we nor

John is rich " are abominable. It is better to say " Either he is to

blame or I am "
;
" We are not rich, nor John either." * A singular

verb must be used after each, every, either, neither, as " Every
method has been tried." " Neither of them was in fault."

Use of the Moods.

435. Rules for the use of the Imperative Mood are superfluous.

For its employment as the equivalent of a hypothesis see § 438.

486. The Indicative Mood is used in all kinds of declarative and
interrogative sentences, whether principal or subordinate, in which

* Dr. Latham {Handbook^ p. i8i) gives as a rule that with a simple disjunctive the vrrh
should agree with the first subject. Thus, " I or he am in the wrong" ;

" He or I is in the

wrong ;
" " Thou or he art in the wrong "

;
" He or thou is in the wrong."
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the Subjunctive is not requisite. It is essentially the Mood of

Fact, or of Objective Predicatioij (§ 190).

487. The nature and functions of the Subjunctive Mood are

explained in ,^ 192. It is essentially the Mood of Conception, or

of Subjective Predication.

The Subjunctive Mood is employed

—

1. In the direct expression of a wish (§ 192).

2. To express purpose after that and lest in an adverbial clause

attached to a verb, or in a substantive clause in apposition to

a noun denoting a wish, intention, or command (§§ 192, 428).

3. In adverbial clauses expressing hypothesis or concession
contraiy to the actual fact (§§ 430—433). The older writers used
the simple subjunctive in the consequent clause in such cases,

as " I Jiadfniittcif, unless I had believed,'' &c. ;
" Hadst thou

but shook thy head . . . deep shame /^^i(/ .9/;7/t'/l' me dumb "

(Sh. K.John iv. 3) ;
" Wert thou regent of the world, it wej-e

a shame to let this land by lease' {Rich. II. ii. i). The
secondary or conditional form is now usual for the consequent
clause, ' I should have fainted,' ' would have struck,' ' would
be,' &c.

4. In hypotheses in which a general case is put (§ 436).

5. In hypothetical (or concessive) clauses relating to the future,

when the hypothesis is presented as a mere conception of the

mind, without regard to its being brought to the test of actual

fact (§ 434).
6. In hypotheses with respect to the yet uncertain future, even
when determination by actual fact is not excluded (§ 435).
The subjunctive occurs also after ////and when with reference to

the future, as "Blow till thou burst thy wind " (Sh. Temp.').

In these cases the subjunctive has been commonly superseded
by the indicative.

7. In concessive clauses relating to the future, or in clauses

relating to the present, if a general case be put, or if the con-

cessive clause begin with the verb (" Be he ne'er so vile "
;

" Be the task as hard as it may," &c.

488. In poetiy and in the older writers we find the sivtpk present subjunc-

tive after ' that ' and ' lest ' to express purpose, as " Give me leave

that I may turn the key, that no man enter " {Kiek. II. v. 3) ;
" Keep

thy heart light, lest it make thee sink " {Sheilcy). In ordinary prose

we now use the compounds of 'way 'and ^ might' after 'that '(as

"He locks the door that no man war fw/tv-" ;
" He locked tlie door

that no man viiglit enter "), and'^he compound of ' sJioiil.l ' after ' lest,'

whether the preceding verb be in the present or in the past tense (as

"Govern thy appetite, lest sin slioiild sitrf-iise thee "
;
" He governed

his appetite, lest sin should surprise him "').

489. Certain uses of the suljjunctive which have now become
obsolete are noticed in § 192, p. 68.
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Sequence of Tenses.

490. Tlic tense o' the verlj in an accessory or dependent clause

commonly depends upon that of the verb in the principal clause. A
present or future in tiic principal clause recjuires a present or future

indicative, or a present subjunctive, in the dependent clause. A past

tense in the main clause requires r. past ten'sc in the dependent clause
;

f'.i/".,
" He does this that he may please me" ; "He will do this tliat he

may please me" ;
" Me has done this that he 7nay please me" ;

" He
did this that he mi;,^dit please me"; "He says that he is better";
" He said that he was better," &c. Ikit if the clependent clause states

a uinv:rsal truths it is better to keep the present tense Thus :
" He

allowed that all men are liable to error"; "'He denied that God
existsP

Some verbs (as oui^ht, miisl, uird) cannot express past or perfect tense.

When past time is referred to, it has to he expressed Ijy putting the

dependent inimitive into the ]3erfect, as " Vou ought Io have gone there

yesterday " (=: it was your duty to go there yesterday) ;
" He nntsl liave

b:cno\\\. of his senses when he did that,"&c. Even wlien die jirincipal

verb can be put into a past tense, a perfect infmitive is oden used,

especially to show that the event is no longer possible, as " 1 hoped to

have been present "
;
" She was to have b en married next week."

491. English admits of a good deal of freedom in the use of tenses. Thus
the same sequence of events may be found expressed in all the follow-

ing ways*:—
" Before the cock crow twice, thou deniest me thrice" [Anglo-Saxon).
" Before the cock crow twice, thou shalt deny me thrice."

" Before the cock lias crowed twice, thou sliaU deny me thrice."

"Before the cock shall crow twice, thou shalt deny me thrice."

" Before the cock has crowed twice, thou shalt have denied me thrice."

"Before the cock shalt have crowed twice, thou shalt have denied me
thrice."

492. The Infinitive Mood presents itself in three forms :^

A. As the Pure or Simple Infinitive without '/^
' (§ 194).

B. As the Gerundial Infinitive, with '/c' before it (§ 196).

C. As the Strengthened Gerundial Infinitive, preceded by
^for to^ This form is now obsolete, except as an indirect

predicate in a somewhat modified form (§ 387, note).

A. The Pure Infinitive is used

—

1. As tlie Subject of a sentence, usually preceded by the temporary
subject 'it'; as "Will it olease you liear me?" (Shaksp. Ant.
and CI.) ; "Him booteth ncn resist" (Spensn-) ; "It were best not

kno-tU myself" {Shaksp.). This use of it is no longer customary.
2. As the Object of various verbs of incomplete predication, as do, shall,

7oill, may, must, can, dare, need, ought (in the older writers). It

* See Lounsbury's 'History of the English Language ' (a capital little manual by a sound
scholar).
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was formerly used after verbs denoting thinking of some kind, as " He
wende have crope {— he thought to have crept) byhisfelaw" {Chaiicci-).

3. As the Object of the verb ha^e when that verb is one of incomplete
predication with the complement li,f, father, bettei', best. Sec, ?.s " Vou
had better go home "

; "I had rather die than suffer such disgrace."

4. As an Indirect Predicate, attaclied to a substantive, and formfng
with it a phrase which may he the object of a verb {_\\ 387, 39").

5. After the prepositioji ' but,'' as ' I cannot but adtuire his courage.'

6. In the older writer? it often forms an adverbial adjunct, as " I will

go seek the king "
;
" Help me curse this bottle-spider."

B. The Gerundial or Prepositional Infinitive is used

—

1. As the Subject ofa sentence {\\ 195, 196).

2. As the Complement of a verb of Incomplete Predication (§ 394),
as " To be good is to be happy "

; " He seems to he in trouble."

3. As the Object of a verb, as " He professed to kninv all about it "
;

"I want to speak to you"; "I have to leave directly." Ihis is

especially common when the object at the same time marks the purpose
of the action, as " He sought to slay him "

; "I purposed to u'rite to

you" {\\ 194, 196).

4. As an Indirect Predicate, attached to a substantive, and forming
with it a phrase which may be the Subject or Object of a verb, or

come after a preposition {\\ 3S7, 397).

5. As an Adverbial Adjunct of another verb, or of an adjective, as
" I went to see him "

; "You are to go home "
;
" That is to sav "

;

"Help Vi\e to finish my task "
; "He left the poor man to bleed to

death'-'; "It came to pass" ; "I am ready to faint"" \ "Swift to

pursue'" ;
" likely to be successful "

; "I am happy to hear it " ;
" He

was the first to arrive^' (g§ 196, 372, 4).

6. As an Attributive Adjunct ofa substantive, as "A house to hi'''
;

"He came on purpose to fetch me (ie., on or with the purpose of
fetching me") (^ 362, 4).

7. After a preposition : "He is about to speak"' ; "There is nothing
left but to submit" (§ 196).

C. The Infinitive with ' for to ' commonly expressed purpose, as
" Came to Joseph for to buy corn {Gen. xli. 57). It was also used as

the Subject or Object of another verb, as " Unto a poure ordre for to

give is signe,'' &c. {Chaucer) ;
" Ye leve logik, and lerncth for to

tovye" [Piers PL 14424). For the use of this infinitive as an Indirect
Predicate see § 387, note.

The to of an infinitive mood should never be separated from its verb
by an adverb. Such phrases as, 'To rightly use,' 'To really under-
stand' are improper.

493. The origin and construction of the gerund in -in_o are ex-

plained in § 200. When a verbal substantive in -ing is preceded by
the or followed by of, it must be regarded as the representative of a
verbal noun in -ufig, as in " land suitable for the planting of trees "

;

'• During the reading of the will,'' &c. When preceded by the, it

should be followed by of. When the verbal noun in -ing has an
object, like a verb, it is the gerund,
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494, The use of a participle where we ought to have a gerund, is a common
error, as in " I heard of him running away," instead of 'I heard of

his running away
'

; "It is of 'no use you saying so," for ' It is of no
use your saying so ' (i.e ,

' It—namely your saying so— is of no use').

In the case of personal and relative pronouns the gerund and possessive

should always be used, as in the preceding sentences. With this, that,

each, alt, either, neither, the particijiial construction is proper, as " You
will oblige me hy all leaving i\\e room"'; "I have my doulits as to

this being true "
; "You seem to understand me, by each at once her

choppy finger laying upon her skinny lips" [iMaclieth): The best

writers also give sentences like the following :

— " Tlie jealousy of his

contemporaries \n-iiycn\.Qi\ justice king'Xuwe. to hirn during his lifetime "
;

"I am afraid of mischief resulting iro\\\ this"; "On some brandy
being administered to him he revived"; " There is no record of any
payment \i:i\\ng been made"; " There was a story of money havinn^

been buried there "
; "I then all smarting with my loounds being cold "

(Shaksp.) ; '' Upon iVigel insisting," See. {Scott). These are iistances

of the use of an Indirect Predicate {§ 397), and are analogous to the

Latin /'ost iirbein coiul tain, \k.c. On the other hand, most authorities

would prefer " On the boys confessing his fault 1 forgave him "
;
" On

my father's hearing of this he was amazed." It will be observed that

in such sentences the noun in the possessive case is commonly repeated

in the form of a demonstrative pronoun, 'I t'orgave /»'w,' ^ Jle was
amazed.'

495. Respecting the curious passive sense often given to an active

verb or participle see § 183, and add to the examples there given such
as " The horses are piittijig to," " I want a button seiuing on," &c.

498. The extensive use of the Impersonal \^erb in early English is
•

noticed in § 382, as also the change of the impersonal into the personal

construction, which gives rise to various anomalous phrases, as ' I dislike'

for 'it mislikes me' ;
' I please' for ' it pleases me' ;

' I were better'

for ' it were better for me,' &c.

497. Constructions are sometimes adapted to the general sense of

words and phrases rather than to their strictly granintatical force.

Thus :
" I am afraid ( =: Ifea7-) that he will not come "

;
" Bid her be

judge {= fudge) whether Bassanio had not once a friend." So we
say " There are one or two mistakes here," because ojie or two stands
for some small number exceeding one.

When a plural denotes ^ tuJiole of some kind, the verb may be
in the singular, as "Forty yards is a good distance" ; "Two-thirds of

this is mine by right" ; "Twice two is four."* So "This fourteen

years"; " A tedious twelve years''; " A twelvemonth."

498. Great caution must be used in elliptical sentences (especially

with as and than) to see that the right cases are used. The best

way is to test the sentence by filling up the ellipsis, as " He loves me
• We say ' twice five is ten,' because ' twice five ' is treated as a single sum, though the full

phrase of course is " twice five things are ten things." The amount is considered rather than
the mode of its formation. When the latter idea is prominent, the plural is better, as

'twice five make ten !
' The use of the plural titiies does not affect the question, because in

' three times ten is thirty,' times is not the subject of the sentence. Three times is an
.•\dverbial adjunct of the numeral ten, like txuiee or thrice.
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better huv fhe loves] thte" ;
" He loves me better than thou [Icvest

mej '
;
" He knows the man as well as I [know the man] "

;
" He

knows the man as well as [he knows] me ''
;
"1 know no wiser man than

he [is wise] '' is correct ; but " 1 have no other saint than ///i>/i to pray-

to "
is wrong, because the construction springs out of" 1 have no other

saint when [1 have] thee.''

499. A good deal of hypercriticism has been wasted on such phrases as

"The three first verses of the chapter," &c. We are told that this is

incorrect, because there is only one first verse. On this principle it is

equally wrong to talk of 'The first hours of infancy,' or ' The last days

of Pompeii,' for there is only o//c first hour, and one last day. Surely

if there are several last days, their number may be specified. It wnuM
be the height of pedantry to alter " His two eldest s^ ns went to sea

"

into "His eldest two sons went to sea "
; yet strictly there cnn be only

one eldest son. German writers see nothing wrong in such phrases as

"die drei ersten," "die zwei letzten," &c. All these superlatives

admit of a little laxity in their application, just as i/i/ff and exlreiue

admit of the superlatives chiefest and extixtnest. ' The three first

verses' simply means ' The three verses before which there is no other.'

Those who tell us to write ' The first three verses,' and soon, must ilo

so on the hypothesis that the whole number of verses is divided into

sets 0/ three, of which j-f/^ the first is taken. But what if the chapter

contains only five altogether ?

ANALYSIS OF SENTENCES.
SEPARATION or LOGICAL SUBJECT AND LOGICAL PREDICATE.
500. The first stage in the analysis of a simple sentence is*to separate

the grammatical subject with its adjuncts from the predicate verb with

whatever is attached to it as object, complement, or adverbial adjunct.

The grammatical subject with its attributive adjuncts forms the loi^ical

subject of the sentence ; the predicate verb, Wiith all that is attached

to it, forms "the loi^iail predicate of the sentence (§ 355).

Exa?)iples.

Logical Subject.

(
Grammatical Subject with Attributive

Adjuncts.
)
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* Analysis of the LogieaL? Subject.

501. The following example illustrates the separation of the logical

subject into tlic grammatical subject and its attributive adjuncts

(§ 388).
'• The soldiers of the tenth legion, wearied by their long march, and

exhausted J'ro>ii want of food, were unable to resist the onset of the

enemy."

Logical Subject.
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" The motiriiful tidings of the death of his son filled the proud heart
of the oldman with the keenest a7iiruish."

Subject.
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Complete Analysis of a Sentence.

501. The thorough analysis of a sentence is to be conducted in the
following manner :

—

i. .Set down the subject of the sentence. (See § 384, &c., for a
statement of what the subject may consist of.)

ii. Set down the words, phrases, or adjecti\e clauses which may
form attributive adjuncts of the subject. (See § 388 for a list of what
these may consist of.)

iii. Set down the predicate verb. If the verb is one of incL/inplete

predication, set down the complement of the predicate, and indicate

ihat the verb and its complement make up the entire predicate (§§ 391
-395)-

iv. If the predicate be a transitive verb, set down the object of the

verb (see §5 369, 397). If the predicate be a verb of incomplete pre-

dication followed by an infinitive mood, set down the object of the

dependent infinitive (§ 396).

V. Set down those words, phrases, or adjective clauses which are in

the attributive relation to the object of the predicate, or to the object

of the complement of the predicate, if the latter be a verb in the
infinitive mood (§ 399).

vi. .Set down those words, phrases, or adverbial clauses which are

in the adverbial relation to the predicate, or to the complement of the

predicate. (See § 372 for a list of w^hat these may consist of.)

505. These various elements of the sentence may be arranged either in the

m )de adopted in the following examples, or in that indicated in the

table at the end of the book.

EXAMPLES OF THE ANALYSIS OF
SIMPLE SENTENCES.

506. " Having ridden up to ilie spot, the enraged officer struck the

unfortunate man dead with a single blow of his sword."

Subject, 'officer.'

Attributive ad. (
'• ['^^' ^^ ,ff; 'j"

,

*

ju,uts of subject, )
2- .^"''^"^^.^^j 362. O-

-^ '
' 3. ' havmg ridden up to the spot {\ 362, l).

Predicate made
|
Verb ofincoviplite predication, 'struck.'

up of \ Objective complement [\ 395), 'dead.'
Object, 'man.'
Attributive ad- f i . ' the.

'

juTuts of object, (2. 'unfortunate.'

Adverbial (ui- 1 , t .v ..>/£»— \

iuncts oftredi.
' ' ""^ ^^^ ^P°^ ^^ 372, 4).

-'
.

' ^ 12. 'with a single blow of his sword {\ 372, 4).

507. " Coming home, I saw an officer with a drawn swo?-d riding
along the street."

Here 'with a drawn sword' is an attributive adjunct of the object
* officer '

(§ 362, 4).
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508. " / asked him his business.''^

Subject, * I.

'

Predicate verb,. ' asked.

'

Primary object, 'him '

(§ 370).

Secondary object, ' his business '

(§ 370).

509. " //t' Tvas asked his dusincss."

Subject, ' he ' ; Predicate, ' was asked
'

; Object (or Adverbial Adjunct)

of the predicate, ' his business.' (See § 37o.)

510. " They granted him liberty.
^^

Subject, ' they.'

Predicate verb, 'granted.'

Direct object, ' liberty ' (§ 369).
Indirect object, ' him '

(\ 369).

511. ^' Help was refused him.'"

Here him is the indirect object of the passive verb ' was refused ' (§ 370).

** He was refused help"

Here ' help ' may be called either an object or an adverbial adjunct of

'was refused' (§ 370 ; 372, 3), or ' was refused help' may be taken all

' together as forming a complex passive phrase.

512. " // is /."

Subject, 'It.'

Predicate made \ Verb of incomplete predication, 'is.'

up of \ Su'jcctive complement, ' I ' (^ 393)-

''Who are you*?''

Subject, you.

'

Predicate made ( Vnb of incomplete predication, 'are.'

up of \ Subjective complement, ' who ?
'

513. " You must not speak so fast."

Subject, ')'ou.'

„ ,. ( Verb of incomplete predication, 'must.'
rreaicate,

\ Complement {infimtive), ' talk '(§ 396).

., ,-, J- . \ I. {of* must'') 'not.'
Adverbial adjuncts,

j ^^ f,^
. /„^^. -/ .30 fast.'

514. " Now the bright morning star, day's harbinger, comes dancing

from the East."

Subject, ' star.

'

Attributive ad. \\ 1 f
^

'//'^(tVi'
juncts of subject,

\ ^ . ^^^,1 ^^l^^;^ ,

\^ ^^^^ 2).

p J- I j Verb of incomplete predication, 'comes.'
'

( Subjective complement, ' dancing '

(§ 39 1)-

Adverbial adiunct ) ,, .v tt .. j zt ,__ %

oft^e predicate, } ' ^0"^ t^e East (^372.4)-

• The constmciion of the interrogative sentence is tlie same as that of the declarative
answer, " I am he."
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515. " A man of lucak health is incapable of ihe Ihoroui^h enjoyment

of life."
^

StiInject, 'man.

Atlrilnitive ad- ( I. 'a' (§362,1).
jiincts of subjeci, \ 2. ' of weak health '

(§ 362, 4).

_ ,.
I
Verb of incomplete prcdicatLO)i, 'is.'

rn-duate,
| Coinplanent ofpredicate, 'incapable' {\ 393).

Adverbial adjunct ofthe complement of the p}-edieate, ' of the thorough

enjoyment of life' (§ 372, 4).

516. " He is believed to have pet'ish-ed.^^

Subject, 'he.'

p } .
\
Verb ofincomplete prcdicii'.ioit, ' is liclieved.'

1 redicate,
| Complement offndicate, ' lo have perished '

(§ 394).

517. " The bell sounds cracked."

Here 'cracked' is, the subjective complement of the verb ' sountls,'

which (for the purpose in hand) is a verb of incomplete predication

ik 391)-

518. " He struck the man dead zuith a sinj^le blo-u."

Here 'struck is a verb of incomplete predication, and 'dead' is its

(objective) complement. The object of the sentence is not to state that
' a l}Iow was given,' but that ' the blow given was a mortal one

'

(§ 391).

519. " They made Claudius emperor.'''

Subject, ' they.'

p, , , \ Verb of incomplete fred'cation, 'made'
leaicae,

| Complement ofpredicate {J'aelitive object), 'emperor.'

Object, 'Claudius.'

520. " Wefelt the ground tremble.'^

'.Subject, ' we.'

Predicate verb, 'felt.'

Object [substantive \

-cuitk indirect pre- > ' the ground tremble.

'

dicate), ' /
521. "Let us pray."

Subject {imderstood), ' you.'

Predicate verb, ' let. ' ,

Object [substantive \

pronojin with in- >
' us pray.'

direct predicate), )

522. " The duke will never grant thisforfeiture to hold.'''

The object of the predicate ' will grant ' is the Infinitive Phrase ' this

forfeiture to hold,' made up of a noun 'forfeiture' with an indirect

predicate ' to hold.'

523. " How oft the sight of 7ncans to do ill deeds makes ill deeds

'done'''

We may treat the object of ' makes ' as being the phrase ' ill deeds done,'

where 'done' forms an indirect predicate to 'deeds.' It is also
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possible to make ' done ' the complement of ' makes,' treating the

latter as a verb of incomplete predication.

524. " / must not have yoti qiKstion w^."

Here the predicate is made up of the verb of incomplete predication
' must ' and its complement ' have. ' The object of the verb is the

phrase 'you question me,' made up of 'you' and the indirect predicate

'question me,' attached to 'you' (§ 397). lu each of the following

sentences the predicate is followed by an object of the same kind :—

•

" I heard the man say jo "
;
" Make the bells ring'''' ;

" Let the cattle

he sold.''

525. " // is pleasant to feel the sun^s luarnith"

Provisional subjccty 'it.'

Real subject, ' to feel the sun's warmth.'

7, ,• . ( Verb of incomplete predication, 'is.'
Predicate, \ ^ J .,;•,• \ « 1 ^ >'

\ Complemott [subjective), pleasant.

526. " // is time to go."

Subject, ' it.

'

{Verb of incomplete predication, 'is.'

Complement [noun with attributive adjunct. See

§ 362, 4),
' time to go ' (i.e. ' time for going ').

527. " // is timefor the work to be finished."

Here the complement of the predicate is the noun ' time ' accompanied
by an attributive adjunct made up of a preposition ('for') followed

by the substantive phrase 'the work to be finished,' where ' to be
finished' is the indirect predicate of 'the work' (§ 317, note^.

528. " // is shamefulfor such 'waste to be allowed."

The meaning of the sentence is ' That such waste should be allowed is

shameful.' In the language of Chaucer's time this would be expressed

by 'Such \vaste to be allowed is shameful,' or ' Such waste for to be
allowed is shameful.' (See quotation from Wycliffe in § 387, note.) The
sentence as it stands is based upon this last form, only the for has got
slightly displaced.

Provisional subject, 'it.'

Real subject [sub-
)

.
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^

stantive phrasevjitk ; . , ,, , >

•J- ji J- j\ I to be allowed.
indirect predicate), )

„_ ,. j Verb of incomplete p7-edication, 'is.'

'
I Complement ofpredicate, ' shameful.'

529. " / had rather * stay at home."

Subject, 'I.' I

n ,. ( Verb of incomplete predication, ' had. '

treatcate,
| Complement ofpredicate, ' rather.'

Object [infnitive
|

.
^^ ^^ j^omc.

'

phrase), )

* The explanation of this construction is not easy. It is frequently said that /tad is a
corruption oC wyntit. If this were so, the difficult j' would vanish : but there is good reason
for believing that /<«</ is quite correct. The analogous construction with lief h, unquestion-

ably genuine. E-s-, " / luid as licftiot be, as live to be in awe 0/ such a thing as I mysclj"
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530. "A fid now, their mightiest quelled^ the battle siocrved, tvith

7na)iy an t'/iroad goredy

Siil'icct, ' ' battle.'

Altril'iitive ad- f I. Arliclc, 'the.'

Jiiints of sii/)jirf, (2. ParticiJ'iiil pln-asc, ' with many an inroad gored.'

rn'diia/i.', 'swelled.'

Adverbial ad- l\. Adverb, 'now.'

jinicts ofpredi- \ 2. NonnioitJi attributive adjunct, iit Vicvonibiativ:

catc, ( absolute, ' tlv-'ir mightiest quelled' (^ 372, 5).

531. It is often ditftcult to decide whether an adverbial adjunct
should be taken as modifying the predicate, or as modifying some
adjective.

Thus the sentence " He is nearly ready " may mean either " He wants
l)Ut little of being ready " (just as wheu we say " He nearly fainted,"

i.e., ' was within a little of fainting '), or, " He is in a state which
approaches readiness." It matters little which explanation isadoplcd.

In " We were nearly killed," it is obviously best to take 'nearly' as

modifying the predicate ' were killed.' In " The work is half

fniished," the adverb 'half,' had better be taken with the adjective

'finislied.'

532. " ^7// hut fliie were killed:'

Here the adverbial adjunct 'but one' (A.S. biitan dntuii) may be taken
as modifying the adjective 'all' (^\k 2S4, 372, 4), just as when we say

'nearly all.' At the same time, if we look at such a sentence as "All
excc)it one were killed," we .-^ee that 'except one,' i.e., 'one being
exce])tetr forms a nominative aljsolute whiclican hardly go wit'a anything
but the pretlicate. .Similarly ' Init one' might ho, treated as ecjuivalent

to ' leaving out one,' or 'if we leave out one.' It would then be an
adverbial ailjunct of the verb. Similar remarks apply to such a sentence

as "None but the brave deserves the fair." It may mean either

(Shakspeare, Julius Ctesar, i. j) ; as ako that with the comparative iicfer or tiever. 'I'hus we
find ill Chau er :

'' -W never ,'ieui I t/iin,; so Icf, iic lic7>er" {Frank. Talc). This last

example j^ives us a good cUie to the construction, l^iefzind liezieraTS ailjectiz'fs {not. ativolis)

agreeing with the object of the verb have, which in this construction is a verb of incomplete
predication {(ir. 3gi, 395), so that lie/ and liefer, or lievcr, are its coiiipleinents. (Compare
the phrases lieh tuiheii, and lieber haheii, in German.) At present the use of the phrase /y

htive lief'vi restricted to cases where the object of the verb liave is a verb in the infinitive

mood, and the adjective lie/'\s qualified by the adverb ns. The use of the comparative liefer

or liever is ob^olete. Now, in old English, we find nithe (early or 7va<lr) : comu. rather,
siiperl. rathest, used as adjectives. ^lilton speaks of the rathe firimrose, and Spenser of
the riither{i.c., earlitr] lambs. Thus, by taking rather 'a^ an adjective (giving the idea of
preference, which easily springs out of the radical notion of the word), we get in the phrase to

have rattier a construction precisely analogous to that in to Itai'C //c/ (that is, to liold or regard
as 'tear or itesirable), or to luive liefer: have being a verb of incomplete predication, rattier

its complement, and the dependent infinitive the object oi tta~'e. Let it be observed that I hail
sooner tlo so and f> is bad Knglish. Sooner is not an adjective. We must say, / ivoittd

sooner, &c. / ivoutd rattier is good Engli.sh. because ritlicr is an adverb as well as an
adjective. In the plirase / liad rattier, the verb hat is in the subjunctive mood
The phrase 'you had better' cannot be explained in a sltnilar way, because ' had ' does not

imply 'regarding' or ' considering.' The phrase has probably been assimilated to liut rather
(yc licui //Vr/f/- through a false analogy either from 'you would better,' or ' you were better.'

the r"iT-kable personal forii\ whicii rcpU^ced the impersonal construction ' it w;<:, better for

you '

( § 3 •'-', Hote)^.
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" None outside the class brave deserves the fair," or " Leaving out the
class brave, none deserves the fair."

In such a sentence as "Who but a madman would act thus?" it is

simpler to take 'but a madman' as modifying the subject "who
outside the class 'madman,' " or " who that is not a madman." *

533. '•'•But being charged, we will be still by lafid" {Atttofty and
Cleopatra, \v, i\\\).'

Here ' but "being charged ' is a gerund preceded by the preposition but,

and means 'leaving out the case of being charged.' The phrase forms
an adverbial adjunct to the predicate verb will be. The sentence
means, " Unless we are attacked, we will make no movement by
land."

534. " Whence, butfrom the author of all ill, could spring so deep a
malice?" ' '

Here an adverbial phrase instead of a substantive seems to follow the
preposition but. The use of the gerund after but in the last example,
however, suggests that the full j^hrase should be but springing from the

author of alt ill, that is, "Without springing from the author of all

ill," or, " If we leave out the case of springing from the autlior of all

ill, whence could so deep a malice spring?" So, "Matchless but
with the Almighty," is " Matchless but (being matched) with the
Almighty, "t
A similar explanation may be given of such phrases as, " He never
comQi but 70hen he is not luanted, i.e., 'hut (coming') when he is not
wanted;' so 'except when he is not wanted,' may be treated as
' coming when he is not wanted being excepted. ' We do iiowever, find

'

atlverbs standing for qualified substantives, and preceded by preposi-
tions. Before now is equivalent to before tiie present time.

535. " BIc docs everything bict attend to his own business.''^

Here the preposition 'but' with the infinitive 'attend' forms a limiting

adjunct to 'even'thing' (§§ 362, 4). Compare 'all but one,' ^ 532.

536. " He does notJiiJig butplay all day long.'''

Here also 'but play' may be taken as a limiting adjunct of 'nothing

{\^ 362, 4 ; 284).

537. " / have but one friend in the worldi'^

In such sentences 'but' is usually treated as an adverb, meaning 'only.'

The construction, however, has in fact arisen from the imprcjper omis-
sion of a negative (note */. 124). The sentence at full length would
be "I have not, but that I have [or but having, i.e., leaving out
having) one friend, a fiiend in the world."

• It is also possible (see note on §291, p. 124), when 'but' comes after a negative, or a
question which implies a negative answer, to ire.-it but with the substantive that follows it as
the residuum of an elliptical adverb al clause, l<nt btiing a conjunction and the substantive
the subject of a verb understood. Such .1 clause would, of course, form an adverbial adjunct
of the predicate ;

" but [that] .a midman f would act thus], who would act thus"? W'e might
also fill up the ellipsis thus :

— "' Who, but (= unless) he be a madman, would act thus?"
t It will be found that this explanation is the key to a great many troublesome constructions

in which ' but ' plays a p.art. Thus, " He was all but kdled " = ' he was all but ( - e.\cept)
being killed ' ;

" lie lived but .-j month " = 'he lived [not] but [living] a month.'
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538. " / can but lament the result^

Here also a negative has been improperly omitted. Indeed the sense
is much the same if we say ' I cannot but lament the result.' The
sentence may be explained in two ways, as being the residuum either

of ' I cannot [do anytliing] but lament the result ' (see
^^ 535), or ' I

cannot [do anything] Init [that I can] lament the rfcsult ' (see § 291
and note * p. 124).

ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX SENTENCES.
539. A Substantive Clause (or Noun Sentence, as it is often

called *) does the same sort of work in a sentence as a Noun.
An Adjective Clause does the same sort of work as an Adjective.

An Adverbial Clause does the same sort of work as an Adverb.

It follows that every subordinate clause is an integral part of the

entire sentence, and has the same relation to some constituent part of

the sentence as if it were a noun, an adjectiv'e, or an adverb.

In the analysis of a complex sentence this relation must be clearly

indicated.t

549. When there are subordinate clauses, the analysis of the entire

sentence must first be conducted as iffor each subordinate clause 7ve

had some single luord. When the relation of the several clauses to the

main sentence and to each other has thus been clearly marked, the

subordinate clauses are to be analysed on the same principles as

simple sentences. Mere conjunctions (§ 286) do not enter into the

grammatical structure of the clauses which they introduce. No com-
bination of words forms a dependent sentence without ?i finite verb

expressed or understood.

541. It will greatly conduce to the clearness of the analysis, if subordinate

clauses are underlined in different ways, so as to indicate their nature.

A thick line may denote a substantive clause, a thin line an adjective

* Respecting the use of the terms Sentence and Clause see § 401, fiote.

+ It is a common practice in treatises on Analysis to ignore this. In dealing with such a
sentence as " The manager declared that the alarm which spread through the audience when
the noise was heard, was quite groundless," we shall commonly find it split up, to bcgi?t with,

into senarate parts, thus :

—

A. The manager declared.

15. Thit the alarm was quite groundless.

C. Which spread through the audience.

I). When ihe noise was heard.

We shall then be told that B is " a noun sentence to A : C is an adjective sentence to B ;

and D is an adverbial sentence to C." This is objectionable. To talk of one sentence being
' a noim sentence to another ' is simply meaningless. Who ever talks of a !io?in being ' a
7toii!t to a sentence. A noun has so}>ie dejinitefiinctipii to fulfil in a sentence. It is a subject

or an object, or in apposition to another noun, or governed by a preposition. A Substantive

Clause (or noun sentence) lias exactly the same /unction as a tioun, and any system of

..nalysis which ignores this, and shirks the trouble of explaining luhat that fiittction is, is

faulty and misleading. In the example given above, it is absohitely incorrect to say that the

main sentence is ' The manager declared.' We have not got a complete sentence of any kind

til! the object of the verb ' declared ' has been stated. Moreover, this practice leads beginners

to suppose that a subordinate sentence is something which is tacked oti to something else which

is complete in itself. It certainly saves trouble ; but if saving trouble is the main thing to be

considered, that object will be most completely realized by leaving Analysis alone altogether.
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clause, and a dotted line an a(lver1)ial clause. If a subordinate clause

contains others, the Hne proi")er to llie conlainiii!^ c\ax\-ne must first be

drawn under the whole, including lo/iat is contained, antl then the con-

tained clause must be further underlined in its own way. Then if a
number be placed at the beginning of the line by wliich a subordinate

clause is underscored, and the same number Ije attached by a bracket

to the word to which the clause is related, being placed de/ore the word
(verb) when the .clause is a subjiect, or after in other cases (thus

2. appears, or heard t,-), the relation of the parts of the sentence will be
visible at a glance. Thus :

—
"I have heard i.) that my brother has lo^^t at play the money 2.)

which was given 3.) to him that he might pay his deljts."

(2) -
(3) :

This shows at a glance the degree of subordination of the various

clauses, and the way in which they are built into the structure of the

entire sentence. This metliod will be adopted in the examples that

fallow. Each clause, a^ it is reached in the analysis, may be denoted
for subsequent reference by the number placed before the line under it.

This underlining and numbering, however, is not essential to the

Analysis.

SENTENCES CONTAINING SUBSTANTIVE CLAUSES.

I. A Substantiva Clause as the Subject of a Verb.

542. " TJiat yoii have luroiii^cd iiic (i dotJi appear in this"

Subject (substantive clause), ' that you have wronged me ' (i).

Predicate, 'doth appear.'

Adverbial adjunct ofpredicate, ' in this.'

Analysis of (i).

Subject, ' you.

'

Predicate, ' have wronged.'
Object, ' me.

'

543. " // (2 IS not true that he said that."

Temporary or provisional subject, ' it.'

Real subj. {sid'stantive clause), ' that he said that.'

Predicate, made up of \ ff.
of i'tcomplele predication ' is.'

^ '
I Sulyjective complement, ' true.

Adverbial adjunct ofpredicate, ' not.

'

544. " (i. Methhtks the lady doth pi'otest too much'''
(I) .

Subject, [t/iat] ' the lady doth protest too much ' (i).

Predicate, 'thinks' {i.e., 'appears,' see § 244).
Adverbial adjunct ifpredicate, ' [to] me,

'
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Analysis of {\).

Siilijc'ct, ' lady.'

Attributive adjunct of subject, ' the."

Predicate, ' doth protest.'

Object, 'too much.'

545. " (i. Him thought his sorrowful heart would hxah."
(I) ^

'

Here the substantive clause, " [///(Z/] his sorrowful heart would break,"

is the subject of the verb thought,

II. A Substantive Clause as the Object of a Verb.

B46. " Yoti know i) very well that I never said so."

(I)-- — '

Subject, ' you.

'

Predicate, 'know.'
Object (substantive clause), ' that I never said so' (l).

Adverbial adjunct ofpredicate, ' very well.'

Analysis of [i).

Subject, 'I.'

Predicate, 'said.'

Adverbial adjuncts of ( i. 'never.'

predicate, (2. ' so. '

*

547. " He asked i) me how old I was." (See § 404.)

t') TT-
Subject, 'he.'

Preiiicate, ' asked.'

^irst object, ' me.

'

Second object {substantive ) ,^^^ ^^^ j ,^jj

clause). (See § 370.) j
\ /

.

Analysis of [1).

Subject, 'I.'

„ ,. ( Vet-b of incomplete predication, 'was,'
Predicate,

j Subjective complement, ' o\^.'

Adverbial adjunct of complement, ' how.'

548. " Tell me whatyou bought at thefair ^^

(§ 410).

Here the direct object of the predicate verb is the substantive clause

'what you bought at the fair,' which should be analysed.

Subject, ' you.'

Predicate, * bought,

'

Object {interrogative pronoun), 'what.'

Adverbial adjunct ofpredicate, ' at the fair.'

549. (0 " / told hitn that he was mistaken." (2) " / convinced him
that he was mistaken."

In the first sentence him answers to the Latin dative case, and is an
adverbial adjunct to the predicate told, the object of which is the sub-

\
* It is also possible to treat ' so ' as a demonstrative pronoun, the object of 'said ' (§ 150).
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stantive clause " that he was mistaken." In the second sentence him
is the direct object of the verb, and the substantive clause (like the

Latin Accusative of Limitation) forms an adverbial adjunct of the pre-

dicate [\ 407). The first sentence is equivalent to " He was mistaken.

I told him that ; " the second to " He was mistaken. I convinced him
^i)ith respect to that^

III. A Substantive Clause in Apposition to a Noun.

550. " Who can ivant the thought i) hoiu monstrous it wasfor
(I) '

Malcolm a?id Donalbatn to hill their gractotisfather."

A)ialysis of Substantive Clause.

Provisional subject, ' it.

'

Real subject, ' to kill their gracious father.'

p J- f, f
Verb of incomplete predication, 'was.'

*"'

\ Subjective complement, ' monstrous.'

Adverbial ad- ( i. {of verb)
— 'for Malcolm and Donalbain.'

juncls, \ 2. (of complement)— ' how.'

• Or the clause may be treated as springing out of the construction of an
infinitive clause where Malcolm and Donalbain would be subjects of

the indirect predicate ' for to kill ' {\\ 528 and 387, note) :
—

Provisional subject, * it.

'

Real subject. ' for M. and D. to kill their gracious father.'

p.jf f Verb of incomplete predication, 'was.'
'

\ Complement, ' how monstrous.'

551. '' The hope i) that I shall be successful sustams me."
(I) —

The substantive clause 'that I shall be successful,' may be termed
vaguely an enlargement of the subject hope, or it may be called (more
exactly) an objective adjunct of the noun.*

Such sentences as " There is no proof that he said so, " " There was a

report that you were dead," should be dealt with in a similar manner.

IV. A Substantive Clause after a Preposition.

552. " Spare tne notfor that I was hisfather Edwarcfs son."

The construction is of the same type as ' Spare me not, for this reason,'

the substantive after the preposition ' for ' being a substantive clause.

Consequently ' for that—son ' forms an adverbial adjunct (§ 372, 4) to
' spare.'

* An objective case follows a transitive verb, not because the verb is a declarative word,
but because it denotes an action directed to some object. Gerunds {i.e. verbal nouns) liave
objects after them and other nouns implying a transitive action may have a substantive
clause after them as an object. Such a clause may be termed an objective adjunct of the
noun. (See § 406.)
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553. " / ha%'c sinnd! !n that I have betrayed the innocent blood"

{Matt. .\.xvii. 4).

The construction is of the type "I have sinned in this," the place of the

substantive pronoun /"//?> being taken by the substantive clause "that

I have betrayed," &c.

554. " Ishouldhaveforq/vcJi him, but 2) that he repeated the oj/cnccy

(2)—
Here we have a substantive clause preceded by the preposition Ini/,* the

whole phrase forming an adverbial adjunct of the predicate "should
have forgiven" {^ 372, 4).

555. ''' Never dream but that ill nnist come of ill

P

The simplest mode of explaining this is to supply the word ' anything

'

as the object of * dream.' "Never dream [anything] but that ill must

come of ill," where hat with the substantive clause that follows it forms

a limiting adjunct of anytlnug conveying the sense " Never dream
anythmg excluding the cose that ill must come of ill." Such a sentence

as "Who knows but tiiat my father may consent?" may be dealt

with in the same way,

SENTENCES CONTAINING ADJECTIVE CLAUSES.

556. An Adjective Clause is always in the Attribiilive

Relation to some noun or pronoun in the sentence of which

it forms a part (§ 408).

557. " The cohort i) which had already crossed the river, quickly

(I)

came to blows with the eneinyT

Subject, ' cohort.'

Attributive i I. Article, 'the.'

adjuncts of < 2. Adjective clause, ' which had already crossed the

suiject, ( liver ' (i).

Predicate, 'came.'

Adverbial I l. 'quickly.'

adjuncts of |
2. ' to blows.'

predicate, ( 3.
' with the enemy.'

A7ialysis of {\).

Subject, ' which.'

Predicate, ' had crossed.'

Object, ' river.

'

Attributive adjunct to object, ' the.'

Adverbial adjunct ofpredicate, ' already.'

* When ' that' is omitted, so that 'but' is left to supply its connective function, it is better

to treat but as a conjunction (see § 291). The clause introduced by the ' but ' then becomes
adverbial.
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558. " Give inc that large boojc 2) thatyou have in your hand.'"

(2) —

^

Here the adjective clause, "that you have in your hand, is in the

attributive relation to the object 'book.' The relative that is the

object of have.

559. " Give 3) nie whatyou have inyour hand.'^

(3)

Here the adjective clause, "what you have in your hand," is used sub-

stantively, that is, without having its antecedent that expressed. In
the analysis we may either introduce the word that, the object of give,

and set down the relative adjective clause as an attributive adjunct to

it, or we may at once call the adjective clause the object of the verb
'give,' treating it as an adjective used substantively (§ 9S).

Care must be taken not to confound adjective clauses like the above
with substantive clauses beginning with the interrogative what, as
" Tell me what lie said" (§ 410). (Compare § 548.)

560. "

/

return to view where otice the cottage stood"

Here ' whpre once the cottage stood ' is an adjective clause qualifying

the noun place understood, which forms the object of view.

561. " / have not from your eyes that show 4) of love as I was

wont to have.

Subject, ' I.'

r, ctticate, ' have.

'

Ol>Jeet, 'show.'
' that.

'

Attributive

adjuncts <

predicate.

tt' -f if I .i. ' of love.

'

'I—"/'•'// 1 3- {^'ij- dause) ' As I was wont to have.

(4).

Analysis f/(4).

Subject, 'I.'
'

Predicate [
^'^'''' °f l"<^oiiiplete predication, 'was.'

''
\ Stdjeciive complement, ' wont to have.'

Object, (Relative pronoun, see § 165) 'as.'*

562. " His conduct is not such as I admire.

Here as I admire must be taken as an adjective clause co-ordinate with
such, and forming an attributive ailjunct to the noun ' conchict ' under-
stood, which is the coni[)Ieinent of the predicate 'is.' As * iS a relative
pronoun (J 165 , and is the object oi attmire (§411).

The Adjective Clause is sometimes weakened to an Adjective Phrase
by the use of an infmitive mood instead of a finite verb, as "There is

no goody^r which to sti-ive'^

* That as is only the stren^jthened form oi so is shown by the use of rrca, swo, or so in the
older writers, as " Graunt me foche beryng j<; fallith to a king " (W /w, 4624) ;" gild swilc neat
swa pxrou befealle " {Legs- Aeif. B. 22).
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SENTENCES CONTAINING ADVERBIAL CLAUSES.
563. An Adverbial Clause is always in the Adverbial Rela-

tion to a verb, adjective, or adverb in the sentence ol which

it forms a part.

When such a clause begins with a siihordinativc conjunction^ the

conjunction does not enter into the construction of the clause. When
the clause begins with a cojinective adverb, that achcrb must have its

own relation indicated in the analysis.*

564. " JV/wn, in Salaniancds cave,

(2)

Hint listed his magic wand to luave,

The bells would ring 2) in Notre Danie.''^

Subjfit {7viih atliilnitive adjunct), ' the bells.'

Predicate, ' would ring.

'

Adverbial adjuncts (
'• (i'^^'^v-/./^/ </<.//..) Svhen in Salamanca's

jr J. J- t wave (2).
of predicate. / , i • at . W' ^

^ 2. ni Notre Dame.

Analysis of {2).

Stdject {infinitive \ , . , . . , ,

., \
-^

i to wave his mairic wand.
plirase), )

==

Predicate, ' listed,' /.<?., 'pleased.'

Object, ' him.

'

Adverbial adjuncts i I. 'When.'

ofpredicate, (2. ' in .Salamanca's cave.'

565. " He ran sofast 3) tJuit I could not overtake Jiinir

(3)
Subject, ' he.

'

Predicate, ' ran.'

Adverbial adjuncts \ ^ ia?,i,' qtiaUfcd l>y— I. 'so.'

ofpredicate, \ 2. ' that I could not overtake him '

(3).

Analysis of (t,).

• {Adverbial clause co-ordinate with ' so.
')

Subject,, 'I.'

„ ,. I Virb oj incomplete predication, 'could.'
rredicate,

\ Complement, 'overtake.'

Object, ' him.'

Adverbial adjunct ofpredicate, ' not.'

[It seems natural, at first sight, to regard that in this sentence as the

equivalent of the Latin connective adverl) nt. But the construction in

reality sprang out of the use of a substantive clause used in apposition

to a demonstrative pronoun (' to that [degree] '), which was afterwards

replaced by the adverb so. The word ' that ' therefore is a mere

* AJter, licforc, since, ere, till, white, for, &c., are conjunctions (§ 290) when they .ire

not followed by the conjunction ' that.' They introduce adverbial clauses, but have not them-
selves any adverbial force.
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cotijiinclion, and the clause is co-ordinate with ' so,' and consequently
adverbial in force.

566. " He spoke 4) loud that I miirht hear hiiny

,
(4)-.

•

Here also 'that is a mere coujunction, and the clause, ' tliat I might
hear him,' which was once a substantive clause (as in the last instance),

has become adverbial, modifying 'spoke.'

567. " Whatever the consequence may be, I shall speak 5) the

truth.'' (5)

Subject, ' I.

'

Predicate, 'shall speak.'

Object {with adjunct), ' the truth.'

Adverbial adjunct of predi- \ Adverbial clause of concession, ' wliat-

cate, } ever the consequence may be '

(5).

Analysis qj {$)

Subject [1011/1 attributive adjunct), ' the consequence.'

p .• . { Verb of incomplete predication, 'maybe.'
'

\ Subjective complement, 'whatever.'. (See § 512.)

568. " He is not so wise as he is witty.'''

(0
Subject, 'he.'

r, J- , ( Ferb of incomplete predication, 'is.*
Predicate, !<-// jl/ , i •'

( Subjective complement, wise.

Adverbial adjunct ofpredicate, ' not.

'

Co-ordinate adverbial j I. 'so.'

adjuncts of complement, (2. 'as he is witty ' (l).

Analysis of{\).

{Adverbial clause qualifying ' wise,' and co-ordinate loith ' so. ')

SubJet, 'he.'

p J- f
( Verb of incomplete predication, 'is.'

'
I Subjective complement, ' witty.' '

Adverbial adjunct ofcomplement, 'as.'

569. " He is as wo7-tJiy a man as ever lived."

Here 'as' and 'as ever lived ' are co-ordinate adverbial adjuncts of
' worthy.' The ' as ' of the adverbial clause is here a relative pronoun
(^ 165), forming the subject of 'lived,' and representing in a com-
pendious form " a man of which degree of worthiness."

570. " Beware hoiu you meddle with these matters.''

Subject [understood), 'you.'

D J- t \ Verb of incoinp'ete predication, 'be.'
Fredu ate, \ n j. ^ j- j. j- , « >

I Complement ofpredicate, ware.
Adverbial adjunct of ( [Substantive clause used adverbially, \ 549)1
complement, \ 'how you meddle with these matters ' (a).

Analysis of [a).

Subject, 'yDU.'

Predicate, 'meddle.'
Adverbial adjuncts of |i, 'how,
predicate, < \ 2. ' with these matters.'
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571. " TJiic7>cs arc )iotjudged^ but they arc by to hear.''''

When ' but ' is not followed by tlie conjuncliou 'that,' it is better td
regard it as being itself a conjunction ^see ^^ 297), so that the clause
' but (= unless) iliey are by to hear' is an adverbial clause, modifying
the predicate ' are judged.

'

•

Deal in a similar way with such sentences as "It shall go hard, but I
-ivill better the instruction" ;

* There's ne'er a villain living in all

Denmark, but he's an. arrant knave"; "There is no one but [ht]

believes the story," iSic. (See these sentences discussed in the note

p. 124.)

572. Subordinate Clauses contained wdtliin clauses which
are themselves subordinate.

The lines drawn under the clauses show at a glance the containing and
contained clauses, and indicate to wliat class they belong:

573. " He inferred \)froni this that the opinion 0/ the judi^e was 2)

(I) —^

that the prisoner luas guilty

^

2) ,

'

I±
Subject, 'he.'

Predicate, ' inferred.'

^, . . { Substantive clause, ' That the ojiinion of the judge
•^^ '

( was that the prisoner was guilty ' (i).

Adverbial adjunct ofpredicate, ' from this '

{§ 370, 2).

Analysis of [i).

Subject, ' opinion.'

Attributive adjuncts ( I. ' the.'

ef subject, (2. 'of the judge.'

{Verb of incomplete predication, ' \\'as.

'

Complement [stdistantive clausi.), ' that the prisoner

was guilty ' (2).

Analysis of (2).

Subject {with attributive adjunct), ' tlie prisoner.*

T) J- f f Verb of incomplete predication, 'was'
i^redicate,

\ Complement, 'guilty.'

574. " Tell i\ me who you think 2) that man I's.^'

Here the whole clause, 'who you think that man is,' is a substantive

clause (beginning with an interrogative word), the object of ' tell
'

Its constmclion is precisely parallel to that of the clause ' you think

[that] that man is he ' ; it contains a secondary substantive clause, the

object of ' think,' namely, 'who that man is.' (Compare § 512.)

575. " If it were 3) done when "'tis done, then it ( i were 2) well it were
(2)

^;

(I)

done quickly.'''' (3)

Provisional sidjcct, 'it.'

Real sidject {sidistantivc clause), ' [tliat] it were done quickly ' (l).

JPredicate, were.' •
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/ I. *well.'

Adverbial adjiinctsvf 12. 'fchcn.'

prdicatc, \ 3. [^Adverbial clause co-ordinate with ' then
')

I *if it were clone when 'tis done' (2).

Analysis of {i).

Subject, ' it.'

Predicate, ' were done ' {fassivc verb).

Adverbial cuijunct ofpredicate, ' quickly.'

Analysis of {2).

Subject, ' it.'

p J-
f

( V<.rb ofincomplete predication, ' were,'
'

\ Complement, 'done' {^\.e., fnislied and done with).

Adverbial adjunct of comple. \ ,^^^^ ,^j^ ^^^^ , ^

ment [adverbtal clause), )
^•^'

Analysis of {^.

Subject, 'it.'

Predicate, ' is done ' {simple passive).

Adverbial adjunct ofpredicate, ' when.'

EXAMPLES OF THE ANALYSIS OF COMPOUND SENTENCES.

578. Ordinary sentences of this kind require no special discussion.

All that has to be done is to analyse each of the co-ordinate clauses

separately, omitting the conjunctions by which they are connected, but
inserting ?iol if the conjunctions are neither—nor.

fill. There is, however, one class of co-ordinate clauses which
require care, namely, those in which the. relative pronoun has a con-

timiative ioxcQ. (See § 412.)

578. " At last it chatinced tills proud Sarazift

To ?neete me ivandring j who perforce me led
With him away but neveryet could wiJi."

This sentence must first be split up into the three co-ordinate sentences.

(a). " At last it chaunced this proud Sarazin to meete me wand'ring."
(b). " Who perforce me led \. ith him away."
(c). " [Who] never yet could win [me].

Analysis of {a).

Provisional stibject, 'it.'

Peal subject {infinitive phrase), f
' this proud Sarazin* to icete me

\ wand'ring.'

Predicate, 'chaunced.'

Adverbial adjunct ofpredicate, ' ai last.

'

• It is also possible to take 'this proud S.-\r.azin ' as an indirect object of ' chaunced.' Com-
pare " me chaunced of a knight encountered be" (S/icnser^.
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The analysis of (n) and (c) presents no difficulty. They are prin-

cipal clauses co-ordinate with (a) ; loho being contimiative in its force.

579. " Tliis is now our doom, which if we can sustain and bear, our
supremefoe in time may viiicii remit his anger."

First split this into the following :

—

(a). " This is now our doom,"

(b). " Which if we can sustain and bear, our supreme foe in time

(0 „
may much remit i) his anger.

Analysis of (b).

Subject (with adjunct), ' our supreme foe.'

„, ,. K Verb of incomplete predication, 'may.'
''

\ Infinitive complement, 'remit.'

Object {loitli adjutict), ' his anger.

'

I. [Adverbial clause) 'which
Adverbial adjuncts of \ and bear ' (i).

predicate, i 2. 'in time.'

\ 3. ' much.

'

Analysis of (i).

Subject, ' we.

'

p f f { Verb ofincomplete predication, ' can.'
'

\ Infijiitive complement, ' sustain and bear.*

Object, ' which.

'

Subordinate Compound Clauses.

580. These present no difficulty when they are expressed at full

length. Thus :
" He told me that the dyke had burst and that the

river was flooding the country." Here we simply ha^•e a compound
object (§ 597). In analysis we should put after the predicate.

( I. ' That the dyke had burst.'

Object [compound], \ 2. ' That the river was flooding the

(
country.'

581. But the greater number of sentences with compound subordi-

nate clauses belong to the class of contracted sentences.

CONTRACTED SENTENCES.
582. Before a contracted sentence (§ 449J is analysed, the parts

omitted must be expressed at full length.

583. " IVe perceive that these things not only did tiot happeji, but

could not have happened.^' In full—

[(a) ' We perceive that these things not only did not happen.'

[(b) ' We perceive that these thintjs could not have happened.'
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584. " Ma?iy instaitces lucre rcUitcd of luisc forctlious^ht, or Jinn
action, or acute reply on his part, both in the senate and in the forum"
In full—

[(a^ ' Many instances were related of wise forethought on his part in

the senate.']

[(b) 'Many instances were related of wise forethought on his part in

the fomm.']
[(c) ' Many instances were related of firm action on his part in the

/.senate.']

[(d) 'Many instances were related of firm action on his part in the

forum.']

[(e) 'Many instances were related of acute reply on his part in the

senate.']

[(f) 'Many instances were related of acute reply on his part in the

forum. ']

585. ^^ Every assertion is either true or false, either "wholly or in

part:' In full—

[(a) ' Eveiy assertion is true wholly.']

[(b) 'Every assertion is true in part.']

[(c) 'Every a.ssertion is false wholly.']

[(d) ' Every assertion is false in part. ']

586. When co-ordinate sentences or clauses are connected by
mitlicr, nor, the simple negative )iot inay be substituted for each con-

junction in the analysis, the conjunctive portion of the words being

omitted.

" The man who 7ieither revere7ices nodlejiess nor loves goodness is

hateful/' In full—
['a) ' The man who reverences not nobleness is hateful. ']

[(b) 'The man who loves not goodness is hateful.']

537. " Whether he succeed or fail, it luill 7iflt matter to vie.'' In

full—

[(a) 'If he succeed, it will not matter to me.']

[(b) ' If he fail, it will not matter to me. ]

588. " Tell me whether this is true or not.'' In full-

[(a) ' Tell me whetlier this is true.']

[(b) ' Tell me whether this is not true.
']

Here whether is interrogative, introducing a substantive clause, the

object of 'tell.'

ELLIPTICAL SENTENCES.

589. An elliptical sentence is one in which something is omitted
which is essential to the complete construction of the sentence, but

which is readily supplied in thought, without being expressed in

words.
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In elliptical sentences that which is omitted is not common to two
or more clauses.

Relative pronouns and relative adverbs are sometimes omitted.

590. "He left the day I a?'rivcci."

In full
—" He left the day tliat (or on which) I arrived." In this

sentence the day is in the adverbial relation to Iffi ; thai (or on 'which)

is in the adverbial relation to arrived ; and the dependent clause that

I arrived is an adjective clause qualifying day.

591. The commonest (and the most troublesome) elliptical sentences

are those which begin with as and than. In analysing them care must
be taken to ascertain ivhat the predicate really is in the dependent
clause, and what word the adverb as qualifies.

582. " He is as tall as I am." * In full—" He is as tall as I am tall."

If we ask what the predicate in the dependent clause is (or what is

predicated oi mc), the answer is " being tall ; " and moreover not l>:ing

tali simply, but bang tall in a ca-taiti degree, which degree is denoted
by the relative adverb as, which qualifies tall (understood) in the adver-

bial clause, just as the demonstrative adverb as qualifies tall in tlie

main clause.

The adverbial clause beginning with as is always co-ordinate with the

preceding demonstrative as or so, and modifies (adverbially) the same
word.

Subject, ' He.'

Predicate •'

^''''^'
'^/^'"'^'""J'^^^'^ P''^-'<^^^'^", * is-'

'
' ' t Subjective canplemetit, ' tall.'

Co-ordinate adverbial adjujicts of j I. 'as.'

complement of predicate, (2. 'as I am [tall] ' (a).

Analysis of {a).

Subject, 'I.'

Predicate [
^•^>'^' of incomplete predication, 'am.

' \ Complement ofpredicate, ' tall.

Adverbial adjunct of complement, ' as.'

593. We must deal in a siinilar manner with such sentences as :

—

" He has not written so much i) as I have [written much]."
(I)

" He has lived as many 2) years as you have lived [many]months."
(2)

" He does not write so well 3) as you [write well]."

(3)
" I would as soon 4) die as [I would soon] suffer that."

^

(4)

• It may be taken as a general rule that after as we must supply a word of the same kind
of meaning as the word qualified by the simple or demonstrative adverb in the main clause.
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5

" He looks 5) as [he would] look 6) if he knew me."

(5)

(6)
" I cannot give you so much 7) as five pounds [are much]."

(7) ; -
" He cannot [do] so much 8) as [to] read [js much]."

(8) ^ ;
" I saw John as well as [I saw] ihomas [well]."
" That is as much as [it would be much] to say."

594. When ' as ' answers to ' sucli ' (as in ' We are such stuff as

dreams are made of) it is not an adverb, but the relative pVonoun

(§ 165). But in such a sentence as :

" I am not such a fool as [I should be a fool] to believe that,"

the clause beginning with ' as ' is an adverbial clause, modifying such.

595. "/A' is taller i) than I am:' In full—" He is taller than Iam
(I)

/«//."

Here the adverbia.1 clause modifies the predicate in the main sentence.

Than has so completely lost its original sense of 'lu/icn,' that it may
now be treated as a mere conjunction. The clause beginning with

than is always an adverbial adjunct of the word in the comparative

degree in the main clause.

596. Deal in a similar manner with such sentences as the following :—
" He is more i) industrious than clever." In full- " He is more

(I)

industrious than he is clever."

" He has written more 2) letters than vou [have written many letters]."

(2)
'

'

-
" He is richer 3) than you suppose 4) [that he is rich]."

(3) r;
(4^-— —

" Our habits are costlier than Lucullus wore [costly habits]."

That is,
*' taking Lucullu-i's wearing of costly habits as a standard of

comparison, our habits are costlier."

" I had rather * die than [I v.'ouldj suffer that."t

597. " I a^s^ree wifh you in sofar as you adopt his opinion.'''

The sense of this is, '/« hoto far you adopt his opinion, in sofar I

agree with you,' 'As' (strictly speaking) qualifies yi;/- understood,

but its reference to the manner or circumstances of an actioia may

* See \ 5?9.

t It is unnecessary (though not inaccurate) to supply the positive ' soon ' in the adverbial

clause.
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be inler)irc!cd in such a ijeneial sense, tliat 'as' maybe taken as

rei)reseniinij "as far.' 'I'liis will render ii unnecessary actually to

bujiply the word 'far.' Take 'in so lar ' and 'as you adopt his

opinion' as co-cinlii'.ate adver!;ial adjuncts of 'agree.' Deal siniil.Trly

with the sentence 'He knows that inasnuicii as I have told him.'

']"ake ' inasmuch ' and ' as I liave told hiai ' as co-ordinate adverbial
adjuncts of ' knows.'

598. " I caimot stay longer than a month [is long]."

That is, ' taking the length of a month as the standard of comparison,
I cannot stay longer.' Deal in a similar way with " I cannot give you
more than five pounds [are much]" ; "More than twenty men [are

many] were killed."

599. " He "ojonld have pe}'islicd but {it had bee?i]for vieT

Here but has the sense of ' unless ' (§ 293).

" As \jhe matter stands']for me, I care nothing aboilt that."'

It is also possible to treat this ' oj' as a relativ-e pronoun, the subject

of some verb understood, so that the phrase answers to the Latin quod
ad me attinet.

6D3. Some ellipses are produced by stopping short in the course of

a sentence, as " To tell you the truth, [I must say] I don't know what
to do." . Sometimes the broken sentence must be left incomplete, as
' Were he my brother, nay, my kingdom's heir," &c. = ' Were he my
brother— 1 will not (nay) say that,' I will say "Were he my kingdom's
heir,'' &c.

PUNCTUATIOU".

601. In speaking, the words of a sentence, especially if it be a
complex one. are not uttered consecutively without any break. Certain

pauses are made to mark more clearly the way in which the words of

the sentence are grouped together. '

In writing, these pauses are represented by marks called stops or
points. Punctuation (derived fi-om the 1.k\.\x\ pufictum^Tupoifit) means
"the right mode of putting in points or stops."

The stops made use of are— i. The Comma ( , ). 2. The Semicolon

( ;
). 3. The Colon ( :

). 4. The Full Stop or Period ( . ).*

As it is impossible to lay down perfectly exact rules for the introduc-

tion of pauses in speaking, so it will be found that in many cases the

best writers are not agreed as to the use of stops in writing. All that

can be done is to lay dov/n the most general principles.

602. The Full Stop is used at the end of a complete and indepen-

dent sentence, but not at the end of a sentence which is followed by
another collateral sentence (.§ 445)-

* These words (properly speaking) are names not of the slops, but of the portions' of
sentences which they jnark ofl". Coninia means a clause ; Colony a limb or member of a
sentence ; Seiiiuoloii. a half Colon ; Period, a cuiupklc benteuce.
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603. The Colon and Semicolon 910 only plsccd brtwcen sentences

which are granimalicaliy complete, not between the various portions

of either simple or complex sentences § 400). The colon is placed

between sentences which are grammatically, independent, but suffi-

ciently connected in sense to make it undesirable tliat there should be
a complete break between them. Thus : "The Chief must be Colonel :

his uncle or his brother must be Major the tacksmen must be the

Captains " {Macaulay). " Nothing else could have united her people :

nothing else could have endangered or interrupted our commerce"
{La/idor). But in similar cases many writers only use the semicolon

;

no exact rule can be given.

A colon (with or without a dash after it) is often put before a quota-

tion which is not immediately dependent on a \erb ; as :
' On his

tombstone was this inscription :
—

" Here lies an honest man."'

604. The semicolon is commonly placed between the co-ordinate

members of a compound sentence, when they are connected b)' (iiui,

hitt^ or nor; as :
" Time would thus be gained ; and the royalists

might be able to execute their old project " {Macaiilay\ It is also

inserted when three or more co-ordinate sentences are united

collaterally (§ 445), with a conjunction before the last ; as : "A batter-

ing-ram was invented, of light construction and powerful effect ; it was
transported and worked by the hands of forty soldiers ; and as the

stones were loosened by its repeated strokes, they were torn with long

iron hooks from the walls " {Gibbon). When the co-ordinate sentences

are short and closely connected in meanin.^, commas are placed

between them, or such parts of them as remain after contraction

(§ 449), as : 'I ran after him, but could not catch him.' Sometimes
even commas are unnecessary, as :

" He reads and writes incessantly."
" He learns neither Latin nor Greek." " He struck and killed his

brother." " Either you or I must leave the room."

605. In a simple or complex sentence comnias should be inserted

whenever, in reading or speaking, short pauses would be made to show
more clearly the way in which the words are grouped together. It

is impossible to lay down hard and fast rules. When no pause is

required in readiag, no comma is necessary in writing. The follow-

ing directions may be of service :
—

In simple sentences the comma is inserted

—

1. Before the main verb, when the subject is accompanied by
* an attributive adjunct which, with its adjuncts, forms a com-

bination of W'Ords of considerable length. As, "The injustice

of the senteiice pronounced npon this wise and virtuous man,
is evident." But if the adjunct is expressed briefly, the comma
is not used ; as, " The injustice of the sentence is evident."

2. Before and after any participle (not used as a mere qualita-

tive adjective) or participial phrase ; as, " The man, having

shpped, fell over the cliff." "The general, having rallied his

soldiers, led them forwards." " Undaunted, he still strugj^ded
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on." " All ni;^''ht the drcadless angel, unpiirsued, ihrouyh
heaven's wide champaign winged his glorious way."

3. ]jeforc and after any attributive adjunct to the subject which
consists of an adjective or noun in apposition, when these are
accompanied by other words standing to them in the attribu-

tive, objective, or adverbial relation. £-^^-, "Bacon, the illus-

trious author of the ' Novum Organum,' declared," (S:c. " The
soldier, afraid of the consequences of his insubordination,

deserted."

4. Before or after a phrase or quotation which is either the

subject or the object of a, verb. Thus: " Nelson's watchword
was, ' England expects every man to do hi§ duty.' " " He
said to His disciples, ' Watch and pray.'" (See § 603.)

5. When several substantives, enumerated successively without
having the conjunction a;id placed between them, have the

same relation to some other word in the sentence, forming
either the compound subject or the compound object of a verb,

or coming after a preposition, they must be separated by com-
mas. Thus :

" John, William, James and Heniy took a walk
together." " He lost lands, money, reputation and friends."

Adjectives and adverbs co-ordinately related to the same noun,
or to the same verb or adjective, and not connected by a;id,

should be separated by commas ; as, " He was a wealthy,

prudent, active and philanthropic citizen." " He wrote his

exercise neatly, quickly and correctly."

6. A comma is inserted after an adverbial phrase consisting of
a noun (with its adjuncts) used absolutely, or an infinitive

mood (preceded by /<?) implying purpose, when it precedes the

verb or its subject. As, " To conclude, I will only say," &c.
" The man being dead, his heirs took possession of his estate."

7. Other complex adverbial phrases also are frequently followed

by commas when they precede the subject of the sentence ; as,

" By studying diligently for five hours a day, he mastered the

language in six months." Such phrases should be both pre-

ceded and followed by commas when they come between the

subject and the verb, and modify not the verb simply, but the

entire assertion ; as, " The foolish man, in defiance of all

advice, persisted in his project." " This undertaking, there-

fore, was abandoned." But a single adverb or a short adverbial

phrase which simply modifies the verb need not be thus

marked off ; as, " The man in vain protested his innocence."
However^ when it is the representative of an elliptical clause,

must be preceded and followed by commas ; as, " The man,
however, escaped."

8. Nouns used in the vocative (or nominative of appellation)

are separated by commas from the rest of the sentence ; as,

" John, shut the door," " I said. Sir, that I had not done that."

606. In comolex sentences the following rules may be observed :—

^
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I. A substantive clause used as the subject of a verb should be

followed by a comma. Thus :
" That the accused is innocent

of the crime imputed to him, admits of demonstration.'' " How
we are ever to get there, is the question."

If such a clause follow the verb, a comma does not usually

precede the substantive clause. As, " It is of great importance

that this should be rightly understood.'

A substantive clause which is the object of a verb is not gene-

rally preceded by a comma. Thus :
" He acknowledged tliat

he had done this.'' "Tell me hov,- you are."

2. An adjective clause is not separated by a comma from the

noun which it qualifies when it is an essential part of the desig-

. nation of the thing signified ; that is, when the thing or person

signiiied is ajt sul'ficicntly indicated by the antecedent noun.

Thus :
" The man who told me this st;mds here.'"' " 1 do not

see the objects that you are pointing out.''

But if the designation of the person or thing meant is complete
without the relative sentence, so that the latter only extends

and delinks that designation, being contlniiatlvc, and not

restrictive (§ 412), then a comma must be introduced. 'J hus :

" We are studying the reign of William Rufus, who succeeded

his father A.D. 1087. " I will report this to my fathei", who is

waiting to hear the news."
Adverbial clauses which precede the verb that they modify
should be marked off by commas. Thus : "When \ou have
finished your work, tell me." " Except ye repent, ye shall all

likewise perish." But an adverbial clause need noi be pre-

ceded by a comma when it comes ajlcr tlie verb that it modifies ;

as, " I will wait till I hear from you ''
; "I did not sec him

when he called "
;
" He ran away as soon as I sav\- him."

607. Besides the stops, some other signs are employed in writing.

608. A note of interrogation ( ? ) mu^t be placed at the end of all

direct questions, but not after indirect questions Thus :
" Have you

written your letter?" But :
" He asked me whether I had written my

letter."
'

609. The note of admiration or exclamation (!) is placed after inter-

jections, exclamations, and after nouns and pronouns used in addresses,

when particular stress is to be laid upon them. This mark is also

frequently placed .at the end of a sentence v.liich contains an
invocation.

610. The parenthesis ( ) is used to enclose a clause or part of a

clause, which does not enter into the construction of the main sentence,

but is merely introduced by the ivay. Words enclosed within a
parenthesis do not require to be separated from the rest of the sentence
by any other stop.

,

611. Double or single inverted commas '—
' or "—

", are used to

mark quotations.
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APPENDIX.

WORDS BELONGING TO THE TEUTONIC
ENGLISH.

STOCK OF

\Nothing more is atfevipkJ here than a brief classification, 'vith a ftiu

txaniples, not too minterous to be retained in the viemory.'\

A. ANGLO-SAXON CONSTITUENTS OF MODEEN ENGLISH.

1. Words constituting the grammatical framework of the language

Most of these have been already discussed.

1. Pronouns {\\ 137, &c.). 3. Prepositions (§ 281).

2. Numerals {^\ 100, is.c.). 4. Conjunctions (§§ 287, &c. ).

5. Adjectives of irregular comparison (j 115).

6. Auxiliary Verbs (^§ 231—256).

7. All verbs of the strong conjugation (§ 225), together with a large

number of verbs of the weak conjugation (particularly those given in

§ 226).

2. The greater part of the words formed by Teutonic prefixes and
suffixes (§§ 311—325)-

3. Most words denoting common natural objects and phenomena :

—

ac ; oak, acorn {}.e. ac-

corn)

aeppel ; apple

oesc ; ash

bar ; boar

beofer ; beaver

])eo, bio ; Viee

birce ; birch

bitel ; beetle

bleed {branch) ; blade

blostma ; blossom
hoc ; beech
brill [the youno of an

animal) ; bird

broc ; brook
clneg ; clay
•*-—

. ijnua)
; clammy

coc ; cock
J

comb [valley) ; m names,

as Alcomb, Compton

cran ; crane

cii ; cow
dffig ; day
denu {valley) ; den [in

names, as Tenterden)

deor (animal) \ deer

ea {water) ; island {i.e.

ealand)

efen ; evening
eor8e ; earth

fx-Ser ; feather

fisc ; fish

flod; flood

frosc ; frog

fugel (bird) ; fowl
gos ; goose
hasrfest ; harvest

hteS ; heath
hafoc ; hawk
hagol ; hail

hors ; horse

hund ; hound
lencten {the spring)

;

Lent
leoht ; light

mona ; moon
regen ; rain

sre ; sea

snaw ; snow
spearwa ; sparrow
Stan ; stone

steorra ; star

sumer ; summer
sunne (fern.) ; sun
treow ; tree

wceter ; water
wind ; winter

woruld ; world
Jjunor ; thunder
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4. Words relating to

seer ; acre

acg (//. aegm) ; egg,

eyi-y

Ksce ; ashes

xmyiie ; embers
bacan ; to bake
bajS; bath

ba;st {inner bark) ; bast-

mat
bere ; barley

bere-ern (ern = place) ;

barn
beseni ; besom
bin {i/iangcr) ; corn-bin

bulla ; bowl
liolster ; bolster

b(Jrd ; board
bniec ; breeches

bread ; bread
buan [to Hit) ; boor
Inic ; buck-et
bula ; bull

byt [cask) ; butt

camb ; comb
ceaf; chaff

cealf ; calf

ccse, cyse ; cheese
cetel ; kettle

the house and farm.

clucge {bell) ; clock

cnedan ; to knead
coc, cue ; cook
cycene ; kitchen

cod {bag)
;
peascod

cot, cyte ; cot, cottage

cradol ; cradle

craet ; cart

cr k {pot) ; ciock-ery

cii ; cow
cwearn {inilf)

;
quern

delfan {dig) ; to delve

die ; dike, ditch

ealo ; ale

efese {fern, sing.) ; eaves

ele ; oil

erian {to plough) ; to ear

fearh {little pig) ; farrow

feld; field

feorme {stis/enance) ; fami

floe ; flock

foda ; food

furh ; fuiTow
fyr ; fire

gad ; goad
gters

; grass

gat
;
goat

geard {hedge)
; yard,

garden
gcat

;
gate

glut {meal) ; groats,

grouts

ha^rfest ; harvest

heorC ; hearth

hliefdige ; lady

hlaford ; lord

hlaf; loaf

hof {house) ; hov
hrof; roof

hiis ; house
hwECte ; wheat
hweol ; wheel
lam {mild) ; loam
mped ; mead-ow
meolc ; milk
ofen ; oven
ortgeard {j'ard for -woris

or vegetables) ; orchard

oxa ; ox
ricg ; rick

sceap ; sheep
wjSgen ; wagon, wain
}>£ec ; thatch

Jjerscan ; to thresh

5. Words relating to family and kindred.

brtViSor ; brother

bryd ; bride

cild (//. cildra) ; child

cnapa, cnafa {boy)
;

knave
cyn ; kin

dohtor ; daughter
feeder ; father

husbunda {honseholder)

husband
modor ; mother
nefa ; nephew

siuni ; son
sweostor ; sister

widuwa ; widower
widuwe ; widow
wif {^tuoman) ; wife

6. Words relating to the parts of the body and natural functions.

ancleow ; ankle
bKlg {bag) ; belly, bulge,

bellows

ban ; bone
blod ; blood
bodig {stature) ; body
bosm {fold) ; bosom
bne?J ; breath
breost ; breast

ceace ; cheek
ceuwan ; to chew
cin ; chin

cneow ; knee
eage ; eye
ear ; ear

eami ; arm
elboga ; elbow
finger ; finger

flr€sc ; flesh

fot ; foot

fyst ; fist

ge-iht ; sight

goma ; gum
hajr ; hair

hand ; hand
heafod ; head
heals {neck) ; halter

hel ; heel

heorte ; heart

hlyst {the sense of
hearing) ; listen

hoh {heel) ; hough
hricg {back) ; ridge

hrif {bo7i)rls) ; midriff

lim ; limb
lippe ; lip
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maga (sfoiiinc/i) ; mnv
iiienrg ; niairow

imit^ ; nir.mli

invi'l : nail

iiasu ; nose

sciiKicr ; shoulder

seon ; to see

toS ; tooth

cIs rclatiii;^' to handicrafts, trade, iS:c.

bra's ; brass

bycyan ; to buy
Ijytcl ; beetle

ceap ' {baj-gaiji, sale)
;

cheap, chaffer, chap-

man
cool {small shi/>) ; keel

7. ^^

adcsa ; adze
antijt ; anvil

anLjel {liool;) ; to angle

ar ; oar

aruwe ; arrow
bat ; boat

bil; bill

tungc ; tongue

I'eoh ; thigh, thews
I'role ; throat

cla'<5 ; cloth

craeft [strriii^/h) ; craft

hamor ; hammer
mangian {/o trajjk)

;

monger

8. Words dcnolincr common attributive ideas.

b,'\ld ; bold

bitter ; bitter

bla-c ; black

blac {pale) ; bleach

brad ; broad

l)run ; brown
cealo {bald] ; callow

ceald ; cold

col ; cool

dearc ; dark

deop ; deep
deore ; dear

eald ; old

efen ; even
ftegr ; fair

fa-tt; fat

full; full

ful; foul

geolo
;
yellow

gra'g
;
grey

9. Miscellaneous words.

ske

sickness)
;

; amtig

;

Atheling,

ac, eac {also)
;

acsian ; to ask

dill {pain,

addle

afre ; ever

amta {leisure)

empty
a]'el (noble)

;

Elhelrcd

43 ; oath

beor ; beer

bana {killer) ; bane, rats-

bane
bealo (luoe) ; bale-ful

beam {Iree) ; beam
bede {prayer) ; bedesman
bcorht ; l)right

beodan ; to Ijid

beran ; to bear

berstan ; to burst

bitan ; to bite

bysig, busy
;

business

blawan ; to blow

bysgu,

bletsian {from blot,

sacrifice) ; to bless

bliSe;" blithe

boc ; book
borgian {f'Oin borg-

pledgc) ; to borrow
brecan ; to break
brycg ; bridge, brig

brydel ; bridle

bryne {flame); brimstone

brytan {to break) ; brittle

bugan ; to bow
bur {collage) ; bower
burh {fort) ; borough
byrig {tomb) ; burg
byiSen ; burthen
carl {/)iale) ; Charles

cearu ; care

ceorfan {to cut) ; carve

ceorl ; churl

ceosan ; to choose
cl^nan ; to clean

cleofan ; to cleave

clipian {.to call) ; y-clept

grenc
; green

heah ; high

neard ; hard
he fig ; heavy
hwitc ; white
riide {red) ; ruddy, ruddle,

ruddock {the robin-red-

breast)

cnawan ; to know
cniht {youth, attendant)

;

knight

cnucian ; to knock
cos, cyss ; kiss

craiian ; to crave

crawan ; to crow
creopan ; to creep
eric ; crutch

cringan {to be lueak, to die),

cringe, crank, cranky
cwic {alive)

; quick
cuman ; to come
quellan

; quell, kill

cwen {fo'male) ;
queen,

quean
cwe?Jan {to say)

; quoth
cyning ; king
dal {part) ; deal, dole :

or-dal (or - begiiuiing).

Genu. Urthcil ; ordeal
deman {to J7<dge) ; dom ;

deem, doom
dol {foolish) ; dolt
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dreorig [bloody, sad)

;

dreary

dreogan [to endure)
;

drudge
diif.in ; to drive

drencan {/o make to drink)

;

to drench
drincaii ; to drink

drigan [to dry) ; drug,

drougiit

dwinan [topine) ; dwindle
dyne [tltimdcr] ; din

ds'^ig (foo/isk) ; dizzy

dynt [a soundini^ Morv)
;

dint

eac {a/so) ; eke
ealdor ; ekler, alderman
ecg; edge
eorl [!/ian ofvalour) ; earl

eornost ; earnest

etan ; to eat

faegen [gloii) ; fain

fa ran [to go) ; fare, ford

fe.dlan ; to fall

lealo [y,'llo-iu) ; fallow

(ground), fallow-doer

feoh [catliz', money) ; fee

feohlan ; to fight

fci )r ; far

fi'Scle; fiddle

fleogan ; to fly

fleoian ; to float

folc ; folk

forhtian ; to frighten

fostor [food) ; foster

freo [honoured, lordly) ;

free

frei'>n (to honour, love)
;

friend

fretan [to qnaiu) • to fret

gaderian ; to gather
gal [merry), geola [merry-

making) ; Yule
galan. [to sing) ; nightin-

gale

gainen [pleasure)
;
game

gan, gangan [to go) ; go,
,g'T'ig' gangway

gar [dart) ; to gore
gast ; ghost, gas
geap [wide)

; gape, gap
gear

; year
gearo [ruidy)

; yare

geldan [to pay), gilt

[Jine) ;
guil(, yield

geleafa; belief

geong
;
young

geogo'5
;
youth

geond
;
yonder

georn [desirous), geor-

nian ; to yearn

gerefa [one zo/io snakes to

obey) ; reeve, sheriff

gifan ; to give

glitian ; to glitter

gnagan ; to gnaw
giid

;
good

grapian [to lay hold of) ;

grab, grapple

gretan ; to greet

guma [man) ; bride-

groom
habban [to hold) ; have,

haft

had [state or condition)
;

QQ&head, c\\\\i\-hood,

&c.

haelan ; to heal (from

hal = whole)
halig ; holy
ham ; home, Cobham

&c.

has ; hoarse

hat ; hot

healdan ; to hold
hclan [to hide) ; hell

here [ar>ny) ; harbour [i.e.

refuge for an army,
from beorga), herring

(the army- or shoal-

fish)

hingrian ; to hunger
hiw [form, fashion) ; hue
hladan {to ptimp up) ;

ladle

hloi^ [band of robbers,

booty) ; loot

hoc ; hook
hra:'i5 [szuift) ; ready, rash

hra^Se [qiiickly, soo7i) ;

rathe, rather

hreosan ; to rush

hreowan [repent) ; to rae

hriddel [siez'e) ; to riddle

(with hnlos)

hw;et [sharp) ; to whet

litvytel {a sharp tool);

whittle

hweorfan [to turn) ; warp
hyd [covering, skin) ;

hide

hydan [to cover) ; to hide

h}tS [shore, port) ; Gieeii-

hitlie, &c.
hyran ; to hear

lar [doctrine) ; lore

Ictran [teach] ; leani [still

vulgarly used in the

sense of teaching)

leas [false) ; leasing

leod [people); lev\'d [be-

longing to the common^
people)

leof [dear), Icofan ; lief, to

love

lie (corpse) ; lich-gate

lin [fax) ; linen, linnet

[the fiax-finch)

lystan [to please) ;
' him

listed,' listless

ma;gen (strength) ; main
magan [be able) ; may
macJe [worm) ; moth
max, masc [noose) ; iiiesii

mersc ; marsh
mete; meet
metsian [to feed) ; mess,

messmate
mod [mindj ; mood
mor ; moor
morS ; murther
morgen ; morn, morrow
mot ; shire-moot (metan,

mytan = to meet)

nacod ; naked
nsdare ; adder [a?i adder
= a nadder)

nres ; naze, -ness (in

Fumess, Sec.)

neb (beak) ; nib

neod ; need
niht ; night

niS.-r [doion) ; nether

ost ; east

pic, pitch

pinewincle, periwinkle

pipe ; pipe

rredan [interpret) ; to read
rap ; rope
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reac {smol-c) ; reek snican [creep) ; snCak
reafian {roli) ; be-reave, soS {truth) ; sooth-sayei"

Wjed {garmeut) ; widow's
weeds

reiver

rec [care) ; reckless

x\ct[dominion) ; bishop-ric

rod [cross) ; rood

Sc'Gl (good luck) ; scelig

{lucky) ; seely [old

Engl.); silly (i.e.,

blessed)

sar ; sore, sorry, sorrow

scacan ; to shake

scafan (scrape) ; to shave

sceaft [a scraped pole)
;

shaft

sceapan (toform, create)
;

sped (prosperity) ; speed wana [lack) ; want
spell (tale)

;
gospel (i.e., wanian ; to wane

good-spell

sprecan ; to speak
stasf; staff

stearc (strong) ; stark,

starch

stelan ; to steal

stician ; to stick, stitch

stigan (to mount) ; stirrup

(i.e.,stig-rap — moiuit-

ing rope)

stow (place) ; to stow
away, names in—stow

shape (from this comes sweart [black) ; swarthy

the suffix scipe or scype swelgan ; to swallow
= -ship) sweltan (to die) ; swelter

sceacga. [a l/ush or liunch); swerian ; to swear,

shaggy answer (and = ao-ainst)

sceran ; to shear, to share, swifan (to move quickly)
;

short, shire swift

sceaSan (to injure) ; syllan (to give) ; sell

scatheless trecan ; to teach

sceawian [to look) ; show t:€san (topluck) ; tease

sceofan J
shove, shuffle, tendan, tyndan (/c ^/way^);

scuffle tinder

scinan ; to shine f'eof ; thief

scfp ; ship, skipper

scfr (pure, clear) ; sheer

scrincan j to shrink

scrud (
gartnent) ; shroud >yrr (dry) ; thirst

wealcan (to roll, turn)
;

walk
weald (forest) ; Weald,
Wold

wealdan [to rule) ; wield,

Bretwalda (governor of
the Britons)

wealh (foreign) ; Welsh,
walnut

wed (a pledge) ; to wed
wen (hope), wenan (to

expect) ; ween, over-
weening

weorc; work
weorpan (to throw)

;

mouldwarp [i.e., mould-
throzoer)

weorS ; worth
wic (divelling) ; Alnwick,

Greenwich
wilcuma (one who comes
when we wish) ; wel-
come

wolcen (cloud) ; welkin
wop [weeping) ; whoop

fyrel (hole) ; drill, nostril wra^stan (to hoist) ; wrest,

(i.e. nose-hole) wrestle

Jiweorh (obliqtu) ; athwart wregan (to

bewray
to wreathe,

Derivative,

]>ringan (to press) ; throng wriQian ;

frrel ; thrall writhe.

tid (time) ; tide wrist

treowan [to trust) ; to vvyn (joy) ; wfnsome
trow

treowS ; truth, trust

tun (enclosed ground) ;

town
wacan, wacian ; to wake,
watch

wyrd (fate) ; weird

vvyrhta (worktnan)

Wright

yfel (bad) ; evil, ill

yrnan ; to rua

sealt ; salt

secgan ; to say

segel ; sail

sencan ; to sink

seoc ; sick

seolfer ; silver

sl^p ; sleep

slecg; sledge-hammer
slop (frock) ; slop-shop

smeoru (grease) ; smear
t

Besides words like those in the preceding list, which involve some interest-

ing variation in form or meaning, there are veiy many which have kept their

place in our language without material variation either in form or in meaning.

These are generally easy to recognize. No one with any knowledge of Latin

would suppose for a moment that such words as bmd, climb, corn, crop, deaf

dim east, end, fall, find, full, grim, grind, heap, help, horse, hunt, land, leaf

melt, nest, north, south, oft, ram, sand, send, sing, sit, spill, spring, step, sting,

stream, swittg, timber, turf, web, word, thing, thorn, were of Latin or Greek

origin. ^
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On comparing the enrlier fonns of English words with those now
current, the following changes (among others) present themselves :

—

1. The vowel y of A.S. and early English gives place to i, as dynt
dint ; hlystan listen ; Jiyrstan thirst ; i^-xfire ; bryd bride.

2. A.S. 88 appears as ea (r^edan read) ; as i (rsedel riddle) ; as e

(wcere ivere) ; or ai ee and ea (slicpan sleep ; spKC speech ; hrelan

heal).

3. Broken vowel sounds in A..S. tend to become homogeneous in

modern English. Thus ea appears as i (heah high) ; as e, ee, or ea
(eac e/ce, ceace chee/c, leaf leaf) ; as e or ep, (heafod heotl, dead dad) ; ea
appears as e, a, or o (bealcian Ivleh, earm arw, feallan fall, fealdan

fid) : eo or eo appears as e, ea, or a (deofol tlez'il, heofon heaven, heorot

hart, heorte hrart, korfar), as ie (leof lif feondfend, thcof thief),

as' pe (ireo tree ; beo bee ; deor dea-, creopan creep), as I (meolc milk,

seoc sieh).

4. A.S. a appears as o or oa (anlic anly, halig holv, ban bone, l.ldf loaf

famfoa/n ; as aw (gan'ian ya-con) ; as 6 (wat toot, wedlac luedloeh).

5. Long o takes the sound of u (oo), or ii (to to ; don do ; mona moon ;

moS mother, &c.).

6. A.S. e appears as es (cwen queen, secan seek, te'5 teeth).

7. All sorts of vowel sounds in unaccented syllables get to be rejire-

sented by e. (Seet".,^. , the inflexions of the time of Chaucer.) Comjiare
the French poire — perry, soudain = sudden, &c.

8. A..S. c ( = k) appears as ch or tch (cild chilil ; ceace cheek ; cyrice

chnrch ; sptec speech ; bealcian belch ; maca (companion) match ; ceap
cheap; cempa champion; ceorl chtirl ; streccan stretch; pic pitch);

but not uniformly (compare drink and drench, stink and stench, seek and
beseech, pick and pitch, and the words cyning -{m^'' y ceol keel ; cyssaii

kiss, &.C.).

9. A.S. eg appears as dge (hrycg ridge; brycg bridge ; mycg midge ;

ecg edge). This softening of the guttural to ch or soft g is due to

French influence, but the sounds are not those represented in French
by ch and soft g ; hence the frequent insertion of / or d.

10. A. S. & or cgr often disappears, or is replaced byw or y (bycgan buy ;

secgan say; fleogan yfy ; dseg day; morgen morrozv; dagan da'on ;

lagu laiu ; gnagan gnazo ; hagol had ; nigon >iine ; f.Tigr fair ;

mcegen main ; druncenian drown ; isgicel icicle) ; especially at the

end of a word (bodig body; dysig dizzy ; hunig honty, iSic). Also at

the beginning (gear jtvzr ; geseji.-^; geondjw/; geongj/j«««;'gildan
yield; g€i\z like ; genoh efiouglt ; gif'yi &c.).

11. The guttural hg or grh became sounded (and sometimes written) as

f (}>weorg (/TC'rt// ; \ea.htoT laughter ; compare cough and dough). In

early English we find doftyr (daughter) ; caifte (caught) ; thof (though)
;

thruff {through).

12. Gutlural h appears as k, g, or grh (cniht knight; Pihtas Picts

;

leohl light ; eahta eight, &c.). Initial h often dis.ippears (as hit it;

lowing zoing ; hnecca. neck ; hlystan listen^ &c.).
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13. A. S. sc appears as sh (scild shield ; scrud shrona ; sccal sJiaU

;

seacan s/ia/cc- ; cesc as/i ; {\xsc /ks/t).

14. S lias replaced th (as ea'5"e i-ase ; has for halli, &c.).

15. D, t, and th are often interchanged. Compare deck and thatch ;

burthen and Imrdcu ; bud and button (Fr. bontoii) ; drill, tril {nostril)

and thrill, &c.

16. L sometimes replaces r. Compare Hal and Harry; Dolly and
Dorothy ; Sally and Sarah. (See § 341.) Sometimes it replaces n, as

in hinclieon for mtncheon.

17. Id replaces n final, as in venom [vcnin), ransom {raticon), &c., or

springs out of n when followed by b or f, as Dumbarton {Dun
Breton); hamper {hajiaper) ; Pom/ret {Pontcfract),

18. Letters frequently disappear. Thus: ,

L before a guttural or s (oelc each ; hwilc which ; al? as).

N has been lost from the words us {German uns), tooth {Gothic tunthus,

Lat. dentem), tithe (tenth), eleven (endlufon), goose (gans), other {Goth.

anthar), mouth {German mund), coidd = cutSe {cunuan)
, Jive {Gonmn

fiinf, Gr. irevre), 77////,f</rtj' (Thunresd£i?g), &c. N final has disappcaved
from fny (mine), fli,'W (agone^, >io (none), &c. Similarly yOw = from.

R has vanished from several words, as speah (sprecan), pin {A.S. preon,

Scotch prin. Old English preen), Fanny (Frances), cockade (cocard),

palsy (paralysis).

T and d and th have disappeared from anvd (anfilt), Benedick

(Benedict^ gospel (godspell), answer (andswarian), best (betst), Essex
(East .Saxons), N'orman {Northman'), 'worship (v.-orthship), &c.
P has disappeared from head (hedfod), ivoman (wifman), had (lictfdc),

lord (hlaford), &c.

19. Initial syllables tend to disappear. .See § 341 and compare 7-ieve,

gerefa ; lone, alone {all one) ; board, aboard, &c.

20. Internal syllables disappear. Compare lark, laverock ; last, latest

;

since, sithencs ; Monday, Monandccg ; fortnight, fourtecnnigJit ; damsel,

demoiselle ; comrade, camarade.

21. The loss of final syllables (esp.ecially inflexions) is too common to

need special notice.

22. Letters sometimes intrude into words where they are not radical.

B or p and d or t appear after m and n respectively, as in thumb,
lamb, dumb, limb, mimber, glimpse (from gleam), sempstress {seam),

empty {emtig), embers {ccmyrie), &c. , thunder {'punor), kindred {kinre,L),

anent {on-efn or on-enm), pairh>nent {pareheuiin), ancient {ancscn from
antiqiuinus), tyrant {tyraii), rofnaunt {rovum), fond {fon = a fool),

expound {expono), sound {son), lend {Icenau), droianded (for drowned),

&c. T has also crept into glisten {glisian), tapestry {tapisserie), Sci:.,

and d into alderliefest — allerliefest. In advance {avajicer) the (/ is an
error.

Gr has intruded mHo foreign, sovereign, impregnable {prffidre).

T is often a phonetic offgrowth of s, as iu against, betwixt, behest

(beh.es), &c.

S has appeared at the beginning of various words, as smelt, scratch, scrawl,
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sneeze, smash, &c., and has intruckd into island {inland ox i^i^laiid),

aisle {aile), demesne {dominium).
N appears at tlie besziniiin:^ of sbme words, as A^oll {Oliver), A'ancy
{Anne), Nell (El'ei^ niinele {ttnel), mnoeJie {owelie), newt {e/<te), and
has intruded mio nightingale {nightegale), messenger, ensample, f'assenger.

(Compare \ 341 )

R has intruded in bridegroom {gtcma), vagrant [vagare), hoarse (A S.

has), &c. (See§ 341.)

23. Two consonants, or a consonant and a vowel, often change places

{metathesis). Compare bright and beorht ; ivright dini. ivyrhta ; brid
and bird ; thresh and persean ; fresh ^wAferse, &c.

24. Some words of Teutonic origin have assumed an initial % in passing
through French. Compare ^'?<//^ and icz'/t?; gnai-d a.nd ward; Guillaume
and William.

25. Consonants get assimilated through juxtaposition. Then we get
lammas from hldfmesse ; gammer from godmother ; gaffer from god-
father.

B. SGAI-TDINAYIAN -5701133 AN^ ELEMENTS IN ENGLISH.

of these are found in some Ereoo-ra-Some of the most important
phical names :

—

arlv 1 (temple or ( Arkholm
argh ) altar) \ Grimsargh
beck (brook), Caldbeck
by (town), Whitby
dal (valley), Dalby

ey, a (island) I ^ -^ ^" ^ ' \ Grimsa
fell (rock hill), Scawfell

ford 1 ( Seaford

forth (inlet) \ Seaforth

firth ' I Holmforth
force (waterfall), Mickleforce

garth ) / 1 \ ( Dalegarth^ J > (enclosure)
, r- 1

^
,

guard ) ^
I

1" isnguard

gill (valley), Ormesgill
holm (island), Langholm
ness (headland-, Skipness
scar (steep rock), Scarborough
skip (ship), Skipwith

(place of meet-
ing)

thin_

ting"
j

ding '

thorp )

throp/ V"""sw ^Miinthrop
toft (small field), Lowestoft
with (wood), Langwith

Thingwall
Tingwall
Dingwall

"<-^^)
{Grimsthorpe

A LIST OF SOME CELTIC WOPvDS PSESERVED IN ENGLISH.

bag
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The following gcogi-a])hic.il names are of Celtic origin :

—

Rivers :—
Avon, Dee, Djii, Ouse, Severn, Stour, Thames, Trent. //r//s

:

—
Cheviot, Chiltern, Grampian, Malvern, Mendip. Islands :—Arran,
Bute, Man, Mull. Wight. Ct'««/iV.f .•—Devon, Dorset, Kent. Towns:
—Liverpool, Penrith, Penzance.

Tlie following Celtic elements are found in some geographical names :—.4 /'£•/• (mouth of a river), as, 'Aberdeen, Aber-broihwick, Aberwick
(iierwick)

;
' Auchin (field), as, ' Auchindoir, Auchinleck ;' Ard ox Aird

(iiigh, projecting), as, ' Ardnamurchan, Ardrishaig ;
' Bal (village),

a<, ' Balmoral ;
' Ben or Pen (mountain), as, ' Ben Xevis, Penmaen-

niawr;' Blair (field clear of wood), as, 'Blair Athol ;' Brae (rough

ground), as, ' Braemar ;
' Caer (fort), as, ' Caerleon (Carlisle) ; Combe ox

Coinp (valley), as, ' Compton, Ilfracombe, Appuldurcombe ;
' Dun

(hill), as, ' the Downs, Dumbarton ; ' Inch (island), as, ' Inchkeith,

Inchcape ;
' Inver (mouth of a river), as, ' Inverness, Inverary ;

'

Kill (cell, chapel), 'Kilmarnock;' Lin (deep pool), 'Linlithgow,
King's Lynn ; ' Llan (church), ' Llandaff, Launceston ; ' Tre (town),
' Coventry (town of the convent), Oswestry ; ' Strath (broad valley),
* Strathlieldsaye.'

THE CLASSICAL llLEMENT IN ENGLISH.
The greater part of the abstract terms in English, and words relating

to religion, law, science, and literature, are of Latin or Greek origin.

Most words of three or more syllables are of classical origin, and a
very large number of those of two syllables, the exceptions being
mostly words formed by Eno^lish suffixes froni monosyllabic roots.

Most monosyllabic words in English are of Teutonic origin, but many
are derived from Latin and Greek, the greater part having come to us
through French. The following belong to this class :

—

cape (caput) desk" ) i^^^^^^^\ glaive (gladius)

cash (capsa) dish )
^ ' gourd (cucurbita)

chafe (calefacere) dose (5o(ns) grant (credentare)

chain (catena) doubt (dubitare) grease (crassus)

ace (as)

age ^aetaticum),

Old Fr. edage
aid (adjutum)
aim ^aestimare)

alms {eAfqfj.oaiifrj)

arch (arcus)

aunt (amita)

balm (balsamuiu)

base (bassus)

beast (bestia)

beef (boves)

chair (cathedra)

chalk (calx)

chance (cadentia)

charm (carmen)

chase (captiare)

chief (caput)

coin (cuneus)

cork (cortex)

blame (blasphemia) couch (collocare)

boil (Inillire)

boon (bonus)

brace (brachium)
brief (brevis)

bull (bulla)

cage* (cavea)

car 1

carry (carrus)

charge J

count (comes)

dress (dirigere)

due (debitum)

duke (dux)

fair (feria)

faith (fides)

fay (fata)

feat (factum)

feign (fingere)

fierce (ferus)

foil (folium)

count (computare) force (fortis)

cost (constare) forge (fabrica)

coy (quietus)

cue (cauda)

cull (colligere)

dame (dumina)
daunt (domitare)

dean (decanus)

found (fundere)

fount (fons)

frail (fragilis)

frown (frons)

fruit (fructus)

fry (frigere)

grief (gravis)

host (hospit-)

hulk [6\Kas)

inch (uncia)

jaw (gabata)

jest (gestum)

jet (jactum)

join (jungo)

joy (gaudium)
lace (laqueus)

lease (laxare)

liege (legius)

lounge (longus

mace (massa)

mail, armour (mac-
ula, viesh)

male (mascuius)

mount (mons)

Note the curious change of b, p, or v, between vowels into soft g. (bee { 341,)
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niece (neptis)

noise (noxia)

nurse (nutrix)

ounce (uncia)

pace (passus)

paint (pingere)

pair (par)

pay (pacare)

peace (pax)

peach (persica)

place (piatea)

plait (plectere)

prey (prrcda)

priest (presbyter)

print (primere)

prize t
(P^-^^i^"^)

proof (probare)

push (pulsare)

quire (chorus)

quite (quietus)

rafe )
^'""^''^^^

ray (radius)

scarce ^ex-siarp/us) street (strata)

scourge(ex-corrigere)sue, suit (sequor)

P''^^
\ rnlarituni^

"^^^"^ ('^^""^

plead /
(P'^citunij

^jj, (^i^.^,^,^^^

plum (prunum) ris'er (riparius)

plunge {pli(!>iliiai)c)'co\\ (rotulus)

point (punctum) round (rotundus)

poor (pauper) rule (rcgula)

praise (pretiare) safe (salvus)

pray (precari) sage (sapiens)

preach (prjedicare) sauce (salsus)

The above list does not include

seal (sigiUum)

search (ciirarc)

seat (sedes)

short (curtus)

siege (assedium)

sir (senior)

sluice (exclusis)

soar {exaitrair)

source (surgere)

spice (species)

spouse (sponsus)

sprain (exprinio)

spy (specio)

sure (securus)

taint (tinctus)

task (taxare)

taste {tctxitare)

taunt (temptare)

tense (tempus)

tour \ ,. v

trace "^

trait >
treat (tractare)

vaunt {z>aiiitive\

veal (vitulus)

(tractus)

squad, square (fx-vie\v (videre)

qitadrare) void (viduus)

stnge [staticiis) vouch (vocare)

strain (stringo) vow (votum)
strait (strictus) waste (vastus)

strange (extraneus)

a large number of monosyllables, the
Latin origin of which is obvious, such as cede {cedd), long (longus).

GRIMM'S LAW.
Besides words like the foregoing, which with many others have been dis-

tinctly intpivfi'd from the classical languages into English, there are numerous
instances in which a word or root is common to several of the Aryan languages,

without having been borrowed by any one from another, all having received

the word in common from some more primitive source. In tracing the
variations which such words assume, a very remarkable relation between the

consonants is found, which is commonly known as ' Grimm's Law.'
If the same roots or the same words exist (i) in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, &c.,

(2) in Gothic or the Low German dialects, and (3) in Old High German, then
I. When the first class have an aspirate the second have the corresponding
soft check [i.e. Jiat or middle mute), the third the corresponding hard check
{i.e. sharp or thin mute). II. When the first class have a soft check {Jlat or

middle mute), we find the corresponding hard check (sharp or thin mute) in the

second class, and the corresponding aspirate in the third. III. When the

first class have a hard consonant {sharp or thin mute), the second have the

aspirate, and the third the soft check [flat or middle mute). In this third

section of the rule, however, the law holds good for Old High German only as

regards the dental series of mutes, the middle (or flat) guttural being generally

replaced by h, and the middle (or flat) labial by/.*
The three branches of the law given above may be easily remembered in the

following way :—Take a circular disc of cardboard, and mark on it three

radii, inclined each to each at an angle of 120". Mark these three radii (l),

(2), and (3), corresponding respectively to the three classes of languages above
referred to— (i) denoting Sanskrit, Greek, I,atin, &c. ; (2) denoting Gothic
and Low German dialects (including English) ; and (3) denoting Old High
German. Place the disc on a sheet of paper, and write Aspirate opposite the

• The .ibove is the law in its general form,
^xceptiboa.

It is subject to special modifications and
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end of radius (i), I\Iiddle ox /]'(?/ opposite the end of radius (2), and Tlihi or

Sharp opposite the end of radius (3). The disc may be shifted, so that radius

(i), instead of pointing to Aspirate, may point to the other two classes of

mutes in succession. In each position of the disc, each radius will point to

the class of mutes that may be expected to characterize any word that is com-
mon to all three classes of languages, provided that one radius points to the

class of mutes which the word in question exhibits in that group of languages

which that radius represents,

Tlie law may also be easily recollected in the following way. It is obvious

that the arrangement of three balls in three holes is settled as soon as two balls

have been arranged in two holes. Similarly if we know how two of the three

classes of mutes are apportioned to two of the three classes of languages, the

assignment of the third follows as a matter of course. If we take Latin as

representing the Sanskrit—Greek—Latin group, and English as representing

the Low German group, the little formula "duo fratres, two brothers,"
will give us all that we want. The d of dun and the t of two remind us that

a flat (or middle) mute in the Latin class corresponds to a sharp (or thin) mute
in the English class. The f oifratres and the b of brothers remi.id us that an
aspirate in the Latin class answers to a flat mute in the English class. The t

(Afratres and the th of brothers remind us that a sharp (or thin) mute in the

Latin class answers to an aspirate in the English class. The remaining class of

mutes in each case belongs to Old High German. Practically our main
concern is with the relations between Greek, Latin, and English roots, and for

these the formula is sufficient.

The following are a few instances of the application of this law :

—

GrcJc.

X^p ' OS

Ouydrrip

6vpa

ei'ip

6ap<Te7v

Latin.

(h)anser

heri

hortus

fera

medius

' (pip'j) fero

((ppdrpa) frater

<pr]y6s
,
fagus

(pvca
I

fu-i

/ yvw-

l yevos

' yovv

I fji€yas

\4y(io

gnosco
genus
genu
mag-nus
ego

Sanskrit

hansa
hyas

dhrlsli

madhya

bhri

bhratri

bhavami

jna

jati

janu

mall- at

I.

English.

{Aug. Sax.)

goose

gestrandaeg

garden

daughter
door

deer

dare

middle

bear

brother

beech
be (be-om)

IL

know
kin

knee
A. .S. mice!

A.S. ic

Gothic.

gans
gistra

gards

daughtar
daur
dius

ga-daur-

san

baira

brothar

boka

kan
kimi
kniu

mih-ils

ik

Old High
German.

kans
kestar

karto

lohtar

tor

tior

tarran

mitte

piru

pruoder

puocha
pirn

chan
clunii

cimiu

mih-il

ih(G. ich)



Greek.

^ iroS-os

\ SeKa

J
Svtt)

(^ oS6v7-os

dfvaSi
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A List of the principal Latin Words Derivatives from

which are found in English.*

Acer (s^utr/>), acidus {sour), acerbus [hitter)
;

acrid, acerbity, acrimony, acid.

Acuo (/ i/ui''/i'u) ; acute, acumen.
Aedes (/lo/nc) ; edifice, edify.

Aequus (Icziel) ; equal, equation, adequate,

equity, equivocate, equniox.

Aestiiuo (/ value] ; estimate, esteem, aim.

Aestus (tide) ; estuary.

Aeternus (of etuiless duration) ; eternity.

Acvuin (age) ; coeval, primeval.

Ager \jieiif); agriculture, agrarian.

Agger (lieap\ ; e.\aggerate.

Ago (/ set in ^notion, driz>e, do) ; agent, act,

agile, agitate.

Alacer (bri^lS) ; alacrity.

Alius [other), alter (otiicr of two] \ alien, alter,

alternate, alibi.

Alo (/ nourish) ; alimony, aliment.

Altus (hiich, dee/>) ; altitude, e.\alt.

Ambitio (couriiui; favou)-) ; ambition.

Ajnbulo (/ lual'-) ; amble, somnambulist
Amo (/ love), amicus (friend), amor (love)

;

amour, amorous, amicable, amiable.

Ainoenus (/deasitnti : amenity.

Amplus (ttu^e) ; ample, amplify.

Ango (/ cliolce), an.xius ; an.\ious, anxiety,

anguish, anger.
Angulus (corner, bemf) : angle.

Anima (breath), animus (mind) ; animate, ani-

mal, magnanimous.
Aimulus (rin^) ; annular.

Annus (year) ; annual, anniversary.

Anus (y/ii' wo/«(!«) ; anile.

Aperio (/ o^en) ; April, aperient, aperture.

Apis (bee) : apiary.

Appello (/ call) ; appellation, appeal.

Aptus ( fitted) ; apto (Ifit) ; .adapt, apt.

Aqua (water) ; aqueous, aqueduct, aquatic.

Arbiter (umpire) ; arbitrate, arbitrary.

Arbor (/rtvt; arljour.

Arciis (({(.ri') ; arc, arch
Ardco (/ burn) ; ardent, arson.

Arduus (steep) ; arduous.
Arguo (//r()i,'t') ; argue, argument.
Aridus [dry); and, aridity.

Arma ( /ittings) arms, armour.
Aro (/ ftlou^k) ; arable
Ars (slcill) : art, artist, artifice.

Artus (joint), articulus (littlejoint or fasten-
ing) ; articulate, article.

Asinus (ass) ; asinine.

Asper (>(j//i,'/i) ; exasperate, asperity.

Audax (bold) : audacious, audacity.
Audio [I hear)-; audience, audible.

Augeo (/ increase) : auction, author.

Auris(^ar); aurist, auricular.

Aurum (t^old) ; auriferous.

Aiispex (one ZLiho takes omens from birds)
;

auspicious.

AuxjUum (liel/)) ; auxiliary
Avanis (t;reedy) ; avarice, avaricious.
Avidus (i«j,'tv-) ; avidity.
Avis (bird) ; aviary.

Barba [beard) ; barb, barber.
Beatiis [blessed) ; beatitude.
Helium [li'ar) ; belligerent, rebel.

Bene (well) ; benediction, benefit.

Benignus [kind); benign, benignity
Bestia (beast) ; beast, bestial.

Bmi (/Ttw by two] ; binary, combine.
Bis (ticiice) ; bi.sscvtile, bisect.

Brevis (short) ; brief, brevity.

Caballus (horse) ; cavalry.
Cado, su/>. casum (I fall); cadence, ac-cident,

oc-casion, casual,
Caedo, caesum (/ cut); suicide, incision, con-

cise, cement ( = caedimentum).
Calcitro (/ kick, from calx ' heel ), recalcilmnl.
Calculus (pebble) ; calculate.
Calx ; chalk, calcine.

Callus (hard skin), callosus ; callous.
Campus (/'/«/«) ; camp, encamp, champaign.
Canaeo (/ burn or shine), candidus (lohite);

c.indid, incendiary, candle, c.indour.

Canis (dog) ; canine.
Canna (reed) ; canal, channel.
Canto (/ sing) ; chant incantation.
Capillus (hair) ; capillary.

Capio (/ take), caplus (taken) ; captive, capa-
city, accept, recipient, anticipate.

Caput [head) ; cape, capital, captain, chapter,
precipitate, decapitate.

Carbo (coal) ; carbon, carboniferous.

Career (//isou) ; incarcerate.

Cardo [hinge) ; cardinal.

Carmen (song) ; charm.
Caro, carnis (Jles/i); carnal, incarnate, charnel-

hou.se, carnival.

Cams (dear); charity, cherish.

Castigo [rest?-ain] ; castigate, chastise.

Castus (pure) ; chaste.

Casus (Jailing) ; case, casual, casuistry.

Causa ; cause ; excuse, accuse.
Caveo (/ take care ; caution.
Cavus (holloui) ; cave, e.vcavate.

Cedo (/ go) ; cede, precede, proceed, cession

Celeber (frequented) ; celebrate.
Celer (quick) ; celerity, accelerate.
Celo (/ hide) ; conceal.
Censeo (ijudge) ; censor, censure.

\i\ most cases only a few samples of the English derivatives are given,
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Centum {hundred) ; cent, century.
Centrum ; centre, concentrate, centrifugal.

Cemo, cretum [I distinguish) ; A\i,ce.rn, discreet,

secret, concern.
Certus resolved) ; certain, certify.

Cesso {I loiter); cease, cessation.

Charta (paper) ; chart, charter, cartoon.
Cingo [I gird) ; cincture, succinct.

Circum (routui), circus (a circle); circle,

circulate, circuit.

Cito (/ rouse) ; citation, excite.

Civis {citizen) ; civil, civic, city (civitas).

Clsimo {I shout); claim, clamour.
Claru3 {bright) ; clear, clarify.

Classis ; class, classic.

Claudo (/ shut) ; e.\clude, include, conclude,
close, enclose, cloister.

Clemens {mild); clemency, inclement.
Clino (/ bend) ; incline, declension.
Clivus {slopingground) ; declivity.
Coelebs {bachelor); celibacy.
Coelum {lieaven) ; celestial.

Cogito (/ think) ; cogitate.

Cognosco (/ examine) ; recognize, cognizant.
Colo (/ till) ; culture, cultivate, colony.
Color; colour.

Comes {companion) ; concomitant, cour.t.

Covaxao&\xs {convenient) ; commodious, incom^
mode.

Communis ; common, community.
Contra {against) ; counter, contrary.
Copia {plenty) ; copious, copy (to produce an

abundance of specimens).
Copulo {IJoin together) ; copulative.
Coquo (/ iJwV) : cook, decoction.
Cor, cordis {heart) ; cordial, concord, record.
Corona ; crown, coronation.
Corpus {body) ; corps, corpse, incorporate,

corporeal, corpulent.
Cras {to-morrow)

; procrastinate.
Credo {I believe) ; creed, incredible, credit.
Creo; create.

Cresco {Igrow) ; increase, crescent.
Crimen {charge) ; crime, criminal.
Crudus {raw), crudelis ; cruel, crude.
Crux {cross) ; crusade, crucify, excruciate.
Cubo, cumbo (/ lie) : succumb, recumbent^
Cubitus {a bend, elbow) ; cubit.
Culpa {/ault) ; inculpate, culpable.
Cumulus {heap) ; accumulate.
Cupidus {enger) ; cupid, cupidity.
Cura {care) : cure, curious, procure, secure
Curro, cursura (/ run); concur, discursive,

current, course, succour.
Curvus {bent) ; curve.
Custodia {guard) ; custody.

Samno; damn, condemn.
Sebeo, debitum (/ tnve) ; debt, debit.
Sebilis {weak) ; debility.
Secem {ten) ; December, decimal.
Secens {becoming) ; decent, decorous.
Sensus ; dense, condense.
Dens (to)//;); dentist, trident, indent.
Desidero (/ long/or) ; desire, desiderate.
Deua [God); deity, deify, deodand {(u id given

CO God).
Vfn^fSt {right); dexterity.

Dico, dictum (/ sa}) ; contradict, predict,

diction, dictate.

Dies {day) ; diarj-, diurnal.

Digitus (Jinger) ; digit, digital.

Eignus {7vorthy) ; condign, dignity, deign.
Disco (/ learn) ; disciple, discipline.

Divido; divide, division.

Divinus ; divine, divination.

Do, datum {I give) ; dative, add, date.

Doceo (/ teach) ; docile, doctor.

Dolor (grief), doleo (/ grieve) ; dolorous,
condole.

Domo (/ tame) ; indomitable.
Domus (/i^!<w) ; domestic, dome.
Dominus {tnaster) ; dominate, domain.
Dono {/present); donation, condone.
Dormio (/ sleep) ; dormant, dormitory.

Dubius {doubtjful) ; doubt, dubious, indubit-

able.

Duco, ductum (/ lead), dux ; conduct, duke,
adduce, seduce, educate.

Duo {two) ; dual, duet, duel.

Durus {luxrd) ; endure, durable, indurata,

Ebritis {drunke7i) ; ebriety, inebriate.

Edo (/ eat) ; edible, esculent [from esca).

Ego ( /) ; egotist or egoist.

lEnkO {! buy) : redeem, exempt.
Eo, ivi, itum {/go); exit, initial, perish.'

Eijuus (horse), eques {horseman) ; equine,

equerry, equitation.
Erro (j wander) ; err, error, erroneous, erratic,

aberration.
Examino (/ weigh) ; examine.
Exemplum ; example, sample.
Exerceo ; e.xercise.

Expedio (I set free); expedite, expedient.
Experior (/ try) ; expert, experience.

Faber {mechanic, engineer) ; fabric, fabricate.

Fabula {little story) ; fable, fabulous.

Facetus (clever) ; facetious.

Facias (maie) ; face, superficial.

Facilis (easy) ; facile, difficulty, faculty, facili-

tate.

Facio (/ make, do) ; fact, faction, affect, de-

ficient, benefactor, perfect, feat.

FaUo (/ deceive) ; false, fallible, fail.

Fama (report) ; fame, infamous.
Familia ; family, familiar.

Fans (speaking), fatum (what is spoken);
infant, fate, fatal.

Fanum (temple); fane, profane, fanatic.

Fastidium (loathing), fastidious.

Faveo ; favour.
Febris ; fever, febrile.

Fecundus (fertile) ; fecundity.
Felis (cat) ; feline.

Felix (happy) ; felicity.

Femina (woman) ; feminine, effeminate.
Fendo (/ strike) : defend, fence, offend, offence.

Fero (/ bear) ; fertile, infer ;
part, latus

;

dilate, translate.
Ferox ; ferocious, ferocity.
Ferrum (iron) ; ferruginous, farrier.

Ferveo (/ boil) ; fervent, fervid, effervesce,
Festus (solemn) ; festive, feaai.
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Fides (Jaith), fido (/ inist) ; fiJclity, confide,
periidy, defy.

Pigo, tixiiiu (Ijctstefi) ; fix, crucifix.

fUius {son) ; hlud, affiliate.

findo, lissum (/ cleave) ', fissure, fissile.

Kngo (/ shape) \ fiction, figure, feign.

Fiuis (t'«</); final, confine, nifinitive.

Pirmus | firm, confirm, affirm.

i'iscus {treasury) ; fiscal, confiscate.

jflageUuin {scourge, lit. scorcher) ; flagellate.

yiagitiuin {ilis^riiee) ; flagitious.

i'lagro (/ burn) : flagrant, conflagration.
ilauima ; flame, inflammation.
I'lo, flatnm (/ Wozy) ; inflate, flatulent.

liecto (/ benU) ; deflect, flexible, circumflex.
i'ligo (y strike) ; afilict, profligate.

i'los (y/o7oer] ; Acrid, flourish.

i'iuo, fiuxum (/ //oTX/j, fluctus {zvaz'e) ; flux,

influence, fluid.

Fodio, fossuni (/ ibi'g') ; fosse, fossil.

Folium '\Jea/) ; foliage, trefoil, exfoliate.

Fons ; fount, fountam.
Forma ; form, reform, inform.

i'ormido (yi'rtr) ; formidable.

Fors, fortuna ; fortune.

Fortis (strong) ; fortify, fortress.

Frango, .'"ractum (/ break) ; fr.-igile, fmil, in-

fringe, infraction, fragment, fracture.

Frater {Orother) ; fraternal, fratricide.

Fraus, fraudis ; fraud.

Frequens ; frequent.

Frico (/ rub) ; friction.

Frigus (co/d) ; frigid, refrigerate.

Frons ; front, affront, frontispiece.

Fructus (fruit) ; fruor (/ c7ijoy) ; fruit,

fructify, fruction, frugal (frugalis).

Frustra {in vain) ; frustrate.

Fugio {Iflee) ; fugitive, refuge.

'Fxdgeo (7 /i£:hte'!)\ refulgent.

Fulmen {thunderbolt); fulminate.

Fumus {smoke) ; fumigate, fume.
Fundo (/ pour) ; foundry, refund, confound,

confuse.
TiviTiAM^ {bottom); found, foundation, profound.
Ftuigor (7 discharge) ; fuiiction, defunct.

Fimus ; funeral.

Fur {thief) ; furtive.

Gelu {ice) ;
gelid, congeal, jelly.

Gens {race), gigno {root gen-), / beget

;

genus {kind ) :
gentile, generate, gender,

degenerate, general, gentle.

Gero, gcstum (/ bear) ; gesture, suggest, belli-

gerent.

Glacjas (ice) ; glass, glacial, glazier.

Glans {kernel); gland, glandular.

G'oi;us (ball) ;
globe, conglomerate.

Gloria; glory.

Gradus (step), gradior (/ zvalk) ; grade, dl-

gressi^on, transgress, aggression.

Grandi3 {large) ;
grand, aggrandize.

Granum (^'rt/w); granular.

Gratia ; .grace, gratuitous, gratis.

Bratus
;

gratefifl, .gratitude.

Bravis (heavy) ;
grave, grief, .gravitation.

Grex (Jlocl;) ; gregarious, congregate.

Bubemo (//iVo/); govern.

Habeo (/ have) \ have, habit, prohibit,
Habito (dwell) ; habitation, inhabit.

Haereo (/ stick) ; adhere, hesitate.

Hae es (heir) ; inherit, hereditary.
Halo (/ breatlie) ; exh,ale, inhale.

Haiu'io, haustum (/ draw) ; exhaust.
Herba ; herb, herbaceous.
Hibernus (wintry) ; hibernate.
Histrio (actor) ; histrionic.

Homo (man) ; human, homicide.
Honestus ; honest.
Honor ; honour, honorary.
Horreo (I shudder) ; horror, horrid, abhor.
Hortor; exhort.
Hortus (garden); horticulture.
Hospes (guest) ; hospitable, host.
Hostis (enemy) ; hostile.

Humeo (I am met) ; humid, humour.
Humus {ground) ; exhume, humble.

Ignis (fire) ; ignite, igneous.
Ignore ; ignore, ignorant.

Imago ; image, imagine.
Impero (I command) ; empire, imperious,

imperative.
Indico (//<?/«/); indicate.

Inferus (lo^ti) ; inferior, infernal.

Ingenium (talent) ; ingenious, engine.

Ingenuus (native) ; ingenuity.
Insula (island) ; insulate, insular.

Integer (-whole) ; integral, integrity.

TjoteWigo (Iperceive); intelligent, intellect.

Invito
I

invite.

Jxa.(ange>); ire, irate, irascible.

Irrito (/ provoke) ; irritate.

Iterum {again) ; reiterate.

Iter, itineris (journey); itinerant.

Jaceo (/ lie down) ; adjacent.

Jacio, jactum (/ throw); eject, object, ad-

jective, conjecture.

Jocus; joke, jocular.

Judex ; judge, judicious, prejudice.

Jugum (j)'oX.'t-) ; conjugal,' conjugate, jugular.

Jiuigo, junctum ; join, joint, juncture, con-

junction, injunction.

Juro {I swear) ; conjure, jury, perjury.

Jus (justice), Justus (just) ; just, injury,

jurisdiction.

Juvenis (young) ; juvenile, junior.

Labor ; labour, laboratory.

labor (/ slide) ; lapse, collapse.

Lac (milk) ; lacteal, lactic.

Lacrima (tear) ; lacrimose, lacrymal.

Laedo. laesum (/ dash or h7trt) ; lesion, elide,

collision.

Langufo, languidus ; languish, languid.

Lapis (stone) ; lapidary, dilapidate.

Largus ; large.

Latus 'broad) ; latitude, dilate.

Latus {side); lateral, equilateral.

Laus, laudis (praise) ; laud, iaudable.

lavo ;' / zoash) . lavatory, lave.

Laxus (loose) ; lax, relax.

Lego (I defiute) ; legate, legacy.

Lego, lectum {I gatker) ; coflect, eject, lec-

ture, college, legioa.
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Lenis {smooth) ; lenity.

Levis (light), levo (/ lift); levity, alleviate,'

relieve, elevate.

Lex. leijis [iaiv) ; le;;al, legislate.

Liber ( /Ve'c) ; I1ber.1l, deliver. *

liiher (i'h'i)A) : library, libel.

Lihrd. [ht/a>tce) : hbration deliber.ate.

l-icet (it is laiufich ; licence, illicit.

Ligo (/ tic) ; oblige, religion, league, ligament.
lAax^n {threshold); eliminate

l
= put out.side

the threshold).

Limes {boundary) ; limit.

Linea ; line, lineal.

Lingua [tongue'' ; linguist, language.
Linquo, lictum (/ leave) : relinquish, relict.

Liquor, liquidus; liquid, liquefy.

Litsra ; letter, literal, illiterate.

Locus (//rtct") ; locale, local, locomotion.
Longus ; long, longitude, elongate.
Loquor (/ sj>eak>, loqua.\ : elocutioi<, loqua-

cious, colloquy, eloquent.
LucruiU (gain); lucrative, lucre.

Ludo, lusuin \Iplay) ; elude, pn-Iude, illusion,

ludicrous.

Lumen (light) ; luminous, illuminate.
LiLnt. (moon) ; lunar, lunatic.
Luo (/ -,1'ash) ; dilute, ablution alluvial.

Lustrum {/>nri/iration) ; lustre, illubtrate.

l,\V!i (light) ; lucid, elucidate.

Machina ; machine.
Macula (spot; ; immaculate.
irfagister; m'^gistrale, master.
Magnus (.'?-t', •;'), m.ajor [greater); magnitude,

majesty, .nayor.
Mi lus (l>ad) : malice, maltreat, malady.
Ma-Tima (I'reast) ; mamma, mammalia.
M.^ndo [coiiiinii, enjoin) ; mandate, commend.
Mt.neo, mansum ^7 remain) ; mansion, remain,

emnant. perm.an^nt.
Manas (hand) ; ma.uial, manufactory, manu-

script, maintain, inanacle, emancipate,
manumit.

VTare (sea) ; marine, mariner.
Mars ; martial.

Mater {mother) ; maternal, matricide, matron,
matrimony.

Materia (timber, stuff) ; matter, material.
Maturus (ripe) \ mature, premature.
Medeor (/ /(•(?/); remt»dy, medicine.
Medius (miiidle) : mediator, immediate.
Melior [betfer'i : ameliorate.
Membrum (limb) : member, membrane.
Memor | mind/ul) : memini (/ remember) ;

remember, memory, commemorate.
Mendax (lying) ; mendacious.
Mendicus (beggar) ; mendicant.
Mendum (/««//); mend, emendation.
Mens, mentis (mind) ; mental, vehement.
Mereo (/ deserve) : merit.

Mergo (/ plunge) ; immerse, emergency.
Merx (wares) ; merchant, market, mercer
Metier, mensus sum (/ measure) ; immense,

mensuration, measure.
Migro ; emigrate.
Miles (soMier) ; military', militate.

Mille {thomaiu/) ; mile, million.

Uiaister {servant) ; minister, ministry.

Minor (less), minuo (/ lessen) ; diminish,
minority, minute.

Miror (/ admire) ; admire, miracle.
Misceo, ini.xtum (/ /nijc) ; miscellany, pro-

miscuous.
Miser {turetched) ; mi.ser, misery-.

Mitto, missum (/ send) ; admit, permit, pro-

mise, mission, mi.ssile.

Modus (mtasure) ; mode, mood, model, mode-
rate, modest modulation.

Mola ; mill, meal, molar, immolate, emolument
(the miller s perquisite).

Mollis (soft) ; emollient, mollify.

Moneo (/ warn); admon.sh, monument,
monster, monitor.

Mons ; mount, mountain, surmount, promon-
tory. *

Monstro (/ show) ; demonstrate. ,

Morbus (disease) ; morbific, morbid.
Mordeo, morsum (/ bite) ; remorse morsel.

Mors, mortis (death) ; mortal, mortuary.
Mos, moris (custom) ; moral.
Moveo, niotum (/ move), mobilis ; move,

motive, moment, mobility, emotion.
Multiis (many) ; multitude, multiple.

Mundus {world); mundane.
Munio (I/orti/y) ; munition, muninient.

Munus (gift, share) ; remunerate, iinraiiuity.

Mtu'us (wall) ; mural, intramural.

Musa (muse) ; music, amuse, museum.
Muto (/ change) ; mutable, commul e.

Narro ; narrate, narrative.

Nascor, natus sum (/ atn born) ; nascent,

native, nation, cognate, nature.

Nasus (nose) ; nasal.

Navis (ship) ; naval, navigate, navy.
iNauta (sailor) ; nautical, nautilus.

Necesse ; necessarj', nece.ssity.

Kecto, nexum (/ tie) ; connect, annex.

Nefas (unspeakable wickedness) ; nefarious.

Nego {I deny) ; negation, renegade.
Negotium (business) ; negotiate.

iNervus (string) ; nerve, enervate.

Neuter (not either) ; neuter, neutral.

Kiger (black) ; negro.

Nihil (nothing) ; annihilate

Noceo (/ hurt) ; innocent, no.vious.

No-SCO. notum (/ kno2u) ; no-men (name), no-

bills {noble) ; noun, name, nominal, noble,

ignominy, note, notion.

Non (not) ; non-entity, non-age.

Norma (rule): normal, enormous.
Novem (nine) ; November
Novus («£'to) ; novel, renovate, novice.

Nox (night) ; nocturnal, equinox
Nubo (/ marry) ; nuptial, connubial.

Nudus (naked) ; nude, denude.
Nullus {none) ; nullity, annul.

Numerus (niimbei-) ; numeral, enumerate.
Nuntio ; announce, renounce.
Nutrio (/ nourish) ; nutritious.

Nutrix ; nurse.

Obliquus ; oblique.

Oblivio (from liv-idus) ; oblivion.

Obscurus {dark) ; obscure.
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Occulo (^litfif); occult.
Occupo (//«j/ hMof): occupy, occup.-\tion.
Octo (eigkt) ; oct.ive, October.
Oculus \eye, initi) ; ocular, oculist.
Odium luitred) odious, odium.
Oior' s'/ie//) : oiour. odorous, redolent.
Offieium {duty) : office, officious.
Oleum {oil) ; oleaginous.
Om^n; ominous, abominate.
Omnis \al!) ; omnipjtent, omnibus.
Onus, oneris lonii) ; onerous, e.\onerate.
Opinor (/ thin/;) ; opine, opinion.
Optd (/ desire) ; option, adopt.
Opus, operis {work) ; operate.
Orbis {circie) ; orb, orbit, exorbitant.
Ordo [order) ; ordain, ordinary,
Orior. oruis (/ r/Vc); origin, abortive.
Oro {/ s/'L'ak) : orator, adore.
Os, oris {mouth); oral.
Oscu'.or (/ kiss) ; oscillate.
Ovum {egg) ; oviparous, oval.

Paciscor, pactus (/ make an agreement) ; pact,
compact.

Pa^s \villtige] ; pagan, peasant.
PalUum (cioak)

; pall, palliate.
'Eai^Q if stroke)- palpable, palpitate.
Palus {stake)

; pale, palisade, impale.
Pando, pansuin and passum (/ spread); ex-

pand, expanse, compass.
Pango, pactum (//((.f/tvj); impinge, compact.
Panis [bread) ; companion (one who shares

your bread).
Par {equal)

; peer, compare.
Paroo (/ s/are)

; parsimony.
Pareo (/ appear) \ apparent.
Pario (/ brino forth) ; parent, viviparous.
Paro (/ put, prepare) ; repair, compare.
rais {/>art); partition, party, particle, parti-

ciple, parse, particular.
Pasco, pastum (//fd*./). pasture, pastor.
Pater (/ather); paternal, patron, patrimony,

patrician.
Patria {country)

; patriot, expatriate.
Patior, passus (/ sitter)

; patient, passion.
Pauper {poor)

; pauper, poverty.
Pax, pacis {peace)

; pacific.
^ectTis{breasti

; pectoral, expectorate.
Peculium

( private property)
; peculiar, pecu-

lation.

Pecunia {money)
; pecuniary. *

Pello (/ dri7!e) ; compel, repulse, pulse.
Pendeo (/ hang); pendo, pensum (/ hang or

n'eigh)
; depend, pension, recompense,

perpendicular.
Penetro (/ pierce)

; penetrate.
Peniina («.3«0

; penury, penurious.
Perdo (/ lose); perdition.
Persona {mask)

; person.
Pes, pedis {foot); pedal, pedestrian, impede,

expedite, biped.
Pestis {plague)

; pest, pestilence.
Peto, petitum (ask, seek); petition, compete,

repeat, appetite.
Pingo, pictum {paint) ; depict, picture.
Pilo (/ steal)

; pillage, compile.
Piscis {fislt)

; piscatory.
KIV& (dutiful)

I pious, piety, pity.

Placeo (///t'rt.rf) ; placid, pleasant.
Plango ; complain.
Planta : plant, plantation.
Planus {le-c'el) ; plane, plain.
Pkiudo (/ clap); applaud, plausible.
Plebs {commonalty), plebeian.
Plecto (/ 7veaze) ; complex, perplex.
Pleo (/ Jill) plenus {/nil,

; plenary, com-
plete, replete, supply.

Plico (/ fold); apply, comply, dnplic'ty,
double, complex, pliable, surplice, accom-
plice.

Ploru (/ weep) ; deplore, explore.
Plumbum {lead)

; plumber, plummet.
Plus, pluns {more)

; plural, surplus.
Poena 0«f), punio (/«««//) ; penal, ininitive,

repent, penance, penitent.
Polio; polish, polite.

Pondus (weight); pound, ponder.
Pono, positum {/place) ; impose, deposit, com-

pound, position.

Populus {people) ; popular, publish.
Porcus {hog); pork.
Porta {door)

; jjortal, portico, porthole.
"Porto {! cany); export, important.
Portus {harbour) ; port.

Possum (/ can)
; possible, potent.

Vost {after) ; posterity.

Postulo (/ demand) ; postulate.
Preeda {plunder)

; predatory, prey.
Pravus {crooked)

; deprave, depravity.
Vrecor {Ipray); deprecate, precarious.
"Bi&htnAo {I grasp)

; ai'preheiid, comprehend.
Premo, pressura {/ />ress) ; express.
Primus {frst) ; primeval, primrose.
Princeps (/)-/«£<.); principal.
Viivo {/ deprive) ; deprive, private.
Probo (/ make good); prove, probable, re-

probate.
Probrum {shameful acts) : opprobrious.
Probus {honest, good)

;
probity.

Promo, promptus ; piompt.
Prope {near), proximus {nearest); propinquity,

proximate.
Proprius {one s 07un)

; proper, property, pro-
priety.

Pudor {shame), pudet ; impudent.
7\xer{boy)] puerile.
Tu^U {iojrer)

; pugilist.
Fugno {/fight); pugnacious, impugn.
Pulmo {lungs)

; pulmonary.
Puugo, punctum (/prick) ; pungent, puncture,

expunge, point.
Pupus, pupillus (a little boy) ; pupil, puppet.
Purgo (/ clea/tsc) ; purge, purgatory.
Purus ; pure, purify.
Puto (/ cut, calculate, think) ; amputate, com-

pute, count, depute.
Putris [rotten) ; putrid, putrefy.

Quaerofquaesitum (/seek); question, inquire,
query, exquisite.

Qualis (of which kind): quality, qualify.
ftuantus (ho-w great)

; quantity,
ftuatio, quassum, cutio, cussum (/ shake"!

,

qua.sh, percussion, discuss.
Quartus (fourth), (|u.adra (si/uare)

;
quart.

quarter, quadrant, quadratic.
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Gueror (/ cf>mf<laiii) ; querulous,

ftuies (res/) ;
quiet, acquiesce.

"Q,uinque, quintus; quintessence.

Radius (raj-) ; radius, radiate.

Radix (root) ; radical, eradicate.

Rado, rasum (/ scrape) ; erase, razor.

Ramus {branch) ; ramify.
Rapio {I snatcli); rapid, rapture, rapine, rapa-

cious, ravish, ravage.
Rarus (thin) ; rare, rarefy.

Ratio (reckoning); reason, rational.

Ratus (reckoned) ; ratify, rate.

Rego (/ make straight) ; regular direct,

regent, regiment, rector, rectify.

Rex (king) ; regal, regicide.

Regnum ; reign, regnant.
Repo (I creep)

'i
reptile, surreptitious.

Res (thing) ; real, republic.
Rete (net) ; retina, reticule.

Rideo, risum (/ latigh)\ deride, risible.

Rigeo (/ am stiff) ; rigid, rigour.
Rigo (/ water) ; irrigate.

Ritus; rite, ritual.

Rivus (brooks, rivalis (having the same brook
in common ; river, rival, derive, rivulet.

Robur {('(7/t, stroif^th) ; robust, corroborate.
Rodo, rosum (I gnaiv) ; corrode, corrosion.
Rogo (/ ask) ; arrogate, prorogue.
Rota [luheei) ; rotate, rotary.
Rotimdus ; round, rotund.
Rudis (untaught) ; rude, erudite, rudiment.
Ruga (ivrinklc) ; corrugate.
Rumpo, ruptum (/ break) ; rupture, eruption,

corrupt, bankrupt.
Ru9 (/ rusli) ; ruin.

Rus, ruris (country) ; rustic, rural.

Sacer (sacreci), sacerdos (priest) ; sacred, sacri-

fice, s.icerdotal.

Sagax (kno^Liing) ; sage, sagacious, presage.
Sal; salt, saline, salarj'.

Salic, saltum, sultum (/ leap) ; salient, assail,

assault, salmon (the leapingJisk), insult.

Salus, ^aXuU^' (safety) . salute, salutary.
Salvus (safe) : salvation, saviour.

Sanctus (holy) ; saint, sanctify.

Sanguis (blooil) ; .sanguinary, sanguine.
Saao (/ make sound) ; sanative, sanatory.
&9.mi&(souiui) ; sane, sanity, sanitary.
Sapio (/ taste, am wise), sapor (taste)

;

savour, .sapient, insipid.

Satis [enough), satur (full), satio (/ fill) ;

satiate, saturate, satisfy.

Scando (I climb\\ scan, ascend, descend.
Scindo. scissum (/ iyS/zVl ; rescind, scissors.

Scio (/ know) ; science, prescience, omni-
science, conscience.

Scribo, scriptum (/ write) ; scribe, describe,
scripture, ijostscript.

Serupulus (a little pebble) ; scruple.
Scrutor (/ cfamine) ; scrutiny.
Seco, sectum (/ ctit) ; sect, section, dissect,

segment, secant.
Sedeo, sessum (/ sit), side (/ set); session,

sedentary, sediment, possess, subside,
»ssiduous, consider.

Semen (seed) ; seminary, disseminate.

Senex (old-man); senile, senate.

Sentio ( / feet, think), sensus (feeliiig) ; scent,

sentence, as.sent, sense.

Sepelio (/ bu}y) ; sepulture, .sepulchre.

Septem (idTYVi) ; September, septennial.

Sequor, secutus (I folhnv), secundus (follow-

ing) ; sequence, sequel, consequent, perse-

cute, second.
Sere, sertum (/ set in' a ro%i.<)\ insert, e.xert,

desert, series, sermon.
Servus (slave), servio (/ serve), servo (/ watch

or preserve) ; serf, servile, servant, pre-

serve, deserve.
Sidus (star) ; sidereal, consider.

Signum ; sign, signal, resign.

Sileo (/ am silent) ; silent, silence.

Silva (wood) ; sylvan.
Siniilis (like) ; similar, assimilate, resemble,

simulate.
Simul (together) ; assemble, simultaneous.
Singuli (one by one) ; single, singubir.

Sinus (citn'c, lap] ; sine, sinuous.
Sisto (/ i/o/, I stand); consist, insist.

Sccius (compa?iion) ; .social, society.

Sol (sun) ; solar, solsticS.

Sclidus ; solid, solder.
Solor ; con sole, solace.
Solum ; soil.

Solus (alone) : solitude, desolate.

Solvo, solutum (/ loosen) ; solve, solution.

Somnus (sleep) ; somnolent, somnambulist.
Sonus ; sound, sonorous, consonant.
Sopor (sleep) ; soporific.

Spargo, sparsum (/ stretv) ; sparse, disperse.

Spatium; space, spacious, e.\patiate.

Specie, spectum (/ look), species (appearance,
kind) ; special, respect, spectator, despise,

suspicion.

Sparc (/ hope) ; despair, desperate.
Spii'O (/ breathe), spiritus (breath) ; spirit,

aspire, conspire.

Splendeo (/ shine) ; splendour, splendid.
Spolium ; spoil, spoliation.

Spondeo, sponsum (/ promise) ; sponsor, re-

spond, despond.
Stella (sta/) ; stellar, constellation.

Stemo, stratum (/ throw down); prostrate,

consternation.

Stilus (pen\ ; style.

Stimulus (good) ; stimulate.

Stirps (/oot) ; e.\tirpate.

Sto, statuni (/ stand) ; station, stature, stable,

distant, obstacle, armistice, substance.

Statuo (/ set uf) ; statue, statute.

Stringo, strictum (/ tighten) ; stringent, strain,

strict, strait.

Striio, structum (I pile up) ; construct, destroy,

construe.
Studium (zeal) : study.
Stupeo (/ atii amazed) ; stupid.

Suadeo (/ advise) \ suasion, persuade.

^\xAo(I sweat), sudor; sudorific, e.xude.

Sum (/ am), root es, ens (being) ; entity, pre-

sent. Futurus [about to be) ; future.

Summus (highest) ; .sum, summit.
Sumo, siimptum (/ take) ; assume, consume

consumption.
Super (above) , superior, supreme.
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Surgo (/ fisc) ; surge, resurrection.

Taceo (/ am silent) ; tacit, taciturn.

Tango, tactum (/ touch > ; tact, contact, con-

tagion, contiguous, attain, attach.

Tardus {slow) retard, tardy.

Tego, tectum (/ cover) ; protect, integument.
Tenmo (/ ilespUe) ; con.einn.
Tempero ( / wr^/t'/'a/") ; temperate, temper.
Tcmplum; temple, contemplate.
Temuus (time); temporal, temporary, tense.

Tendo, tensum (/ stretch) ; contend, intend,

tense, tension.

Teneo, tentum (/ /lolif) ; tenant, tenacious,

tenour, retain, content, retinue, con-
tinuous.

Tento or tempto (/ ir}') ; tempt, attempt.
Terminus (Iwundary) ; term, terminate.

Tero, tritum (/ rub) ; trite, contrition.

Terra (earth) ; terrestrial, terrene, inter,

terrier, terrace.

Terreo \ Ifrighten) : terrify, terror, deter.

Teotis (witness) ; testify, testimony, attest,

detest, protest.

Texo, textum (/ weave) \ te.\t, context, texture,

textile.

Timeo (J/ear) ; timid.

Torqueo, tortum (/ twist) ; torsion, contort,

torture, torme.it.

Torrco, tostum (Iparch) ; torrid, toast.

TotU3 {whole) ; total.

Traho tractum (/ drazu) ; treat, tract, attract.

Tremo (/ tremble) ; tremour, tremendous.
Tres, tria (three) ; trefoil, trident, trinity.

Tribuo (/ nssigii) ; tribute.

Tribus ; tribe, tribune.

Trudo, trusum (/ thrust) \ e.xtrude, intrusion.

Tuber (swelling) ; tubercle, protuberance.
'ivi^ot (I protect) \ tuition, tutor.

Tumeo (I swell) ; tumid, tumult.
Tundo, tusum (/ thnmfi) ; contusion.
Turba (mob) ; turbulent turbid.
Turpis (font) ; turpitude.

TTber (ndder) ; exuberant.
Ultra (beyond), ulterior (further), ultimus

(furthest) ; ulterior, ultimate, penult.
TTnbra (shade) ; umbrage, umbrella.
Uncia (a twelfth part) ; ounce, inch, uncial;
Unguo, unctum (I anoint) \ unguent, ointment,

unction.

Unda (wave) ; abound, redound, abundant,
inundate, undulate.

tTnus (one) ; union, unit, triune, uniform, uni-
verse, unique.

Urbs (city) ; urban, suburb.
Xiv%t^ ([ press) \ urge, urgent.
Uro, ustum (/ burn) ; combustion.
(Itor, usui {J tise) ; use, utility, usury.

Uxor (rai/yi-) ; uxorious.

Vaoca (cow) \ vaccination, vaccine.
Vaco (/ am jinoccupied) ; vacant, vacation,

vacate, vacuum, evacuate.
Vagor (/ wander), vagus (luandering) ; vague,

vagrant, vagabond.
Valeo (/ am strong); valid, valour, value,

avail, prevail.

Vallus (stake), vallum' (rampart) ; circumval-
lation

Vanus (e/nfity) ; vain, vanity.
Vapor (steam) ; vapour, evaporate
Varius ; various, variety, variegate.

Vastus ; vast, waste, devastate.
Veho, vecium (/ carry) ; convey, convex,

inveigh, vehicle.

Velio, vulsum (/ pluck) ; convulse, revulsion.
Velum (coi'ering) ; veil, reveal, develop.
Vendo (/ sell) ; vend, venal.

Venenum (poison I ; venom
Veneror (/ worship) ; venerate, revere
Venio, ventum (/ come) ; convene, venture,

convent, prevent, revenue, convenient,
co¥enant.

Venter (belly) ; ventriloquist.

Ventus (wind) ; ventilate.

Verbum (wo>d) ; verb, verbal, proverb.
Verto, versum (/ tu>-n) ; verse, veision, con-

vert, divorce, adverse, advertise, universe,

vortex, vertical.

Verus (true) ; verity, verify, aver.

Vestis (garment) ; vest, vesture, vestry.
Vetus (old) ; inveterate, veteran.
Via (road) ; deviate, pervious, trivial.

Vicinus (neighbouring) ; vicinity.

Vicis (change) ; vici_ssitude. vicar.

Video, visum (/ see) ; visible, vision, provide,
revise, visage, prudence, providence, sur-

vey, envy.
Vilis (clieap) ; vile, vilify.

Vinco, victum (/ conquer) ; victor, vanquish,
victim, convince, convict.

Vir (;«««), virtus {^manliness); virtue, vir.igo,

triumvir, virile.

Vis ( force) ; violent.

VitaV'/''); vital.

"^i^Xmw (fault); vice, vicious, vitiate.

Vivo, victum (/ live) ; revive, vivify, vivacious,
victuals.

Voco (/ calf), vox (voice) ; voice, vocal, voca-
tion, invocate, corivolce, vowel.

Volo (/ will) ; voluntary, benevolent, volition.
Volvo, volutum (/ roll) ; revolve, volume, re-

volution, voluble.
Voro (/ devour) ; voracious, devour.
Voveo, votum (/ ziow) ; vote, votive, votarj',

devote, devout.
"VnXgua (common people) ; vulgar, divulge.
Vulnus (7vound) ; vulnerabls.
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"Lint of the principal Greek Wbrds Derivatives from, which hava
been adopted into English.

'AyytKos (angelos, tncssciiger) ; angel,

e\angelist.

Ayioy (sacrt'if) ; hagiology.
^t^yoiyij {leadino) ; synagogue.
'hywv [s/rui;g/ej ; ag>jny, antagonist.

'A^a/j.as [steel) ; adamant, diamond.
'A Tip [air) ; aeronaut, aerostation.

*A9Ao!/ [contest) ; atlilete, athletic.

Pilei]p (.r/j)
; ether, ethereal.

Ai.ua [blood) ; haemorrhage.
fiAfiyixa [riddle) ; enigma.
A'picTLi [choice) ; heresy, heretic.

hXa6y}(ns [perception) ; aesthetics.

'AicaSrifj.sia ; academy.
'Ak/xi) [point] ; acme.
'AKo\ovdew (/ follo-dj) ; acolyte or

acolyth.

^Akovw [I h,ar) ; acoustics.

'AKpodo/xai [/listen) ; acroamatic.
'AKpos [top] ; acropolis.

^.\KKos [other) ; allopathy.

'A Wri\ovs [one anothi r)
; parallel.

AK<^a [a) ; alf^habet.

'A/n-^t [on both sid's) ; amphibious, am-
piiitheatre.

'Afffj-os [wijtd) ; anemometer.
"AifOos [flower) ; anthology.

"Afdpa^ [coal) ; anthracite.

"Ai'd^wiriis [man] ; anthropolog}', phil-

anthropy.

'Afi-Jifia [claim, demand) ; axiom.
"ApKTos [bear) ; arctic.

'AptdfiSs [mifKhcj-) ; arithmetic.

Apiaros [best) ; aristocracy.

'Apixovia ; harmony.
'ApTTjpio ; artery.

^Apxv [rule, bej^inning) ; monarch, arch-

angel, architect.

*AixKeu) [I exercise) ; ascetic.

'Aff-rip [star) ; astral, asteroid, astro-

nomy.
'Aid [I breathe) ; asthma, atmospliere.

AvT<5y [self) ; autograph, autocrat.

Ba\\» (/ th7-o-iu), Po\ri, jSAfjjua ; hyper-

bole, parable, emblem, symbol.
BdiTTw. ^aTTTi^ai ; bapli/,e.

Bap/3opos [not Greek) j barbarous.

^dpos [rueijht) ; barometer.
Bdo-is [treading, support) ; base, basis.
Bi^Aioi^ [book) ; Bible, bibliopole.
Biof [life) ; biography, amphibious
BAaarcp-q/xia

; blasphemy.
BoV^fl [silk-'u'orin) ; bombazine.
BoTavT) [grass) ; botany.
Bpjyxos [zuitidpipe) ; bronchitis.
Tr) {earth) • apogee, geography, geology.
TaKa. [milk)

; galaxy.
rdfios [marnage) ; bigamy.
TaffT-np [bell))

; gastric, gastronomy.
TeVos [race)

; genealogy.
ri-)as

; giant, gigantic.

rAitrj-a [tongue)
; gloss, glossary,

rAiJtpo) [carve) ; hieroglyphic.
Vvwjxwv [pointer] ; gnomon, physio-
gnomy.

Tpdrpo) [I write]
; gi-ammar, telegraph,

graphic, paragraph.
Vvixvd^w [I exercise)

; gymnastic
Tw-t) [woman] ; misogynous.
Ao/CTuAos [finger] ; dactyl.
Aaifiuv [diz'ini^] ; demon.
Ailyna [pointing)

; paradigm.
AeVa [ten] ; decalogue.
Aiv^pov [tree] ; dendrology.
ArjiJ-os [people) ; democracy.
AlaiTa [way 0/living) ; diet.

Ai^dffKO} [I teach] ; didactic.

AL-rrAoifia [ajiythingfolded) ; diploma.
Aoyjxa. [opinion) ; dogma, dogmatic.
AJ|a [opinion, glory) ; orthodox, dox-

ology.

Apdca [I act] ; drastic, drama.
Apofios [running) ; hippodrome.
Awa/niy [power] ; dynamics, dynasty.
"E5pa [seat] ; cathedral.

"I-Qvoi [race] ; ethnic, heathen, etlino-

_,

logy.

ECos [custom) ; ethics.

ElSos [form] ; kaleidoscope, cycloid, &c
^toaXov [image] ; idol, idolatry.

EiKwi/ [image] ; iconoclast.

f^ipa>vfia [dissimulation] ; irony.

'FAacTTiKos [that may be driven) ; elastic*

'lLKfi}iJ.oavvT\ [pity) ; eleemosyoary.
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•EA\7)y {Greek) ; Hellenic.
"El/ [oiif) ; hyphen.
"Ev'Sov {-ivit/iin) ; endogenous.
'F.vTefia {ciitrai/s) ; dysentery.
"E^ {fix) ; liexagon.

''E^a- {outside) ; exoteric.

"Eitto {seven) ; he]itarchy.

"Epyov {tcwA-) ; energy, mctallur,^.
'Epy/j.us {solitary) ; eremite, heriDit.

"Erepoj {other) ; heterodox, hetero-
geneous.

''Eri/^os {true) ; etymology.
E5 {welt) ; eulogy, euphony.
"Exw (/ hold) ; epoch.
Zci'j/T) [girdle) ; zone.

Zcoor, Qxibiov {animal) ; zoology, zoo-
phyte, zodiac.

"i\-)T)(Tis [leading) ; exegesis.

""IWfKTpnv {amber) ; electricity.

"riAios {s'zm) ; heliacal, heliotrope.

'Huepa {day) ; ephemeral.
'H^i {half) ; hemisphere.
"Hpus ; hero.

'Hxi?, VX'^ {sound) ; echo, catechize.

©eao^oj (/ behold) ; theatre, theory,

theorem.
0ai/|ita {ccwider) ; thaumatrope.

QeSs {God) ; theology, theism, enthu-
siast.

©epfirfr {heat) ; thermometer, isothermal.

Qepairevo) (/ heal) ; therapeutics.

Qenis, Oefia {placing) ; anatliema, anti-

thesis, epithet, theme.

Qy,Kr\ {box) ; hypothecate, apothecary.

Gy^tJs {mind) ; enthymeme.
'loe'a {form) ; idea.

"iSios (peculiar)]; ISmttjs, 15iu.'/ua; idiom,

idiot, idiosyncrasy.

"ifp^s {sacred) ; hierarch ; hierogly-

phic.

'WapSs {cheerful) ; hilarity.

"Ittttos {horse) ; Philip, hippopotamus.
"^Xpis ; iris, iridescent.

'iffoj {equal) ; isomorphous, isochro-

nous, isosceles {(tksKos = leg).

'IcTTopia {investigation) ; history, story.

'Ix9"S [Jish) ; ichthyology.

KaAe'w {I call) ; tKK?*ri(Tia ; ecclesiastic.

Ka\6s {beauti/uf) ; udKAos {beauty)

calligraphy, calotype, calisthenic.

KcAuiTTco (/ hide) ; apocalypse.

KofiafJcJx (pure) ; cathartic.

Kato's {bail) ; c?.co;)honou!:.

Kayciv {rule) ; canon, canonical.
Kauo-Ti/cuj {burning) ; caustic.

Viivrpov {point) ; centre.

\\K\ixa. {slope) ; climate.
K/\?/,ta| [ladder) ; climax, climacteric.
KAiVcj (l bend) ; incline, enclitic.

Koij/Jj [common) ; epicene.

liSyxn [cockle) ; conchology.
KoV^os {world) ; cosmical, microccjm.
Kofxi]Trts [long-haired) ; comet.
Kpauioy {skull) ; cranium.
Kpdros {strength) ; autocrat, demo-

crat.

Kpivo) {Ijudge) ; Kpiuis, kqitikSs
; critic,

crisis, hypocrisy.

Kpi'aTU.XKos [ice) ; crystal.

KpiiTFTco [I hide) ; apocryplia. crypt.

KvkXos {circle) ; cycle, cycloid, cyi.!o-

pa;dia.

Kv\iv5pos {roller) ; cylinder.

KuySos ; cube.

Kvoiv ['log) ; cynic.

Kvpiaicos [belonging to the Lord); church.
KHiixos [festivity) ; encomium.
Kivos ; cone.

ts-iyoi [say, choose) ; eclectic.

Ae'liy [speech) ; lexicon, dialect.

AafxPdfw [I take) ; epilepsy, syllable.

Ai'iTM {I leave) ; ellipse, eclipse.

Kiixhv ; lichen.

hil-Tos {belonging to the people) ; lituigy,

AiOoj [stone) ; lithography, lithic.

Af^ycs {speech, reason) ; logic, dialogue,

syllogism.

hi'po. ; lyre, lyric.

Al'w [loosen)
;

paralysis.

Ma^os ; Magian, magic.

Mo/cp($s {long) ; macrocosm.
lilddr^fj.a {learning) ; mathematics.
Mdprvs {2uit>iess) ; martyr.

MeAas {black) ; melancholy.

VliXos {tune) ; melody.
yitToWov ; metal.

yjrpov (measure) ; meter, barometer.

Mtjttjp {mother) ; metropolis.

Mrtxo-vf) {contrivance) ; mchanics.
Mia'ivoD [/pollute) ; miasma.
MiKpSs [small) ; microscope.

M?ur)s [imitator) ; mimic.
Mio-of [hatred) ; misanthrope.

Vly{ip.(i)if {remembering) ; mnernonic
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MoVoj {cn/y) ; monarch, moiiog.imy,

monotheism.
Moyax6s ; monk.
MopqjT] [form) ; amorphous.
Mt/tTTjjpia ; mystery.
Nafs {ship) ; nautical, nausea (sea-sick-

ness).

HapKiu (/ benumb) ; narcotic.

N€»f(jdy {dead) ; necropolis, necromancy.
Ne'oj {new) \ neology, neophyte.
'Nerpov [string, nerve) ; neuralgia.

Ni/croy {is/ami) ; Polynesia.

No^o's {/azu) ; antinomian, astronomy,
gastronomy.

T^offos {disease) ; nosology.
'O0f\l(rKos ; obelisk.

'oS6s (w'<7>') ; exodus, method, period.
OJkos [house) ; economy.
Oticriais {d-welling) ; olnim (/ inJialit) ;

diocese, oecumenical.
*0\os {whole) ; catholic, holocaust.

'0/uo(os [like) ; homoeopathy.
'OjxSs [same) ; homogeneous.
'Oyofia, owfioi [name) ; synonymous,

patronymic,

'oius [sharf) ; oxygen, paroxysm.
'OirTiK6s [belonging to sight) j optics,

synopsis.

'Opdui [/see)
; panorama.

"Opyavoy [instrument) ; organ.
'Opdos [straight) ; orthodox, orlho-

graphy.
'Opi'^s) (/ define) ; horizon, aorist.

'Ofvi^ (bird) ; ornithology.

'Op(pav6^ ; orphan.

'Opxh"Tpa {da7uing-place) ; orchestra.

'CcjTiov [bone) ; osteology.

'0*is [serpent) ; ophicleide.

'OfdaXixis [eye) ; ophthalmia.
rioAairfj [ancient)

; palaeography.
T\av [all) ; pantheism, pantomime.
Iloj' [Pan)

;
panic.

TlAdo% [suffering, affection) ; pathos,

sympathy, pathetic.

ITais [boy)
; paedagogue.

WoM-iyyvpii [assembly)
; panegyric.

riiJiSeia (insij-uetion) ; cyclopaedia.

Uartw [I -wall;) ; peripatetic.

Hai'itris [stopping)
; pause.

Xli'tpa [trial) ; empirical.

Ufyrt [five) ; pentagon.

lltirn}KoaT6s [fiftieth) j pentecost.

mr-xX'tv ['c.zf) ;
petal.

rif rpa (;v, k] ; pctiiiy, Peter.
rieVto [dig-st) ; dyspeptic.
Xi\a.-.au [I mould, daub), TXaffTtK6t

;

plastic, plaster.

X]\avr]rr\s [wanda-ing)
; planet.

riAjVo-i) [strike) ; apoplexy.
noiew {I make)

; poet.

noAfiUjj (Tiw;) ; polemic.
rio'Auj {l'07(>l, pole)

; pole, polar.
T\6\ij {city); polity, policy, melropolis.
UoKvs {many)

; polygon, po'y:;; try,

polytheism.
n9/(T7'; {procession)

; pomp, pompous.
rioi's if'ot) ; antipodes, tripod.

Dpdaau [/do)
; practice, pragmatical. -

UpiG^vTipos [elder) ; presbyter, prester,

priest.

XlAana. [something sawn)
I p»i5m,

UpHTos [first) ; prototype.
UTU![j.a [fall) ; symptom.
nZp [fire); pyrotechnics, enipyican.
UuKioi [/self) ; monopoly.
'?eai [/ fioz'j), pevfia ; catarrh, rheum,

rheumatic.

'P-fiyvvfii [/ break) ; cataract.

'PrjTup [orator) ; rhetoric.

'Pis {nose) ; rhinoceros.

'Fu0n6s [measured motion) ; rhythm.
2ap| (flesh) ; sarcophagus.
2apKd(w [/ tear tfie flesh) ; sarcastic.

2l3ewiijui (/ extinguish) ; asbestos.
lUp<i>v [tube) ; siphon.

1~nos [food) ;
parasite.

'S.KivZoXov [stumbling-block) ; scandal,
S/CTjf/j [tent, stage) ; scene.

^KriTTTpov [staff) ; sceptre.

2*coirea) (/ look), ffKoiros ; episcopal,

bishop, scope, telescope, micro-
scope.

SiracD [/draw) ; spasm.
^irepfjLa [seed), aropd ; spermatic, spora*

die.

27re7pa [coil) ; spire, spiral.

2t..'(7ij [standing) ; apostasy, ecstasy,

system.
2TtA\« [/despatch) ; epistle, apostle.

:iT€y6i [narro-w) ; stenography.

Irtpios {solia) ; stereoscope, stereotype.

l,Tiyixa {brand) ; stigma.

Srixoy {line) ; distich, acrostic

2Tpcer6s [army) ; strategy.
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2rpo(p!} [!urni>ig) ; catastrophe, apos-

troplie.

IvKov (/ig) ; sycophant.
2.(paipa{ban) ; sphere.

'S.(pvCw i^I t/nob); asphyxia.

2x')iua [form, make) ; scheme.
Ixl^u) [I divide) ; schism.

SxoA'i {/eisurS) ; school, scholar,

Taii'ti [t/ie sa?ne) ; tautology.

Ta(^3f [hTnil>) ; epitaph.

Ti^is [ai-raugement) ; syntax.

TJi'os {slrehhitig, pitch) ; tone, tonic,

monotony.

Tofii] putting) ; atom, epitome, ento-

m lo:^.

Tfvxos [implement, book) ; pentateuch.

TrjKe {fir off) ; telescope, telegraph.

Tivos [place) ; topography, topic.

TpuTToj [tuitiing) ; tropic, trope.

I'vvos [shape) ; type.

Ti'jxiwoj ; tyrant.

'T7/)oj [moist) ; hygrometer.
'T6a!/> [water) ; dropsy, hydrate, hydro-

statics, hydrogen, hydrophobia.
"T/ifoy ; hymn, anthem.
*T7r:'or [sLip) ; hypnotic.

'TfTTepa [iL'omb) ; hysteria, hysterical.

^iyw (I eat) ; sarcophagus.

*aiVw (/ shaiu) ; phenomenon, phan-
tom, phase.

^apixcLKov [drug) ; pharmacy.
4>€'pa> (/ bear) ;

phosphorus, metaphor.
^Tjixi {I say) ; emphasis, prophecy.

^Ooyyf) [voice, vow:!) ; diphtlaong.

AfQinis [zvasting) ; phthisic.

ii\os [fondoj); philosophy, Philip.

*Af.3s [vein)
; phlebo'tomy.

*A.€y/ua [ill/lammation, slimy humour) %

phlegm.
*(^3or [fea>) hydrophobia.
^pdy/xa [fence) ; diaphragm.
{•pa'crij [saving) ; phrase.

pTjf [mind)
;
phrenology.

ivats [nature)
;
physics, physiology.

ivT6v [plant) ; zoophyte.

'J'fwjj [voice) ; phonetic, phonography.
i-dis [light) ;

photogi-aphy.

Xaos [empty space) ; chaos.

XapaKTTjp [something engi aveJ) ; charac-

ter.

Xdpts [thanks) ; eucharist.

Xeip [hand) ; chirograpiiy, chiromancy.

Xi\oi [thousanif) ; kilogramme.

Xl/j-'Jipa [afabitloui monster) ; chimeri-

cal.

XoK-i] [bile) ; melancholy.

Xivlp^l [cartilage of t'lu breast) \ h)po-

chondrlac.

Xoplri [stri/ig) ; chord.

Xop6s [dance) ; chorus, choir.

Xpouos [time) ; chronolog}-.

Xplw [I anoint) ; Christ, Christian.

XpaifJ-a [colour) ; achromatic.

Xf^o'j, x"^^^ (/«"'«') ; chyme, chyle.

Xapos (p-'ace) ; chorography.

^dAAo [Iplay the lyre) ; psalm.

'"i'euSos [falsehood) ;
pseudunym.

"VvxT] [soul)
;
psychology.

'CiS-q [song) ; ode, monody, parody.

"Cly, oi/TOS [being) ; ontology.

"Clpa [hour) ; horology, horoscope.

'!l(r/j.6s [thrusting) ; endosmose.

The above list does not include a large number of scientific terms employed

in botany, medicine, zoology, &c.

The following table of the Greek alphabet is inserted for the use of those whc

are unacquainted with the Greek character :

—

A, a= a. B, )8=b. T 7 = g. A, 5 = d. E. 6 = e. Z, ^=z. H, 7/ = e.

e, 6 = th. I, I == i. K, K = k or c. A, \ =: 1. M, /j. =1 m. N, j' =: n.

E, ^ := X. O, = o. n, IT = p. V, p r^ r. 2. ff = s. T, t = t. T. v = U.

*, ^ = ph. X, X = ch. 'V, ^ =z ps. ft. w =: 6.
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Miscellaneous Words adopted from Foreign Languages,

French.— Beau, belle, bon-mot, bouquet, conge, depot, eclat, ennui, envelope,

foible, naive, environs, etiquette, penciiaut, picquet, soiree, loilcite,

trousseau, tie.

Italian.—Akimbo, alarm (all' arme), alert (all' erta, frotn Lat. erectus),

ambassadot [nHiiiiaUly fivm the Gothic andbahts, ' sf/~i'aiit'), ava-st (/t.

basta), bass (Lat. bassus, */at, squat'), bassoon, baluster (viilgni !y
banister), balustrade, bandit [root 'ban'), bravo, brijjade, brigand, brigan-

tine, brocade, bronze, burlesque, bust, cameo, cannon {''a grent tube,' from

Lat. canna), canto, canteen, cape (frcn caput), caper (fro./i Lat. caper),

captain, caravel, caricature ('an exaggeration,' fro>/i caricare, ' to load ),

cartel, cartoon {Lat, carta ; cartone =r large or thick pap-i', pasteboard),

charlatan, citadel, companion ('a comrade,' one who shares your bread,

from con and panis), concert, concerted {probably from concertare), con-

versazione, cosset {It. casiccio, '« Ian;'.) brought up by hand in tJie house'),

cupola, ditto, dilettante, domino, dram, farrago {inixed food, from 'far'),

folio, fresco, gabion, gala, gallant, garnet, gazette, granite, gondola, grate,

grotto, harlequin, improvisatore, incognito, influenza, inveigle, lava,

lupine, macaroni, manifesto, madrigal, mezzotint, motto, opera, paladin,

pantaloon, piazza, palette, parapet {frovi petto, ' the breast '), parasol,

pigeon (piccione), pilgrim (pelegrino, yrtiw peregrinus), pistol, policy {of

insurance, iS:c., polizza, a c:^rr«//w«^ polyptychum, ' aviemora)idu/n boo/:

of many leaves'), porcupine (porcospino), portico, proviso, regatta, scara-

mouch, sketch, soprano, stanza, stiletto, stucco, studio, tenor, terra-cotta,

torso, umbrella, virtue, virtuoso, vista, volcano.

Spanish.—Alligator (el lagarto), armada, barricade, battledore (batador),

caparison, capon, cargo, caracole (caracol, ' a winding staircase'), casta-

nets, chocolate, cigar, clarion, clarionet, cochineal, cork, (corcho, fiom
cortex), Creole, desperado, discard, dismay (desmayar, ^ to faint'), don,

duenna, embargo, embarrass, filigree, filibuster, flotilla, grandee, jade

(ijada, ^ theflanks,' \]d.<}^&z.x, ^ to pant'), javelin {a boar-spear^ from ]^?X\
^vjild boar'), jennet, lawn (lona, ' transparetit texture'), mulatto, negro,

pamphlet {perhaps from papelete, 'a «(7/c'), pawn (peone, ' a labourer'),

pedestal, pillion, pint (pinta, ' a mark '), platinum, punctilio, renegade
{corrupted into runagate), savannah, sherry (Xeres), tornado, verandah.

Portuguese.—Caste, cocoa, commodore (commendador), fetish, mandarin
(mandar, ^ to have authority'), marmalade (marmelo ''quince'), palaver
{derivedfrom parabola 'parable

' ), porc<;lain.

Dutch.—Boom, sprit, reef, schooner, skate, sloop, stiver, taffiail, yacht,
(jaghten, ' to chase').

Arabic—Admiral {properly ammiral), alchemy, alcohol (al-kohl, ' the fne
pmvder of antimony'), alembic, algebra (al-gebr, 'union or combination'),
alkali, almanac, amber, amulet, arrack (araq, ' s-wcat'), assassin (eater of
hashish), azimuth, cadi, calijih, camphor, carat, cipher, coflee, cotton,

dragoman, elixir, emir, fakir, gazelle, girafFe, harem, hazard, jar, hue,
magazine, mameluke, minaret, monsoon, moslem, mosque, mufii, rcuminy.
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nadir, naphtha, salaam, simoon, sirocco, sofa, sugar, sultan, syrup, talis-

man, tamarind, v»zier, zenith, zero.

Eobrew.—Abbot, amen, behemoth, cabal, cherub, ephod, hallelujah,

hosanna, jubilee, leviathan, manna, sabbath, seraph, shibboleth.

Persian.—Azure, balcony, bashaw or pasha, bazaar, caravan, checkmate
(shahmat, ''king dead'), chess, dervish, hookah, jackal, lilac, musk,
orange, paradise, scimitar, shawl, sherbet, taffeta, turban.

Hindustani.—Buggy, bungalow, calico, chintz, chutnee, coolie, cowrie,

curry, jungle, lac, mulligatawny, nabob, pagoda, palanquin, pariah,

punch, pundit, rajah, rupee, sepoy, suttee, toddy.

Chinese. —Bohea, caddy, congou, gong, hyson, junk, nankeen, pekoe, tea.

Malay.—Amuck, bamboo, caoutchouc, gutta-percha, orang-outang, sago.

Turkisli.— Bey, chibouk, janissary, sash, tulip, seraglio.

Polynesian.—Taboo, tattoo, kangaroo.

North and South American Indian.—Condor, hammock, lama, maize,
mocassin, pampas, pemmican, potato, squaw, tobacco, tonoahawk, tomata,
wigwam.

Most of the words in this section will be found in the lists given by Dr.
Adams, Dr. Angus, Mr. Bain, &c., and are treated in detail in the best ety-

mological dictionaries, especially those by Wedgwood, Miiller, Stormonth,
and Skeat.
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EXERCISES.

For elementary exercises in Grammar, Parsing, and Analysis,

the learner is referred to the author's " English Grammar
Practice," \\'hich is a reprint of the exercises appended to

his " Shortor Eaglish Grammar." The fifty sections in

which these exercises are arranged are set forth in what follows,

with references to the paragraphs of the present work which
contain the subject matter of the Preliminary Lessons of each
section.

I. Common Nouns and Proper Nouns. Definition of a

Noun. Distinction between Common Nouns and Proper Nouns
(§§31—37)-

II. Singular and Plural.— Definition of Number. Modes
of forming the Plural (§^47— 63).

III. Capital Letters.— Use of capital letters (§ 6, ?20ie).

IV. Verbs, Sentences.—Definition of Verb, Subject, Pre-

dicate, Sentence. Use of the Nominative Case. Agreement of

the verb with its subject (§§ 68, 180, &c., 343, 354—360, 37S

—

3f^i)-

V. The Possessive Case.—Formation and use of the

Possessive Case (§§ 71— 78).

VI. Transitive and Intransitive Verbs. — Distinction

between Transitive Verbs and Intransitive Verbs. The Object of

a Verb. The Objective Case (§§ 181, 182).

VII. Verbs used transitively, intransitively, and reflec-

tively.—-Verbs used (with a diftercnce of meaning)— i. as transi-

tive verbs; 2. as intransitive verbs
; 3. as reflective verbs (§§ iSi,

182).

VIII. Words used both as Noiuis and as Verbs.—Study
the meaning and use of the word iro7i in such sentences as ' Irm
is heavy ' and ' The women iron the shirts '

(^ 27).
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IX. The Personal Pronouns. -- Forms and use of the

Personal Pronouns, and of the Demonstrative Pronoun of the

Thu'd Person. Personal inflexions of verbs (^,^ 131— 138, 219,

227).

X. Pronouns as Subjects and Objects of Verbs.— Inflexion

of verbs to mark Person. Concord of Verb and Subject (§^ 219,

227, 37S).

XI. Direct Object and Indirect Object.—Difference between
them (,^,§ So, 369).

XII. Conjugation of Verbs. Tense Forms of the Active
Voice.—Formation of all the tenses in the Indicative Mood of

the Active Voice (204—215, 257).

XIII. Tense Forms of the Passive Voice.— (§§ 188, 250,

257-)

XIV. Mutual Relation of the Active and Passive Voices.
—When an action is described by means of the Passive Voice
instead of the Active, the Object of the verb in the Active Voice
becomes the Subject of the verb in the Passive Voice (§5 1S6,

i«7).

XV. Gender of Nouns. — Signification and formation of

Genders (^§ 39—46).

XVI. Parsing.—To parse a word you must state— i. To
what part of speech and to what subdivision of that part of

speech it belongs ; 2. What the function of the word is, that is,

the kind of work that it does in a sentence
; 3. The accidence

of the word
; 4. The construction of the word in the sentence.

Examples of Parsing.

XVII. Adjectives of Quality.—Nature and use of Qualita-

tive Adjectives. Attributive and predicative use of Adjectives

(§§85-87, 90).

XVIII. Adjectives of Quantity.—Nature and use of Quanti-

tative Adjectives (i?^ 91:— 96).

XIX. Demonstrative Adjectives, or Adjectives of Rela-
tion.—-Nature and use of Demonstrative Adjectives (§ 97).

XX. Comparison of Adjectives.—Study §§ 105— 119.

XXI. Parsing of Adjectives.—To parse an Adjective state

what sort of adjective it is, in what degree of comparison it is,

and to what noun it is attached either attributively or predica-
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tively (§.^ 89—97, 87, 98). Lastly, state its three degrees of

comparison.

XXII. Abstract Nouns.—Nature and formation of Abstract

Nomis (§^ 32, zi,pp. 130, 135).

XXIII. Adverbs.—Nature and use of Adverbs. Parsing of

Adverbs (§§ 261— 276, 367, 372).

In what follows the lessons and exercises of the ' English

Grammar Practice ' are sometimes merely referred to, as in the

preceding cases, when they are of a very elementary character,

sometimes introduced in extenso or with some modifications, as

exercises appropriate for the learners for whose use the present

work is intended.

XXIV. Nouns used Adverbially.—A noun in the objective

case with an adjective or some equivalent phrase, or even standing by
itself, often does duty for an adverb. The noun should be parsed

as being in the Adverbial Objective, modifying (either singly, or

when taken with its adjective) some verb or adjective (§ 372,

1-3)-

Parse the nouns in italics in the following sentences :

—

He liavelled all night. Many a time have I played with him. I have seen

\\\\\\vc\A.\\)- times. He comes here four T'/wt-j a week. That haj pencil a j'cwr

ago. I shall see you next lueek. He slept all night. Day by day we magnify
Thee. He comes bothering me day after day. He turned his head another

Ti'ai'. This is many degi-ees better than that, ^e is a year older than I am.
I could not come a day sooner. The town is ten miles distant. We travelled

day and night. He came forth bound hand and foot. He arrived post-

haste.

XXV. Adjectives used Adverbially. — Many adjectives,

especially those of Quantity, are used as substantives, it being

impossible to supply any particular noun with them. These (like

nouns) are often used with an adverbial force (^?5 93, 94, 268,

269).

On the odier hand, many adverbs which opce ended in -e have

lost tliat inflexion, and become identical in form with adjectives.

" MwJi has been revealed, but more remains behind.''' Here ' iniich
'

and 'more'' are substantives, the subjects of the verbs that follow

them.
^' I do not mnch admire him.'" "He is not much happier." Here

^rnuch' is an adverb, modifying (i) a verb, (2) an adjective.
" He is no better.^'' Here ' no ' is an adverb modifying the adverb

* better.'
" He has }iot much moneyj his brother has more.''^ Here ' much ' is
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an adjective qualifying 'money,' and ' moix' is an adjective qualifying
' money ' understood.

Parse the words in italics in the following sentences, carefully dis-

tinguishing the adjectives proper, the substantival adjectives, and the

adi'crl's

:

—
I have ciiotr^/t. I gave him a/t I had. In ,s:ciic!nl I approve of his pro-

ceedings. Miiili dejiL-nds upon his answer He knows more than he tells.

He told me less than his brother. Vim know most about it. I will follow you
through thick and thin. 1 did my best. He is the best dressed man in the

room. He slept all night. All bloodless lay the untrodden snuw. He is (dl

powerful here. We have much cause for thankfulness. Much remains to be
done. I am much happier. He is more contented. I could hear no more.

He is no * wiser than before. I have 710 ink. He shows but HttU gratitude.

We expect not a little from him. He is but little better. That is a most lovely

prospect. Nobody else^ was there. I have not meat enough. X I have enough
and to spare.

He is less restless than he was yesterday. He ran all round the park.

You know best. Do your best. He cut right through the helmet. Hear the

right, O Lord. We have a choice between good and ///. /// weeds thrive

apace. The house is /// built. The earth turns round. He is pretty suie of

the prize. He was a very thunderbolt of war. You are very kind. That is

the very least you can do. Do not take more trouble. He is more tn blame
than I am. You are very much in fault. I cannot say more. I will take one
more § glass. Will you take some

||
more wine. I will not take any more.

Take no more trouble. I heard all. He sailed all round the world. Euouc^h
has been done. He is like H my brother. He swore like a trooper. I ne'er

shall look upon his like again. I am your equal.

I will accept nothing less.** We heard nothing more of him. Whoever is

most diligent will meet with most success. He is not any more diligent than

he was before. I cannot write any better. He is a better writer than I am. I

have heard a little about that affair, let me hear some more. You must take

me for better or luorse. The more part knew not wherefore they were come
together. The more the merrier {\ 265, 5), The cry did knock against my
very heart. I love John best.

XXVI. Prepositions. — Nature and use of Prepositions.

Relations which they indicate. Words which they join (§§ 277,

278). .

•-
_

XXVII, Adverbs and Prepositions.—The same Avord is

often used both as an adverb and as a preposition (§279).
Parse the words in italics in the following sentences :

—

He got up behind. There is a garden behind the house. Do not lag behind.

• ' No,' as an adverb, may be taken as the simple adverb ' na ' = never (A. S.).

t ' Else ' is always an adverb.

X The inflected adjective gcndh is commonly placed after the noun in Anglo-Saxon.
§ ' More' is here an adjective, equivalent to additional (/. 39). When more comes after

the noun, as in ' one word more,' it should be regarded as an adverb (= ' in addition ').

II
' Some ' is never used as an adverb.

*1 When ' like ' denotes personal resemblance, it is an adjective. When it denotes that one
action resembles another, it is an adverb. .

** This word is an adjective qualifying the substantive 'nothing,' ' nothing inferior in

amotint.' ._'rhe next example is different ;
' more ' is equivalent to ' further.'
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He departed before my arrival. I ti)l(l you all that brfore. Run nvnul iho

table. The earth turns round. I rodd inside the omnibus. He rode outside.

He ran after me. That comes after. Tlie box was painted witliin and
luilhout. She stayed luithin the house. Come along. We walked along; the

road. The storm passed l>y. I will come l>y and /')'. He cut a piece off' the

loaf. The stick is too long ; cut a piece off.
" Three thousand ducats we

freely cope your courteous pains tvithal.''^* "Nothing comes amiss, so money
come withal." "Her cause and yours I'll perfect him withal.^'

Find a dozen words which may be used either as Adverbs or as Pre-

positions, and make sentences to illustrate their use.

XXVIII. The Infinitive Mood.—A. Nature and use of the

Simple Infinitive (^^ 194, 195). Shall, will, may, and do as

notional and as auxiliary verbs (§§ 185, 210, 212, 213). Must
and can are always notional verbs.

Examples.
" / will neverfori^ct you."

' Forget ' :—A Transitive Verb in the Active Voice, and in the

(simple) Infinitive Mood, depending on {or the object of) the

verb ' -cuill.''

" Thou shalt not steal.'"

' Steal ' is a Transitive Verb, in the Active Voice, and in the

(simple) Infinitive Mood, depending on (or governed by) the

verb ' shalt.''

" Yot( may go.
^'

'May' is a defective (notional) verb, in the Active Voice. In- .

dicative Mood, Present Tense ; and in the Plural Ninnber,

and the Second Person to agree with its subject ' you.'

'Go' is an Intransitive Verb, in the Active Voice, and in the

(simple) Infinitive Mood, depending on the verb ' may.^
" / shall soon depart.^''

Here 'shall ' is an auxiliary (not a notional) verb. The simple

infinitive 'depart' depends upon it in the same manner as in

the preceding examples.
" He will come presently.^'

Here 'will' is a mere auxiliary of the future tense.
" You do assist the storm."' " Did you /war the rain .^'^

In these examples ' do ' and ' did ' are mere auxiliaries.

" He does this that he may I'ex me''

Here ' may ' is a mere auxiliary of the Subjunctive Mood, and
is in the Subjunctive Mood itself.

Parse all the verbs in the following sentences, and specify in the

case of the finite verbs whether they are used as notional or as

auxiliary verbs :
—

We can dance. You may go. I shall stay. I will go with you. You

* 'With.ll,' when used as a preposition, never precedes the word which it governs, but is

placed at the end of the sentence.
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must go directly. lie could not rcpl)'. He would not come when I called

him. He shall not know of it. He will soon return. You need not stay.

He durst not go home. I could leap over that wail once. They would keep
on making a noise. "You do* assist the storm." The cry did* knock
ng.iinst my very heart. You would not have my help when you might. I cannot

do what I will. That boy shall l^e made to- hold his tongue. Does your

father know of this ? May I come in? Thou shalt not steal. We will never

yield to tlireats. When shall t you see your brother ? I did not call yester-

day lest I might seem intrusive. He says that lie will not come.

B Nature and use of the gerundial infinitive, or infinitive with

'to' (§§ 194, 196).

• "// /s usc'/l'ss to make tJie atfcniptr

'It' forms the temporary subject of the verb 'is '

(§ 387).
' To make ' forms the real subject of the verb ' is,' and goVerns

' attempt ' in the objective case.
" He thinks it better not to come." Here ' it ' is the tcmponiry object

of the verb ' thinks,' and the infinitive ' to come ' is the real object.
'' He ran to meet me." Here ' to meet' is used with the force of an

adverb modifying the verb ' ran.'

Parse the verbs in italics and the word ' it ' in the following sen-

tences :

—

To obey is better than sacrifice. If is useless to ask him. We found //

advisable to return. He hopes to hear from you soon. He came to pay me
some money. He did his best to ruin me. I am delighted to see\ you. He
is anxious to do % his duty. The wat^r is not fit to drink, j I am happy to

find X you so much better. They are come to stay witli us. I shall be sorry to

leave.X He is too clever to mai^e X such a mistake. The boys had a long task

to do. I was not prepared to liear that news. The master called the boy to

say his lesson. He was rude enough to contradict j me. Help me to carry
this.

XXIX. Gerunds and Participles.—Study §§ 197—202.

Write out the following sentences, and draw one line under the

Abstract Nouns in -///^y two lines under the Gerunds ; three lines

vnder the imperfect (Active) participles, and then parse all the words
in -ijig :—

Seeing § is believing. He went to see the hunting of the snark. I see a

man riding on horseback. I like reading history. The excessive reading of

novels is injurious. A lying witness ought to be punished. In keeping Thy
commandments there is great reward. His conduct is in keeping with his

professions. We arrived there first through taking a short cut. Wc fell in

* \Vhen 'do' is a mere auxili.irj- (whether emphatic or unem]ihatic) it may be parsed
separately, or else taken with the dependent infinitive, and the compound form may be parsed
in the same way as the simple tense for which it is a substitute. Thus : 'Did knock ' may
be treated as equivalent to ' knocked.' See the preceding examples.

• t See k 211.

t In these cases the gerundial infinitive does the work of an adverb, and modifies the

preceding adjective. Sometimes it expresses the cause- of the state denoted by the adjective.

i When the verbal noun in -insr does not covern an otyect it may be treated as a simole
abstract nouiu
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with a ship sailing to America. He is delighted at having succeeded* in his

design. We were late in consequence^ of having lost * our way. No good can
come of your doing that. Oblige me by all leaving the room. On some
oppoi)ition being made he withdrew his demand. I lay a thinkflig.f Forty
and six years was this temple in building. We started before the rising of the
sun. Quitting the forest, we advanced into the open plain. There wj's a
great deal of shouting and clapping of hands. My noble partner you greet
with great prediction of noble having. By the pricking of my thumbs, some-
thing wcked this way comes. He died in consequence of pricking his hand
with a poisoned dagger. He strode up the hall bowing right and left to his

guests. " Vou do draw my spirits from me with new lamenting j ancient
oversights'' i^Shaksp.).

XXX. Parsing of Participles.—Participles proper. Par-

ticiples used as ordinary Qualitative Adjectives. Particii)lcs used
absolutely (§.^ 201 ; 202 ; 282

; 370, 5).

Parse \he Participles in the following sentences :

—

Hope deferred maketh ti._ hc-art sick. He bought a deferred annuity.
Smiling scornfully, he strode into the circle. Look at that smiling villain.

GencFally speaking he dines at home. Considering your age, you have done
very well. I caught siglu of tlie thief climbing in at the window. Accoutred
asl wa>, I plunged in. Being apprised of our apjiroach, the whole neighbour-
hood came out to meet their minister, dressed in their fmeclolhes, and preceded
by a )^(pe and tabor. Ihe general rode in front, mounted on a splendid i:harger

Barring accidents, we will be with you to-moriow.

Study § 21% and separate the following sentences into two groups,
one containing those in which the verb be and the perfect partic'ple

form a tense of the passi\e voice,§ the other containing those in wh.ch
the participle is a mere qualitative adjective :

—

The ship was built by contract. The ship was built of iron. He was stretched
upon the rack. The string is stretched too tight. The captives were already
slain. They were slain by order of the captain. The jioor man is badly
hurt. Thf pi)or man was hurt. The troops were surprised by the enemy.
I was surprised by his behaviour. I am surprised that you do not see
that.

XXXT. Int3rrogative and Negative Sentences,

XXXII. Imperative Sentences.—Study §191.
" Let Die see thatP

' Tjet' is a transitive verb in the Active Voice, linperative Mood,
• and in the second person plural, to agree with its subject 'you'

understood.il

* This must be treated as a compound gerund. It is imposs'.ble to construct the abstract
noun in -in^ with a past participle.

t Here "a ' is ;i preposition (= at or in). ' Thinking ' had better be taken in such construc-
tions .^s the Abstract Noun in -ing.

t I'here is h»re a confusion between the Abstract Noun and the Gerund.
\ In these we cret a statement of the actual doin« of a certain act, in the second class we

get a statement of fhe results of the .act.

ll
' Vou ' is always a grammatical plural.

- R
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' See ' is a transitive verb in the Active Voice, and in the
(simple) Inhniiive Mood, depending on the verb ' let,' and form-
ing an indirect predicate to * me '

(,^ 397).
' Me ' is in the objective case, governed by ' let,' and forming
the subject of the indirect predicate ' see,' the whole phrase
' me see that ' being the ol^ject of ' let.'

Parse all the words in the following sentences :—

•

Let me go. Come liither, boys.* Be thou familiar, Ijut liy no means vulgar.

Let him see it. Let us be spared this annoyance. Let us pray. Let me be
cautious in the business. Do be quiet, boys.

XXXIII. Relative or Conjunctive Pronouns.— Study §§

151— 164, 412, 465—470.
The construction of a relative clause is word for word the same as

that of the clause which results when a demonstrative pronoun, or the

antecedent noun is substituted for Ihe relative. Thus, ' Whom you
met' is like 'you met him.'

Parse all the Relative Pronouns in the following sentences, and test

the construction by substituting demonstratives for the relatives as in

the above e.-:amples :^
The man whom you met is my brother. The artist who painted that picture

died last year. '

I never saw the man whom you speak of. Where is the ])cn

which I gave you? I who am poorer than you are, am contented. We who
are well off should pity and help the poor. The boys whose work is tinislad

may go out to play. He that is down need fear no fall. You have not brought
me the volume that I asked for. He is the very man that I was speaking of.

Their sorrows shall be multiplied that hasten after another God. It is tliat

that grieves me. " Why, Hany, do I tell thee of my foes, which art my
near'st and dearest enemy?" "Whosoever hath, to him shall be given."
" Blessed is he whosoever shall not be offended in Me." He doth sin that

doth belie the dead. Whose hatred is covered by deceit, his wickedness shall

he showed before the whole congregation. They are but faint-hearted whose
courrif^e fails in time of danger.

.State clearly what ' wJiich ' stands for in the following sentences :

—

He promised to follow my advice, which was the best thing he could do.

We studied hard all the morning, after which we went for a walk. " And,
vvhichis more than all these boasts can be, I am beloved of Herniia." " I see

ihee still, and f^n thy blade and dudgeon gouts of blood, which was not so

before." "Thou didst smile, which raised in me an undergoing stomach (i.e.,

cunrdge to eiidit>-£)."

.Supply (and parse) the relative pronouns which are omitted in the

following sentences :

—

Pay me the money you owe me. You have not sent the goods I bought
yesterday. Have you received the money I sent you ? That is the place I

went to. You are the very man I was looking for. " I have a mind ]iresages

me such thrift, that I should questionless be fortunate." That is not the way
I came. Those are the very words he used. Is the task I set you finished yet ?

He is not the man I expected.

• Parse ' boys ' as a Vocative, or Nominative of Address.
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biipply tlic antecedents which are understood in the following

examples :

—

Who steals my purse, steals trash. Wh 'in we raise we will make fast. I

may neiiher choose whom I wouM, nor refuse wh(im I dislike. Whoever said

that, told a falsehood. " \\ hoscsoever snis ye remit, they are remitteil." I

dread what* is commg I hear what you are saying. I cannot c nsent to t

what you ask. You have iv.it tlone what you pnmiised. Have you f mnd what
you were looking for ? What pleases you will please me.

XXXIV. Relative (or Conjunctive) Adverbs,— Study

§§ 262—265.

Conjunctive adverbs modify a verb, adjective, or adve'b in the

clause which they introduce, and join that clause to the jTedicate

of the principal clause

Parse the conjunctive adverbs in the foilowing sentences :- -

I was not at home when you called. I shall see you whep I return.

He still lay where he had fallen. I will follow you whithersoevr you go.

This is the house where I live. Tell me the reason why you left the room.
Go back to the place whence you came. Show me the shop where you
bought that. Wherever he lives, he will be happy. I go to see h'lu when-
ever I can.

XXXV. Conjunctions.—Study the definition and cLtssifica-

tion of Conjunctions (S^' 2S5— 292).

Parse the conjunctions in the following sentences :

—

A. He is poor, hut he is contented. He neither came nor sent an excuse.

He went out quickly and slammed the door. He shot a hare and two rahbits.

Both John and Heury came to see me I will both lay me down in peace and
[I will] sleep. Either I am mistaken, or you are. I can neither eat nor [can

I] sleep.

B. You will be punished if you do that. If I had seen him, I would have
sjioken to him. He would not help me, though he knew that I was in need.

Though hand join hand in hand, the wicked shall not be unpunished. You
will lose the prize unless you work harder. Take heed lest you fall. I cannot

give you any money, for I have none. My brother is taller than you are.' He
comes oftener than [he] ever [came].

Parse the words in italics in the following sentences :

—

John arrived after his brother. Do not go before I come. We left after
the concert was over. Since you say so, I must believe it. He has not
smiled siuce his son died. We have not eaten since yesterday. They will go
away hfore night. I will wait luitil you return. All except John were
present. Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish.

* P.Trse ' tvhat' as a neuter Relative Pronoun relating to a suppressed antecedent, when-
ever the sense of the sentence remains the same if ' thai v<hirh ' is siil^'stituted for ' irhaf.'

t Mind that thib preposition does not govern ' what' (which is the object of to 'ask '), but
its suppressed antecedent ' tliat,'
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I'arse the word ' that'' wherever it occurs in tlie fonowimj seiUcaccs.
(T.ook at §§ 143, 146, 153, 290.)

Show me that picture. lie did not say that. lie is tlie very man thai T want.
Ho says tliat we shall never succeed. He does that that he may vex me.
'I'hey iliat will lie ricli fall into temptation. There is not a man here that I

cm irust. I lent you that book that you niiglit read it. I hear that he has
lost that book that I L'nt him. You ought ty know that that '//-a^' * that

yo'.i see at the uegirming of the clause is a conjunction, because I told you
liial "i>cf(jre.

XXXVI. The S\ibjuuctiv3 Mood.- Nature and I'se of the

Subjunctive Mood (§§ 192, &c., 422—440,487).

Parse the verbs in italics in the following sentences, carefulh' dis-

ting'iishing the moods :

—

You may t go. He says that tliat he may vex me. The old man niii^lu

lie r-,Fen dady sitting in the porch. He came that he might beg money ome.
•i'T H^'vi liave been in the house, but I did not see him. He zuould h' -.yngry

if hs i:n:w ofit. I //(?</ just finish •</ when you came in. " Had I but Si-.d an
hour l)efore this chance, I had live.i a. blessed time." He 7uo/tid not open the

door ivhen I kncckcd. He would open the door if you knocked. H-:- zuotild

have 'Opened \.h.'2 doov \i yo\x had knoc/ced. Y^yn. shoiiid^ jtot tell Vks. 1( he did
du-t he deserves to be punished. If he had done it, he 7u.)itld have confe-iced it.

If he did \t, he ivntld seriously dls'^lease me. If he were to make such a reply

it wcitll be very foolish. If he ha I heard the news, he k'pt it all to himself.

If hf had heard the news, he luould not hiue k:pt it to himself. He could not

do that if he triei. He cntld not do it when he tried. You might have won
the prize if you had been more diligent.

J'XXVII. Appo3ition.il -(§ 362, 2).

XXXVIII. Attributive Adjuncts. -(^§ 362—366).

Point out the attributive adjuncts in the following examples, and in

each case state of what they consist, and to what they are attached :
—

John's coat is seedy. My cousin Heniy died last week. I see a man walk-

ing in the garden. My brother Tom's pony is lame. A man clothed in a

long white robe came up to me. We soon reached the top of the mountain.

The prisoner's guilt is manifest. The friends of the prisoner are very rich.

Fcaiingto be caught in the rain, \^e returned. This is no time for trifling.

I R'w a house to let further on. Whose iiat did you take? I borrowed
William's big two-bladed knife. A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.

He obtained permission to go. Give me now leave to leave thee. His right

to the property was disputed.

• See § 385.
t ' May,' ' would,' &c., in the indicative mood must be parsed SiiJtotioual, not ?ls auxiliary

verbs. See .Section XXVIII.
* That ife, 'it is possible that he was in the house.'

§ This use of ' should ' is peculiar. It is psst in form, referring to present time, and yet it

is indicative. It follows the analogy of ' ought ' and the other preterite-present verbs.

|l One noun in the possessive is never put in apposition to another, biU the two nouns are

treatea as a single compound name In " My brottier William's dog," ' my brother William's'

tJHist he parsed as a coTnwuad proper noun, in the pc.ss';baive Ra^e, depending on ' dog.'
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XXXIX. Adverbial Adjuncts.— Nature and classification

of Adverbial Adjuncts (;^§ 371, 3/2).

Point out the adverbial adjuncts in the following sentences ; state

of what they consist, and to what verb, adjective or adverb they are
attached :—

-

They will be here to-night. , He prayed for a speedy deliverance. I am
much displeased with your conduct. He is not like his sister. He accom-
panied us most of the way. You are to come home directly. He approaclied
me dagger in hand. He built a wall ten feet thick. There is a church a mile
distant from the town. I am not disposed to sell the horse. On reaching
home we found that the rest had arrived before us. We were all talking of
the accident. Wait a bit. We had nothing to do. What is the matter with
you? He is too ready to take offence. We are glad to see you. ^^'hy did
you say that ? Where were you on duty la:-t night ? My object having heen
attained, I am satisfied. To reign is worth ambition. The cloth is wmUi
a guinea a yard. He is a year older than I am.

In the following examples show which of the phrases made up of a
preposition and a noun do the work of an adjective (see § 363, 4\ i.e.

a.\Q.atfri/)i/fivc adjuncts,and which do the work ofan adverb (see § 372,4),
that is, are luh'obial adjuncts ; and show to what word each is

attached.

What is the use of all this fuss about the matter ? I am delighted to see

you in good heahh. The advantages of travelling in foreign countries are

very great. He is a man of great industry. He accomplished the task by
un (lagging industry. A man addicted 'to self-indulgence will not rise to great-

ness. That is a good stream for angling. I am fond of the pa-jtime of angling.

We rely on your promise. Reliance on his promises is useless. Do your
duty to him What is my duty to my neighbour? He adhered to his deler-

mination to make the attempt. He is too feeble to make the attempt. He
gave him hi-; best wine to drink. The jilace abounds in good water to drink.

The ma-ier praised the boy at the top of the class. He shouted to the boys at

the top of his \'oice.

XL. Pai'-iing of Adverbial Adjuncts.—(See §§ 370— 372).

XLI. ANALYSIS OF SENTENCES.

I. Simple Sentences.— Nature of a simple sentence.

Difference between the logical Subject and Predicate, and the

gramiuaiical Subject and Predicate (§§ 400, 501, &c.).

Divide the following sentences into the logical subject, and the

logical predicate :— .

The children, tired with play, came indoors. The friends of that little boy
have sent him to sea. A rich old uncle has left him a laige estate in Vork-
bhire. Tlie horse, terrified by the lightning, ran away at full speed.

Questions may be divided in a similar manner. The construction

will sometimes be clearer in the primary di\ision, if the predicate bq

{
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put first. Tlius, " When will your brother return to town?" may be
divided. Prcd. ' When will return to town ?' Siibj. ' Your brother.'

Divide the following sentences in a similar way :

—

Does your uncle the doctor know of this? Went not my spirit with thee?

Whence did the author of that book get his materials? Who in the world told

you that? Why did you send the poor man away? How many shillings have

you in your purse ? •

Take the following sentences and put with the subject in each the

whole of the verb that belongs to it, without the other words:

—

I shall most likely hear from you to-morrow. I have lieen all the morning
trying to make out this jnolilem. Vrni will by these very simjile means stop

his proceedings. lie is of all enchantingly beloved. lie has in the most

unfair manner been deprived of his rights.

Take the following sentences * and separate the logical subject in

each into the grammatical subject and its adjuncts in the way shown
\v.S 501:—

(My) (poor) (little) brother has hurt himself. (The) (impudent) fellow (not

being satisfied with my alms) began to abuse me. (My poor little brother's)

(pet) bird w.as shot. (This) law (the disgrace of our statute book) was
repealed. (The) (Chubb's) (patent) lock (to my desk) has been picked.

(Disgusted t by so many acts of baseness) (the man's) friends (all) deserted

him.

The brave soldiers of the garrison died at their posts. A rich old uncl^ left

him his property. A horseman, wrapped in a huge cloak, enteied the yard.

The handle of the pump in the yard is broken. John's account of the affair

alarmed mc. Which boy knows his lessons ? What poet's works please you

most ?

Make (or find) a dozen sentences in which the grammatical subject

is enlarged (see § 388), and state in each case ofwhat the enlargement

consists.

Set down separately the object of the verb in each of the following

sentences and the several attributive adjuncts of the object :

—

He told us a droll story about his brother. Have you read this author's

la t work ? Whom did you see at the concert? I saw a soldier on horseback. J

* In the first few sentences the words or groups of words forming separate adjuncts are

enclosed in brackets.

t 'V\\s grajiiniatical form of a sentence often lags behind its logical import. Thus, an
independent sentence beginning with a demonstrative often occurs where the sense implies

"rammatical connection, as " I believed, t/u'reforeha.ve I spoken." 'Therefore ' is not a con-

junction, but a demonstrative adverb, meaning 'for that reason.' So participles and p.articipial

phrases are (grammatically speaking) atlrilnitive adjuncts; and yet they often involve an

adverbial/orce ; as here, 'because he despaired of success,' and 'because they were dis-

gusted.' Adjectives may be used in the same way. 'Afraid of being betrayed into an

ambuscade, the lender halted.' Grnininatically you can make nothing of 'afraid' but an

adjective, though the same notion of because clings to the expression. So in Milton, " His

meek aspect, siletit, yet sp ke." Here ' silent ' means ' although it was silent.' but grammati-

cally it is nothing more than an adject i-.'e. In analysis and ^wcs'mg gra»tmatical form is the

essential thing. The point in question h.as nothing to do with any 'servile imitation of Latin

Grammar, or any confusion between participles and verbal nouns.

X (Jbservc that this phrase does not show where the ."vct of seeing took place. Contrast this

sentence with the nest.

.
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I met some gipsies in my ramble. The master praised the boy at the top of

the class. The man struck the poor little boy on the head. He sent his hat

round to collect contributions. They shook the depths of the desert gloom
with their hymns of holy cheer. He had the impudence to tell me to hold my
tongue.

Give the complete analysis of the following sentences :

—

Every finite verb in a sentence has a subject My brother Henry told me *

that. I saw the occurrence through a gap in the wall. That lazy boy did not
go out of doors all the morning. Have t those little boys finished their Latin
exercises during my absence ? Crying will not help you out of the difficulty.

To do this properly requires time. Whom did you hear at church this morn-
ing? Hoping to find an easier road, we left our companions at the l)ridge.

How J did you find your way? Considering his age he has done )iretty w. 11

at the examination. How § much money will be enough for you ? What loolish

notion possesses you ? A large dog's bark was heard in the distance. An empty
bird's nest was found. The tall lady's dress was torn. Some ladies' silk

dresses were sold by auction. Here shall be done a deed of dreadful note.

We had a purpose to be his purveyor. We have bov.ght a pretiy little calf

a month old. His wrath may 'find some worse way to our destruction.

What more do you desire ? Whose umlirella did you take? Whose exercise

has the fewest faults? He fell head foremost into the river. "Take ihce *

that too." I told you* all that an hour ago.|| He died a happv death. 11

There lay Duncan, his silver skin laced with his golden jjlood. The poor
wren will fight, her young ones in her nest, against the owl. Forth at your
eyes, your spirits wildly peep. Who ever experienced anything like kindness
at his hands? Who Init a fool would talk like that? What arrant nonsense
that fof)lish man talks ! Which [horse] of these horses is to be sold ? He
eats his food ** like a hog. He was taught Greek (^ 370) by his uncle. ' Teach
me thy statutes.' ' Teach erring man tt to spurn the rage of gain.'

Take the following pairs of subjects and verbs and btiild up
sentences by putting in objects, where they are wanted, and enlarging

the subjects, predicates, and objects, with as many adjuncts, attributive

and adverbial, as you can. Thus, from ' Men rob,' you may make
' Men of weak character, led astray by temptation, sometimes rob
their unsuspecting friends shamefully.'

Birds build. Ship carries. Boy lost. Loaf was bought. Brother left.

Sister came. Children went. Men found. We arrived. Man struck.

Horse threw.

* Look at §§ 369, 372, 2.

t In questions the subject is often so placed as to break the predicate (when it is a com-
pound form of the verb) into two parts. To see the construction properly, give the coiii/>tcte

tinsiver to the question.
* Remember that ' how ' is an adverb.
\ Take care in the analysis not to separate attributive words from the adTerbial adjuncts

that may be attached to them.

II
' Ago ' is a shortened form of ' agone.' The phrase originally formed a nominative (or

objective) absolute.
'^ Look at § 372, 3.
*" 'Like' is here, an adverb.
tt Here 'man' had better be t.iken as the direct object, ' teach ' having the same kind of

seo^q as ' traiii ' or ' instruct.'
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\

XLII. Verbs of Incomplete Predication.—Nature and
construction of ^'erbs of Incomplete I^redication (;^^ 391— 396).

Mode of analysing sentences in which they occur
(§,^ 509—513,

515—519)-
Analyse the following sentences containing Subjective Complements

of verbs of Incomplete Predication :

—

lie is an honest man. He became very rich in a short time. He was
called an enthusiast by his friends. He is considered a pretty good player.

We got quite tired. The wine tastes sweet. She looks very pretty. That
apj)ears very plausible. Pie stood silent (see ^ 391). The dog ran away
howling. He felt tired. The air feels keen. He stood rubljing his eyes.

The boys rushed shniting into the playground. I am sure of pleasing you in

this. He is lielieved to be mad. This kind of life is not to be endured.

The verb /o be is a verb of incomplete predication when it is

employed in inaking a compound tense of a verb in either the active

or the p.'issive voice, as ' He is going "

;
' I was saying ' ;

' He is gone'
;

' He was struck.' But when used to form a tense of another verb, it is

usually called an Auxilinry Verb. In such cases the compound form
denotes the performance, the continuance, or the completion of an
action. \\^hen the suite tliat is the result of the action if denoted, the

participle that follows is merely an adjective of qiiality. When it is

not accompanied by a complement of some sort, to be is a verb of

complete predication, or (as it is sometimes called) the ' verb of

existence.' (A'.Z)'. —An adverb or adverbial phrase is not a comple-
ment.)

Point out carefully the various uses of the verb in the following

examples :
—

I fe is in the parlour. He is going away. Such things have been. The
time has been, that when the brains were out, the man would die. We are

ready. I am in doubt about that. The boy was blamed for that. The ]'>oor

m.in was starved to death. Tiie children are half starved. He was wounded
by an arrow. The poor soldier is badly wounded. I am trying to do it. This
delay is trying to our patience. I am delighted to see you. We were delighted
by the concert. He is named John. He .was called a fool for his pains.

Wlier;e are you ? Where have you been all the morning?

Analyse the following sentences containing Objective Complements*
of verbs of incomplete predication (§ 395) :—

-

He painted the wall white. He made us all merry. They made Ileniy
king. He called the man a liar. You have made your hands dirty. This
measure rendered the plot abortive. He set the audience laughing. The
people elected Washington president. The king appointed him commander
in chief The thunder has turned the milk sour. The cat has licked the

plate clean. .Shame has struck him dumb. The retreating tide left the ship

hi;4h and dry. The architect Jias constructed the ceilings too low. They dug
the trench wider and deeper. They raised the walls higher. The careless

boys left the gate wide open.

* This c.\erci''e. as it appears in the 'English Grammar Practice,' contains some sentences
which should be classed witli these dealt with in ttc next paragraph cont.'»ining indirect

predicates ?ittached to nouns.
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Analyse the following sentences, in which the subjective comple-
ment is a verb in the infinitive inpod (§ 394;. bhow \\hcie the com-
plementary infinitive has itself a complement. These secondary com-
plements, as well as the primary ones, are in the predicative relation to

the subject. Do not confound the object of a veib with its complement.
He is believed to have perished. They are suppr>se<l to have lo.t their way.

He is thought to have poisoned the man. He is believed to be mad. That
step was considered to be very imprudent. He was ordered to sit down. He
was bidden to stand aside. This kind of life is hot to be endured.

Analyse the following sentences containing Infinitive Complements.
(See § 396.) Show carefully whether adverbial adjuncts are to be
attached to the verb of incomplete predication, or to its complement.
(See § 502.)

They can write \\ell. Y\'c can sing. They may depart. We must make
haste. You shall be rewarded.

. I will be answered. 1 must go home. I can-
not hear you. They may take the money. I will return shortly. They shall

have a good scolding. That cannot be allowed. Nothing could be more un-
fortunate. You miglit have found an easier way. I do so long to sec him.
Indeed I did not say so. He ought to pay me. He ought not to do this.

Y'ou ought to be more cautious. That may perhaps be true.

XLIII, Complex Objective Phrases.—Study § 397 and the

note to§ 395; §§ 520— 52S.

Analyse the following sentences containing indirect predicates :

—

He heard the wind roar through the trees. We saw the thief trying to pick

a gentleman's pocket. I wish you to come to-morrow. I believe the man to

be innocent. I felt the air fan my cheek. Have you ever known the man
confess being in fault? I like a knave to meet with his deserts. I expected

the travellers to be here by this time. It is too late for the travellers to arrive

to-night. The task was too difficult for him to hope to succeed.

Analyse the following sentences, carefully distinguishing those cases

in which a verb is followed by a complement or an indirect predicate

from those in which- it is followed by an adve7-bial adjunct. See
whether the word in question denotes the condition of that which is

spoken about, or the manner in which an action is done.

That looks pretty. The bell sounds cracked. He spoke loud. The cry

sounded clear and shrill. His voice sounded feebly. Her vpice sounded feeble.

He has travelled far and wide. They have not made the .«;treet wide enough.

The people wept sore. It grieved me sore. The stones have made my feet

sore. He rul)bed his face hard. He rubbed his face sore. Her voice sounds

clear. The ship passed clear of the rock. The trees whispered soft and low.

The whisper came soft and low to our ears. He made his horse canter. He
hade the man wait. He ordered the man to M-ait. He asked me to come.

They uryed us to come. He saw the deed done. He heard the bone snap.

They may depart. You shall be rewarded. Y'ou might have found an easier

way. We must go home. He was ordereil to sit down.

XLIV. Complex Sentences. Substantive Clauses.—Nature,

form, and structure of substantive clauses (§^ 403—407, 539— 555).

Analyse the following sentences in the mode indicated in § 539, &c.
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When ' it ' is employed as a temporar>-, or provisional subject, set it

down as such, and phice after it the substantive clause as the real

subject. Analyse the substantive clauses separately :

—

A. (See ^^ 54.2—545.) That he did the deed is quite certain. Who can
have tokl you that, puzzles me. How long I shall stay here is uncertain.

What we are to do next is the question. How I found the matter out is no
concern of yours. What signifies what weather we have ?

It is very probable that he will not arrive to-day. It does not matter what
he thinks. It is uncertain how long I shall stay. It is uncertain what the

result will be. It is not true that he said so.

Thence it is that I to your assistance do make love. What does it signify

how lich he is? It is a question how far he was justified in that proceeding.

Methinks I know that handwriting. Anon methought the wo(xl began to

move. Methinks he hath no drowning mark upon him. It was only yesterday

that I saw him. Was it on Tuesday that he went away ?

B. ^See §§ 546—549.) I knew that he would come. I think I have the

honour of addressing Sir. Smith ? Tell me how old you are. I want to know
when this happened. I thought it * strange that he should leave without

calling on me. I swear I have no mind of feasting forth to-night. Tell me
what you think of all this. Advise iff this be worth attempting. I am
liopeful that he will soon get better. He is confident that I shall succeed.

He made it a condition that I should become security for the payment. He
felt it to be a disgrace that he had so utterly failed. Tell me who told you.

Tell him I cannot see him to-day. Try if you can decipher that letter. I fear

ihou |>lay'dst most foully for it. We are resolved that that shall not occur

again. Trj' how far you can jump.
C. (See ^^^^ 550—555-) The fact that you say so is enough for me. He did

this to the end that he might convince me. I undertook the business in the

expectation that he would help me. In case you should see him, bring him
with you. I came on the chance that I might find you at home. There was
a rumour that the army had been defeated. Oh ! yet I do repent me of my
fury that I did kill them. For that I love your daughter, I must advance the

colours of my love. That depends upon how you did it. I would not believe

the story but that you avouch it. I hate him for he is a Christian, but more
for that in low simplicity he lends out money gratis. Provided this report be
confirmed, we shall know what to do. He sent me word that he would come
anon. The circumstance that he was present must not be disregarded. In
case I am not there, go on without me.

Analyse the following sentences (see § 406) :

—

I see no sign that the fever is abating. That is a proof that he knows
nothing about the matter. We welcomed these indications that spring was
near. He has obtained my consent that he should go to college. There is no
fear that he will fail.

Analyse the following sentences, in which the Substantive Clause
forms an Adverbial Adjuact to a verb or adjective (like the Latin
accusative 0/ limiiation, or closer definition) :

—

* ' It' often does duty as a temporary or provisional object. Deal with it as in tli" -n^'^ of
the subject ; that is. first analyse Che sentence without the substantive clause, and then .-.ub-

stitute that clause for the ' it.

' If ' has here the force of ' whether.'
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I am sorr}' that you are not well.* We are glad that you have come at last.

I am certain that he never said so. He is desirous that I should return. I am
persuaded that that is ihe wiser course. We are disappointed that you have
not brought your brother.

XLV. Adjective Clauses.—Nature, form, and construction of

Adjective Clauses (Ji,^ 408—413 ; 556— 562).

Underline the adjective clauses in each of the following sentences,

then analyse the entire sentence, and lastly, analyse the adjective

clause separately :—

•

The sequent that did sting thy father's life, now wears his crown. I could a
tale unfold whose lightest word would harrow up thy soul. The rest (/' £?.,

' repose ) is labour which is not used for you. Thrice is he armed that hath
his quarrel just. Infected be the air whereon they ride. Thy food shall be
husks wherein the acorn cradled. What sad talk was that wherewith my
brother held you in the cloister ? I know a bank whereon the wild thyme
blows. Thou speak'st to such a man that is no fleering tell-tale. Unto bad
causes swear such creatures as t men doubt. You will soon find such peace
which it is not in the power of the world to give. You are welcome to my
lielp, such ast it is. I have not from your eyes that gentleness and show of

love as t I was wont to have. In me thou seest the twilight of such day, as t
after sunset fadeth in the west.

I will show you the shop where I bought these apples. The reason why
you cannot succeed is evident. I can remember the time when there were no
houses here. The fortress whither the defeated troops had fled was soon
captured.

It was John who said so. j It v-.as the owl that shrieked. § Who was it

that thus cried ? Is this a dagger which
|| I see before me, the handle towards

my hand ? Was that your brother who knocked at the door ?

Analyse the following sentences (see § 410) :

—

You have only told me what I know already. I know what you said about
me. Go, and find out what is the matter. Do what you can in this business.

He soon repented of what he had done. He knows well enough what he
ought to do. That is precisely what he ought to have done. I cannot make
out what you are saying. I do not understand what you are saying.

Whom we raise we will make fast. I could not make out whom he was
alluding to. That is where H I live. Tell me where you live. Tell me why
you are so angry. That is why H I am angry. I do not know when they will

arrive. I knew when H seven justices could not take up a quarrel. I have
seen when,^ after execution, judgment hath repented o'er his doom. See
where H he looks out of the window. That is how ** he always treats me.
That is why I did it,

* See § 549, 2.

+ See § 165.

J That is, " It (the person) who said so, was John."
§ That is, " It (the creature) that shrieked, was the owl.''

II The adjective clause 'which—hand' is attached to 'this.' 'The handle towards my
hand ' is a nominative absolute belonging to the adjective clause.
^ In the analy.sis supply an antecedent noun.
** ' How,' as a relative, never has an antecedent expresstd^
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Analyse tlic following sentences, trcatini^- the clauses conlaining a
relative as independent sentences (see § 412) :

—

I tlie matter will ie-\vord, which Uwidness would gambol from. We travelled

together as far as Paris, where we parted company. This modest stone, what
few vain marbles can. May truly say, ' Here lies an .honest man.' By this time

we had traversed half the distance, wiien a loud clap of thunder warned us to

(luicken our stei)s. Honourable ladies sought my love, which I denying,* they

fell sick and died.

XLVI. Adverbial Sentences.—Nature, form, and structtire

of Adverbial Clauses (§§ 414—442, 563—571).

Analyse (and parse) the following sentences, after first underlining

the Adverbial Clauses, and then analyse these clauses separately t :
—

A. (See § 416.) I will tell you the secret J when I see you. When you
durst do it, then you were a man. I did not know that till you told me.

What signifies askaig, when there's not a soul to give you an answer? I'll

charm llie air to give a sound while you perform your antic round. He arrived

after we had left. I shall be gone before you are up. You may come when-
ever you jilcase.

J]. (.See § 417.) Where thou dwellest, I will dwell. Wherever you go, I

will folhnv you. There, § where a few torn shrubs the place disclose, the

village ]>reacher's modest mansion rose.

C. (See ^ 418—420.) As the tree falls, so
||

it will lie. He is as II avari-

cious as liis brother is generous. The ** higher you climb, the wider will be

the prospect. The more he has, the more he wants. How +t far the substance

of my praise doth wrong this shadow, so far this shadow doth limp behind tlie

substance. How a bright star shooteth from the sky, so glides he in the night

from Venus' eye.

D. (See ^ 421—423.) I cannot tell you his age for I do not know it.

Because Thou hast been my help, therefore in the shadow of Thy wings will

I rejoice. Since you .say so, I must believe it. When I am determined I

always listen to reason, because then it can do no harm.

He toils hard that he may get rich. I called on him that I might tell

him about that matter. Take care that all be ready. Take heed lest ye

fall into temptation.

* We have here a nominative absolute, forming an adverbial adjunct x.o fell. ' Which is

the object of 'denying.'

t Remember that the conjunction or pronominal adverbs ivlicti, H'/iar, lu/iiHia , &c., have
an advcrlnal construction in their own clauses, but that the Conjunctions after, before, till,

2ufuh\ &c., have no such force.

X In parsing a sentence of this kind, ' when ' should be described as a connective adverbi
modifying the verb 'see,' and joining the clause 'when I see you ' to the predicate 'will

tell.'

\ 'There ' and the clause ' where—disclose ' are co-ordinate adverbial adjuncts of ' rose.'

II

' .So ' and the clause ' as the tree falls ' are co-ordinate .Tdverbial adjuncts of ' will lie.'

'\ The first ' as ' is demonstrative, the .second relative. Each modifies the adjective in its

clause.
** Here the main clause is the second one. The first 'the' is rcl.ative, the second demon-

strative. (See ? 420.) The first modifies ' lii.i;her,' the second modifies 'wider.' The second
• the' and the adverbial clause are co-ordinate adverbial adjuncts of ' wider,' the clause ex-

plainin.s; the indefinite meaning of ' the.'

ft ' How ' is a relative or connective .^dverb modifying 'far,' and joining the adverbial

clause (which is co-ordinalc with ' so ') to the second ' far.'
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I am so * tired that I am ready to drop. He is such a liar that nobody
believes him.

E. (See §^ 424—442.) If you call you will see hira. I would have called

on you, if 1 had known your address. You will not succeed unless you try

harder. I will not come unless you invite me. Except ye repent ye shall all

likewise perish. Thougli he is rich he is not contented. You will see him
though I shall not [see him]. An ( = if) I have not ballads made on you all,

and sung to tllthy tunes, let a cup of sack be my poison. So t I lose not
honour in seeking to augment it, I shall be counselled. I doubt not but to

die a fair deaih for all this, if I escape hanging for killing J that rogue.

Whatever may be the consequence, I will do what I have said. Whatever
he may say, § I shall not believe him. Say [he] what he will [say] he will

never convince me. Do [he] what he can [do], he never pleases the man.
Whencesoevcr the money comes it is welcome. However great his abilities

may be, he cannot succeed without industry. Be he ne'er so vile, this

day shall gentle his condition. The lady's fortune must not go out of the

family ; one may find comfort in the money, whatever one does [find] in

the wife. Cold
||

as it is, I shall go out. Big as he is, I am not afraid

of him. Had I known 11 this I should have acted differently. Were you my
brother I could not do it for you. I would have finished the work had it been
possible.

XLVII. Complex Subordinate Clauses. — In the following

sentences a substantive clause contains a subordinate clause within it.

Analyse the sentences, first treating the substantive as a whole, and
afterwards analysing it separately (§§ 572—574). Underline the clauses

in the way shown in § 541 :

—

Who told you that I built the house which you see? He fears that his

father will ask him where he has been. But that I told him who did it, he
would never have known. Nor failed they to express how much they praised

that for the general safety he despised his own. I think he will soon retrieve his

misfortunes if he sets to work with good-will. I should like to know how your
friend found out where I live. Now methinks you teach me how a beggar should

he answered. I'll see if I can get my husband's ring, which I did make him
swear to keep for ever.

Analyse on similar principles the following sentences, which contain
complex adjective clauses :

—

The house where I lived when I was in town has been pulled down. I have
only done what I told you I would do. They fear what ** yet they know must
follow. I have secret reasons which I forbear to mention because you are not

* The demonstfative ' so ' and the adverbial clause are co-ordinate adverbial adjuncts of
'tired.'

t See § 440.

I Mind that ' for killing' is not an adverbial adjunct of ' escape,' but an attributive adjunct
of the verbal noun ' hanging '

(§ 362, 4).

§ Do not confound this construction with that of such a sentence as ' I believe whatever he
says.' Analyse this.

II
The construction in this and the following sentences is very peculiar. ' Cold ' is in reality

the complement of the predicate. The construction is the same as if we had 'however cold
it is.'

If
' If is omitted (? 442).

** ' What ' is in the nominative case, the subject of 'must.' The construction will be hOtt
seen by substituting tlie demonstrative :

-' they know [that] that must follow.' ,
"
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able to answer thos.> of which I make no secret. The time hns been that when
tlie brains were out the man would die. The right valiant Bancjuo walked too

late, whom you may say, if it pleases you, Fleaiice killed. The eighth appears,

who beais a glass which shows uie many more.

Analyse the following sentences which contain complex adverbial

clauses :

—

He soon left the house when he heard that I was coming. You will be
punished if you do not come when you are called. Don't let us make
imaginary evils, when we know we have so many real ones to encounter.

He seldom drinks wine because he finds that it disagrees with him.

Analyse the following sentences, each of which contains a subordi-

nate clause containing a second, which in its turn contains a third :
—

I was grieved when I heard how he had obtained the character which he
bore among his neighbours. I know that he would never have spread such a

report, if he had not believed what your brother told him. Men who see

clearly how they ought to act when they mejt with obstacles, are in\'ahia'i)le

helpers. It would be well if all men felt how surely ruin awaits those who
abuse their gifts and powers. It was so hot in the valley that we conld not

endure the garments which we had found too thin when we were higher vi[)

among tlie uiists. I will give you no more money till I see how you use what
you have.

XLVIII. Compound Sentences. — These present no new
features. The two or more co-ordinate sentences which make up the

compound sentence simply have to be analysed separately (§ 443).

XLIX. Contracted Sentences.—Study carefully §§ 449 -453,
5S2-588.

Test the accuracy of the following contracted sentences in the

manner shown in § 450 ; then Irll them up * and analyse them
separately :

—

You must either be quiet or [you must] leave the room. Our jiurer essence

then will overcome the noxious vapour of the raging fires, or [our purer

essence,] inured, [will] not feel [the noxious vapour of these raging fires]

Our greatness will appear then most conspicuous when great things of small

[things we can create, when] useful [things] of hurtful [things we can create,

when] pio-perous [things] of adverse [things] we can create.

My d.ay or night myself I make, whene'er I sleep or play. He yields

neither t to force nort to persuasion. I have not decided wnether I will go
or not. He allowed no day to pass without either writing or declaiming aloud.
" Bad men boast their specious deeds on earth, which glory excites, or close

ambition varnished o'er with zeal." " Two principles in human nature reign,

self-love to urge, and reason to restrain." " Nor this a good, nor that a bad we
call." "Who wickedly is wise or madly brave. Is but themore a fool, the more
a knave." " See the sole bliss Heaven could on all bestow, which J who but

feels can taste, but thinks can know." Would you rather drink wine or beer?

* Two or tliree are filled >ip by way of example.
t Suppress the conjunctive portion of iicithc)—»or hy substituting not—not.

4t 'Which' object of the verb 'taste'; tQ.be repeated as the object of the verb 'know.'
' Feels ' and ' thinks ' are intransitive.
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" Nor steel nor poison, malice domestic, foreign levy, nothing can touch him
further." " Freely they stood who stood, and fell who fell." When you
return come and tell me the news. Unless you alter your conduct you will

offend your friends and bring disgrace upon yourself. " Wiles let them con-

trive who need, or when they need, not now." " Why should I play the
Roman fool, and die on mine own sword?" "Swords I smile at, weapons
laugh to scorn, brandished by man that's of a woman bom." " What's
Hecuba to him, or he to Hecuba ?

"

L. Sentences containing Elliptical Clauses.— Study §§ 453,
589^600.

Analyse the following sentences, having first supplied the words that

are understood, in the way indicated in the first few examples :—

He looks as stupid as an owl [looks stupid]. He is not so clever as his

brother [is clever]. I had rather die than [I would soon] endure such a dis-

grace. He is better to-day than [he was well] yesterday. It is better to die
than [it is good] to live in such misery. I have as good a right to the money
as you [have a good right to the money]. Old * as he is [old] he is hale and
hearty. He was so kind as [a man would be kind] to give me this book.
The boy played truant as [it is] usual* He stood aside so as [a man
would stand aside] to let me pass. He looked as [he would look] if

he could kill me. I'd rather be a dog and bay the moon than [I would
soon be] such a Roman. He told me that wisdom is better than wealth
[is good] as [he would tell me] if I did not know that before. I'll shed
my dear blood drop by drop in the dust, but t I will raise the down-trod
Mortimer as high in the air as this unthankful king [is high in the air]. An
'twere not as good a deed as [to] drink [is a good deed] to turn true man and
leave these rogues, I am the veriest varlet that ever chewed with a tooth.

If I were as tedious as a king [is tedious], I could find it i in my heart to

bestow it all on your worship. He has no redeeming qualities whatever [re-

deeming qualities there are]. How could you make such a blunder as ^^ [you

made] to suppose (i.£., in supposing) I did it. What [will happen] if I don't

tell you? His wages as
{|

[he is] a labourer amount to twenty shillings a
week.

Analyse the following sentences, having first filled up the ellipses :

—

I speak not as in absolute fear of you. Rather than be less, he cared not to

be at all. What can be worse than to dwell here ? Present fears are less than

horrible imaginings. He died as one that had been studied in his tkatli to

throw away the dearest thing he owed ( = owned), as 'twere a careless trifle.

More is due than more than all can pay. Art thou not sensible to feeling as to

sight ? How could you make such a blunder as to suppose I did it. None
could be found so told as to oppose him. They dreaded not more the adven-

• The logical intention of an attributive adjunct is often greater than its mere grammatical
force. The full meaning here is :

— '" [Although he is so] old as he is [old]."

t The phrase, ' but I will — King ' is an adverbial adjunct of ' will shed.' See \ 571.

X Provisional object, showing the construction of the real object ' to bestow,' &c.

} Take ' as" as doing duty for a relative pronoun (= ' which blunder '). See } 165.

II
This construction is the counterpart (with a connective instead of a demonstrative adverb^

of the use of ' so ' followed by a substantive clause to denote a condition or hypothesis. (See
Exercise 130.) The full phrase is such as the following:

—

"As I were a shepherdess, I

should be piped and sung to, <w a dairi'-wench, I would dance at maypoles" (ben Jonso^
Cynth. Rev. IV. /.).

•
«^ -»
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ture than his voice forbidding. The people of Paris are much fonder of

strangers that have money than of those that have wit. My pujiil understood

the art of guiding in money matters much better than I. He procured a room
as near the prison as couid conveniently be found. About him all the sancti-

ties of lle.aven stood thick as stars. He recommended me as a jierson very

fit for a travelling tutor. He is as great a rascal as ever lived. My feet are

as cold as a stone. I never attend to such requests as that. The boy is more
troutilesume than ever. He is no happier than before. He is more agile than

his brother, but not so strong. He is fonder of play than of work, but not so

fond of play as of idleness. He is as tall a man as ever I saw. You are no
worse oirthanv<nir brother. Will you be so good as to lend me that knife?

He was wiser than to risk his money in that undertaking. I am not such a

fool as to do that. As to your proposal, I cannot assent to it. As to what
you tell me, it passes belief. This is better than if we had lost everything. It

is not so bad to sutler misfortune as to deser\-e it. He is better to-day than

yesterday. He looked as if he could kill me. He spoke to mc as if I were at

thief. He told me that wisdom was better than wealth ; as if I did not know
that before. With other notes than to the Orpliean lyre I sang of chaos and
cLernal night. I should earn more as a crossing-sweeper. For none made
sweeter melody than did the poor blind boy. Herein fortune shows heisclf more
kind than is her custom. For my*elf alone I would not be so ambitious as to

wish mvself much better. He accompanied me as far as to the end of the

street. When he is best, he is a little worse than a man ; and when he is worst,

he is little better than a beast. Wisdom is ofttimes nearer when we stoop than

when we soar. If time improve our wit as well as wine, say at what age a

poet grows divine.
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FAULTY SENTENCES FOR CORRECTION.

Correct the following sentences, giving reasons for each correc

tion :—

1. You and me will take a walk (^^ 2S7, 345).

2. Let you and I take a walk (^4 •9'> "^^'' S^O-

3. The effluvia was disgusting (§ 55)-

4. The inteniion of these persons are uncertain (§ 37S).

5. Six monllis' interest are due (§ 37S).

6. Neither John nor Henry were at church [^ 484).

7. Either he or I are in fault (^ 484).

8. Neither of them are better than they ought to be {^ 175).

9. Our own conscience, and not other men's opinions, constitute our respon-

sibility (§ 378).

10. John is a better writer than me (§ 596).

11. Is he older than her? (§ 596).

12. Where was you all last night ? (§ 37S).

13. What signifies promises without performance? (§ 378).

14. "How pale each worshipful and reverend guesc

Rise from a clergy or a city feast !
"

(§ 175).

15. Every man and boy showed their joy by clapping their hands (^ 175,

474)-
_

.

16. No sound but their own voices were heard (J 378).

17. Good order and not mean savings produce great profit (§ 378).

18. Arc either of those pens yours ? (^ I75).

19. Let each esteem other better than themselves (§ 175).

20. Johnson's 'Lives of the Poets' are reprinting (§ 482).

21. Nor want nor cold his course delay (§ 3S6).

22. There are many ways of dressing a calves' head.

23. You did not ought to do that {^ 254/').

24. He was one of the wisest men that has ever lived (§§ 456, 465).

25. In modern English two negatives destroy one another.

26. Everybody has their faults {i 175).

27. Having finished the chapter the volume was shut.

28. He is not one of those who interferes in matters that do not concern him

(§§ 456, 465).

29. I do not like those kind of things. ^
30. What sort of a man is he ?

31. This is the greatest error of all the rest (§ u 1).
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32. " 'Twas Love's mistake, who fancied what it feared "
{^ 474)*

33. Homer as well as Virgil were studied un the l)anks of tlie Rhine (^^ 45O,

593)-

34. There is sometimes more than one auxiliary to a verl) (§ 376).

35. Nothing hut grave and serious studies delight him (§ 37C).

36. Who do you think I met this morning? (g 368).

37. Whom do you think called on me yesterday? {^ 382).

38. He is a man whom I think deserves encouragement {^ 382).

39. Such a man as him would never say that (§ 594).

40. The fleet are under orders to sail {^ 380).

41. The peasantry wears blouses (§ 380).

42. I have read the second and third chapter {§ 463).

43. Nor eye nor listening ear an object find (^ 484).

44. I, whom nor avarice nor pleasure move (§ 386).

45. Not you but John are in fault (^ 449).

46. Parliament have been prorogued (§ 380).

47. A numerous party were assembled (^ 380).

48. Shakspeare is greater than any dramatist.

49. He is the most admired of all the other dramatists (§ iii).

50. These kind of people are my abhorrence.

51. lie wore a large and a very shabby hat (§ 463).

52. Can you see a red and white flag ? I can see neither (^ 463).

53. A hot and cold spring were found near each.other (§ 463).

54. The love of drink is of all other follies the most pernicious (§ iii).

55. Call at .Smith's the bookseller's (§ 458).

56. My friend, him whom I had treated like a brother, has turned against me
($ 457. 2).

57. This injury has been done me by my friend, he whom I treated like a
brother (§ 459, 3).

58. He told John and I to come with him (§ 287).

59. Between you and I, he is a great fool (§ 287).

60. Who can this letter be from ? (^ 459, 8).

61. Afdn are put in the plural because they are many {^ 482).

62. His father's and his brother's lives were spared (§ 463).

63. He was angry at me asking him the question (§ 494).

'64. What is the use of you talking like that (§ 494).

65. Somebody told me, I forget whom (^§ 382, 589).

66. I heard that from somebody or other, I forget who {^ 382, 589).

67. Divide that cake between you four.

68. There is nothing to show who that belongs to (§ 277).

69. A versifier and poet are two different things (§ 463).

70. I cannot tell you how much pains have been spent on hinu

71. I wish to cultivate a further acquaintance with you.

72. I do not know who to send (§ 368).
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73. Whom uv. „.^ii say that he is ? {i 382),

74. Who do men declare him to be ? (§ 397).

75. I little thought it was him (§§ 457, 3 ; 466).

76. I feel coldly this morning (§ 393, noU).

77. vShe looked cold on her lover (§ 393, fioie).

78. They seemed to be nearly dressed alike.

79. He is not only famous for his riches, but for his wisdom (§ 450).

80. A nation has no right to violate the treaties they have made {§ 465).

81. A man may see a metaphor or an allegory in a picture, as well as read

them in a book (§ 593).

82. Nobody in their senses would have done that (§ 465).

83. She sings better than me {^ 596).

84. I have my aunt, my uncle, and my father's leave (§ 458).

85. He did no more than it was his duty to have done.

86. The fact of your having said so, is enough for me (§ 494).

87. You have weakened instead of strengthened your case (§ 189).

88. He raved like one out of their mind (§ 465).

89. The Atlantic separates the Old and New World (§ 463).

90. Here lies John Brown, born Jan. I, 1824, died Sept. 5, 1874 (^ 3S2).

91. When will we get there ?(§ 211).

92. He has not yet began his exercise (^ 225).

93. These flowers smell very sweetly (^ 393, Jioft:).

94. This is the greatest misfortune that ever has or could happen to me
(^ 450)-

95. Each strives to cheat the other in their own way (§ 474).

96. It is me that say so (^^ 394, 470).

97. It is I that he fears (§ 470).

98. I would like to see him (^ 211). /

99. I think I will be gone by the time you come (t'i.).

100. Nobody gives so much troul)le as he does. }

101. Sincerity is as valuable, and even more so, as knowledge.

102. He was as rich or even richer than his father (§ 450).

103. I hoped to immediately sycceed.

104. I expected to have been at home when you called.

105. He not only ought but shall do it (§ 450).
106. While walking in my garden, an idea suddenly occurred to me.

107. Let us not increase our hardships by dissensions among each other.

108. This dedication may serve for almost any book that has, is, or shall be
published (^ 450).

109. Doth he not leave the ninety and nine, and goeth into the wilderness
and seekeththat which is gone astray ? (^ 450).

no. The centres of each compartment are ornamented with a star (^ 175).

111. Valerie's was one of those impulsive, eager natures that longs for a con-
fidante {§§ 456, 465).

112. The service was impressive, but it lacked either grandeur or beauty.
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113. More than one ernperor pruled himself upon his skill as a swordsman
(^ 465).

114. His younger d;iys were spent in England, waiting for an opportunity to

get to France.

115. Hoping to hear from you soon, believe me yours truly, J. B. {^ 460).

116. No civil broils have since his death arose (^ 225).

117. We trust that by supplying a genuine and most superior class of article, to

increase the confidence so many years bestowed on Mr. M.
118. When I get home I see the being than whom nobody in the world loves

another as I love her (§ 5S9).

119. O Thou my voice inspire,

Who touched Isaiah's hallowed lips with fire (§§ 456, 465).

120. For ever in this humble cell,

Let thee and I, my fair one, dwell (§^ 191 no/t; 521).

121. These plantations are lain out by rule and line (j 225).

122. Severe the doom that length of days impose (J§ 456, 465).

123. Profusion as well as parsimony are to be avoided.

124. Let the same be she that thou has appointed (J 397).

125. Of all men else I have avoided thee.

126. It is no use talking so.

127. He wrote a moderately sized volume.

128. He drew a line of about six inches long.

129. I was going to have written him a letter

130. Regard is to be had to every one's circumstances, healths and abilities.

131. The Thames is derived from the Latin Tliamcsis.

132. He is a boy of nine years old.

133. In reading you should sit as uprightly as possible.

134. He made another joke which she did not hear, and had better be
suppressed {\\ 287, 450).

135. I can tell you this much.

136. He has only done that much of his task.
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A, various sounds of, 20
feminine suffix, 45
masculine suffix, 45
weakened fonn of on, 1 23 note,

267, 268
adverbial prefix, 267, 268
short form of an, f22

for he, 141 note

About, 284, /. 1 1

7

Absolute nominative and objective,

272, 5
Accent, 23

Teutonic, 23
French, 23
influence of, 23
distinguishes verbs from nouns, /.

Accusative, see Objective

Accusative case replaced by dative, 80
note, 370

Active voice, 186. 187
conjugation of, /. 100

Active verbs with passive signification,

183, 495
Adjective, definition of, 85, 86, 88

identical with noun, 25 note

syntax of, 458
used attributively, 87, 361, 450
used predicatively, 87, 393
test, 87, 88
limiting function, 88, 347
qualitative, 90
quantitative, 91
demonstrative or definitive, 97
pronominal, 97
used substantively, 98
become substantive, 58 note, 98
inflected, 103
uninfleclol, 102
comparison of, see Positive, Com-

parative, Superlative 3

compound, /. 128

derived, 317, 318, 334
Adjective clause, 362, 5, 408-41^,

556-562
cor.tinuative, 412

Adverbs, definition, 259, 260
limiting function of, 259, 260
classification of, 261-265
simple, 262
conjunctive or relative, 262, 263,

264
differ from conjunctions, 263, 2S8

Adverbs, derived from nouns, 267
derived from adjectives, 268
derived from pronouns, 270
with suffix omitted, 269 note

identical in form with prepositions,

271
of affirmation and negation, 272
after prepositions, 272,/. iii

used attributively, 362, 4
used for relative pronoun, 408
comparison of, 274-276

Adverbial relation, 367
adjuncts, 349, 370 note, 371-377,

531
clauses, 414-442, 563, «S:c.

suffixes, 267-270
After, 28 1, 290
All, 92, 93
Aller, 135 note, p. 42 ttote

Alms, 59
Alphabet, 6-15
Alphabetic anomalies, 20-2

1

Am,/. 98
An, see Indefinite Article

Analysis of sentences, 500-504
examples of, 506, <S:c,

And, 287
joining th^ members of a com-

pound subject, 386 note

Ane (alone), 179
Angles, /. 2

Anglo-Saxon, //. 2-6
characteristics of, /. 3
alphabet, 7, 22
words and forms, 83, 103, 137-

147, 228-229, 232, &c.
Anomalous verbs, 231, &c.
Antecedent to relative, 1 5 1, 408, 465

omitted, 158
disguised, 465

Any, 91, 92, 168
Apostrophe in possessive case, 76
Apjiosition, 362, 455, 457
Articles, 25. 120, sec Indefinite Article-

ami Definite Article

repetition of, 460-462
Aryan languages, /. i

As, adverb, 264 note

relative pronoun, 165, 561, 569
Aspirate, 14
At, /. 1 14 note. 284
Aifor to, 196 fiote

Attributive relation, 25, 361, 362-366
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Attributive adjuncts, 362, 366, ^Jo'/ioU;

501, 502, 506, &c.
adjuncts, dctinitivc and descrip-

tive, 365
Aught, 167

Auxiliary verb, 1S4, 1S5, /. 104
Ay, Aye, 272

Be, conjugation of, 250-253
in Anglo- Saxon, 251
a test verb, /. 98
verb of incomplete predication,

391, 393
I5ecause, 290
liefore, 281, 290
Wetter, best, 1 15, 276
Both, 95, 287
liriiiegroom, derivation of, 45
Britons, language of, /. 2

Brothers, brethren, 57
But,/. 116, 291, 532-53S
By, 2S4

Can, could, 143, 242
Case, definition, 64, 65, 66

meaning of the word, 66 i/o/c

number of cases in English, 67,

81, 82
number of cases in Anglo-Saxon,

/• 3. 67, 83 .

functions of, 345, 346
nominative, see Nominative
posse-^sive, sc^d Possessive case
objective, .riv Objective case

endings, 82, 83, 84, 103, 136-148
Celtic, Jtv Keltic

Chaucer, forms of the time of, 84, 104,

230
Children, 52 )/oL'

Classical element in English, App.
Cognate objective, 372
Collateral sentences, 445-448
Comma, use of, 605

> Comparative degree, 107, 108, 109
suffixes, 108 «(?/£', 112
double comparatives, 1

1

7

Comparatives become positive, 119
•Comparison of Adjectives, 105

degrees of, 105, see Positive, Com-
parative, Superlative

rrcgular, 1
1

5

expressed by ijiore and most, 117
when not allowable, 1 13

Comparison of Adverbs, 274-276
Complement of predicate, 391-396

Complement, subjective, 393
subjective complement in the ol3-

jective case, 476
objective, 395
infinitive, 395

Complex sentences, see Sentence
object, see Object
sul)ject, see Subject

predicate, see Predicate

Composition of words, 297
Compound nouns, /. 127

adjectives, /. 12S
pronouns, />. 128

verbs, /. 128

adverbs, />. 128

sentences, 443
Con, 242
Concessive clauses, 424, 428, 435, 436
Concord of verb and subject, 378-383,

475. 479-482
of adjective and noun, 458
of pronoun and noun, 463-473

Conditional clauses, 424-442
Conjugation of verbs, 28, 220-257

strong conjugation, 221, 225
weak conjugation, 222, 224, 226

Conjunctions, definition of, 285, 286
different from conjunctive adverbs,

263
contrasted with prepositions, 290
co-ordinative, 287
subordinative, 288
developed out of prepositinns, 290
wrongly so called, 447

Consequence, clauses denoting, 442
Consonants, 13-15

doitbled, 17
sounds of in Anglo-Saxon, 22

Constructions adapted to the general

sense, 497
Continuative use of relative, 412
Contracted sentences, 449
Co-ordinate clauses, 443
Copula, 356
Crude form, 28
Cunning, 243

Danish element in English, /. 3
Dare, durst, 246
Dative case replaces accusative, 30

noh'

Daughter, derivation of, 44
Declension, 82, 83, 84, 103
Defective Verbs, 231-254
Definite article, 97, 124, 125, 1 26
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Definite article, inflected, 126, 148

ihet or that, 125

when repeated, 461
Demonstrative pronouns, 97, 130, 138-

150
Dental mutes, 14, 15

Derivation of words, /. 1 29, (S:c.

Did, 221, 223
Dies, dice, 57
l>ight, p. 93
Digraphs, lO

Diphthongs, 10

Distributive pronouns, 97, 130, 171-

175
Dissyllable, 17
Do, conjugation of, 254

preterite formed by reduplication,

221, 254

A

auxiliary of preterite in the weak
conjugation, 223

in interrogative and negative sen-

tences, 255
used to give emphasis, 255, note p.

99
used to repeat preceding verb,

p. 100
= put, 255

Do = make, 255
Do (= dugan), 255
Drake, derivation of, 44
Dual number, 48, 137
Duck, derivation of, 44

E, sounds of In English, 20
Each, 171
Eaves, 59
Either, 174, 287
Elilcr, eldest. 1 15 vote

Elliptical sentences, 453, 49S
Else, 268
En, feminine suflfix, 45 ; plural suffix,

52 ; adjective suffix, p. 131 ;

verb suffix, /. 133
suffix of perfect participle, 221

English, the language of the Angles
and Saxons, /. 2

alow German language,/. 2
constituents of modern English,

//• 3-6
development of, //. 6-8
dialects of English, //. 6, 7

Enough, 95
Er, comparative suffix, 108

masculine suffix, 45
plural sufifix, 52 note

Ere, erst, 276, 290
Es, plural suffix, 49

suffix of thint j^erson singular, 227
Ess, feminine suffix, 45
Est, St, suffix of second person singular,

227
Eth, suffix of third person singular,

227, 228
Etymology, 5, 24, <S:c.

Every, 173
Except, 282, 291

Far, 115 note

Farther, farthest, 1 15 note, 276
Father, derivation of, 44
Feminine gender, 39, 44-46
Few, 95
Final consonant doubled, 18

First, loi, 115
For, meanings traced, 284

conjunction, 290
prefix, 320

Foreign words adopted in English,
• App.

Former, 116

Fro, 271
Further, furthest, 115 note, 276
Future tenses, 204, 205, 208, 210-2

1 3,

215
predictive and proniissive, 213

Gander, 44
Ge, prefix in Anglo-Saxon, 171 note

in perfect participles, 221, 224
Gender, definition of, 39, 40

natural and grammatical, 40 «<>/<?,

44
distinguished from sex, 39, 43
how denoted, 44-46
masculine, 40, 44, 45, 46
feminine, 40, 44-46
feminine suffixes, 45
neuter, 40
common, 41
of animals, 41 note

in pronouns, 137
Anglo-Saxon suffixes for, 45

Genitive, see Possessive

in Anglo-Saxon, 83
after numerals, 91, 362, 2
adverbial, 267, 268

Gerund, 197-200, 368, 493
Genmdial infinitive, see Infinitive

Goose, 44
Go, went, /. 84.
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Gramniar, definition of, 2

Greek words in English, /. 4, App.
suffixes, /. 138

Grimm"s law, App.
Guttural mutes, 14, 15

H.alf, 95
Have, conjugation of, 248

auxiliary of perfect tenses, 210
lie, she, it, demonstrative pronoun, 138,

143
syntax of, 473

Hence, here, hither, 270
Here /or 'this' with preposition, 147
Might, 221, 247,/. 93
His, 138, 140
Husband, derivation of, 44
Hwa, hweet, 153
Hwj-lc, 155
HwceSer, 156
Hybrids,/. 139
Hypothetical sentences, 424, &c,

I, sounds of, 20
I, personal pronoun, 131, 135, 136, 137
Ichabbe, 137
Ichill, 137
If, 290
Imperative mood, 191 i/ofe

Imperfect participle, 201
in Anglo-Saxon, 201 )t^/e

seemingly passive, 200 tio/e

Imperfect tenses, 204, 205, 208, 210,

215
Impersonal verbs, 382 no/:.; 247, 496
In, on, /. 1

1

7

Indefinite article, 121, 122, 123 ;/('/£.

when repeated, 460
Indefinite pronouns, 97, 130, 166-170

who, what, which, 157
one, 166
aught, 167
any, 168
other, 169
some, 170
man, men, 166

Indefinite tenses, 204, 205, 210, 215,
216

ambiguous in the passive, 2l5
. Indicative mood, 190, 484
Indirect object, 369
Indirect questions, 404, 410
Ine, feminine suffix, 45
Infinitive mood, 194-196, 491
y^ without ' to' 195, 396, 397

Infinitive with 'to ' (gennidial infinitive),

J'A 372, 4, 397
wilii 'ior to,' 49i(r

object or subject, 194, 196
syntax of, 491

Inflexion, 28
Inflexion of complex jihrases, 77 tw/e
Inflexion, substitute for, 152 //oh'

once significant w ords, /. 64 //ofe

Ing, suffix of j)arliciple, 201
sulfix of gerund, 197
sufl[ix of verbal nouns, /. 71

Innermost, 116
Interjections, 293
Interrogative pronouns, 130, 153, (S:c.

Interrogative sentences. 358
Intransitive verbs, 181, 182

followed by a preposition, 370 //oi^

It, pronoun, 140, 143
anticipatory subject, 387, 405
anticipatory object, 39S
with adjective clause, 413
cognate object, 372, 3

I wis, 245 7/o/e

Keltic languages, /. 2

words in English, /. 3, App.

Labials, 13
Lane, 179
Last, latest, 115 //ofe, 276
Latin words in Plnglisli, /. 4, App.

prefixes,/. 133
sufiixes, />. 134

Lesser, 115 t/o/e

Lest, 290<^

Let, 19 F note, p. 84 >/oir'

Like, adjective and adverli, 269 //o/e

Liquids, 13
Lisping sounds, 13
Me-Lists, 247, />. 93
Little, less, least, 94, 115
Lord, lady, derivation of, 44
Ly, adjective and adverbial suffix, 269

Maid, 44
Man, 44
Many, 95
Masculine, distinguished from male, 43
Masculine gender, 38, 44-46
May, 234-237, /. 104
Means, 58
Methinks, /. 93
Middle voice, iSS //oU ' >
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Monosyllable, 17
Moods, 189-192
Mood of lact, 193
Mood of conception, 193
Mood of volition, 193
More, 95
Motan, mole, 239
Mother, derivation of, 44
Mow, mowe, niought, 236
Much, 91, 115 twte, 276
Must, 23S
Mute e, l^

Mutes, 13
breathed and voiced, 14 note

shaq) and flat, 13

Nam, nart, nis, nas, 252
Nat, niste, 245
Near, a comparative, I15 note, 276
Need, /. 93
Negative particles, 272
Negative sentences, 255
Neither, 174, 287
Nephew, niece, derivation of, 44
Neuter gender, 40, 42

suffix 't,' 143, 148, 152, 153, 153
Nill, 233
No, see None
No, nay, 272
Nominative- case, definition of, 68

not the primary case, 66 note

derivation of, 70
how ascertained, 69
absoUite, 372, 5> note, 530
syntax of, 455

None, no, 95, 166

Norman-French, introduction and
effects of, //, 4, 7, 15

Not, 272
Notional words, 25
Notional verbs, 185
Nouns, definition of, 29

noun-substantive, 25 note

noim-adjective, 25 note

common, 30, 31
proper, 35
collective, 32, 38
abstract, 32
concrete, 33
gender of, 38

Nouns, general names, 33
derived, p. 129
inflexion, 38
syntax of, 455

Number, definition of, 47

Number, how denoted, 47, 48-56
singular, 48
plural, 49-63
plural suffixes, 49-54
dual, 48 note, 137
in verbs, 21S

Numeral nouns, 91, loi

adjectives, 91, 97, 100
adjectives used as nouns, 93, 94

O, sounds of, 20
Object of verb, 79, 80, 1S6

direct object. So, 369
indirect object, 80, 369
use of term, /. 144 note

simple, 397
compound, 397
complex, 397
completing, 369 note

enlarged, 399
an adverbial adjunct, 367

Objective case, definition of, 79, 36S
how detennined, 80
functions of, 457
form in nouns, 81

denoting indirect object, 80, 369
fusion of dative and accusative, 370
absolute, 372, 5
position of, 81

governed by prepositions, "9

objective for nominative, 177, 467
cognate objective, 372, 3
adverbial relation of, 372
syntax of, 457

Objective relation, 368-370
Oblique cases, functions of, 346 note

Of, off", A 118

Older, oldest, 115 note

One, 166, 179
Or, 287
Or = ere, p. l\2 note

Orthography, 3
Orthographical system, English,

imperfections of, 20
Other, 169, 174 note

Ought, 244
Owe, 244
Own, 244

Participles, 90, 201-202
used absolutely, 2S2, 372, 5.

miscalled prejrasitions, 2S2

Parts of speech, 25
primaiy and secondary, 24, 348,

349
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Parts of speecn, same word bcloncjing; tn

more than one part of speech, 27

Passive voice, 1S6-18S
conjugation of, /. 102

of iniransitive verb-;, 1S7, 370 «<)/t:

in Anglo-Saxon, iSS note

Pea, pease, 57
Pennies, pence, 57
Perfect participle, 201, 202, 221, 224

in the strong c<injugation, 221

in the weak conjugation, 224
used with an active signification,

201 naie

Perfect tense, active, 201, 204, 205, 208,

210, 215, 221 note

in Latin, 221 note

in Greek, 221 note

Periods of the English language, /. 6

Person, in pronouns, 131, 132

in verbs, 219, 227, 228, 229
origin of personal inflexions, 219

note

Personal pronouns, see Pronoun
Personification, its influence on gender,

4-
Plural, definition, 48

suffixes of, 49-57
fonned by vowel-change, 53
plurals in appearance, 59
same as singular, 55
of proper names, 51
of loreign words, 55
of abstract nouns, 62
used as singular, 58, 480
different in meaning from singular,

57. 61

of compound names, 63
double forms, 57
words only used in, 60
in Anglo-Saxon, 83, 103

in -ics, 58
of address, 134
in pronouns, 139
suffix of, ia present tense of verbs,

/. 78 note

Positive degree, 106, 108

Possessive case, definition of, 71
functions of, 456
formation, 75, 76, 78
supposed derivation from 'his,'

76 note

in feminine nouns, 76 note, 83
of comjjlex names, 77
replaced by ' of,' 74
used objectively, 72

Possessive case in names o7 things, 72
use in Anglo-Saxon, 72
relation to the Genitive, 71 note

omission of the possessive suffix,

76 note

Possessive case of personal pronouns,

135, 142, 144
Potential mood, /. 66 no!c

Predicate, 343, 355, 356, 358, 360,

378-382, 389-396
simple, 390
complex, 391-396, 503, 512, &c.

indirect, 367 )wte, 397, 550
complement of, 391-395
logical and grammatical, 356, 501

Predicative relation, 354
Prefixes, Latin,/. 133

Greek, p. 138
Teutonic, p. 129, &c.

Prepositions, definition of, 277
origin of, 279
primary function of, 279, 280
supersede case-endings, /. 113 note

simple, 281
derived, 281, 282
same in form as adverbs, 271, 279
relations indicated by, 283
passing into conjunctions, 290

Present used for future, 216
historic, 216

Preterite or past indefinite tense,

in the strong conjugation, 221
in the weak conjugation, 222, 223
used as a present, 231
final ' d' of, sounded like ' t,' 222

Pronominal adjectives, 178
Pronominal adverbs, 270
Pronouns, 25, definition of, 97, 127, 128

subdivision and classification ofj

129, 130
adjective, 129, 135, 144
personal, 131-137
demonstrative, 145-150
relative, 151- 165
interrogative, 153-156
distributive, 1 71-175
reflective, 176, 177
possessive, 97, 135, 144
compound, 157
syntax of, 463, &c.
confasion of cases, 467 note

Punctuation, rules for, 601
Purpose, clauses denoting, 423

Qualitative adjectives, 90
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Quantitative adjectives, 91-97
Queen, 44
Quolh, /. 82

Rather, 529, 597
Reduplication in the preterite tense,

221
Reflective pronouns, 176, 177
Reflective verbs, 183
Relational \V(5r(ls, 25
Relative pronouns, 97, 130, 151-165

that, 152
substitute for inflexion, 152 nole

who, 153, 157
what, 154, 158, 159
which, 155, 158, 160, 162

whether, 156
whoso, &c. ,157
as, 165
understood, 409, 467
used continuatively, 412
syntax of, 463, 468, 469

Riches, 59
Root, 28

S, plural suffix, 49, 50 •

'S, suffix of possessive case, 75
adverbial suffix, 267, 268

Saxons invade Britain, / 2.

Saxon dialect becomes piedominant,

/. 6
Scandinavian element in Entjlish, p. 3
Se, seo, thitt, 148
Second person sing, of verbs without

suffix, /. 87 note

Self, 176, 177
Semi-vowels, 1

1

Sentence deflnilion of. 4. 343
simple, 400, 506-538
comjilex, 401-442, 539, &c.

compound, 443, 414
contracted, 449 452
collateral, 445
elliptical, 453, 5445/2
declarative, 358
imperative, 358
optative, 358
interrogative, 358

Sequence of tenses, 488
Shall, 210, 21 1-2 13, 215

conjugation of, 232
originally a preterite, 232

She, 140- 143
Sibilants, 13
Since, ^ 115 note

Singular number, 48
like plural, 55

Singular number used as plural, 55
used in multiplication, 4S0

So, 150
Some, 91, 170
Stem, 28
Ster, feminine suffix, 45
Strong verbs, 221

become weak, /. 85
Subject of verb, 343, 355, 378—3S6

understood, 382
simple, 385
compound, 3S1, 386, 475
complex, 3S7
enlarged, 388
provisional, 387 note

logical and grammatical, 355, 500
sul:>jects differing in number aiid

person, 481, 482
Subjunctive mood, 192, 430—440,

4S5—487
conjugation of, //. lOl, 103

Subordinate clauses, 401
Substantive clauses, 401, 403-407,

542, &c.

Such, 150
Suffixes, once independent words, /.

129
in nouns, see Declension
in verbs, see Conjugation
in adverbs, see Adverb
in derivatives,/. 130, &c.

La'in, /. 134^
Greek, /. 138

Summons, 59
Superlative degree, definition of. III,

114
how formed, ill, I15, 116, 117
formed from com para lives, 116

Syllables, 17

Syntax, definition of, 342

T, suffix of second person singular, 219,

232
offgrowth of 's,'/. 114 nole

Tenses, 203 217
present, past, and future, 205-215
imperfect, 204, 205, 20S
perfect, 204 205, 206, 209
indefinite, 204, 205, 207, 2IO, 216,

217
formed by inflexion, 2IO, 221, 222
auxiliaries, 210-213, 215, /. 104
comparative table of, 215
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Tenses, use of, 216
in Anglo-Saxon, 21

7

Teutonic languages, /. I

Than, 291
than whom, 477

That, those, 145, 146, 14S, 149
That, icl. i^ron. 152

diflcrence between 'that' and
'who,' 152, 163

sign of grammatical suVjordination,

157 note

conjunction, 290, 403
The, delinite article, 124-126

before 'which,' 160
adverb, })y. 126, 149, 270, 5

Ther, comparative suffix, loS ;a'/i'. 156,

169, 174
There, thence, thither, 270
There yi^r ' that ' with preposition, 147
They, 138-143, 149
Thilk. 150
Me-Thinks, 247
This, these, 145, 146, 147, 149
Thou, 132, 136, 137

use of singular and plural forms,

134
Though, 291
Thus, 270
To, too, meaning of, traced, 2S4, p.

"9
.

before infinitive, sec Infinitive

To-day, to-morrow, 267, 4
Transitive verbs, iSr, 1S2, 1S3
Trix, feminine suffix, 45
Twelvemonth, 55, 4S0

U, sounds of, 20
Un (prefix), 281, 4 ; 311
Uncouth, 243
Unless, 291

Verbs, definition of, 180, 345, 354
transitive and intransitive, 181-183
reflective, 182

impersonal, 382 7tote, 247
active voice and passive voice of,

186-188
moofls, 189-194
participles, 201-202, 221, 224
gerund, 197-200
tenses, 203. sec Tenses
number, 21^

Verbs, person, 219, 227-229
conjugation, 220, 256
defective verbs, 231-248
compound verljs, 304
derived verbs, 320-335
verbs of incomplete predication,

391,-512, c\;c.

auxiliary, 1S5, 205, &c., 192, iSS,

209, 231-237, 391
concord of verb and subject, 3;8-

383
intransitive verb and preposition

not equivalent to transitive verb,

370 iioic

\'ocative case, 66 note, 73
\'oice, 186

Voiced mutes, 14 note

Vowels, 8
vowel sounds, 9
vowel sounds in Anglo-Saxon, 22

vowel scale, 9 note

W, semi-vowel, 18

Was, /. 98
We, 131, 136, 137
Weak verbs, 222, 226
Wert, /. 96 note

What, which, whose, whether, see

Relative pronoun
When, where, whence, whither, how,

why, 270, &c.

Where, for preposition and ' which,'

162

While, 291
Who, see Relative pronoun
Widower, 45
Will, 210-213, 215, 233
(To) wit, 245
Witch, gender of, 44
W'ith, 284,/. 119
V\'izard, derivation of, 44
Woman, derivation of, 44
Wont, /. 85
Worse, worst, note, 276
Worth, weorthan, 247

V, semi-vowel, 11

pure vowel, 1

1

Ve, you, 132, 135, 134
! Vca, yes, 272

I

Ylc, 150 note
I Yon. 150



EXAMINATION_ QUESTIONS*

PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS' EXAMINATION.

Tlie following papers are made up of qnestions on Grammar and
Etymology selected from amongst those set since 1871 at the Exami-
nation for Public School Teachers conducted by the Central Com-
mittee for the Prorince of Ontario :

—

FIRST CLASS.

1, Give reasons for regarding the article as an adjective.

9» Eemark on the grammatical peculiaiities of the following words
or expressions:— "Cliildren," "alms," "gander," "songstress,"

"The more the merrier," "He is gone a-hunting," "The
house is building."

3. Give as fully as you can the syntax of the subjunctive mood.
4. Give some examples of families of words from a common root.

5. To what great family of languages does the English belong ?

Under what subdivision is it properly classed ? Mention the
languages of the same subdivision.

6. Give instances of Celtic, Latin, and Danish remains in the Eng-
lish language, and state for what classes of words we have
adopted chiefly Greek, Latin, and French derivatives.

7. Give specimens of spondee, dactyl, and anapest, and describe the
Spenserian stanzv

8 Explain the figures Syncope, Paralepsis, and Pleonasm, indicating
tlie class to which each belongs, and distinguish between
Barbarism and Solecism, Simile and Metaphor.

11.

1. When may proper nonns be regarded as common, and when are
common nouns equivalent to proper ?

2. Indicate the various uses of the pronoun "it," and account for the
curious change of gender in the following sentence :

—" Death
hath not only lost tlie sting, but il briugeth a coronet in her
hand."

—

Jeremy Tcujlor.

3. (a) What may be regarded as the characteristic property of the
verb ? Does it ever include, besides, the property of the ad-
jective? {h) Exhibit tlie origin of the termination "d" or
" ed " in the past tense, (c) What value do jou attach to in-

flection as a mode of indicating number and person in English
Terba?
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4. Enumerate the various uses of "but." Is such a construction as
" Princes are but men " inconsistent with the grammatical
dctuiition of the adverb ?

6. (a) lUustrate the primary and secondary use of the prepositinn.

(b) Draw up a table exhibiting the relations expressed by pie-
positions.

6. Latham speaks of Etymology in the wide and in the limited sense
of the word ; explain his meaning.

7. (rt) What proportion do words of Anglo-Saxon origin bear to

those from classical sources? [b) Show that this proportion
is not maintained iu the language of ordinary intercourse.

8. Scan the following lines :

—

The proper study of mankind is man.
Not a drum was heard, not a funeral note,

III.

1. "Orthographical expedients are resorted to on account of lheim«
perfections of the English alphabet, which may be char-

acterized as deficient, redundant, and ambiguous"

—

Authorised

Sijclling Book.

Explain clearly the meaning of the term " Orthographical Ex.
pedient," and show in what respects the English alphabet is

deficient, redundant, and ambiguous.

2. Explain the meaning of Orthoepy, Idiom, Dialect, and Metaphor,
and give the best definition you can of "letter," " syllable,"

and "word."

3. Define Adjective and Pronoun ; state how you classify adjectives

and pronouns ; show where you draw the line between these

parts of speech ; and explain your views with regard'to the

parsingof "his," " each," "this," "all," "another," "what,"
and "some," in the various constructions.

4. Explain with the aid of examples the meaning of Grammatical
Equivalent and Conjunctive Adverb.

5. What argument does Max Midler rega d as establishing conclu-

sively that the English language is a branch of the great

Teutonic stem of the Aryan form of speech ?

6 (a) Mention some of the Celtic elements of the English langungOi

(h) Name the two branches of the Celtic stock of languages.

(c) Which of these was most probably the language of ancient

Gaul ? Confirm your answer by pointing out affinities.

7. Point out the difference between Barbarism and Solecism,, and ex.

plain the figures Pleonasm, Metonymy, Paragoge, and Synec-

doche, giving examples and indicating the class to which each

belongs.

B. Give specimens of Iambus, Trochee, and Amphibrach.
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IV.

1. Give the brigin of the termination "ess " as a mode of expressing
the feminine gender.

2. The termination " er " is common to adjectives of the comparative
degree ; to some other adjectives, as "upper," " under," &c. ;

and to certain pronouns, prepositions, and adverbs, as " either,"
*' over," &c. What common idea underlies this identity of ter-

mination ?

3. Define Relative Pronoun, Verb Impersonal (Proper and Improper),
and Conjunctive Adverb.

4. Show how the Indicative and Potential Moods differ in their de-

clarative force.

5. Some grammarians have given it as a rule that " verbs substan-

tive govern the Nominative Case. " Is this correct ? Investigate

the rule.

6. " Conjunctions connect not words but propositions." Show that
this assertion can be maintained even with sentences like

these: " John and Thomas carry a sack to market ;
" "Three

and three make six."

7. What is meant by Service Metre and Alexandrines f Give speci-

mens of each.

8. Compare words of Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman origin for the
purpose of explaining the preference given to either element
in the choice of words.

V.

1. Do yon consider " chicken," "riches/' "alms," and " summons

"

to have been originally singular or plural ? Give the grounds
for your opinion.

2. Give examples of the indefinite relative. To what restrictions

is it subject ?

3. To what parts of speech is the termination "ing" common?
Show fuUy how they are to be distinguished.

4. Give Latham's opinion in regard to the Question of concord when
two or more pronouns of different persons and of the singular
number follow each other disjunctively.

5. Though all English comparatives end in " r," no superlative ends
in "rt." How has this happened ?

6. Illustrate the influence of Ouomatojjojia in the formation of

words.

7. Give the derivation of the following words, tracing the history

of the meaning wherever you can :—Muslin, currant, hymeneal,
bursar, coercion, rill, pi-iest, deed, bishopric, urbanity,

universe, here, inoculate, religion, gentry, chestnut, viilgate,

preposterous, rival, romance, health, legend, fancy.

8. When and under what circumstances did tiie principal elements
which enter into the composition of the English language
geverally take their places in it ?
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VI.

1. Name the inflected parts of speech ; state the inflections to which
they are subject ; anrl give an example of every inflectional

form in the language. Give all the inflectional forms of

"abbot," "me," "was." Are "fatherly," " happen," and
" acknowledgment " inflectional forifis ? Explain the forms
'

' his " and '

' whose.

"

2. Some grammarians consider the article and participle distinct

parts of speech. State your own views, with reasons.

3. Give examples of sentences in which it is more appropriate to

use "that" than "who" or "which." Explain the reason

in each case.

4. Show to what extent we are to receive the statement that " the

passive voice expresses passively the same thing that the

active voice docs actively.

"

5. Give as fully as you can the syntax of the Possessive Case.

6. Of words which have disappeared from our literary dialect men-
tion (1) some which modern authors of note have endeavoured

to revive ; (2) others which survive only as provincialisms
;

and (3) others which pass for Americanisms, but which are

really Old English.

7. Explain the figures Hyperbaton, Apocope, and Apostrophe,

indicating the class to which each belongs.

8. What is meant by Historical Etymology ?

VII.

1. Mention the causes of diversity in Orthography, and state in

what respects the English alphabet is deficient, redundant,

and inconsistent.

2. Give the best definition of Gender yon know. State why you
consider it the best, and point out its defects.

3. "The construction of English Infinitives is two-fold : (1) objective ;

(2) gerundial."

—

Latham.

Explain fully and exemplify this statement.

4. Name the verbs which specially belong to the class called

"copulative," and explain their ofl5ce in analysis. How
would you deal in analysis with the Imperative and the

Absolute ?

5. Illustrate fully the adjective in predicate.
_

(). Derive the following words : — Mechanics, politics, cambric,

meander, tantalize, April, Thursday, furlong, fathom, pilgrim,

vintage, sarcasm, gazette, scarlet, tulip, tobacco, almanac,

jubilee, caravan, sonnet, skate, ballast, calico, caricature, alii-

gator.

7. Give the force of each of the affixes: Hood, ling, some, ric, aye,

and less ; illustrate by examples.

8. Give exami)les of Syuserisis, Syncope, Paralepsis, Hyperbole.
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VIII.
1. Define Logical Subject, Grammatical Subject, Caae, Mood,

Middle Voice, Predicate, Copulative Conjunction^ and Dis-
junctive Conjunction.

2. Give a list of defective verba.

3. "Substantives signifying the same thing agree incase." Point
out the defects of this rule for apposition, and define " Apposi-
tion."

4. Give an etymological analysis of the following words, mentioning
in each case prefix or affix, root, literal meaning, and ordinary
signification :—Discusgion, expressed, adventure, condolence,
hypocrite, expedite, atonement, accuracy, cemetery, extra-
vagant, trespass, dilapidation, advocate, adherent, disparity,

colloquial, ambitious, transgression, degeneracy, declension
(connect grammatical sense with root), dissection, pilgrimage,
inarticulate, compunction.

5. Mention English words related in derivation to "speak,"
"sorrow," "choose," "what," "bequeath," "death," and
" barren."

6. Which parts of speech are all of Saxon growth ?

7. What traces of Danish occupancy do we find in local English
names ?

8. Write half a dozen lines on any subject you choose, using only
words of Anglo-Saxon origin.

*IX.
1. (a) Explain "strong" and " weak " preterites. (J) Cite instances

to show that the tendency has been for some time to exclude
the "strong" forms, quoting also some of the very few
instances in which the reverse has taken place.

2. Define Middle Voice, Copulative and Disjunctive Co-ordina-
tion, and explain Dativus Ethicus, Adveibs of Deflection,
and Equivocal Reflective.

3. Specify and exemplify the various constructions in which the
sign of the possessive case is omitted.

4. Give examples of different cases which may arise in the applica-
tion of the principle : "A verb must agree with its nominative
in number and person," and state the special rule applicable
to each case,

5. Distinguish between "common "and "mutual;" "stationery"
and " stationary ;''" feminine " and " efleminate ;" "sani-
tary" and "sanatory;" "persecute" and "torment;"
"loiter" and "linger."

6. What information about the following articles may be obtained
from the names they bear :—Port (wine), sherry, nankeen,
ammonia, bayonet, cherry, curr;\nts?

7. Give the derivation of :—Blame, metaphysics, peripatetics, synod,
lord, ma'am, fee, villain, anathema, premature, retrograde,
extravagant, rather, treacle, lass, comfort, epitaph, i)aper,
executor, save, depose, mode, serve, paste, cover, lesson,

meaning, fur^ impostor, insolent.
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8. Write etymological notes on :

(a) lu like manner also that women adorn themselves in
raoileat apparel with shamefacedness and sobriety :—L Tim.
ii. 9.

(5) Woe worth the chose, woe worth the day.

—

Scott.

\c) Come Fate into the list

And champion me to the utterance.—ShaJcespeare,

SECOND CLASS.

I. •

1. In what words is the aspirate rightly dropped when it stands as

their first letter ?

2. State the various uses of the pronoun " it."

3. Show that the perfect is a present tense, and write sentences to
exhibit the violation of the "sequence of tenses" in connec*
tion with that tense.

4. Explain the construction of the objective case in each of the fol-

lowing sentences :—(a) He waited all night ; (6) The book is

worth a shilling
; (c) Full many a league they rode

;
(d) They

dreamt the future flight.

5. Give the different powers of the prefixes " be" and "en" or "em."
6. Make a list of five words from each of the Latin verbs ago, curro,

jacio, fero, video, and rego.

7. Give words —two in each case— derived from these Greek roots

:

Charia, cratos, metron, phone, pathos.

II.

1. Investigate the statement that "mine" and "thine" are the pos-
sessive case of the personal pronoun, whilst " my" and "thy"
are the possessive adjective.

2. "A verb is a word that makes an assertion." Discuss the defects
of this definition.

3. What prepositions should follow "glad," "true," "insinuate,"
and "intervene"?

4 What are the Latin and Greek prefixes meaning "from,"
"beyond," "without"?

5. Derive the following words, giving the etymological analysis
where you can :—Whore, ephemeral, alone, before, river, rap-

turous, current, month, pain, blood, generally, number,
agency, vicious, diabolical, wi-ote, stenography, pagoda.

6. Make a list of words derived from "lego, including four from
the Latin and four from the Greek verb.

7. In the following groups of verbs of similar signification, indicate

the appropriate use of each verb :—Esteem, estimate, appreci-

Ate ; grant, allow, bestow, concede ; buUd, erect, construct

;

laorp, arrogate, assume.



' EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. VU

III.

t. Give examples of verbs of strong and of weak conjugation.

2. State the rule relating to "sequence of tenses" in connection
with the conjunction "that," and quote Latham's reason to

show that the rule must necessarily be absolute;

3. Illustrate the use of the adjective in predicate, and state clearly

its force and relation.

4. Define and give examples of adverbial sentence and complex
sentence, and form or quote a sentence containing a dependent
proposition which is the subject of a verb.

5. Enumerate the affixes denoting state, condition, or quality, and
give examples of each in combination.

6. Convert, by the help of prefixes or suffixes, the following adjec-

tives into verbs :—Large, just, humble, strong ; and convert
the following verbs into nouns :—Weave, compel, receive, dig
think. Explain the law which governs each change.

7. Trace the following to Latin or Greek roots :—Venison, sample,
maintain, livery, human, hermit, sarcophagus, volume, tau-

tology, technical, phylactery, blasphemy.

IV.

1. What are the principal parts of "^travel," " smell," " benefit" ?

2. Give examples of the different uses (a) of words ending in •' ing,"
and (6) of "but."

3. Give instances of infinitives and infinitive phrases used as the
objects of a verb.

4. Give a detailed analysis of the following passage and the full sj'n-

tactical parsing of all the italicised words :
" Strange as it may

eeem to find a song-writer put forward as an active instric-

ment of union among his fellow-Hellens, it is uot the less true
that those poets whom we have briefly passed in review, by en-

riching the common langtiage a'lid by circulating from town to

town either in person or in their compositions, contributed to

fan the flame of pan-Hellenic patriotism at a time when there

were few circumstances to co-operate with them, and when the
causes tending to perpetuate isolation seemed in the ascen-
dant."—GVote.

5. {a) Explain the term "Hybridism," and illustrate by examples.
(&) Show that " icicle" is hybrid in appearance only.

6. Give examples of (a) Derivatives formed by merely changing the
radical vowel

;
(J) Primitive words formed on the principle

of imitation ; and (c) Derivatives from dotos, hodos, laos,

pingo, olo or olesco, linquo, fligo, arceo, tero, and vello.

7. Trace the following to Latin roots :—Egregious, lateral, illusin^

annex, complex, pulverize, quotient, satisfy, scripture, •»•

tortiou, adult, monument.



VIII BXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

V.

1. Write the plural of hi(lalgo,no, cliimney, colloquy, Livy, vLacuIoiii»

3, w, appendix, Lord Gordon, court-martial.

2. Classify pronouns, enumerating those uuder each head.

3. Give tlie principal parts of hew, fly, flee, stride,'rive, crow.

4. Give a classification of conjunctions.

5. K. Rich. Of comfort no man speak
;

Let's talk of graves, of worms, and epitaphs ;

Make dust our -paper, and with rainy eyes.

Write sorrow on the bosom of the earth.

Let's choose executors, and talk of wills
;

And yet not so—for what can we bequeath
Have our deposed bodies to the ground ?

Our lands, our lives, and all, are Bolinijhrolce'a,

And nothing can we call our own but death
A nd that small model of the barren eartli

Which serves as 2jaste and cover to our bones."

(o) Divide the above extract into propositions, stating their
relations to each other, and analysing them

; (6) Parse tho
italicised words ; (c) Make a list of the words of classical

origin in the passage.

6. Give words—two in each case—derived from these Greek roots

:

Ago, biblos, martur, delca, skopeo, tupos.

7. Give words of Latin and English origin corresponding with
apology, catalogue, democracy, eulogize, mystery, prophesy,
Bympathy.

VI.

1. Give abstract nouns of the same derivation as "brief," "true,"
"common," "needy," "poor."

2. Give examples of the different constructions in which "as" ia

used, and tell in which of them it may be replaced by "that."

3. Distinguish t May I go from Can I go.

Shall I go " Will I go.

Were 1 to go " Was I to go.

Would I havegone " Should I have gone.

4. Give adjectives of Latin origin corresponding to the following

nouns :— Dog, head, house, friend, step, light, law, rest,

5. Trace the following words to Greek roots :—Rhetoric, crypt, nau-
tical, cosmogony, ephemeral, asteroid, polity, telegraph.

6. Give words—two in each case—derived from the Latin roots

faber, fruor, integer, licet, plico, salio, voveo.

7. What do you understand by the "imperfect incorporation" of

words introduced from a foreign language ? State the pria-

ciples which oharacterize it, and give examples.



EXAMINATION QUESTIONi, IX

VII.
1. What do you understand by "gender " in grammar ? Slow that

your definition applies to each of these words : Lady, seam-
stress, man-servant, testatrix, mistress, heroine, margravine.

2. Write the past tense, present participle, and past participle of

"flow," "fly," "singe," " die," " loose," " lay," and " hear,"
3. Give accurate rules for the use of " shall" and " will."

i. Form or quote sentences to illustrate (1) the restrictive and the
connective force of the relative pronoun, and (2) the two-
fold use of the cognate object.

G, Parse the italicised words in the following quotations :

—

(a) In
spite o/ such a r/ia/i a.s Gibbo7i's opposition; (b) They are not
the same that they have been

;
(c) He did it in the Geof/raphi/

class ; {d) They are very much in the style of Milton's
Sonnets ; (e) That is the way that boys begin. <^

5. Trace the following words to Latin and Greek roots, distingiiish-

ing those from each language :—Autumn, biscuit, disastrous,

epidemic, autocratic, linen, analyse, amnesty, fanatic, optics,

infant, verdict, oxygen, frantic, empyrean, federal, isother-

mal, carnival, polygon, system, fossil.

7. Give adjectives formed from Latin or Gieek roots corresponding
to the following English nouns :—Brother, forest, breath,

beginning, husband, cloud, leg, eye, hand, rule, ship, tooth,

fist, glass, disease, marriage, art.

VIII.
1. What parts of speech perform a double function 1 Give full ex

planatory examples.
2. Explain " Conjunctive Adverb," and write sentences containing

the various forms of the "Adverbial Phrase."
3. Give rules for the right use of the subjunctive mood, with ex-

amples.
4. In each of the following pairs of sentences, point out the difference

in meaning :—(a) He was the first that came. He was the fha*

who came, (b) He would make a better statesman than lawyer.
He would make a better statesman than a lawyer, (c) H<j

arrived safe. He arrived safely.

6. Pai'se the italicised words in the following sentences :

—

(a) Did "religion," when our language was translated,

mean godliness ?

{b) Thus shall mankind his guardian care engage,
The promised father of a future age.

(c) In Christian hearts, for a pagan zeal !

A needful but opprobrious prayer I

{d) He is busy thrashing.

6. Derive "foliage," " atone," "demagogue," "lieutenant," "rera*
nant," "jelly," "closet."

7, Llention words—two in each case—derived from these Latin
roots : Arceo, caro, colo (are), falx, tiscus, gelu, grex, orlor,

sinus, tueor.



EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

THIRD CLASS.

1. Define Abstract Noun, Eelative Pronoun, Verb Transitive uai
Intransitive, Adverb, Preposition.

2. Name and define those parts of speech which are inflected.

3. Name and distinguish plurals of nouns which have two forms of

plural with different signification.

4. Give any six examples of irregular comparison of adjectives, and
state the classes of adjectives which do not admit of com-
parison.

5. What changes for the sake of euphony do the following prefixes
undergo :—Ad, con, sub, syn ?

6. Mention prefixes—each in combination with some word—which
dSfeote rest or motion forward and backward in place and
time.

7. Give words in which the follo\^^ng affixes appear, and state the
foi-ce of each :—Ard, eer, ory, dom, ey, ment, ship, ism, ule,

ose, ish.

11.

1. Name the four gi-eat divisions of Grammar, and state the province
of each.

2. Write the plurals of : Stuff, potato, canto, grotto, attorney,
seraph, cousin-german, medium, stamen, appendix, thesis,

chrysalis, cargo, tyro, echo, chimney, criterion, axis, genius,
index, aide-de-camp.

3. Name the distributive and indefinite pronouns.
4. How is the verb inflected ? Name the moods and state the force

of each.

5. In what cases is the final consonant doubled before an affix ?

6. Illustrate by examples the use of each of the prefixes denoting
negation or destitution, and of each of the affixes denoting
manner and rank, office, or dominion.

7. Give the different forms assumed by the prefixes " in " and "ad"
in composition, illustrating your answer by examples.

III.

1. Write the plural of "cheese," "policy," "soliloquy," and
"phenomenon ;" the singular of "species," "apparatus," and
"indices;" and the feminine of "beau," "earl," "lad,"
"stag," and "ram."

2. Explain the terms Declension, Conjugation, Case, Mood, Tense,
Voice, Person, and Participle, illustrating your answer witb
examples.

S. Form the past tense and past participle of the following verbs :—
Rid, rend, shed, dive, lean, light, wed, speed. .

i. Show the different ways in which the words " there," "it," and
" but " are employed.



EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. II

8. Parse the following sentence, and change the form so that it shall

contain a Nominative Absolute:—"When fresh troops had
arrived, the battle was resumed."

6. Compose or quote a sentence containing the words "bail" and
"bale" properly usod, and another illustrating the different

meanings of the word " crew."
7. What is the force of the following affixes :—Age, ry, ice, dom, nesa,

ock, ic, ose, ish, en ? State in regard to each of them whether
it is of Anglo-Saxon or classic origin.

IV.
1. What is meant by Inflection, Gender, Predicate, Complement,

Impersonal Verb, Interjection, Conjunction ?

2. What is the Passive Voice ? When may a verb in the Passive
Voice be followed by the Objective Case ?

3. Give a list of Auxiliary Verbs. ^
4. How many tenses are there in the Potential Mood ? Give the

signs of each.

5. Parae the following sentence, and change the active into the pas-

sive construction :
—"His love of change drove him a pilgrim

to the Holy Land."
6. Compose a complex sentence containing an example of Apposition.

7. What are the meanings of the prefixes : Para, meta, ob, be ; and
of the affixes : Ness, by, dom ?

V.
1. Quote any two special rules for the formation of the plural of

nouns, and write the plural of the following : Wharf, folio,

spoonful, Mussulman, cherub, memorandum, miasma, alumnus.
2. Compare such of the following adjectives as are capable of com-

parison :—Cool, late, happy, perpendicular, many, triangular.

3. Inflect the Present Indicative of the verb "to strike" in all its

three forms.

4. Define the terms Subject and Predicate.
6. Change the construction of the following sentence so as to intro-

duce a Nominative Absolute, and parse the latter half :

—

" Having completed his arrangements for the battle. Napoleon
beheld the vast array defile before him.

"

6. Form or quote a sentence containing a dependent proposition
equivalent to an adverb.

7. Attach roots to the following prefixes, exhibiting when possible
the change made in the prefix for the sake of euphony :—Ad,
re, inter, trans, con, in, aya, amphi, hyper, sub.

VI.
1. Perm Abstract Nouns from the following adjectives :—Pure, brief,

slow, dear, intricate,

1 Write the plural of "pea," "attorney," "stratum," "lens,"
•"focus," "Mussulman," "Henry," " sixpence, " "seraph,"
"cameo," "index," "crisis ;" and the masculine or feminine
form, as the case may be, of "widow," "czar," "testator,"
"witch, "duke." "sultan," "earl"



XII EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

3. (rive rules for forming the degrees ofcomparison of adjectives.

4. Write the jmst tense, present participle, and past participle of the
following verbs :—Loose, bear, come, eat, flow, fly, go, dye,
singe, die.

& Re -write tlio following sentences so as to change the grammatical
construction, but express the same meaning :

—

(a) To me the
case seems to stand thus

;
(b) In arguing about Held sports, I

was arguing with people whose doings were open to the
world ; (c) lie speaks the truth.

G. Explain the dili'ereut uses of the objective case, giving an example
of each.

7. Write Latin or Greek prefixes signifying "aside," "across,"
"against," "down," "together," "change," "near to," with
examples.

VII.

1. Explain the inflection 'a in the Possessive case, and give examples
of the appositivc to the possessive.

2. Give a list of comparatives which want the positive.

3. "What rules are laid down to regulate the use of the relative

"that"?
4. Distinguish between Transitive and Intransitive verbs, giving an

example of each.

6, Give the rule for the construction of the Predicate noun, and state
with what verbs it is most frequently connected.

6. What is a sentence ? Write specimens of simple, compound, and
complex sentences.

7. Give words in which the following affixes appear, and state the
force of each affix :—Ling, all, ster, ness, acy, ure.

VIII.

1. Write a sentence containing an example of every^part of speech
properly used.

2. (a) What are the various modes of distinguishing the masculine
and feminine genders? (ft) Give the feminine of "stag,"
"marquis," "buck," "executor."

rf. Wiite the past tense, past participle and present participle of the
following verbs :—Set, tlee, seethe, cleave (to split), bear (to

bring forth), shear, shoe, job, lie down, omit, prefer, ^viuk,

chew.
4. How may a simple subject be changed to a complex one ?

5. (a) Show that intransitive verbs are sometimes rendered transitive.

(6) Give the transitive forms corresponding with "rise,"
"lie," "sit," "fall."

6. Show by examples how a verb may be modified by a word, by a
phrase, and by a subordinate sentence. *

7. Give words in which the following affixes appear, and state the
force of each :—Ster, mony, ric, ion, ency, tude.



EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. till

HIGH SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS.

The following papers, with the exception of the two Intenncdfate
ones for 1876, are made up of questions set since 1873 for entranc*
into the High Schools and Collegiate Institutes of Ontario :

—

I.

1. DciSne Nonn, Pronoun, Verb, Mood, Tense.

2. Give the plurals of new, staff, folio, penny, index.

3. Give the femiuines of earl, friar, hero, marquis, stag, ram, baron,
peacock, preceptor ; and the masculines of witch, roe, empress,
niece, lass, maid, filly.

4. Of the following adjectives compare those that admit of com-
parison : Good, near, happy, beautiful, many, perpendicular,
old, eternal.

5. Inflect the Personal Pronouns.

6. Give the past tense and past participle of the following Terbfl ;—
Flow, go, cleave (to s[ilit), get, smite, weave, crow, blow,
mow, fall, call, tear, may, shoe, drink.

7. Analyse and parse :
" The sun rose pleasantly over the scene tiul

lay before us."

XL
1. Define Transitive Verb, Active Voice, Finite Verb, Adverb^

Preposition.

2. Give the plurals of deer, family, foray, potato, half, beau, German,
Frencliman.

3. Give the positive forma corresponding to "most," "firit,"

"next," "eldest."

4. Give adverbs corresponding with "quick," "gpod," "little."

5. Write out in fuU, in the ordinary form, the indicative mood of

the singular.

6. Give the past tense and past participle of slide, stoop, hide, hurt,
wink, swim, set.

7. Analyse :

" Full many a gem of purest ray serene
The dark unfathomed caves of ocean bear.

"

And parse the italicised words in the following sentenoct

" Where is the man that will not fight for his country '\1

III.

1. Define Conjunction, Subject, Case, Person, Personal Pronoun,
Verb.

8. Write the plural nominative of sheep, species, beau, solo, cherub,
• Mr. ; tho possessive singular and plural of chimney, sky, lass ;

' the comparative and superlative degrees of many, tedious,

holy ; and the past tense, present participle, and past participle

of rear, beseech, singe, dun, die, ply.



Xtf EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

3. Give the third singular present indicative, tliiid singular pr6«

s"nt subjunetivo, present participle, and past participle of tbe

following verbs : Dig, swim, flee, pay, pry_. deal, tkruat,

threaten, shrink.

4. Express the following fractions by means of words .

—

•S 6 4 31 -rifl i"3^ 15 e 35 3^^ 4I'

5. Name three adjectives that are irregularly compared, and com-
pare them.

6. Into what classes are pronouns divided? Give an example of

each class.

7. Analyse :— ** Saint Augustine ! thou well hast said

That of our vices we can frame
A ladder, if we will but tread

Beneath our feet each deed of shame."
And parse :

—" Scott, the famous author, who was an early riser,

usually worked four hours in his study before breakfast."

IV;

1. Write the singular of potatoes, pence, swine, clauses, ties, pica,

spies, lies, cries ; the possessive plural of who, lady, gentle-

man ; all the persons in the singular of the present and the

past indicative of will, the principal verb, and all the persons

in the singular of the present and the past of vnll, the auxiliary

verb ; and the present and past participles of fulfil, sue, shine.

2. What is meant in Grammar by "qualify," "proposition,"
"gender" ?

3. Classify adjectives, and give an example of each class.

4. Give the nile for tlie use of the pronoun " that."

5. Give the masculine or feminine forms, as the case ma\' be, of hero,

Bultana, cAintess, executor ; the plural of money, lily, folio,

gas, brother, pea, cargo ; the comparative and superlative

degrees of far, ill, funny ; the past tense and past participle

of lead, sit, loose, pay, stay, shoe.

6. Analyse:

" They buried him darkly at dead of night.

The sods with their bayonets turning,

By the struggling moonbeams' misty light,

And the lanterns dimly burning.

"

7. Parse :
" Jolm studies two hours daily, but James, his brothsi)

passes his time in playing chess."
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